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Attending the Auction
 
Please bring two forms of  ID to confirm your name 
and address, you will then be able to register on-site 
for a bidding paddle.

Please note that entry to this sale is granted on 
presentation of  this sale catalogue.

Telephone / Commission Bids 
 
Should you be unable to attend the auction on sale 
day, telephone bidding will still allow you to bid live. 
On the day of  the sale, a member of  the Silverstone 
Auctions team will contact you, usually a few lots 
prior to your selected lots and will guide you through 
the process. To register a telephone or commission 
bid please go to silverstoneauctions.com/buying or 
email bid@silverstoneauctions.com. It is important 
that you provide us with alternative contact numbers 
to ensure that we are able to contact you on the day. 

Should we be unable to contact you via telephone, 
you are welcome to email a ‘covering bid’ to bid@
silverstoneauctions.com. We will then bid up to this 
amount on your behalf  only if  we cannot contact you 
via telephone.

Online Bidding
 
Silverstone Auctions has partnered with Proxibid 
to allow you to bid live on sale day from anywhere. 
Registration for internet bidding is done online. 
Please go to www.silverstoneauctions.com/buying for 
more information and direct links.

We advise that you register with Proxibid at least 48 
hours before a sale to allow sufficient time for your 
registration to be approved.

Ways to Bid

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
http://silverstoneauctions.com/buying
mailto:bid@silverstoneauctions.com
http://silverstoneauctions.com/
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/buying
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We’re delighted to return to the NEC for our fifth sale 
at the Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor Show. This 
weekend’s two-day sale promises to see 2016 off  
with a bang. With more than 70,000 visitors set to 
attend, this show really is one of  the highlights of  our 
calendar. It’s always a fantastic event and is getting 
bigger and better every year.

I and the team at Silverstone Auctions look forward 
to an equally exciting and successful 2017, and with 
details of  next year’s sales now available, please 
speak to us if  you’re looking to sell. 

So what of  the current classic car market? The last 
12 months have seen some potential challenges 
for the wider market, however the results from 
our most recent sales prove that the best cars will 
always appeal. Original UK, right-hand drive cars 
with good provenance continue to be in demand. 
Post-referendum we have seen that it is cheaper 
for European and US buyers to purchase cars from 
the UK so that’s a positive. However, the classic car 
market has always been, and is increasingly, an 
enthusiast-led market, and there’s no reason for the 
levels of  enthusiasm to change. People have relatively 
few other good investment options at this time and if  
you are an enthusiast who has some cash in the bank, 
why not indulge in your dream classic? 

With that and this weekend’s sale, there’s an eclectic 
offering of  over 120 classic and modern sports cars 
and several historic motorcycles spanning some 89 
years available for you to take home. At Silverstone 
Auctions we pride ourselves on bringing together ‘best 
of  breed’ cars to auction and we hope you agree that 
the vehicles on offer do this justice.  

Our team is on hand to provide even more insight into 
the cars on offer, with dedicated staff  able to expertly 
guide you through the history files. If  you have any 
queries or require any assistance please don’t hesitate 
to speak to a member of  the team who will be more 
than happy to assist you. 

Once again, I’d like to thank you for joining us, and we 
look forward to seeing you in the New Year with our 
first sale taking place at Race Retro in February. 

Happy Bidding!

Nick Whale 
Managing Director 
Silverstone Auctions

Welcome

1960 Mercedes-Benz 190SL RHD
Estimate: £100,000 - £120,000

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Established in 1945, E.M.Rogers
are highly experienced in
transporting and securely
storing prestige, classic and
vintage vehicles.

Speak to us at the next Silverstone Auctions sale 

about the services we can provide, including:

• UK and European enclosed transport

• Secure indoor storage and HMRC

 approved bonded storage

• Worldwide shipping and airfreight

• Documentation, customs clearance, registration

 and all associated services

• Valeting, maintenance, servicing, MOTs etc

www.emrogerstransport.com
01604 755511

E.M. ROGERS
INCORPORATING KENTVALE

E.M. Rogers
are proud partners of
Silverstone Auctions

EM ROGERS SILVERSTONE AUCTION A4 ADVERT 11.8.16.indd   1 18/8/16   15:41:20

http://www.emrogerstransport.com/
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Start: 11:00

Day 1

Saturday 12th November 2016

Automobilia  
and Watches

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 101

Lot 103

Lot 105

Lot 102

Lot 104

Lot 106

Vintage metal BP sign 
A lovely period sign with real patina.
40.5 x 61 cm.

John Surtees CBE signed 1965 Monaco poster 
Ferrari 156 at Monaco in 1965 based on the original 
Grand Prix poster by Michael Turner, and signed by 
1964 F1 World Champion, John Surtees CBE, with a 
Certificate of  Authenticity (70cm x 50cm, weight 3kg).

Aston Martin Zagato sign
An Aston Martin Zagato sign, single-sided and 
illuminated (80cm x 60cm).

Sir Stirling Moss OBE print 
A print of  Sir Stirling Moss OBE driving his Rob Walker 
racing Lotus at the 1961 Grand Prix of  Monaco, signed 
by Sir Stirling Moss, framed and glazed (67cm x 59cm).

‘Porsche 911’ original by Tony Upson 
‘Porsche 911’ Tony Upson original painting. Acrylic on 
canvas, framed (154cm x 124cm, weight 6kg).

John Surtees CBE print
A print of  John Surtees CBE driving his Scuderia Ferrari 
at the Grosser Preis von Deutschland Nürburgring in 
1965. Signed by John Surtees, framed and glazed  
(70cm x 60cm).

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £250 - £500

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £100 - £200

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 101   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 101

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 103   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 103

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 105   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 105

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 102   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 102

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 104   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 104

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 106   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 106

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/vintage-metal-bp-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/sir-stirling-moss-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/john-surtees-signed-1965-monaco-poster-8803
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-911-original-by-tony-upson
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-martin-zagato-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/john-surtees-print
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Vintage-metal-BP-Sign/33027548/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027548
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sir-Stirling-Moss-Print/33027699/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027699
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/John-Surtees-signed-1965-Monaco-poster/33027700/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027700
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Porsche-911-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027701/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027701
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Aston-Martin-Zagato-Sign/33027702/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027702
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/John-Surtees-Print/33027703/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027703
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1 Autom
obiliaLot 107

Lot 109

Lot 111

Lot 108

Lot 110

Lot 112

Mr Bibendum 
Fibreglass Mr Bibendum forecourt figure (120cm high).

The Shoey, ‘Le Mans’ movie, signed by 
Derek Bell MBE 
Iconic photograph of  Derek Bell MBE and Steve McQueen on the set of  the 
movie ‘Le Mans’ in 1970, dressed in their Gulf  Racing overalls ready for 
filming. Signed by Derek Bell MBE (40cm x 30cm, weight 2kg).

Frazer Nash company sign 
An original airbrushed and lacquered sign on wood, 
hand-finished of  the Frazer Nash motor company  
(95cm x 55cm).

Dexter Brown/Darren Manning signed print
A limited edition print entitled ‘Supermanning’, profiling Darren Manning 
making history by winning the British Grand Prix Formula 3 race for the 
second time, by the artist Dexter Brown. Number 48/250 signed by both 
Darren Manning and Dexter Brown, framed and glazed (65cm x 50cm, 
weight 3kg).

Geoff Duke OBE signed print 
A print of  Geoff  Duke OBE riding his Norton 500 
motorcycle in the 1957 Scarborough race. Signed by 
Geoff  Duke OBE, framed and glazed (56cm x 46cm).

Framed and Mounted Steve McQueen ‘The 
Vee’ Le Mans* 

Steve McQueen gives the vee sign in the closing scene 
of  the 1971 motorsport film, Le Mans. Mounted and 
framed (38cm x 48cm).

Estimate: £600 - £800

Estimate: £250 - £500

Estimate: £100 - £150

Estimate: £75 - £125

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: No Reserve

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 107   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 107

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 109   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 109

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 111   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 111

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 108   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 108

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 110   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 110

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 112   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 112

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mr-bibendum-8966
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/dexter-browndarren-manning-signed-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-shoey-le-mans-movie-signed-derek-bell
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/geoff-duke-signed-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/frazer-nash-company-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/framed-mounted-steve-mcqueen-the-vee
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Mr-Bibendum/33027704/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027704
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Dexter-Brown-Darren-Manning-signed-print/33027705/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027705
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Shoey-Le-Mans-movie-signed-Derek-Bell-MBE/33027706/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027706
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Geoff-Duke-Signed-Print/33027707/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027707
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Frazer-Nash-Company-Sign/33027708/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027708
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Framed-Mounted-Steve-McQueen-The-Vee-Le-Mans/33027709/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027709
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 113

Lot 115

Lot 117

Lot 114

Lot 116

Lot 118

‘11 Targa Victories’ signed by Gijs van Lennep, 
Brian Redman and Vic Elford
Celebrating 11 Porsche victories at the Targa Florio, this poster is hand-
signed by three of  those winners and comes complete with signed COA 
from Vic Elford. Custom-mounted on brushed aluminium frame (45cm x 
60cm, weight 2.5kg).

Hand-painted wooden Ferrari sign 
A handmade and hand-painted Ferrari sign crafted from 
recycled wood; a beautiful addition for any enthusiast’s 
garage wall (108cm x 70cm).

Spa 1,000kms, signed by Brian Redman and Derek Bell MBE 
1970 Spa-Francorchamps 1,000kms, May 1970, Brian Redman 
leads the way in the Gulf  Porsche 917K to eventual victory 
sharing the car with Jo Siffert; Derek Bell MBE driving the 
mighty yellow Ferrari 512 is mid-pack. Signed by Brian Redman 
and Derek Bell MBE (60cm x 40cm, weight 2kg).

‘Gulf Girl’ original by Tony Upson 
‘Gulf  Girl’, Tony Upson original painting - acrylic on 
canvas framed (154cm x 124cm, weight 6kg).

Lotus 18 at Monaco, signed by Sir Stirling 
Moss OBE 
In 1960, Sir Stirling Moss OBE pulled off  the first victory for Lotus at 
Monaco, celebrating with a victory lap, a feat he would repeat the following 
year in the same car against the mighty new Ferrari Sharknose - signed by 
Sir Stirling Moss OBE (60cm x 40cm, weight 2kg).

Peter Collins print 
A photographic print of  Peter Collins driving his 
Lancia-Ferrari at the Grote Prijs van België at Spa-
Francorchamps in 1956 - framed and glazed  
(57cm x 58cm).

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £100 - £200

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 113   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 113

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 115   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 115

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 117   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 117

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 114   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 114

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 116   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 116

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 118   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 118

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/11-targa-victories-signed-gijs-van-lennep-brian-redman-and-vic-elford
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/gulf-girl-original-tony-upson
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/hand-painted-wooden-ferrari-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/lotus-18-at-monaco-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/spa-1000kms-signed-brian-redman--derek-bell
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/peter-collins-print
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/11-Targa-Victories-Signed-Gijs-Van-Lennep-Brian-Redman-and-Vic-Elford/33027710/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027710
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Gulf-Girl-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027711/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027711
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Hand-Painted-Wooden-Ferrari-Sign/33027712/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027712
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Lotus-18-at-Monaco-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027713/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027713
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Spa-1000kms-signed-Brian-Redman-Derek-Bell-MBE/33027714/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027714
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Peter-Collins-Print/33027715/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027715
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1 Autom
obiliaLot 119

Lot 121

Lot 123

Lot 120

Lot 122

Lot 124

Bianchi wheel hub part 
A genuine part from a vintage Bianchi motor car.

‘The Getaway’ 1992 pinball table 
This fantastic pinball table game is a total restoration with unique artwork 
designed by Franz Schmidt of  Saarbrucken on the cabinet and back box. 
It’s an exciting ‘beat the cops’ game with a supercharged ball accelerator 
that boosts the ball into a speed-defying loop. The game also has a video 
mode and a three ball multi-ball.

‘Gulf Porsches at Laguna’ 
A poster from the 2015 Laguna Seca Rennsport Reunion V 
that celebrated Gulf  Porsches, hand-signed by Derek Bell MBE 
and Vic Elford. Complete with signed COA from Vic Elford and 
custom mounted on a brushed aluminium frame (45cm x 60cm, 
weight 2kg).

Two Ayrton Senna prints 
Two prints, one of  Ayrton Senna passing Damon Hill 
OBE in the 1993 Donington Park Grand Prix and 
another of  Ayrton Senna in a reflective pose, framed 
and glazed (60cm x 40cm).

‘The Motoring Century’, the story of the RAC 
‘The Motoring Century’, the story of  the Royal 
Automobile Club, 1897 - 1997, by Piers Brendon in 
1997, boxed and in mint condition.

Scimitar dealership sign 
An original large Scimitar dealership sign from the late 
1970s - early 1980s, standing approximately one metre 
high in very good condition.

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £4,500 - £5,500

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £250

Estimate: £150 - £250

Estimate: £150 - £250

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 119   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 119

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 121   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 121

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 123   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 123

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 120   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 120

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 122   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 122

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 124   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 124

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/bianchi-wheel-hub-part
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/two-prints-of-ayrton-senna-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-getaway-pinball-table
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-motoring-century-the-story-of-the-rac
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/gulf-porsches-at-laguna-signed-derek-bell-and-vic-elford
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/scimitar-dealership-sign
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Bianchi-Wheel-Hub-Part/33027716/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027716
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Two-Ayrton-Senna-Prints/33027717/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027717
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Getaway-1992-Pinball-Table/33027718/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027718
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Motoring-Century-The-story-of-the-RAC/33027719/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027719
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Gulf-Porsches-at-Laguna-Signed-Derek-Bell-MBE-and-Vic-Elford/33027720/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027720
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Scimitar-dealership-sign/33027721/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027721
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 125

Lot 127

Lot 129

Lot 126

Lot 128

Lot 130

Streamliner Garage, signed by Hans Herrmann 
Reims, France. 4th July 1954. The cars of  Hans Hermann, 
Mercedes-Benz W196 #22 and Juan Manuel Fangio, Mercedes-
Benz W196 #18 (winner) being worked on in the paddock 
garage. Hand-signed by Hans Herrmann (60cm x 40cm, weight 
2kg).

Michael Schumacher / Valentino Rossi 
signed photograph 
A colour photograph of  Michael Schumacher and 
Valentino Rossi signed by both, framed and glazed 
(43cm x 43cm, weight 1.3kg).

Fibreglass Ayrton Senna celebratory 
champagne bottle 
Commemorating Ayrton Senna’s 1993 Monaco Grand 
Prix win (103cm high).

John Surtees CBE signed print 
A print of  John Surtees CBE riding his MV Agusta 
around Parliament Square in the 1960 Isle of  Man, 
Junior TT. Signed by John Surtees CBE, framed and 
glazed (67cm x 58cm).

Ferrari 246GT/365GTC/S/365GT 
2+2/365GTB/4 operating, maintenance 
and service manual 
In excellent condition.

Rudolf Caracciola print 
A print depicting Rudolf  Caracciola driving his works 
Mercedes at speed, at the Nürburgring in 1938 - framed 
and glazed (85cm x 67cm).

Estimate: £200 - £400

Estimate: £150 - £250

Estimate: £200 - £250

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £75 - £150

Estimate: £100 - £200

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 125   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 125

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 127   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 127

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 129   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 129

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 126   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 126

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 128   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 128

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 130   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 130

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/streamliner-garage-signed-hans-herrmann
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/john-surtees-signed-print-8711
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/michael-schumacher--valentino-rossi-signed-photograph
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-246365gt-operating-manual
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/fibreglass-ayrton-senna-celebratory-champagne-bottle
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/rudolph-carriciola-print
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Streamliner-Garage-signed-Hans-Herrmann/33027722/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027722
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/John-Surtees-Signed-Print/33027723/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027723
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Michael-Schumacher-Valentino-Rossi-signed-photograph/33027724/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027724
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-246GT-365GTC-S-365GT-2-2-365GTB-4-operating-maintenance-and-service-manual/33027725/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027725
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Fibreglass-Ayrton-Senna-Celebratory-Champagne-Bottle/33027726/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027726
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Rudolph-Caracciola-Print/33027727/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027727
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1 Autom
obiliaLot 131

Lot 133

Lot 135

Lot 132

Lot 134

Lot 136

‘Cafe Racer’ original by Tony Upson 
‘Café Racer’ Tony Upson original painting, acrylic on 
sheet metal (105cm x 105cm, weight 20kg).

‘Le Mans 1962 – Evening at Tetra Rouge’, signed 
by John Surtees CBE and Jack Sears  
From an original painting by James Dugdale, this limited edition fine art print 
is number 13 of  just 62, depicting the Ferrari GTO at Le Mans with words by 
Nick Mason. It comes complete with signed COA and custom double mounted 
on a brushed aluminium frame (66cm x 54cm, weight 3.5kg).

2009 UK Circuit Guide and 2009 Euro 
Circuit Guide Handbooks 
Have you ever wondered how to corner at Donington Park or the best racing 
lines through the Le Mans or Spa? These comprehensive and detailed 
books can give you all of  the answers - 2009 UK and Euro Guides covering 
everywhere from Anglesey to Zandvoort.

‘1971 1000kms Paris’  
‘1971 1,000kms Paris’, signed by Derek Bell MBE and Gijs van Lennep – 
Nicolas Hunziker poster of  the 1971 1,000kms of  Paris, hand-signed by the 
two winners of  the race Gijs van Lennep and Derek Bell MBE who won in a 
time of  6:14:22 in the Porsche 917! It’s hand-signed by the artist Nicolas 
Hunziker, comes complete with a signed COA from Vic Elford and has been 
custom mounted with brushed aluminium frame (70cm x 56cm, weight 3kg).

‘Royal Endorsement Coat of Arms’ sign 
Fibreglass ‘Royal Endorsement Coat of  Arms’  
(75cm x 70cm).

McQueen on set ‘Le Mans’ 
Fantastic 18 x 12-inch print of  this period shot captured on set 
during the filming of  ‘Le Mans’ with professional race drivers 
Derek Bell MBE and Brian Redman chatting to movie star Steve 
McQueen. Signed by Brian Redman and Derek Bell MBE, limited 
edition of  just 20 (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £50 - £75

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £200 - £250

Estimate: £300 - £500

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 131   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 131

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 133   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 133

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 135   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 135

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 132   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 132

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 134   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 134

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 136   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 136

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/cafe-racer-original-by-tony-upson
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/71-1000kms-paris---signed-derek-bell-and-gijs-van-lennep
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/lemans-1962---evening-at-tetre-rouge-signed-john-surtees-and-jack-sears
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/royal-endorsement-coat-of-arms-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2009-uk-circuit-guide-and-2009-euro-circuit-guide-handbooks
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mcqueen-on-set-le-mans-signed-bell--redman
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Cafe-Racer-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027728/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027728
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1971-1000kms-Paris-Signed-Derek-Bell-and-Gijs-Van-Lennep/33027729/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027729
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/LeMans-1962-Evening-at-Tetre-Rouge-Signed-John-Surtees-CBE-and-Jack-Sears/33027730/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027730
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Royal-Endorsement-Coat-of-Arms-Sign/33027731/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027731
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2009-UK-Circuit-Guide-and-2009-Euro-Circuit-Guide-Handbooks/33027732/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027732
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/McQueen-on-set-Le-Mans-signed-Bell-Redman/33027733/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027733
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 137

Lot 139

Lot 141

Lot 138

Lot 140

Lot 142

‘Porsche 907 Vic Elford Targa Victory 1968’
‘Porsche 907 Vic Elford Targa Victory 1968’, signed by Vic 
Elfort – original period Porsche advertising photo of  Vic Elford 
storming to victory in the 1968 Targa, hand-signed by Vic Elford, 
complete with signed COA and custom mounted on a brushed 
aluminium frame (56cm x 48cm, weight 2kg).

Porsche Boxster wheels 
A set of  four original 18-inch wheels to fit a Porsche Boxster. 
Two 8-inch x 18-inch, two 9-inch x18-inch and fitted with 
Pirelli winter tyres, 235/45 front and 265/45 rear. Suitable for 
Cayman or Boxster (latest 981 version).

Maserati Trident 
Cold caste aluminium Maserati Trident (120cm high).

Enzo Ferrari portrait 
An outline portrait of  Enzo Ferrari in ‘negative effect’, 
framed and glazed (60cm x 43cm).

Richard Seaman print 
A print of  Richard Seaman driving his Mercedes-Benz 
at the 1938 Donington Grand Prix, framed and glazed 
(53cm x 44cm).

Framed and Glazed ‘Steve McQueen Drives 
Porsche’ 
Taken from the original Porsche factory posted this 
reprint is framed, glazed and mounted. The mounted 
image size is approximately 16 inches x 11 inches.

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £500 - £700

Estimate: £200 - £250

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: No Reserve

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 137   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 137

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 139   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 139

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 141   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 141

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 138   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 138

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 140   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 140

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 142   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 142

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-907-vic-elford-targa-victory-1968-signed-vic-elford
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/enzo-ferrari-portrait-8764
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-boxster-wheels-8982
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/richard-seaman-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/maserati-trident
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/framed--glazed-steve-mcqueen-drives-porsche-re-print
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Porsche-907-Vic-Elford-Targa-Victory-1968-Signed-Vic-Elford/33027734/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027734
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Enzo-Ferrari-Portrait/33027735/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027735
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Porsche-Boxster-Wheels/33027736/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027736
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Richard-Seaman-Print/33027737/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027737
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Maserati-Trident/33027738/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027738
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Framed-Glazed-Steve-McQueen-Drives-Porsche/33027739/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027739
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1 Autom
obiliaLot 143

Lot 145

Lot 147

Lot 144

Lot 146

Lot 148

Ferrari Shield sign, signed by Nigel Mansell 
and John Surtees CBE 
Metal Ferrari shield, hand-signed by Ferrari drivers Nigel Mansell 
and John Surtees CBE, World Champion in 1964 (30cm high, 
weight 3kg).

Sir Stirling Moss OBE Maserati Monaco 
Grand Prix colour photo 
A rare colour photo of  Sir Stirling Moss OBE driving his Maserati 
at the Monaco Grand Prix in 1956 - signed by Sir Stirling, 
framed and glazed (57cm x 47cm).

Mr Drip 
Fibreglass Mr Drip forecourt figure (120cm high).

Drilled steering wheel, signed by Sir 
Stirling Moss OBE 
Classic style, full-size, flat-drilled steering wheel with wood and riveted 
rim and three spokes, with a nine-hole Moto-Lita compatible fitting, hand-
signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE, who always preferred a three-spoke wheel 
(35cm diameter, weight 1.5kg).

Zipper hydroplane model boat 
The Zipper was built in 1934 as a fast hydroplane, designed by 
John Hacker for the 125 racing class. The Zipper illustrates the 
simplicity and elegance of  the runabouts of  the 20s and 30s. 
This model comes complete with stand (90cm length).

Miss Drip
Fibreglass Miss Drip forecourt figure (120cm high).

Estimate: £150 - £250

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £500 - £600

Estimate: £250 - £500

Estimate: £250 - £350

Estimate: £500 - £600

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 143   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 143

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 145   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 145

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 147   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 147

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 144   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 144

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 146   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 146

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 148   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 148

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-shield-sign-signed-nigel-mansell--john-surtees
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/drilled-steering-wheel-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/sir-stirling-moss-maserati-monaco-grand-prix-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/zipper-hydroplane-model-boat-8903
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mr-drip-8967
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/miss-drip-8968
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-Shield-Sign-signed-Nigel-Mansell-John-Surtees/33027740/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027740
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Drilled-steering-wheel-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027741/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027741
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sir-Stirling-Moss-Maserati-Monaco-Grand-Prix-Colour-Photo/33027742/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027742
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Zipper-hydroplane-model-boat/33027743/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027743
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Mr-Drip/33027744/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027744
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Miss-Drip/33027745/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027745
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 149

Lot 151

Lot 153

Lot 150

Lot 152

Lot 154

Record-breaking Lotus XI
An amusing shot of  Sir Stirling Moss OBE sees him peering 
from the closed cockpit of  the specially-built Lotus XI, with Colin 
Chapman overseeing preparations at Monza in September 1956, 
where records were broken for 50km and 50 miles at over 130mph 
in the 1100cc Lotus. Measures (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Sir Jack Brabham OBE print 
A print of  Sir Jack Brabham OBE driving his Maserati in 
the 1956 BARC Aintree 200 Mile Race, signed by  
Sir Jack Brabham OBE, framed and glazed  
(74cm x 64cm).

Ferrari Dino 246 spare parts catalogue 
A Ferrari Dino 246 GT spare parts catalogue for the 
1970 model year, from car number 01118, in excellent 
condition.

1996 ‘World Champion’ signed by Damon 
Hill OBE 
Superb close-up of  Damon Hill OBE in 1996 in his 
Williams FW18, hand-signed by Damon in silver with a 
COA (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

‘Fangio the Maestro’ - signed Fangio 
This is an extremely rare and highly sought after Nicholas Watts fine art 
Limited Edition as number 479/500. It’s hand-signed by Mr Juan-Manual 
Fangio who drove the Maserati 250F at the 1957 German GP at the 
Nürburgring to clinch his 5th world title. It comes complete with a signed 
COA and is beautifully custom double mounted on a brushed aluminium 
frame (88cm x 69cm, weight 5kgs).

‘Ferrari 250 GTO’ original by Tony Upson 
Framed acrylic on canvas ‘Ferrari 250 GTO’, an original 
by Tony Upson (126cm x 65cm, weight 5kg).

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £500 - £600

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £1,200 - £1,500

Estimate: £200 - £300

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 149   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 149

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 151   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 151

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 153   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 153

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 150   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 150

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 152   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 152

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 154   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 154

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/record-breaking-lotus-xi-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1996-world-champion-signed-by-damon-hill
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/sir-jack-brabham-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/fangio-the-maestro---signed-fangio
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-dino-246-spare-parts-catalogue-8914
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-250-gto-original-by-tony-upson-8763
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Record-Breaking-Lotus-XI-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027746/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027746
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1996-World-Champion-signed-by-Damon-Hill-OBE/33027747/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027747
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sir-Jack-Brabham-Print/33027748/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027748
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Fangio-The-Maestro-Signed-Fangio/33027749/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027749
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-Dino-246-spare-parts-catalogue/33027750/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027750
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-250-GTO-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027751/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027751
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1 Autom
obiliaLot 155

Lot 157

Lot 159

Lot 156

Lot 158

Lot 160

‘Storia Di Otto’ by Steve Anderson 
Steve Anderson’s Automotive Illustrations, ‘Storia di Otto’, 
number 37 of  250 Limited Edition fine art prints, signed by 
the artist. Custom brushed aluminium double mounted frame, 
glazed and accompanied by dated certificate of  authenticity 
(73cm x 104cm).

‘The Blonde and the Maserati’ complete set, signed by 
Sir Stirling Moss, OBE 
Stunning complete set of  all three limited editions of  ‘The Blonde and the 
Maserati’ by Neill Watson, each edition was limited to just 50 hand-signed 
prints. This set comes beautifully double mounted on a custom glazed 
brushed aluminium frame, complete with all three COAs (54cm x 117cm, 
weight 6kg).

1st British Win, British Car, British Driver 
The British Grand Prix for 1957 was held at Aintree - Tony Brooks, still 
suffering after an earlier accident, gave his Vanwall up for Sir Stirling Moss 
who suffered mechanical failure. The result, Moss came from 9th to win, 
the first time a British driver won the British Grand Prix in a British Car, 
signed by Tony Brooks and Sir Stirling Moss (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Framed and Glazed Mick Jagger and his 
Aston Martin DB6* 
Taken just as the Rolling Stones had become successful, 
the 1966 Aston Martin DB6 cemented Mick’s place in 
the Swinging 60s.

‘The Final Targa’ signed by Gijs van Leenep 
This ‘The Final Targa’ signed by Gijs van Leenep by Nicolas 
Watts is a very rare no 163/500. It celebrates Porsche’s 11th 
and last victory in the Targa – this stunning piece has been 
custom double mounted on a brushed aluminium frame, 
complete with signed COA (90cm x 71cm, weight 5kg).

‘Ferrari 250 GTO’ original by Tony Upson 
‘Ferrari 250 GTO’, a Tony Upson original painting - 
acrylic on canvas framed (154cm x 124cm, weight 6kg).

Estimate: £300 - £500

Estimate: £2,100 - £2,800

Estimate: £300 - £500

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £400 - £600

Estimate: £200 - £300

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 155   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 155

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 157   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 157

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 159   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 159

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 156   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 156

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 158   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 158

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 160   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 160

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/storia-di-otto-by-steve-anderson-8815
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mick-jagger-and-his-aston-martin-db6
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-blond-and-the-maserati---complete-set---signed-sir-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-final-targa-signed-by-gijs-van-leenep---by-nicolas-watts
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1st-british-win-british-car-british-driver
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-250-gto-original-by-tony-upson
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Storia-Di-Otto-by-Steve-Anderson/33027752/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027752
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Framed-Glazed-Mick-Jagger-and-his-Aston-Martin-DB6/33027753/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027753
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Blonde-and-The-Maserati-Complete-set-Signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss-OBE/33027754/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027754
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Final-Targa-Signed-by-Gijs-Van-Leenep-by-Nicolas-Watts/33027755/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027755
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1st-British-Win-British-Car-British-Driver/33027756/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027756
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-250-GTO-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027757/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027757
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 161

Lot 163

Lot 165

Lot 162

Lot 164

Lot 166

Speedwell Garage and Castrol signs 
Pair of  sand cast signs, one of  Speedwell Garage 
London, the other a Castrol advertising sign.

GT40 at Daytona, signed by Brian Redman 
Brian Redman on the banking at Daytona, Florida, USA 
in February 1968 in the Gulf  Ford GT40 - Brian was part 
of  the development team for the GT40. Hand-signed by 
Brian Redman (60cm x 40cm, weight 2kg).

Alan Fearnley ‘The Rivals’, signed by Sir 
Stirling Moss, OBE 
Limited edition (166/500) lithograph on paper of  Peter Collins, Sir Stirling 
Moss, OBE and Mike Hailwood, MBE, at the British Grand Prix, Silverstone, 
14th July 1956. Double-mounted, framed and glazed with non-reflective 
glass (image: 49cm x 39cm, framed 71cm x 64cm, weight 3.6kg).

Looking Back, signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE 
This period photograph was probably taken during practice for the 
Italian Grand Prix at Monza in 1958 - Sir Stirling Moss OBE looks back 
in amusement as the mechanics surround the car, one painting his start 
number on the side. Hand-signed by Sir Stirling Moss with a full COA 
(50cm x 50cm, weight 3.5kg).

Sean Connery signed production 
A classic black and white of  Connery as James Bond 
leaning on the DB5, complete with autograph and 
Certificate of  Authenticity, all mounted on board (29cm 
x 44cm, weight 750g).

Duesenberg company sign 
An original airbrushed, lacquered and hand-finished sign 
of  the Duesenberg Motors Company (95cm x 55cm).

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £250

Estimate: £100 - £150

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 161   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 161

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 163   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 163

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 165   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 165

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 162   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 162

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 164   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 164

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 166   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 166

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/speedwell-garage-and-castrol-signs
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/looking-back-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/gt40-at-daytona-signed-brian-redman
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/sean-connery-signed-production
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/alan-fearnley-the-rivals-signed-by-sir-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/duesenberg-company-sign
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Speedwell-Garage-and-Castrol-Signs/33027758/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027758
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Looking-Back-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027759/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027759
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/GT40-at-Daytona-signed-Brian-Redman/33027760/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027760
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sean-Connery-signed-production/33027761/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027761
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Alan-Fearnley-The-Rivals-signed-by-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027762/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027762
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Duesenberg-Company-Sign/33027763/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027763
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1 Autom
obiliaLot 167

Lot 169

Lot 171

Lot 168

Lot 170

Lot 172

Ferrari sign, signed by Nigel Mansell 
Large wooden-backed rectangular Ferrari sign, hand-
signed by Nigel Mansell with his full ‘RED5’ signature 
(65cm x 40cm, weight 2kg).

Tribute to Ayrton Senna 
A tribute to Ayrton Senna 1993-2003 - three large 
unframed colour prints of  Senna at the Donington Park 
Grand Prix in excellent condition (2.75m x 90cm).

Aston Martin briefcase 
An original Tanner Krolle briefcase from approximately 
1987 with Aston Martin logo and original instructions 
for Hodge’s combination locks. Black outer with 
burgundy and black interior, in good condition.

James Bond Aston Martin DB5 signed by 
Daniel Craig* 
Promotional photograph from arguably the best Craig era Bond film 
‘Skyfall’ and personally signed by the current James Bond, Daniel Craig. 
Framed, mounted and supplied with a Certificate of  Authenticity (40cm x 
32cm). 

Ferrari owner’s survival manual 
A Ferrari owner’s parts and accessories, technical 
information survival manual that’s in very good 
condition.

Aston Martin badge sign 
Cold caste bronze Aston Martin badge sign  
(150cm wide).

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £75 - £100

Estimate: £300 - £400

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 167   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 167

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 169   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 169

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 171   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 171

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 168   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 168

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 170   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 170

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 172   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 172

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-sign-signed-nigel-mansell
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/james-bond-aston-martin-db5-signed-by-daniel-craig
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/tribute-to-ayrton-senna
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-owners-survival-manual
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-martin-brief-case
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-martin-badge-sign
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-sign-signed-Nigel-Mansell/33027764/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027764
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/James-Bond-Aston-Martin-DB5-signed-by-Daniel-Craig/33027765/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027765
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Tribute-to-Ayrton-Senna/33027766/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027766
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-owners-survival-manual/33027767/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027767
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Aston-Martin-Brief-Case/33027768/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027768
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Aston-Martin-Badge-Sign/33027769/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027769
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 173

Lot 175

Lot 177

Lot 174

Lot 176

Lot 178

Ferrari 312 T2 at Long Beach, signed by 
Jody Scheckter 
Ferrari 312 T4 driven by Jody Scheckter at Long Beach, 
California, USA on 6-8 April 1979, his World Championship year. 
Hand-signed by Jody Scheckter (40cm x 30cm, weight 2kg).

Tony Brooks ‘Vanwall’ print 
A signed Tony Brooks print depicting the start of  the 
Grand Prix de Monaco in 1958, driving his Vanwall 
(BRM). Signed by Brooks, framed and glazed  
(57cm x 58cm).

Early automobile art prints by Ernest 
Montaut (1879-1909) 
Four large early automobile art prints, two by Ernest Montaut and two 
attributed to Marguerite (Gamy), Ernest’s wife, who continued in his style 
after his early untimely death in 1909. Very rare vintage prints, all in 
excellent condition (90cm x 45cm).

Two Ferrari 365GT2+2 spare parts 
catalogues 
Two Ferrari 365GT 2+2 spare parts catalogues, one for the 1968 
model year, the other for car number 12811, years 1969 - 1970.

‘Automobili Servizio’ original by Tony Upson 
‘Automobili Servizio’, Tony Upson original painting. 
Acrylic on canvas framed (103cm x 103cm, weight 5kg).

Gulf Laurel Leaf framed roundel 
Raised laurel leaf  framed roundel commemorating 
Gulf  oil’s Ford GT40 success at the 1968 Le Mans race 
(110cm diameter).

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £400 - £600

Estimate: £550 - £650

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £300 - £400

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 173   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 173

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 175   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 175

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 177   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 177

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 174   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 174

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 176   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 176

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 178   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 178

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-312-t2-at-long-beach-signed-jody-scheckter
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-365gt22-spare-parts-catalogue
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/tony-brooksvanwall-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/automobili-servizio-original-by-tony-upson
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/early-automobile-art-prints-by-ernest-montaut-1879-1909
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/gulf-laurel-leaf-framed-roundel
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-312-T2-at-Long-Beach-signed-Jody-Scheckter/33027770/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027770
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Two-Ferrari-365GT2-2-spare-parts-catalogues/33027771/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027771
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Tony-Brooks-Vanwall-Print/33027772/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027772
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Automobili-Servizio-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027773/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027773
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Early-automobile-art-prints-by-Ernest-Montaut-1879-1909/33027774/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027774
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Gulf-Laurel-Leaf-Framed-Roundel/33027775/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027775
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 181

Lot 180

Lot 182

Registration plate D14NAS 
Registration D14NAS on Retention Certificate.

Registration plate V12 MSF 
Registration Number V12 MSF on Retention Certificate.

Registration plate 550 RS 
Registration number on Retention 550 RS.

Registration plate V12 MKE 
Registration Plate V12 MKE on Retention Certificate 
until 4/8/2025.

Estimate: £7,000 - £9,000

Estimate: £500 - £1,000

Estimate: £11,000 - £13,000

Estimate: £500 - £1,000

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 179   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 179

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 181   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 181

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 180   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 180

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 182   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 182

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/registration-mark--d14nas
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/registration-mark--550-rs
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/registration-plate-v12-msf
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/registration-plate-v12-mke
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Registration-Plate-D14NAS/33027776/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027776
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Registration-Plate-550-RS/33027777/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027777
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Registration-Plate-V12-MSF/33027778/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027778
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Registration-Plate-V12-MKE/33027779/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027779
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Omega Deville Stainless Steel. The round shaped case is made from stainless steel. It’s connected to a 
5-block link bracelet with Omega clasp. The movement is a reliable quartz battery type made by ETA. 
The dial is silver in colour. Presented in nice condition, this is a very usable entry-level Omega timepiece 
complete with box and paperwork.

Omega Speedmaster Automatic Chronograph Bracelet Watch 
Popular Omega Speedmaster Automatic Chronograph with black dial, three subsidiary dials, date and 
two pusher action. Fixed tachometer bezel. Stainless steel bracelet featuring concealed snap with Omega 
logo.

1960s Bulova Accutron Spaceview 
Circular-cased example of  Bulova’s legendary tuning fork movement. Presented well, this features 
replacement white hands with silver coloured chapter ring and Accutron logo on Perspex. Fitted with 
aftermarket stainless steel bracelet. 

Limited Edition Porsche Design Chronograph 911 Turbo S 
Untouched example of  Porsche Design 911 Turbo S. Limited Edition, numbered 1029 / 2991. Black PVD 
case and bracelet with flip-over catch. Red inner bezel and second-timer hand. Three sub dials with white 
hands. Complete with 911 Turbo S model car in red, with box, instruction booklet and blank guarantee 
card.  

Tag Heuer 2000 Quartz c.1995 
Tag Heuer 2000 Quartz c.1995. Stainless steel case with grey/silver dial and luminous hour markers 
and hands. The date is at 3 o’clock. The bracelet is stainless steel and has deployment flip/lock clasp. 
The movement is ETA quartz in perfect running order. The watch has had no use, and is presented in 
immaculate condition. The perfect daily wearer.

Tag Heuer Carrera 1887 complete with box and paperwork 
Tag Heuer Carrera 1887, complete with box and paperwork. The stainless steel polished case with 
smooth bezel and glass display back shows off  the high-grade movement. The Tag Heuer in-house-
made-calibre, 1887 automatic chronograph movement with column wheel sector is noticeably made to 
a very high quality, with fascinating detail. The dial is silver with chrome detail to batons and hands. The 
condition is very high, with only the slightest signs of  previous use and carrying a high RRP of  £3400.00. 
The watch is complete and ready to rock.

Estimate: £250 - £300

Estimate: £1,000 - £1,200

Estimate: £450 - £600

Estimate: £450 - £550

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £1,650 - £2,000

Lot 205
Lot 206

Lot 203
Lot 204

Lot 202
Lot 201

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 201   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 201

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 203   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 203

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 205   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 205

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 202   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 202

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 204   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 204

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 206   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 206

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1998-omega-ladies-deville
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/limited-edition-porsche-design-chronograph-911-turbo-s
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/-omega-speedmaster-automatic-chronograph-bracelet-watch
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/tag-heuer-2000-quartz-c-1995
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/-1960-s-bulova-accutron-spaceview
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/tag-heuer-carrera-1887-complete-with-box-and-paperwork
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1998-Omega-Ladies-Deville/33027549/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027549
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Limited-Edition-Porsche-Design-Chronograph-911-Turbo-S/33027780/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027780
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Omega-Speedmaster-Automatic-Chronograph-Bracelet-Watch/33027781/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027781
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Tag-Heuer-2000-Quartz-c-1995/33027782/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027782
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1960-s-Bulova-Accutron-Spaceview/33027783/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027783
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Tag-Heuer-Carrera-1887-complete-with-box-and-paperwork/33027784/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027784
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Omega Constellation Bi-Metal ladies’ Bracelet Watch 
Classic constellation with Omega quartz movement. Alternate brushed steel and gold links, gold bezel 
with black numerals.

2009 Panerai Submersible 1,000m Automatic 44mm with box and 
papers 
2009 Panerai Submersible 1000M Automatic 44mm, with box and papers. The stainless steel case 
measures 44mm plus the crown protection clamp, and the case has a screw back and rotating bezel. The 
dial is black with luminous dot numerals, date at 3 o’clock and sub-seconds at 9 o’clock. The movement 
is an OP X11 Calibre automatic chronometer, rated with 46-hour power reserve. Originally sold in 2009.

Chopard Mille Miglia Chronograph 
Automatic Chopard Mille Miglia Chronograph in black titanium case. Speed Black Dubai edition. Black 
dial with three sub-dials. White numerals and hands. Black strap with Chopard buckle. Complete with 
Chopard box, and Chopard Mille Miglia outer box and booklet.

2015 Hamilton Khaki Large 44mm Automatic complete with box and paperwork 
2015 Hamilton Khaki Large 44mm Automatic, complete with box and paperwork. 44mm stainless steel 
case finished with a satin finish and display glass back. The strap is a thick leather type, styled off  the 
pilot’s design, with Hamilton pin buckle. The movement is an Eta 2824 automatic mechanical movement 
with date display. The dial is black with very large, Arabic hour-markers and chrome luminous hands. The 
condition is exceptionally clean, and runs and functions perfectly. The watch is complete with its original 
box and paperwork dated 19th August 2015, and is still under warranty with the factory. This will be a 
perfect quality sports watch for regular or daily use.

Zenith El Primero 18ct Yellow Gold Triple Calendar Moon Phase Chronograph  
Zenith El Primero 18ct Yellow Gold Triple-Calendar Moon-Phase C hronograph, complete with box and 
paperwork. The dial is white, with three sub-dials and moon-phase on bottom dial. It displays the day, 
date and month, as well as a chronograph function. The 40mm case is 18ct gold, and has a glass display 
back. The automatic Calibre 410 El Primero movement is regarded as the finest production chronograph 
movement made, and was up until recently used by Rolex for their Daytona models. The watch is in fine 
condition with only slight signs of  use. The watch is impressively complete with original box, paperwork 
and books, and must be viewed to appreciate.

Corum Rolls Royce 18ct White Gold and Diamond set Grill Watch 
Corum Rolls-Royce 18ct white gold and diamond-set Grill Watch. The case is 18ct white gold, measuring 
30mm across and 32mm from top to bottom. Rolls-Royce grill, shaped and made to exacting detail, 
including RR engraving and Spirit of  Ecstasy. The dial has a grill-slat design with yellow gold hands. The 
case is diamond-set top and bottom, and connected to a Corum black strap with 18ct white gold pin 
buckle. Presented in fine condition and ready to enjoy. 

Estimate: £600 - £800

Estimate: £3,500 - £4,000

Estimate: £1,800 - £2,200

Estimate: £450 - £550

Estimate: £5,500 - £6,500

Estimate: £3,250 - £4,000

Lot 211
Lot 212

Lot 209
Lot 210

Lot 208
Lot 207

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 207   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 207

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 209   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 209

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 211   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 211

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 208   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 208

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 210   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 210

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 212   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 212

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/-omega-constellation-bi-metal-lady-s-bracelet-watch-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2015-hamilton-khaki-large-44mm-automatic-complete-with-box-and-paperwork
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2009-panerai-submersible-1000m-automatic-44mm-box-and-papers
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/zenith-el-primero-18ct-yellow-gold-triple-calendar-moon-phase-chronograph-complete-with-box-and-paperwork-8963
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/chopard-mille-miglia-chronograph-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/16-corum-rolls-royce-18ct-white-gold-and-diamond-set-grill-watch
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Omega-Constellation-Bi-metal-Lady-s-Bracelet-Watch/33027785/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027785
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2015-Hamilton-Khaki-Large-44mm-Automatic-complete-with-box-and-paperwork/33027786/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027786
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2009-Panerai-Submersible-1000M-Automatic-44mm-Box-and-Papers/33027787/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027787
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Zenith-El-Primero-18ct-Yellow-Gold-Triple-Calendar-Moon-Phase-Chronograph-complete-with-Box-and-Pape/33027788/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027788
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Chopard-Mille-Miglia-Chronograph/33027789/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027789
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Corum-Rolls-Royce-18ct-White-gold-and-Diamond-set-Grill-Watch/33027790/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027790
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Jaeger le Coultre Reverso Bi-Metal. Originally designed for polo players to rotate the watch, to protect the 
vulnerable glass from being broken. The case of  this watch is 18ct yellow gold and polished, measuring 
22mm across and 39mm from top to bottom. It is attached to a 7-link bracelet with a double opening 
clasp, signed Jaeger. The dial is a smart, traditional silver colour, with black Arabic numbers as well as 
blued hands. This watch is Quartz and functioning correctly. This Reverso is a classic; its styling has 
made it one of  the current ‘hot watches’, and the size will suit both men and women.

2015 Omega Seamaster 300 Automatic 
2015 Omega Seamaster 300 Automatic. The stainless steel case has a traditional screw-down waterproof  
crown, and a rotating ceramic bezel. The case back has a display back showing the automatic movement. 
The bracelet is stainless steel with a concealed clasp. The dial is black with vintage lume batons and 
vintage luminous-dagger chrome hands. The movement is the new-calibre 8400 Omega Co Axial, a 
‘breaking news’ movement with features such as a silicon hair spring, free sprung balance, double-spring 
barrel and 60-hour power reserve. This Omega is a fantastic new ‘Re-Edition’, complete with original box, 
paperwork and Omega factory warranty.

Panerai ‘Ferrari’ Chronograph box and paperwork 
Panerai ‘Ferrari’ Chronograph, with box and paperwork. The 45mm stainless steel case with polished and 
satin finish is all in clean condition. The movement is a beautifully finished ETA automatic chronograph. 
The dial is black, with white markers and Ferrari symbol at 12 o’clock. The strap is a Ferrari-embossed 
black leather with double-opening deployant clasp. The Yellow Ferrari box and paperwork is all complete, 
as well as paperwork and booklets.

1995 Ebel Sportwave Bi-Colour complete with original paperwork 
1995 Ebel Sportwave Bi-colour, complete with original paperwork. The case is stainless steel with Ebel 
wave bracelet and concealed double-opening deployant clasp. The bezel is held with 4 individual screws, 
and has dimple hour markers. The dial is white, with gilt hour markers and hands, and date at 3 o’clock. 
This watch is in good working condition; a perfect daily wearer ready to go!

2006 Tag Heuer Monaco with box and paperwork 
2006 Tag Heuer Monaco with box and paperwork. This example has a black dial with three sub-
dials, chrome hands and hour batons. The case is traditional size and made in stainless steel, with a 
combination of  polished and satin finish. The bracelet is the Tag Heuer stainless steel type in good 
condition. The movement is an ETA 2894 automatic chronograph. The Monaco has always been desirable 
because of  the association with Steve McQueen in the film ‘Le Mans’, and is now Heuer’s iconic model. 
This example is as good as you get, in great condition with original box and paperwork.  

Tag Heuer Monaco Automatic with service paperwork 
Tag Heuer Monaco Automatic, complete with service paperwork. This example has a Black dial and 
Chrome hands and hour batons, with sub-seconds at 6 o’clock. The case is made from stainless steel, 
finished with a combination of  polished and satin with a glass display back. The movement is an ETA 
2892 calibre 6, which is an automatic-mechanical; these movements are reliable and very accurate. This 
watch has service paperwork with Tag Heuer, dated 18th September 2014. This legendary watch is the 
perfect addition for any car enthusiast.

Estimate: £1,800 - £2,200

Estimate: £2,200 - £2,600

Estimate: £2,600 - £3,000

Estimate: £400 - £600

Estimate: £1,450 - £1,750

Estimate: £850 - £1,000

Lot 217
Lot 218

Lot 215
Lot 216

Lot 214
Lot 213

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 213   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 213

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 215   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 215

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 217   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 217

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 214   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 214

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 216   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 216

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 218   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 218

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jaeger-le-coultre-reverso-bi-metal
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1995-ebel-sportwave-bi-colour-complete-with-original-paperwork
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2015-omega-seamaster-300-automatic-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2006-tag-heuer-monaco-with-box-and-paperwork
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/panerai-ferrari-chronograph-box-and-paperwork
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/tag-heuer-monaco-automatic-complete-with-service-paperwork
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Jaeger-le-Coultre-Reverso-Bi-Metal/33027791/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027791
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1995-Ebel-Sportwave-Bi-colour-complete-with-original-paperwork/33027792/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027792
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2015-Omega-Seamaster-300-Automatic/33027793/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027793
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2006-Tag-Heuer-Monaco-with-box-and-paperwork/33027794/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027794
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Panerai-Ferrari-Chronograph-box-and-paperwork/33027795/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027795
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Tag-Heuer-Monaco-Automatic-complete-with-service-paperwork/33027796/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027796
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Longines Hydro Conquest Automatic Chronograph with box and 
paperwork 
Longines Hydro Conquest Automatic Chronograph, complete with box and paperwork. The case is 
stainless steel with screw back and tapered Chrono pushers. The bezel is a one-way ratchet type in red. 
The dial is black with Arabic hour markers and three chronograph sub-dials. The bracelet is stainless 
steel and finished with a flip-lock clasp. The movement is automatic ETA calibre. The watch is presented 
in immaculate condition.

Rolex Open Faced Military pocket watch 
Rolex Open-Faced Military Pocket Watch. Base metal case signed Rolex, with screw front and back 
engraved with military markings. The dial is white, with Arabic hour-markers and sub-seconds at 6 
o’clock. The glass is original and discoloured yellow. The movement is signed Rolex, and is manual-wind 
with keyless hand set, running and operating. Historic military watch by the infamous Rolex Company, 
ready for collection.

c.1997 Cartier Santos Ladies’ Bi-Metal Moon Phase 
c. 1997 Cartier Santos Ladies Bi-metal Moon-phase. The central case is stainless steel with a screwed 
18ct gold bezel. The bracelet is the distinctive Cartier screw type, mainly stainless steel with two 18ct 
gold screws for each link, this is coupled to a single-opening folding clasp, signed by Cartier. The 
movement is a Cartier quartz with moon-phase and date function. The dial is painted silver/grey with 
black Roman numeral hour markers, with date numbers underneath and moon-phase window at 6 
o’clock. A timeless Cartier!

Omega Flightmaster GMT Chronograph 
Omega Flightmaster GMT Chronograph. The case is a helmet shape with straight-grain finish and made 
from stainless steel. The bracelet is stainless steel and has an Omega flip-clasp. The movement is the 
cal.911, which is a mechanical manual-wind chronograph, similar to the Speedmaster cal.861 with an 
additional 12-hour GMT hand complication. The dial is grey with chequered outer edge and rotational-
elapse time-bezel. The chronograph has black sub-dials with yellow hands, and the GMT hand is blue. 
The watch is in original condition, fully working. A rare find, complete with box and paperwork.

c.2003 Breitling B1 Chronometer 
c. 2003 Breitling B1 Chronometer. The case is 42mm stainless steel, with a rotating bezel and geared 
slide rule. The screw back is engraved by Breitling and is shaped like a jet turbine. The dial is black in 
colour with analogue and digital displays and several modes, including alarm, timer, day / date, time and 
a light.  The ‘Fighter’ bracelet is stainless steel, polished with satin centre-links and a flip-lock clasp.

IWC 18ct Yellow Gold Manual Wind 
IWC 18ct yellow gold manual-wind. The case is 18ct yellow gold with snap-back and clean, crisp looks. 
The dial is champagne with straight hour markers. The movement is an IWC Calibre mechanical manual-
wind, made to the finest standards with typical high level of  detail. Exceptionally attractive and in lovely 
original condition.

Estimate: £850 - £1,000

Estimate: £500 - £650

Estimate: £850 - £1,000

Estimate: £2,200 - £2,600

Estimate: £1,200 - £1,400

Estimate: £1,000 - £1,200

Lot 223
Lot 224

Lot 221
Lot 222

Lot 220
Lot 219

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 219   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 219

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 221   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 221

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 223   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 223

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 220   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 220

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 222   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 222

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 224   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 224
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https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/omega-flightmaster-gmt-chronograph
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https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c2003-breitling-b1-chronometer-8867
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c-1997-cartier-santos-ladies-bi-metal-moon-phase
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/iwc-18ct-yellow-gold-manual-wind
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Longines-Hydro-Conquest-Automatic-Chronograph-complete-with-Box-and-Paperwork/33027797/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027797
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Omega-Flightmaster-GMT-Chronograph/33027798/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027798
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Rolex-Open-Faced-Military-pocket-watch/33027799/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027799
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-2003-Breitling-B1-Chronometer/33027800/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027800
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-1997-Cartier-Santos-Ladies-Bi-metal-Moon-phase/33027801/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027801
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/IWC-18ct-yellow-Gold-Manual-wind/33027802/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027802
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Tag Heuer Link Automatic. The case is stainless steel, with satin finish and a polished bezel and screw 
back. The dial is white with polished hour markers. The movement is Eta calibre automatic with date 
function. The bracelet is stainless steel and satin-finished. Condition of  the watch is fantastic and is 
presented immaculately.

Longines Dolce Vita Stainless Steel 
Longines Dolce Vita Stainless Steel. The case is polished stainless steel with snap-back and smooth 
bezel. The bracelet is a 5-link row, fitted to a double-opening clasp, signed by Longines. The dial is black 
with polished batons and hands. Stylish daily watch.

1998 Omega X33 Speedmaster ‘Mars’ with original papers 
1998 Omega X33 Speedmaster ‘Mars’ with original papers. The case is titanium, 42mm in size, with 
four pushers, a crown and rotating bezel. The dial has a black chapter ring with luminous markers, and 
the centre is a digital display. The watch displays analogue and digital time as well as having numerous 
features, including light, alarm, chronograph, day/date, 24hr etc. The strap is a Kevlar Omega type, 
brand new and never worn, on a brand new Titanium Omega buckle. The X33 was only made in small 
numbers, and was an acquired taste with unusual looks. It has now become a collector’s and enthusiast’s 
must-have piece, and is the next-generation classic.

c.2005 Tag Heuer Carrera Automatic 
c. 2005 Tag Heuer Carrera Automatic. The case is 38mm stainless steel, with round Chrono pushers and 
solid screw back. The movement is made by Eta and is automatic, with chronograph and date functions. 
The dial is black in colour, with three black sub dials with silver chapter rings, and chrome batons and 
hands. The strap is a Tag Heuer perforated driving style on a Tag Heuer stainless steel deployant clasp. A 
modern re-edition of  a Heuer classic.

Heuer Monte Carlo Dash Chronograph with original box 
Heuer Monte Carlo Dash Chronograph with original box. The watch is in fantastic condition, complete 
with the original dash mount. It features a second recorder, with the large hand registering 0-60 minutes. 
The jumping-hour disc shows 0-12 hours, and it has a clear luminous dial and hands. The movement is a 
lever escapement with 7 jewels, and is shock-protected. A high-impact plastic case is attached to a back 
plate by a quick release-locking device, allowing easy adjustment and access. This is a rare chance to get 
a perfect period rally timepiece in fantastic condition.  

Estimate: £350 - £450

Estimate: £250 - £350

Estimate: £800 - £1,000

Estimate: £1,300 - £1,500

Estimate: £500 - £700

Lot 229
Lot 230

Lot 227
Lot 228

Lot 226
Lot 225

c.2006 Chopard Mille Miglia Gran Turismo XL Chronograph Limited Edition 16/8459
The 44mm stainless steel case is a polished finish, with a fixed tachometer bezel and display case back. 
The dial is black in colour with Arabic-marked inner bezel. There is a date window at 3 o’clock, with 
Chopard writing and 1000 Miglia red symbol. The movement is an ETA chronograph automatic with date 
function. The large strap is a black rubber tyre tread type by Chopard, connected to a Chopard stainless 
steel deployant buckle. These Gran Turismo XL are incredibly popular, and rarely come up for sale. This 
example is in really clean condition and has its original box and paperwork, including the sought after 
pressure gauge.

Estimate: £2,400 - £2,800

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 225   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 225

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 227   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 227

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 229   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 229

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 226   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 226

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 228   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 228

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 230   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 230

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/tag-heuer-link-automatic
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1998-omega-x33-speedmaster-mars-with-original-papers
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/longines-dolce-vita-stainless-steel-8869
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c2005-tag-heuer-carrera-automatic
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c2006-chopard-mille-miglia-gran-turismo-xl-chronograph--limited-edition-168459
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/heuer-monte-carlo-dash-chronograph-with-original-box-8859
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Tag-Heuer-Link-Automatic/33027803/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027803
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1998-Omega-X33-Speedmaster-Mars-with-original-papers/33027804/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027804
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Longines-Dolce-Vita-Stainless-steel/33027805/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027805
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-2005-Tag-Heuer-Carrera-Automatic/33027806/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027806
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/C-2006-Chopard-Mille-Miglia-Gran-Turismo-XL-Chronograph-Limited-Edition-16-8459/33027807/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027807
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Heuer-Monte-Carlo-Dash-Chronograph-with-original-box/33027808/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027808
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: TBC

Chassis Number: 110F2615911

Engine Number: 110F2752067

Estimate: No Reserve

The Fiat 500 was produced by Fiat S.p.A (Fabbrica Italiana 
Automobili Torino) between 1957 and 1975 and was designed by 
Dante Giacosa. Despite its diminutive size, the ‘500’ proved to be 
an enormously practical and popular vehicle throughout Europe and 
captured the hearts and minds of  the public until production ended 
in 1975.

Launched as the Nuova (new) 500 in July 1957 it was marketed as 
a cheap and practical town car. Measuring only three metres long 
and originally powered by a 479cc two-cylinder, air-cooled engine, 
the 500 redefined the term ‘small car’ and is considered to be one 
of  the first ‘city cars’. The ‘L’ or Lusso penultimate model, like the 
car offered here today, was produced between 1968 and 1972 and 
featured a much modernised interior including a revised dashboard 
that brought the Fiat 500 up-to-date. Greater comfort and style were 
provided in this new model for a new generation, and the engine 
benefited from a capacity upgrade to 499cc, which produced a little 
more power.

Finished in the charming colour combination of  Mustard Yellow with 
a black vinyl interior, so typical of  the 1970s, this particular Fiat 
500L has spent most of  its life in its native Italy. It has the correct 

Pirelli tyres - including the spare - and is described as in generally 
good condition, starting readily and running well. The car is offered 
with the old Italian registration documents, has been UK-registered 
this year, and is now ready to bring a ray of  sunshine into these grey 
winter mornings.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 301

Bid via the Internet on lot 301

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1970-fiat-500l-saloon
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1970-Fiat-500L-Saloon/32868254/LotDetail.asp?lid=32868254
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1990 Ford Escort RS 
Turbo S2

Lot 302Registration: H789 DUR

Chassis Number: WF0BXXGCABLU37079

Engine Number: LU37079

Estimate: £15,000 - £20,000

The car presented here is not only original and unrestored but has 
only ever had one owner who has covered just 12,710 verifiable 
miles in it from new. Our vendor bought a similar car in the late 
1980s that was his pride and joy, however, it was stolen, and 
desperate for a replacement, his helpful local Ford Dealership 
sourced him this example. The Escort RS Turbo S2 actually ceased 
production in June 1990 but Ford managed to find one that was, as 
yet, unregistered having been manufactured during the last month 
of  production at Saarlouis in Germany. This car was first registered 
on the 15th February 1991, and our vendor, himself  an engineer 
for Garrett Turbo for almost 20 years, treated this new car very 
carefully indeed. Although the car has always been garaged and 
used infrequently, this hasn’t prevented our vendor from maintaining 
it regularly, with a fully documented service history comprising:

1st service at 1,519 miles on 5th April 1991
Interim service at 5,727 miles on 20th August 1991
Standard service at 11,792 miles on 6th August 1992
Interim service at 12,461 miles on 23rd July 1993
1st MOT test at 12,570 miles on 31st August 1994

In the years that followed, with the use of  a company car, our 
vendor hardly ever used the RS. In 1995 it came off  the road 
and was stored in a dry garage until recently when it was fully re-
commissioned (including a thorough service, a replacement cam 
belt, a new fuel tank and fresh MOT test).  

It now drives and performs as well as he remembers, and surely 
must be one of  only a handful of  performance Fords from this era in 
this sort of  state of  originality and preservation. It comes with lots 
of  history, its original bill of  sale, numerous old MOT certificates, 
and Ford service history. 

Completely unmolested RS models are very rare. One in standard 
specification, as it was when it left the factory, very rare indeed. To 
find an original car boasting just one registered owner - now that 
would be a tall order. One with all of  this, that has covered just 
12,710 miles from new - well, surely that would be impossible...
wouldn’t it?

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 302

Bid via the Internet on lot 302

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1990-ford-escort-rs-turbo-s2
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1990-Ford-Escort-RS-Turbo-S2/32888446/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888446
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: PX51 NFF

Chassis Number: SA9M12R1M1G113017

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £27,000 - £32,000

Noble Automotive Ltd. was founded in 1999 by British entrepreneur, 
car designer, and engineer Lee Noble and using his experience 
from his time spent at Ascari, he quickly established his company’s 
commitment to designing and manufacturing high-performance 
sports cars with a mid-engine, rear-wheel drive layout. As chief  
designer, he oversaw the evolution of  the company’s first model, 
the M10, into the M12 that was first produced in 2000. This soon 
became a benchmark for its incredibly compliant ride, pin sharp 
handling and impressive power delivery, receiving almost universal 
praise from difficult-to-impress motoring journalists.

The M12 was produced in four versions (GTO 2.5, GTO-3 3.0, 
GTO-3R 3.0, with the M400 being the ultimate variant), all being 
powered by a sympathetically tuned (forge decompressed rods, 
cylinder block modifications with cylinder bore oil spray jets, 
crankshaft balancing, and turbo oil feeds built into the heads, 
along with ST 220 camshafts, coil top plugs and a new MBE engine 
management system) twin-turbocharged Ford Duratec V6 engine. 
The basic structure is a steel tub with a full steel roll cage and G.R.P 
composite clamshell body parts. 

These cars are extremely lightweight and stiff, with the ability to 
perform very well on both road and track, and offer surprisingly 
good ride quality and lots of  confidence-inspiring feedback.

At launch, the M12 had 310bhp with the help of  its pair of  Garrett 
T25 turbos, giving a top speed of  165mph and a 0 - 60 mph time of  
4.1 seconds. With its quasi-racer feel, being heightened by the very 
visible, Alcantara-trimmed roll-cage and no-nonsense instruments, 
this really is a driver’s car. There was no ABS, no traction control 
and no ESP, just real engineering integrity and a brilliant design. 
These special cars were able to compete dynamically with the best 
junior supercars of  the day.

The car offered here is a 2001 M12 GTO 2.5. Rarely for a Noble, we 
have been informed that this car has only ever been used on the 
road and never tracked, and its fantastic condition and originality 

would strongly support this. This M12 has been well maintained, 
having covered just over 15,700 miles, which must make it one of  
the least driven examples currently available. This mileage is backed 
up by a series of  old MOT certificates and a number of  receipts, and 
is supplied with UK V5C and fresh MOT certificate.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 303

Bid via the Internet on lot 303

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/noble-m12
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2001-Noble-M12-GTO-2-5/32888447/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888447
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1993 Lancia Delta 
Integrale Evo II

Lot 304Registration: L376 LPY

Chassis Number: ZLA831AB000583064

Engine Number: EL31E5

Estimate: £28,000 - £32,000

First seen at the Frankfurt Motor Show in 1979, the Lancia Delta 
Integrale is best known for its domination of  the World Rally 
Championship in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Constantly being 
developed, the first ‘Evoluzione’ cars were built at the end of  1991 
and carried on through 1992 - these ‘Evo’ models were to be the 
final homologation cars built for the Lancia Rally Team competing 
under the Martini Racing banner. 

Arriving in June 1993, a further development of  the HF Integrale 
naturally became known as the Evo II and featured an updated 
version of  the 2-litre, 16-valve turbo engine producing a little 
more power (215bhp) and incorporated a three-way catalyst and a 
Lambda probe, with everything being run by a new Marelli integrated 
engine control system.

In addition to the mechanical changes, the Evo II received a 
cosmetic and functional facelift that included, new 16-inch light 
alloy rims with 205/45 ZR 16 tyres, a body colour roof  moulding 
to underline the connection between the roof  and the solar control 
windows, an aluminium fuel cap and air-intake grilles on the front 
mudguards, a red-painted cylinder head, a new leather-covered 
  

three-spoke MOMO steering wheel, and Recaro seats upholstered in 
beige Alcantara with diagonal stitching.

This Evo II is finished in Metallic Cherry Red with a beige interior 
and is showing an unwarranted 41,000 kilometres. However, under 
close inspection, we believe this mileage to be commensurate with 
its condition. The bodywork all presents very well and the paintwork 
retains an excellent shine. The door shuts and panel gaps look 
even and the whole car retains an excellent sense of  originality. The 
interior is especially impressive and is very original with minimal 
wear to the Alcantara seats.

On the road, this Evo II felt tight and pulled hard through all gears. 
The car has just been serviced by marque specialists Zagato Lancia 
Performance and a full bill of  works completed is available to 
prospective bidders.

The history file includes the original handbook, manual and some 
service records from Japan. It has a current MOT certificate and 
is fully UK registered with no taxes to pay. Ready to be driven and 
enjoyed, this is one of  the best examples we have seen in recent 
years.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 304

Bid via the Internet on lot 304

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/lancia-delta-integrale-evo-i
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1993-Lancia-Delta-Integrale-Evo-II/32888448/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888448
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: UNJ 827H

Chassis Number: MA2S68710418A

Engine Number: 99H159AH28361

Estimate: No Reserve

Silverstone Auctions are delighted to have been asked to offer 
‘Margo’, this sparkling little red Mini, with the entire sale proceeds 
being donated to Prostate Cancer UK. We are indebted to David 
Lofts from the Markerstudy Group for the following information.

‘Until we found her, Margo had been living in a shed in East Sussex 
for many years. The family who owned her had bought her new in 
1969, and in her 46 years she has clocked up just 33,000 genuine 
miles. The condition of  this little Mini when we found her was a 
testament to her owner, Mrs. Millie Properjohns, who bought her (at 
age 60) as a car to learn to drive in. Millie had clearly cherished her 
Tartan Red Mk II Morris Mini.

‘The engine was in fine form, given the age of  the car, and required 
only a cylinder head overhaul, new gasket and re-lapped valves 
to bring it back to tip-top condition, and with interior cleaning, 
new screen seals, an underseal and cavity wax and refurb of  the 
road wheels all planned, the restoration began. The ethos of  the 
restoration was to return Margo back to as close to original as 
possible.

 

‘The stripping out was completed by early February 2016, with 
Margo and her engine, minus rocker cover and head, taking pride of  
place on the Lancaster Insurance stand at the Restoration Show at 
the NEC in March, where MGOC technician Alex Cursley discovered 
to his delight that there was not so much as the slightest sign of  a 
lip at the tops of  the bores. The valves were unmarked, requiring 
only lapping and replacement valve seals to restore the 998cc 
Morris unit to full compression. In fact, Margo’s cylinder head was 
in such good order that we felt converting the head to unleaded was 
unnecessary, and so she is offered for sale in the same ‘completely 
original’ road condition as when she rolled off  the Longbridge 
production line in 1969.

‘With the Mini restoration really starting to shine it was time to refit 
the original glass, window seals, locks, handles and all the other 
carefully stored parts that would take the car on to the detailing 
stage. Even the original carpets were refurbished and refitted to give 
Margo an absolutely authentic look and feel.’

Margo is offered for sale with no reserve, and I know that we have 
said this before but it’s important, with all sale proceeds being 
donated to Prostate Cancer UK. Bid generously.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 305

Bid via the Internet on lot 305

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/morris-mini-super-deluxe
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1969-Morris-Mini-Super-Deluxe-all-proceeds-to-Prostate-Cancer-UK/32888450/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888450
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1974 Jaguar E-Type 
Series III Roadster

Lot 306Registration: UFM325N

Chassis Number: 1S2445

Engine Number: 7S13064SB

Estimate: £70,000 - £80,000

This right-hand drive 5.3 V12 manual roadster was first registered 
on the 13th June 1974 and is showing one previous owner. The 
present owner bought the car in 1983 and took it to France where 
he was living at the time. Sometime later the car was sidelined by 
a minor mechanical issue and as is often the way in the world of  
classic cars, it lay in his garage for over 20 years. He then moved to 
Brazil and began the sale of  his house in France, at the same time 
arranging for the E-type to be transported to ‘Classic Restorations’ 
in Alyth in Perthshire for a full restoration (including a bare metal 
respray). 

He has a good friend in that part of  the world who agreed to oversee 
the project on his behalf. As the owner is not a British national he 
was unable to get the log book (V5C) in his name, however, after 
corresponding with DVLA it was agreed that the log book entry 
would be in his friend’s name in order for him to drive it when the 
work on the car was completed. So the registration document lists 
two keepers, the second of  which is the good friend of  the E-type’s 
owner.

Classic Restorations Ltd of  Alyth, carried out the majority of  
the work with Brayon Classic Engineering from Alexandria being 
entrusted with the engine. There are invoices available in the history 
file detailing the process and pictures of  all the work carried out 
during this cars restoration. 

Included with the car is the original bill of  sale from Greencoat 
Motor Co. of  Chessington to the present owner, the number plate 
authorisation certificate, a range of  MOT certificates from the early 
80s, the original Operating, Service and Maintenance Handbook, 
and then MOT certificates for the past two years since the car was 
returned to the road. The vendor reports that this sleek E-type’s 
Primrose Yellow coachwork remains in excellent condition as does 
its black interior. With an MOT certificate valid until May 2017, 
this is a lovely and honest example of  a well-restored Series III 
manual roadster and we are sure, at this competitive guide, it will be 
heading for a new home soon.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 306

Bid via the Internet on lot 306

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1974-jaguar-5-3-v12-roadster-series-iii-e-type
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1974-Jaguar-E-Type-Series-III-Roadster/32888451/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888451
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: NMU78

Chassis No: HBJ-7/22593

Engine Number: 336644

Estimate: £34,000 - £38,000

This delightful Austin Healey 3000 Mk II (BJ7) dates from 1963 and 
is finished in Colorado Red over Old English White with Silver wires 
and a black interior. Since 1977, it has had just two keepers, with 
one of  them enjoying this quintessential classic for 38 years! The 
current indicated mileage is 27,629, which is not warranted, but the 
1977 MOT certificate clearly says 18,015 miles, so it may well be 
accurate.

Last year (invoice date 3/08/2015), this pretty Healey benefited 
from an overhaul and full service to the value of  £4,258.54, carried 
out by a local specialist. That included £600 for four new Blockley 
205/70VR15 tyres that were fitted at the same time. According to 
the file, work on the car in the past included a new exhaust, petrol 
tank, and rear springs.

Having seen and heard the car, we were very impressed. It sounds 
healthy, makes all the right ‘Healey’ noises and idles as it should. 
The hood and rear screen look good, the engine bay - complete with 
chrome rocker box cover - is particularly tidy, the dash is excellent, 
as is the rest of  the interior apart from a loose seam on a small area 
of  carpet. We are told it drives well for its 53 years.
This very smart 3000 comes complete with a full tonneau, original 

workshop manual and handbook, sizeable history file including 
the old buff  logbook, Heritage Certificate, current V5 and an MOT 
certificate valid until 16th August 2017, issued with no advisories.

This is a true enthusiast’s car in super condition from long-term 
ownership with a good history file that is now looking for a new 
custodian to experience that special Healey magic.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 307

Bid via the Internet on lot 307

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/austin-healey-3000-markii-bj7
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1963-Austin-Healey-3000-MarkII-BJ7/32888454/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888454
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
2001 Aston Martin 
Vanquish V12

Lot 308Registration: YH51 CPA

Chassis Number: SCFAC13321B500062

Engine Number: AM3/00113

Estimate: £62,000 - £66,000

Unveiled at the 2001 Geneva Motor Show, the Ian Callum-designed 
Vanquish was an instant sales success and the fact that it was James 
Bond’s transport of  choice only added to the appeal. Featuring 
a 6.0-litre V12 generating nearly 450bhp mated to a six-speed 
paddle shift gearbox, the car sat proudly at the top of  Aston’s range 
throughout its seven years of  production. Aston Martin’s position as 
the ultimate makers of  British sports cars continues, bolstered by the 
muscular Vanquish, and when sprinkled with a little magic from the 
James Bond ‘Die Another Day’ connection, the image was complete.

This Aston Martin Vanquish V12 is a 2+2 model, supplied new in the 
UK to its first owner, a Mr. Edgar, on 26th October 2001. Originally 
finished in silver with a black and white leather interior, the car 
featured such options as: satellite navigation, integrated telephone, 
premium audio system, heated front seats, ‘Powerfold’ exterior 
mirrors and an aluminium trimmed steering wheel. 

During previous ownership, the car was fully professionally resprayed 
in brilliant white, which complements the Charcoal and Soft White 
interior nicely. An Aston Martin battery charger and a car cover are 
supplied with the car, and a Tracker device is fitted. The driver’s 
manual and service records are contained in the file, along with a 

selection of  invoices and previous MOT certificates. Now showing 
just 28,449 miles on the odometer and having covered less than 500 
miles since its last service, this striking Vanquish will ensure that you 
stand out from the crowd in an appreciating contemporary classic.

The service records are as follows:

29.10.2001 HWM Aston Martin (PDI) 15
27.12.2001 HWM Aston Martin 1,207
26.7.2002 HWM Aston Martin 5,001
12.6.2003 HWM Aston Martin 7,659
29.11.2004 HWM Aston Martin 9,268
23.1.2006 Harwoods Aston Martin 11,628
22.8.2006 Grange Aston Martin 13,728
22.10.2007 Grange Aston Martin 15,829
31.3.2010 Chiltern Aston Martin 19,755
10.8.2010 Chiltern Aston Martin 21,036
29.9.2014 HR Owen Aston Martin 27,205
12.10.2015 Stratstone Aston Martin 27,962

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 308

Bid via the Internet on lot 308

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2001-aston-martin-vanquish-v12
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2001-Aston-Martin-Vanquish-V12/32888455/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888455
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1958 Lotus Elite Series 
1 - Ex-Chris Barber

Registration: TBC

Chassis Number: MYH/1009P

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £75,000 - £100,000

• Registered initially as CB 23.
• 1958 Earls Court Motor Show Lotus display car.
• Bought new by Jazz Legend Chris Barber.
• Extensively raced in top level, International Sports Car racing 

1958-1963.
• Class Winner: 1963 Tourist Trophy, Goodwood.
• Just emerged from a top quality, very exacting restoration as 

an historic racing car for Channel 4’s ‘For the Love of  Cars’ TV 
programme.

• It was stored for many years prior to its restoration 
commencing in early 2016.

• The restoration was carried out by renowned engineer Ant 
Anstead’s team at Evanta Motors with assistance from Lotus 
marque experts.

Lotus Elite 1009 represents a unique proposition for buyers 
wanting to race in top-level historic motor sport or add to a stable 
of  historically interesting cars. Its history and provenance make 
this Elite one of  the most famous in the world and mean it would 
be welcome at any prestigious historic race meeting or show, 
worldwide.

Not only is it the first Elite produced as a production vehicle for 
sale rather than a pre-production prototype as the previous eight 
were, but it was originally purchased by one of  Colin Chapman’s 
favoured customers and friends, jazz legend Chris Barber, a man 
whose music was influential in the British Blues and Jazz scene of  
the 1950s and 1960s and whose band was behind the UK’s first 
Rock’n’Roll record, ‘Rock Island Line’ by Lonnie Donegan.

Barber entered and raced the car extensively for five seasons in top-
level international sports car racing in the UK and Europe including 
the Nürburgring, Spa and Zandvoort. During this period it was 
driven regularly by Sir John Whitmore, the ‘Racing Baronet’, who 
famously broke the class lap record at Spa using CB 23 while on 
his way to class victory in the Grand Prix GT Support Race of  1962. 
Other notable drivers who drove the car include Mike Beckwith and 

Bob Olthoff  as well as Chris Barber himself.

Lotus Elite History
The Lotus Elite was debuted at the 1957 Earls Court Motor Show 
and caused an absolute sensation, the star of  the show. At this 
time it was, without any doubt, the most beautiful and aerodynamic 
British-built road car ever designed, yet it was being presented by 
Lotus, a company that was just five years old! The fact it was also 
made entirely from the new wonder material, glass fibre, simply 
added to the Elite’s aura of  other-worldliness. It cost just under 
£2,000, double the price of  the Lotus Seven that Chapman had 
also recently announced, but good value for a car of  its complexity, 
performance and elegance when you consider an Aston Martin DB 
Mk III was well over £3,000.

Lotus’ first foray into building a race-inspired GT road car for serious 
production, the Type 14 Elite was the first car to be produced 
using ‘fibreglass’ monocoque construction; a technology then in its 
infancy and first seen, in a much cruder form, on miniature economy 
sports car the Berkeley SA322. Chapman, however, was obsessed by 
efficiency and in a car, whether road or race, that meant light weight 
and low drag. The Elite had a CD figure of  0.29, remarkable now let 
alone in 1958, and utilised the maximum amount of  energy then 
possible from every ounce of  petrol it consumed; amazingly it was 
capable of  returning around 40mpg even when touring over 80mph! 
Chapman saw the fibreglass monocoque as a way of  achieving this 
without the need for expensive tooling, which he simply could not 
afford.

Though still a young man, he was just 29 when the Elite was 
launched, Chapman was not in awe of  more established companies 
or designers; indeed he relished looking at the basic problem of  
making a car go as fast as possible over a given distance with 
completely fresh eyes. He was also very ambitious and saw that if  
he wanted to grow Lotus into a serious force in racing he had to 
follow Enzo Ferrari’s model of  making road cars that paid for the 
racing. His first attempt, the Six, was a successful but basic car and 

Lot 309

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 309

Bid via the Internet on lot 309

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/lotus-elite
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1958-Lotus-Elite-Series-1-Ex-Chris-Barber-and-For-the-Love-of-Cars/32888456/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888456
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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by 1956 he had ideas about producing a small upmarket GT car 
with serious performance using the Coventry Climax engine he was 
so familiar with from racing.

He gathered together his small army of  young volunteers, who often 
worked for beer and sandwiches just to be part of  a world-beating 
racing car company, for this exciting new project. Frank Costin 
looked at the aerodynamics of  Peter Kirwan-Taylor’s overall shape, 
while friends from the Ford Motor Company design office, John 
Frayling, Peter Cambridge and Ron Hickman, did the detail work on 
the interior and other aspects. The aim, to produce a coupé that 
could be used on the road for touring and also race at Le Mans 
was very ambitious, but the young team more than achieved it. 
Chapman’s own suspension design, softly sprung yet firmly damped, 
all independent by wishbones at the front and Chapman struts at 
the rear, gave the Elite fantastically predictable handling while the 
brakes, all disc but fitted inboard at the rear to reduce unsprung 
weight, proved more than able to cope with stopping this lightweight 
gem. The successful Lotus 12 racer also contributed its wheelbase 
and track.

Lotus’ ground-breaking fibreglass monocoque was initially 
developed away from their own workforce for secrecy by Peter 
Frayling and 21-year-old assistant Albert Adams. The first Elite 
body shell was ‘cast’ on Saturday August 31st 1957 and that day, 
Chapman took the decision to debut the car at the Earls Court Show 
in October 1957. Remarkably the team made that deadline but then 
had to develop the car into something that worked reliably and could 
be produced efficiently. This car is the first customer car, chassis 
#1009 and would be finished in October 1958, just in time to be 
displayed at the Motor Show alongside the last prototype, 1008. It 
was then fine-tuned before being officially sold to Chris Barber, and 
entered in the Lotus Cars’ ledger on 31/12/1958. Barber, though, 
had already raced the car as the owner on the 26th December, 
Boxing Day, Brands Hatch Sports Car race, so it seems likely the 
ledger entry was made on the day the factory returned to work 
following the Christmas break.

By the time Elite production ceased in September 1963, 1,030 
examples had been made and Lotus had developed from a company 
unheard of  outside UK club racing to one of  the most famous 
racing teams in the world. They were about to be crowned F1 World 
Champions for the first time with Jim Clark, and were seen as 
established world players in road car manufacture with a mature 
market presence in the USA and elsewhere. The Elite played a big 
part in this remarkable feat of  automotive industrial growth. It 
was Lotus’ first ‘grown-up’, credible road car and laid down the 
foundations of  the Lotus business that still exists today.

Restoration
Lotus Elite 1009 has undergone a very high quality nut and bolt 
restoration by renowned restorer Ant Anstead at Evanta Motors as a 
racing car, and is not currently road registered. The restoration has 
been filmed for a forthcoming episode of  the ‘For the Love of  Cars’ 
series that has been incredibly successful worldwide, something that 
can only add to this car’s remarkable provenance.

The restoration involved stripping the car to a bare monocoque 
and started by examining it with prominent Lotus Elite authority 
Malcolm Ricketts. The fibreglass monocoque was found to be very 
sound and original but was stripped back completely and then 
lovingly refinished in UDT Green.

It was then fitted with a full, FIA-Approved roll cage by Pete Folbigg 
from ‘Fabricage’. The Elite’s unique construction makes meeting 
modern safety standards quite involved and Fabricage have 
developed a floor mounted frame in addition to their cage. This has 
been fitted to over a dozen Elites worldwide and is the gold-standard 
in Elite roll cages. This was accompanied by an FIA homologated 
Tillett B6F Carbon-GRP racing seat, TRS belts and a Moto-Lita 
steering wheel.

The engine was rebuilt by Coventry Climax specialist, Glyn 
Peacock, to his full race ‘all steel’ specification, which includes 
forged pistons and rods, a steel crank, big valves and every other 
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modification he has developed in many years building only Coventry 
Climax FW engines. It was tested on the dyno and produced 
120bhp@7300rpm.

The original MGA sourced gearbox was rebuilt by well-known 
specialist Mike Jennings who fitted a new layshaft, front and rear 
bearings, and strengthened the clutch slave cylinder mounting. The 
gears and synchro-cones were found to be perfect.

New wheels, from specialist MWS, were fitted with the correct 
Dunlop racing tyres.

Once the suspension had been rebuilt with all new parts from 
Mk14 Components it was set up by well-known Elite specialists 
who ensured that this Elite flows down the road in the way Colin 
Chapman intended.

Every detail has been restored to better-than-new standard using 
only top quality components. The result is a car that is a joy to 
behold and a thrill to drive. A car that will be competitive in 1300cc 
class racing just as it was when new and will be welcomed by 

any prestigious event organiser because of  its unique history and 
bewitching beauty. It also has the latest FIA HTP papers and is thus 
eligible for all International events.
Offered in pristine condition, and ready to race with fresh FIA HTP 
papers, this Lotus Elite Type 14 Mk 1 presents a unique opportunity 
for collectors and racers alike.

Suppliers list:
Engine builder: Glyn Peacock Engineering.  
http://climax-engines.co.uk/
Gearbox builder: Mike Jennings, Harrow Cross Engineering. 
01787460965
Rollcage: Fabricage UK. www.fabricageuk.co.uk 01223 870563
Racing Seat: Tillet Racing seats. www.tillett.co.uk
Belts: TRS Motorsport harnesses. www.trs-motorsport.com/
Wheels: Motor Wheel Services. www.mwsint.com
Parts: Mk14 Components. www.mk14components.com/

1958 Lotus Elite Series 
1 - Ex-Chris Barber

Registration: TBC

Chassis Number: MYH/1009P

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £75,000 - £100,000

Lot 309

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 309

Bid via the Internet on lot 309

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/lotus-elite
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Day 1
1990 Mercedes-Benz 
190 E 2.5-16 Evolution II

Lot 310Registration: G652 WGX

Chassis Number: WDB2010361F735498

Engine Number: 102992100002698105

Estimate: £100,000 - £115,000

The engine’s output had been raised once again in comparison 
to the first Evolution model from the previous year, and was 
now generating 235hp. Top speed was 250 km/h, and the Evo II 
accelerated from a standing start to 100 km/h in 7.1 seconds. The 
body had also undergone further refinement on an aesthetic and 
aerodynamic level and the car’s sporting pedigree was emphasised 
by its muscular stance. The Evo II’s bodykit is perhaps the most 
outrageous ever applied to a production car and the fact it was a 
product of  the ultra-conservative world of  early-nineties Mercedes-
Benz is even more incredible. Its ostentatious, fully adjustable, rear 
spoiler was aerodynamically perfect and the front splitter would 
make a decent job of  cutting the grass. However, despite outward 
appearances, the Evo II is seriously comfortable and totally tractable 
in daily use.

The car we are offering today is number 28 of  500 in ‘Blauschwarz’, 
a striking combination of  blue-black metallic paint. The interior 
remains largely identical to a highly specified 190E of  the period, 
however, Black Anthracite leather, wood trim and a couple of  
discreet touches show how special this car is. All Evo IIs had their 
production numbers on the dog-leg gear stick and fortunately, 
considering the proximity of  the front spoiler to the tarmac, the 
full SLS suspension allows the ride height to be adjusted from 
an interior switch. The options ordered when new included, air 
conditioning, a fire extinguisher, rear mounted loudspeakers and 
heated front seats, luxuries of  which a Ferrari Scuderia driver could 
only dream.

This German registered car has had five previous owners, with the 
penultimate owner, who sold the car through us in 2015, purchasing 
#28 direct from the third owner who was reducing his extensive 
car collection. The service book has three stamps at the correct 
intervals, and the original Mercedes-Benz factory stickers are 
present in the windscreen. The seats have the patina of  regular but 
careful use, with some rubbing to the leather of  the seat bolsters, a 
common issue with all cars of  this type featuring supportive seats. 
Having bought the car from us our vendor undertook a program 

of  light corrective works by race engineers Stancombe Vehicle 
Engineering and the bodywork was cosmetically enhanced by Harris 
Coachworks. The car joined our vendor’s extensive and varied car 
collection and he has had his eighteen months of  enjoyment with it, 
adding a mere 2,000 kilometres to the odometer since July 2015. 

We are happy to note that Silverstone Auctions has had significant 
success with the Mercedes Evolution II, with £300,000 achieved 
in February and £180,000 in September of  this year. The car is 
presented to auction with a UK registration, a fresh MOT certificate 
and an odometer reading of  some 41,000 kilometres or a mere 
25,500 miles – it’s absolutely ready for its next lucky owner.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 310

Bid via the Internet on lot 310

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1990-mercedes-benz-190-e-2-5-16-evolution-ii
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1990-Mercedes-Benz-190-E-2-5-16-Evolution-II/32888457/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888457
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: CIW 250

Chassis Number: 2G1442BW

Engine Number: 33674

Estimate: £30,000 - £35,000

The Coupé incarnation of  Jaguar’s ground-breaking XJ saloon didn’t 
peek from showrooms until 1975 although it had been announced 
publicly rather earlier, back at the 1973 London Show. Its original 
design dated from even earlier still as it was developed alongside the 
original Series 1 XJ back in the late 60s and in fact the company even 
issued project numbers for the Series 1 Coupés - XJ33 for the six-
cylinder and XJ34 for the V12 - although they were destined never to 
be produced. Instead, the car was launched in Series 2 form known 
as XJ35 and XJ36 respectively. However, a combination of  Sir William 
Lyons’ frequent tweaking of  the design and engineering ‘issues’ with 
the roof  panel and side windows, meant that it was early 1975 before 
the first XJ-Cs would glide stylishly out of  Jaguar showrooms.

The Coupé was based on the short wheelbase version of  the XJ and 
offered in 4.2 and 5.3 engine sizes from Jaguar known as either the 
‘Sovereign’ or the ‘Double Six’ from Daimler. In 1977 just 329 Jaguar 
XJ12 5.3 Coupés were built by the factory making this particular car 
a very rare production model. In fact, only 1,200 were ever made by 
the factory in total. 

The car has had just three fastidious owners from new and covered 
42,300 miles, corroborated by the old MOT certificates that are in 

the history file along with its fresh MOT certificate, a full service 
history, and a photographic record of  the car’s restoration in 1990. 
Judging by the results, this restoration process must have been 
painstaking and prolonged, and there are details in the file of  the 
respray that cost £7,500 (in 1990) and a full renovation of  the interior 
by respected trimmer Mick Turley. A Concours standard was the 
aim, and that was obviously achieved, as it has won over 18 national 
Concours d’Elegance competitions, including one at the NEC Classic 
in Birmingham, and also various Jaguar Drivers’ Club and Jaguar 
Enthusiast Club events nationally between 1999 and 2011.

Our vendor tells us that since he has owned the car “The Jag has 
been maintained by G Grace & Son in Tring. They are a locally 
renowned classic Jaguar specialist who have relieved me of  a couple 
of  thousand pounds in servicing costs since I’ve had the car, but it is 
now largely as it was when I purchased it, i.e. in multiple-Concours 
winning condition.” It can’t be a fluke, when on 18 separate occasions 
a group of  people who are selected for their knowledge and valued 
judgement, arrive at the same conclusion, that what they are looking 
at is simply the best. Surely then, this must be one of  the very best 
XJ Coupés in the world and deserving of  a place in any collection of  
distinguished and important British motor cars.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 311

Bid via the Internet on lot 311

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1977-jaguar-XJ12-coupe-8640
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1977-Jaguar-XJ12-Coupe/32888458/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888458
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1992 Porsche 911  
(964) Turbo

Lot 312Registration: J530 EWW

Chassis Number: WPOZZZ96ZNS470632

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £60,000 - £70,000

The Porsche 964 is the company’s internal name for the Porsche 
911 manufactured and sold between 1989 and 1994. Designed by 
Benjamin Dimson in 1986, it featured significant styling revisions 
over previous 911 models; most prominently, more integrated 
bumpers. It was the first generation of  911 to be offered with 
Porsche’s Tiptronic automatic transmission and all-wheel drive as 
options. Porsche chose to reuse the 3.3-litre engine from the 930 
with several minor revisions resulting in the engine running more 
smoothly, being less prone to turbo lag, and more powerful with a 
total output of  320bhp at 5,750rpm. The 964 Turbo is considered to 
be one of  the prettiest 911s to date and certainly one of  the most 
powerful.

This beautiful, left-hand drive, 3.3-litre 964 Turbo was supplied new 
to (country code C32) the Arab Gulf  States in 1992 and is finished 
in the subtle colour combination of  Dark Blue with black leather 
interior. It was purchased by our vendor in Japan, where it had 
resided in a private collection. All UK taxes have now been paid and 
the car is fully UK registered with a current MOT certificate.

The odometer is reading an unwarranted 47,801 kilometres (29,702 
miles), however, under close inspection, we believe this mileage 

to be commensurate with its condition. The bodywork all presents 
very well and the paintwork retains an excellent shine. The door 
shuts and panel gaps look even and the whole car retains a sense 
of  originality. The inner wings look unmolested and the interior is 
especially impressive, with minimal wear to the seats.

On the road, this 964 Turbo felt tight and pulled hard through all 
gears. The stainless steel exhaust system sounded fantastic and the 
car tracked well, inspiring confidence in the corners and at speed. 
Despite a limited history file in terms of  paperwork, the vehicle will 
be delivered to the Porsche Centre West London prior to the sale 
for a complete health check and service. It will also be driven to the 
NEC from London and prospective bidders are welcome to contact 
the office for further details. Overall, this 964 is a highly collectable 
example that presents very well and is massively impressive to 
drive. We encourage pre-sale inspections and feel it offers a mouth-
watering ownership proposition for its next custodian.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 312

Bid via the Internet on lot 312

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-911--964--turbo
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1992-Porsche-911-964-Turbo/32888459/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888459
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Registration: S515 VVG

Chassis Number: WBSBG92070EA90865

Engine Number: 60281875

Estimate: £20,000 - £25,000

The E36 M3 was a more refined, six cylinder range-topper derived 
from the 325iS, unlike its four-cylinder E30 predecessor. Critics 
claimed it was closer to a 6 Series replacement than a true M3 and 
to an extent they were right, but then, BMW never argued otherwise, 
it was a quick car that would appeal to everyone from the racer to 
the family man and business user. 

At this time, the Motorsport Division’s new take on the iconic M3 
was to utilise the standard M50TU engine (used in other E36s and 
earlier E34s). However, there were numerous upgrades over the 
standard M50 including individual throttle plates for each cylinder, 
continuously variable ‘Vanos’ valve timing, lightweight pistons, 
graphite-coated connecting rods, larger inlet valves and redesigned 
equal length exhaust manifolds.

The resultant 24-valve, S50B30 engine had a capacity of  2990cc 
and produced 282bhp, an output approaching 100bhp/litre, which 
was (and is) pretty impressive. The torque curve is high and flat 
and the dual mass flywheel contributes to the engine’s ability to rev 
to nearly 7,300rpm. In 1996, the M3 was developed further with 
an increase in capacity to 3,152cc becoming known as the (M3) 
Evolution.

The Evolution Imola Individual (M3 GT) was a limited edition of  
50 E36 M3s offered by BMW in 1999. They were finished in Imola 
Red with Nappa Leather and a bespoke interior in Amaretto and 
Anthracite. It also featured side airbags, the M3 GT Class II rear 
spoiler, front Class II corner splitter extensions, electric seats, and 
double spoke polished alloys.

Offered here is a three-owner M3 GT with 87,000 miles indicated 
that’s in fantastic condition and needs to be seen to be fully 
appreciated. The current owner is a close friend of  Silverstone 
Auctions and purchased the car a couple of  years ago to add to his 
private collection. Since then, the car has resided in dry storage and 
has only completed around 50 miles during his ownership.

For some reason, the E36 M3 has not only lagged behind its 
predecessor, the iconic E30 M3 but surprisingly behind its successor 
the E46 M3 in terms of  values, but this sparkling M3GT Imola 
(number 5 of  50) is unlikely to ever suffer this malaise, offering 
rarity, genuine performance, and exclusivity. Supplied with a good 
history file, its relevant manuals, and a spare key, don’t miss out on 
this sensibly guided and superb piece of  BMW history.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 313

Bid via the Internet on lot 313

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1998-bmw-e36-m3-gt--imola-individual-
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1998-BMW-E36-M3-GT-Imola-Individual/32888460/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888460
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1948 Land Rover Series I 
“Lights Behind the Grille”

Lot 314Registration: GTM 320

Chassis Number: R861008

Engine Number: R8210440NC

Estimate: £26,000 - £29,000

In 1947 whilst holidaying at his North Wales farm, Rover’s chief  
designer Maurice Wilks came up with a plan to produce a light 
agricultural utility vehicle in the style of  the Willys Jeep. He had 
no idea that his design would become an icon and launch a whole 
new industry sector. The original Land Rover was presented in Sage 
Green with a canvas roof  and revolutionised rural transport. As an 
engineering marvel it can still outstrip its modern counterparts, and 
the Series I rightly belongs in the Motoring Hall of  Fame. Hugely 
successful globally, dozens of  improvements were made throughout 
the long production run, right until the end of  the Land Rover as we 
knew it in January 2016.
 
The holy grail for any Land Rover enthusiast is an early Series I, 
and there are a number of  visual cues for an early car such as 
‘lights must be behind the grille’ and no exterior door handles 
being two of  them. This Land Rover Chassis No. R861008 was 
manufactured on 30th November 1948 and was dispatched to the 
Rover agent ‘Dunham & Haines Ltd.’ of  46 Castle Street, Luton 
on 6th December 1948. Dunham & Haines Ltd. registered the 
vehicle in their own name, probably as a demonstrator, on 10th 
December 1948. It is understood that it was sold to an owner in 
Buckinghamshire and on 26th February 1953 was licensed to an 

owner in Gloucestershire. In 1969, the vehicle was for sale at Bears 
Pool Garage, Minchinhampton, and they sold it to a Mrs. Dutton of  
Slad Valley, who later transferred the Series I to her son, Mr. J. A. 
Dutton of  Cheltenham.
 
GTM 320 had been used by the Duttons for 20 years and 
subsequently barn-stored for 10 years. The vehicle was advertised 
in ‘The Land Rover Series One Club’ magazine in 1999 and was 
purchased by John Taylor, a major restorer and collector of  Series 
I Land Rovers. Following a complete chassis-up restoration that 
included fitting a correct 1948 period replacement side plate 
‘inlet over exhaust’ engine, the vehicle was sold in 2004 to Mr. W. 
Briggs. At this point, GTM 320 had covered less than 25 miles after 
restoration and, after careful running in, the total mileage after the 
restoration is now still less than 2,000 miles.
 
As an early example, ‘GTM’ is a truly historic Land Rover in superb 
order that is ready to be enjoyed in town or country, and is supplied 
with current V5C documentation and a fresh MOT certificate.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 314

Bid via the Internet on lot 314

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/land-rover-series-1
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1948-Land-Rover-Series-I/32888461/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888461
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Day 1
1969 Aston Martin DBS 6 
Vantage specification

Lot 315Registration: JRA 615H

Chassis No: DBS/5436/RAC

Engine Number: 400/4246/S

Estimate: £140,000 - £160,000

One of  just 767 DBS models ever built, the DBS reflected Aston 
Martin’s advances in engineering in the late 1960s by introducing a 
longer wheelbase steel chassis which offered a near perfect 50:50 
weight distribution and better high-speed stability.

Launched at the 1967 Motor Show, the new design featured ‘De Dion’ 
rear suspension, dramatic new looks from the all-aluminium body and 
power steering as standard. It was instantly in demand - it was a new 
Aston after all - and the car’s appearance in several high profile TV 
series and films of  the day did not do its credibility and desirability 
any harm. The Tadek Marek-designed, 4.0-litre, straight-six, double 
overhead camshaft engine produced 325bhp in Vantage form and 
when mated to a close-ratio, 5-speed gearbox, resulted in decent 
acceleration and a top speed in excess of  140 miles per hour.

This particular car is a star of  stage and screen having been featured 
in an episode of  the popular Channel 4 series ‘For the Love of  Cars’, 
hosted by the ever enthusiastic Ant Anstead and the well-known 
actor, Phil Glenister. Restored by Ant to an extremely high standard, 
including a bare metal repaint in Olive Green (the same as James 
Bond in ‘On her Majesty’s Secret Service’) and a re-trim in Oxblood 
red leather. The interior also had a new period dashboard, new wood 

trim, correct steering wheel and new carpets.

The engine was rebuilt by highly respected Aston specialists, RS 
Williams, and upgraded to full Vantage specification including triple 
Weber carburettors. At the same time, the auto gearbox was swapped 
for a Tremec T5 manual transmission, as well as new MWS 15-inch 
wire wheels with Pirelli tyres, new Koni shock absorbers and high-
performance brake pads. The car was sold in the programme to our 
vendor for £173,400 in Jan 2015. He enjoyed the car for a while but 
then decided it needed detail improvements and sent the car to highly 
experienced Aston specialists, Oselli Engineering, where a further 
£78,000 was then spent (all bills and receipts available), including re-
detailing the engine bay which had suffered minor damage in a small 
under-bonnet fire.

The car today presents and drives perfectly. All the gremlins have 
been ‘de-gremlinned’ and the car is now probably the ultimate version 
of  any DBS today. It is offered complete with its history file, a new 
MOT certificate, and all bills and receipts. This amazing Aston can be 
bought within our price guide for a significant six-figure saving on the 
total monies recently spent by our vendor. What an opportunity!

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 315

Bid via the Internet on lot 315

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-martin-dbs-8956
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1969-Aston-Martin-DBS-6-Vantage-spec/32888462/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888462
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Day 1
2008 Lamborghini 
Murciélago LP640

Lot 316Registration: TBC

Chassis No: ZHWBE37509LA03353

Engine Number: L53703324

Estimate: £120,000 - £140,000

Introduced in 2001, and in production through a couple of  variants 
until 2010, the Murciélago is an all-wheel drive, mid-engined, supercar 
that sits less than four feet tall and sports dramatic ‘scissor doors’. The 
power output of  the early cars was around 570bhp, delivered through 
a six-speed manual gearbox with an integral differential driving the rear 
wheels and a viscous coupling centre differential providing power to 
the front. The very low-drag bodywork is constructed from carbon-fibre, 
steel and aluminium and the suspension is conventional independent 
double wishbone.

In March 2006, Lamborghini unveiled a new version of  its halo car 
at the Geneva Motor Show: the Murciélago LP640. The new title 
incorporated the car’s name, along with an alphanumeric designation 
which indicated the engine’s orientation (Longitudinale Posteriore), 
along with the newly updated power output. With displacement now 
increased to 6.5 litres, the new car made 640PS (471 kW; 631hp) 
at 8,000 rpm. The Murciélago’s exterior received a minor facelift. 
Front and rear fascias were revised, and side air intakes were now 
asymmetrical with the left side feeding an oil cooler. A new single outlet 
exhaust system incorporated into the rear diffuser, modified suspension 
tuning, revised programming and upgraded clutch for the 6-speed 
“e-Gear” automated sequential transmission with launch control 

rounded out the performance modifications. Interior seating was 
also reshaped to provide greater headroom, and a new stereo system 
formed part of  the updated dashboard.

Offered here is a right-hand drive, UK-supplied Murciélago that was 
delivered by Lamborghini London on the 19th August 2008 to its first 
owner. There are four stamps in the service book for work carried out 
by Lamborghini London every year from 2011-2014 along with other 
invoices in the history file. This LP640 has completed 15,600 miles 
since new in the hands of  its two former keepers and has resided in our 
vendor’s significant private collection since early in 2012.

Finished in a distinctly menacing Nero Pegaso with an equally dramatic 
Charcoal, Carbon, and Black interior, this spectacular Lamborghini has 
clearly been well looked after, but at the same time has also obviously 
been used and enjoyed on the roads as it was designed to be. As a 
result, the side trim and front splitter have clearly done their job of  
protecting the rest of  the car well and perhaps a buyer who wants to 
return the car into showroom condition may need to address these 
small blemishes. Overall, this is a seriously cool and hugely quick 
motorcar that, when you look at the prices of  some of  its Porsche and 
Ferrari counterparts of  the same era, looks to be of  remarkable value.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 316

Bid via the Internet on lot 316

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2008-lamborghini-murcilago-lp640
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2008-Lamborghini-Murci-lago-LP640/32888463/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888463
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: BYC 831J

Chassis No: BA99KU25839

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £24,000 - £28,000

This exquisite Silver Spirit was originally supplied by Dutton-Forshaw 
Rolls-Royce in Preston. According to its delivery docket, it was 
handed over to its presumably delighted first owner on the 18th of  
September 1984, finished in a striking Balmoral Green Metallic with 
green piped Champagne leather and Forest Green carpets.

In addition to its Balmoral Green paint (code 9510455) and 
Champagne leather (VM3099), other options from the list included 
an Everflex roof, top roll and underdash in contrasting hide, rear 
parcel shelf  in hide, RR-motifs to the rear quarters and Avon White-
Wall tyres.
This dignified motor car has been gently used in the hands of  its 
three owners from new, but well looked after, and the Rolls-Royce 
service book is stamped with a mixture of  Rolls-Royce and Bentley 
dealer service history. Services have been recorded at 3,077 miles, 
3,521 miles and 3,867 miles, all at Mann Egerton Rolls- Royce 
Leicester, and finally at 6,324 miles at Bentley Leicester. The last 
service in June this year also included a new battery and four 
original specification Avon White-Wall tyres. The current mileage  
is 6,690.

As you would expect of  a Rolls-Royce at this mileage, the car looks 
in superb condition throughout, with the original twin gold factory 
fine lines still intact and unmarked brightwork, whilst the still fluffy 
sheepskin rugs, woodwork, carpets and plump Connolly hide are 
all as you would hope for - the only slight evidence of  use is minor 
patination on the driver’s seat.

With the car are the original invoice from Dutton Forshaw Preston for 
£50,529.85, the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ Club factory chassis file, 
the original handbooks, service books, an unopened sachet of  the 
original Hirschmann Ariel cleaner, the UK V5 and a MOT certificate 
valid until May 2017 issued with no advisories.

Rolls-Royce of  this era are all too often a bit ‘down at heel’ having 
covered a lot of  miles and no one would argue that they are cheap 
to maintain, however, this very special low mileage example appears 
very hard to fault. Come and have a look yourself.

Looking fabulous, in this condition, with this history, it’s hard to 
imagine finding better value for money on four wheels. 

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 317

Bid via the Internet on lot 317

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1970-ford-cortina-mk2-3-0-savage-estate
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1970-Ford-Cortina-Mk-2-3-0-Savage-estate/32888464/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888464
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1964 Mercedes-Benz 
230SL Pagoda

Lot 318Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 113042-12-000939

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £25,000 - £28,000

Proudly unveiled to an appreciative audience at the Geneva Motor 
Show of  1963, the Paul Bracq-designed, second-generation 
SL began with the 230. Its wonderfully crisp styling clothed 
a monocoque chassis equipped with all-round independent 
suspension, power assisted disc/drum brakes, recirculating ball 
steering and a 2,306cc straight-six engine of  150bhp and 145 lb-
ft of  torque mated to either a four-speed manual or an automatic 
transmission. Remaining in production until 1971, the W113 Class, 
frequently referred to as the ‘Pagoda’, eventually spanned three 
engine sizes. Of  the 48,912 W113 Series cars made between 1963 
and 1971, 19,831 were 230SLs.

This 1964, left-hand drive, automatic, Mercedes 230SL Pagoda 
presents well for its year and having seen and heard the car, we were 
impressed. It sounds healthy, makes all the right noises and idles as 
it should. The Signal Red paintwork is bright and generally very good 
and the chrome is excellent. This is a very attractive car.

Imported from the States earlier this year, the odometer currently 
indicates 49,690 miles and the car is presented to auction with an 
interesting history file that includes a raft of  original items including 
its service booklet, Becker radio instructions and a file of  receipts 

and invoices for work carried out in the past. This super little Pagoda 
is supplied on a NOVA, with a UK MOT certificate valid until October 
2017. Very sensibly guided, this car would make a great, entry-level, 
Mercedes classic.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 318

Bid via the Internet on lot 318

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mercedes-benz-230sl-pagoda-8826
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1964-Mercedes-Benz-230SL-Pagoda/32888449/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888449
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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The Jewels  
in the Crown 
Collection
Meet our Jewels in the Crown Collection; a private 
collection of  significant motorcars including a 1980 
Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith II, formerly the Personal 
Car of  HRH Princess Margaret, a 2005 Rolls-Royce 
Phantom that formerly belonged to Sir Elton John 
CBE and a 2012 Bentley Mulsanne that was formerly 
the personal conveyance of  HRH Queen Elizabeth 
II, just to name a few. We hope you enjoy these 
exquisite cars and their fascinating histories.

319 1994 Audi Cabriolet  
- Princess Diana’s family car.

320 1976 Bentley T1  
- Michael Winner’s own favourite.

321 2001 Daimler V8  
- Formerly, HM Queen Elizabeth II’s private car.

322 2005 Rolls-Royce Phantom  
- Formerly the property of   
Sir Elton John CBE.

323 1984 Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible  
- ex-Qatari Royal Family.

324 2012 Bentley Mulsanne  
- Her Royal Highness Queen Elizabeth II.

325 1980 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith II  
- Formerly the Personal Car of   
HRH Princess Margaret.

326 1988 Mercedes-Benz 560 SEL  
- Formerly the Property of  King Hussein and 
Queen Noor of  Jordan.

327 1972 Fiat 500L  
- Samantha Cameron’s Pride and Joy.

328 1970 Wood & Pickett Mini Cooper S Mk II  
- John Hammell.

329 1987 Bristol Brigand  
- Ex-Will Young, the celebrated  
Singer/Songwriter.

330 1973 Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible.  
- First time on the open market.

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1994 Audi Cabriolet
Formerly the Personal Conveyance of  
Diana, Princess of Wales

Undoubtedly one of  the five most influential women of  the 
Twentieth Century, the late Diana, Princess of  Wales was born ‘The 
Honourable Diana Frances Spencer’ on the 1st July 1961 in Norfolk. 
She received the title Lady Diana Spencer in 1975 when her father 
inherited his Earldom, and on her marriage in 1981 to The Prince 
of  Wales at St Paul’s Cathedral became Her Royal Highness, the 
Princess of  Wales. In the fullness of  time it was expected that she 
would become the Queen of  the United Kingdom of  Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland, but sadly, fate would decree that was not to 
be.

During her marriage, the Princess was president or patron of  over 
100 charities, and her dedication to duty was remarkable, however, 
those pressures would take their toll, and in December 1992 it was 
announced that the Prince and Princess of  Wales had agreed to 
separate. A year later, reeling under the massive media spotlight, the 
Princess announced that she would be reducing the extent of  her 
public life in order to combine “a meaningful public role with a more 

private life”. Her search for freedom and privacy proved a touch 
optimistic as her ‘freedom’ was neatly balanced with the freedom 
of  the press who, released from the control of  the Royal Household 
Press Office, were omnipresent observing her every move. At one 
point in 1994, she was statistically the ‘most photographed person 
on earth’.

Diana’s chosen transport at this point, being no longer obliged to 
arrive in Royal Household limousines, was a sparkling metallic green 
Audi Cabriolet and naturally every time she left home the clatter of  
1,000 camera shutters must have sounded like machine gun fire.

Her beloved Audi, L449 TRP, was a new 1994, 5-cylinder, automatic, 
2.3-litre Cabriolet finished in Gomera Pearl with Parchment leather 
and cream carpets and was presented to her for her personal use by 
Dovercourt Audi of  St Johns Wood, and first registered on the 7th 
March 1994. Very few cars are actually owned by the Royal Mews, 
apart from the limousines intended for State use, and most vehicles 
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Day 1

1994 Audi Cabriolet
Formerly the Personal Conveyance of  
Diana, Princess of Wales

Lot 319Registration: L449 TRP

Chassis Number: WAUZZZ8GZRA004422

Engine Number: NG156107

Estimate: £50,000 - £60,000

made available for ‘Junior’ royalty are provided by manufacturers 
hopeful of  some beneficial exposure, and this Audi Cabriolet was 
no exception. At around 4,000 miles, and possibly in the hope of  
keeping the press guessing, the Audi was returned to Dovercourt.

Ian Campbell Dale is a well-known and much respected political 
commentator, broadcaster, publisher and author and in July 1994, 
having been let down by Audi who had promised his new car in time 
for a motoring holiday in Germany, visited Dovercourt looking for 
a replacement and was immediately drawn to an immaculate, low 
mileage, metallic green, Audi Cabriolet. He was a little sceptical 
when told about its previous custodian, but when shown the 
photographs, bought it on the spot. After enjoying the car and its 
celebrity for a couple of  years, he sold it to its third owner who, 
oddly enough, lived next to Kensington Palace. Obviously aware of  
its Royal connections the new custodian covered very few miles over 
the next 17 years and maintained it in excellent condition. It was 

purchased, in 2013, by our vendor and has only covered a handful 
of  miles since with the odometer now indicating 21,412.

This well-presented Audi Cabriolet remains registered as L449 TRP 
and is offered to auction in superb condition with its history file 
containing the relevant handbooks and manuals and several good-
quality photos of  Diana using the car, one of  which has the young 
Princes in the back with the registration number clearly visible.

To conclude, it is an honour for Silverstone Auctions to offer a 
car with such special provenance, a car that was photographed 
extensively whilst being used by one of  the most influential 
personalities of  the Twentieth Century enjoying a period of  
independence with her two beloved sons, one of  whom is destined 
to become a future King of  the United Kingdom of  Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland.

Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 319

Bid via the Internet on lot 319

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1994-audi-80-cabriolet---diana-princess-of-wales
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1994-Audi-Cabriolet-Formerly-the-Personal-Conveyance-of-Diana-Princess-of-Wales/32888465/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888465
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1976 Bentley T1
Formerly the Property of Michael Winner

Bon vivant, film director, restaurant critic and charity pioneer 
Robert Michael Winner was born in Hampstead, London on the 30th 
October 1930. His parents, George and Helen, were of  Polish and 
Russian extraction and had amassed a small fortune in the textile 
business between the wars. Following his father’s death, Winner’s 
mother gambled recklessly and to fund her losses was obliged to 
sell fine art and antique furniture (worth around £10m at the time) 
bequeathed to her, not only for her life, but to Michael thereafter. 
She died, aged 78, in 1984 and he often told the tale that when they 
dined together in order to discuss his ongoing legal action against 
her to regain control of  his inheritance, piles of  casino chips could 
be heard rattling in her handbag. 

His passion for celebrity was evident from the start when, at age 14, 
he wrote a regular column for the ‘Kensington Post’ entitled ‘Michael 
Winner’s Showbiz Gossip’, followed by frequent contributions to 
‘Showgirl Glamour Revue’.

Gaining experience by working at the BBC as an assistant director 

in the late fifties he went on to make a number of  short films, 
however, fame arrived with a series of  six films made with hell-raiser 
Oliver Reed, and later some notoriety, as the director of  Death Wish 
(1974) and its sequels with Charles Bronson, films that defined the 
subsequent careers of  both men. Going on to make over 40 films, it 
was natural that he would develop close friendships with the leading 
actors of  the 20th century, including Marlon Brando, Michael Caine, 
Roger Moore and Sophia Loren who were regularly entertained at 
his Holland Park mansion. The Holland Park property had enough 
garage space for half  a dozen cars, and over the years would house 
a number of  his Rolls-Royce and beloved Bentleys. One of  his all-
time favourite cars was this Bentley T1, and when not chauffeured 
by his long-term driver Steve Gallimore, he would drive himself  to 
various London restaurants, no doubt as part of  his role as The 
Sunday Times’ amusing, if  a touch acerbic, restaurant critic.

With a larger than life public image that was unashamedly self-
exaggerated, and cemented by his appearances in the more recent 
‘esure’ insurance adverts spouting his famous catchphrase ‘Calm 
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Day 1
Lot 320

Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection

1976 Bentley T1
Formerly the Property of Michael Winner

Registration: NYF 555P

Chassis No: SBH21042

Engine Number: 21042

Estimate: £40,000 - £50,000

down dear’, he was perhaps held in the highest regard for his work 
in establishing the Police Memorial Trust. Winner himself  attended 
as many plaque dedications to fallen police officers as he could, 
leaving a seven-figure sum in his will for the work to be carried on in 
perpetuity.

This Silver Bentley was delivered new on the 1st August 1975 as 
one of  just 1,703 Bentley ‘T’ Series, later to be known as the T1, a 
re-badged and understated stablemate to the Rolls-Royce Shadow 
I. According to the DVLA records in the car’s detailed history file, it 
was bought by Michael Winner on 1st April 1984 and was regularly 
maintained at Jack Barclay according to the service book. On his 
much-publicised death in January 2013, the car was gifted in his 
Will to his chauffeur Steve who, in the fullness of  time, moved it on. 
Subsequently bought by our discerning vendor, the purveyor of  this 
magnificent collection of  ‘Celebrity’ cars, the Bentley was taken 
to renowned specialists XK Engineering in Coventry for restorative 
works at a cost of  some £21,000 in February of  this year. XK were 

aware of  our vendor’s requirements to bring the car up to his 
standards, and it was superbly resprayed in Silver Chalice, all the 
brightwork was returned to gleaming perfection, and the underneath 
was coated in Waxoyl to ensure longevity.

Having covered a shade over 112,000 miles, with most of  the miles 
travelled by Winner himself  and in excellent condition, this famous 
car is ready to raise the heart rate of  many a long-established 
restaurateur as they observe the sparkling silver Bentley glide on to 
their car park.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 320

Bid via the Internet on lot 320

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1976-bentley-t1---michael-winner
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1976-Bentley-T1-Formerly-the-Property-of-Michael-Winner/32888466/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888466
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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2001 Daimler V8
Formerly the Personal Conveyance of HM The Queen
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Recognised as Britain’s oldest car manufacturer, Daimler was first 
associated with royalty in 1898 when the Prince of  Wales, later 
Edward VII, was given a ride on a Daimler by John Douglas-Scott-
Montagu later known as Lord Montagu of  Beaulieu. Scott-Montagu, 
as a member of  parliament, also drove his Daimler into the yard of  
the Palace of  Westminster, the first motorised vehicle to be driven 
there. In early 1900, Daimler had sold the Prince of  Wales the first 
royal car and was originally equipped with Mail Phaeton style four-
seater bodywork with leather mudguards by coachbuilders Hooper 
and Co. of  St. James Street in London. In 1902, upon buying 
another Daimler, King Edward VII awarded Daimler a Royal Warrant 
to supply motor cars to the Royal Household. 

Daimler became part of  Jaguar Cars Limited in 1960, and the 
distinction of  the marque was not only preserved but strengthened. 
Daimler models were enhanced versions of  standard Jaguars 
and marketed as direct competitors to Rolls-Royce and Bentley. 
According to the Jaguar Daimler Heritage Trust, more than one 
hundred Daimlers have been made for British Monarchs and their 

families, ranging from state cars, such as the DS21 limousine 
to more discreet saloon cars for private motoring and lower key 
engagements.

Registered on the 4th June 2001 with its first and only number, 
Y694 CDU, this unique Daimler was built to the personal 
specification of  Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. The Special Vehicle 
Department at Jaguar Cars undertook a 2,500-mile test drive to 
ensure that everything worked as it should. The discreet security 
features included blue flashing strobes occupying the front fog lamp 
inserts, alternate flashing headlamps and rear alternate flashing 
rear lights. A pair of  neon blue lights situated behind the rear view 
mirror were installed to alert members of  the Royal Protection Team 
as to which vehicle the Queen was travelling in and greater visibility 
in the event of  a smoke attack. We understand from our vendor that 
these lights still work. In the boot, the fittings can still be found for 
direct contact to the Home Office and Downing Street, although the 
working components have now been removed.
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Day 1

2001 Daimler V8
Formerly the Personal Conveyance of HM The Queen

Lot 321Registration: Y694 CDU

Chassis No: SAJAC24M01LF35595

Engine Number: LB0102281426

Estimate: £50,000 - £60,000 Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection

At the Queen’s request, the car features a number of  unique 
modifications, one of  which was a factory-adapted arm rest with a 
sliding holder specifically designed to hold her particular type of  
handbag, having commented that there was nowhere to put it when 
she was accompanied by her lady-in-waiting or her detective whilst 
at the wheel of  the car. The reigning monarch had also mentioned 
that she enjoyed fresh air in the rear when being driven but did not 
want the air directly onto her face, so Jaguar fitted several extra 
switches to allow the Queen to operate the windows from either 
side.

Her choice of  colour scheme was British Racing Green with a 
‘Catkin’ Beige and Green leather interior, and she was to travel 
more than 11,000 miles in this environment. A huge number of  
photographs of  Y694 CDU can be found online, some reproduced 
within the history file, and show both The Queen and His Royal 
Highness Prince Philip at the wheel on separate occasions whilst 
leaving Windsor Castle, as well as being chauffeured by staff  from 

the Royal Mews. The history file includes a Jaguar Daimler Heritage 
Trust Certificate confirming the car’s first owner as Jaguar Cars Ltd-
V.I.P Leasing and an accompanying letter from the Trust confirms 
that the car was acquired by them from the Special Vehicles 
Division of  Jaguar Cars in 2007.

Four registered keepers include Jaguar Cars Ltd, the Jaguar Daimler 
Heritage Trust, a gentleman in Surrey and our discerning client, 
the creator of  this magnificent collection. Cars of  this nature, with 
this provenance, tend to be treated with the same level of  care 
as a cabinet full of  delicate bone china, which would explain its 
superb condition. Presented to auction with an odometer reading of  
approximately 15,000 miles, this peerless motor car will make an 
outstanding addition to any serious collector’s stable.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 321

Bid via the Internet on lot 321

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2001-%20Daimler%20-%20V8%20-%20HM-The-Queen
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2001-Daimler-Super-V8-Formerly-the-Personal-Conveyance-of-HM-The-Queen/32888468/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888468
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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When announced in 2003, the seventh generation Rolls-Royce 
Phantom was hailed as a breakthrough in terms of  engineering and 
unparalleled luxury, reaffirming the ethos ‘The best car in the world’ 
that drove its founders Charles Rolls and Henry Royce to settle for 
nothing but perfection. Under BMW ownership Rolls-Royce has 
been eased into the twenty-first century with a near perfect blend 
of  German engineering and British craftsmanship. The Phantom 
was never about achieving a single superlative, the biggest, the 
fastest, or the most powerful, but rather it was about finding the 
optimum balance of  all these attributes and more. Traditional 
design elements, such as a long bonnet and wheelbase, short front 
and long rear overhang, strong C-pillar and discreet rear window, 
run throughout the Phantom, and when combined with modern 
engineering integrity create a car with serious presence. 

With a Rolls-Royce, superlatives are found in the details. New 
thinking and attention to detail can be seen in every area of  the 
Phantom - the coach doors designed to make entry and exit as 

graceful as possible, a retractable Spirit of  Ecstasy that hides away 
at the touch of  a button, the Teflon-coated umbrellas housed with 
dedicated drainage channels in the rear doors, and the interlinked 
RR wheel centres engineered to keep the company logo upright at 
all times.

As expected from a Rolls-Royce, the interior of  the Phantom 
features the finest materials found in any car, anywhere. Two types 
of  leather finishes are used, a natural grain hide for seating and a 
textured ’tipped’ leather for door panniers and centre consoles – 
naturally the softest leather used in the automobile industry and 
customers can specify any colour. Deep-pile carpets are covered 
with sumptuous lambswool rugs, while metal surfaces have either 
a high-polish Sterling finish, such as the air vents, ’organ stops’ 
and lighting consoles, or a satin finish, which is used on the door 
handle surrounds and steering column stalks. The headlining is a 
wool and cashmere blend, providing a light and airy contrast to the 
leather surface of  the central roof  console. Ahead of  the driver is 
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2005 Rolls-Royce 
Phantom
Formerly the Property of Sir Elton John CBE
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Day 1
Lot 322Registration: RX05 BVR

Chassis No: SCA1568053UH00242

Engine Number: 60913435

Estimate: £135,000 - £155,000 Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection
2005 Rolls-Royce 
Phantom
Formerly the Property of Sir Elton John CBE

an instrument cluster comprising three black-faced circular dials. 
A central speedometer is flanked by a split gauge for fuel level 
and water temperature, and a unique power reserve gauge which 
communicates the ’adequacy’ of  available power - for example, at 
100 mph, the engine has 75% of  its total power capability left. 

Powering this megalith of  luxury is a 6.75-litre V12 built by BMW 
producing 453bhp and offering seamless acceleration from 0 – 
60mph in some 5.3 seconds. It may have a German engine but the 
Phantom is the essence of  a great British institution.

And talking about great British institutions, Sir Elton John CBE took 
delivery of  this car on the 29th April 2005 and it was registered with 
its only known number, RX05 BVR, to one of  Sir Elton’s companies, 
the cheekily titled William A. Bong Limited. In December 2005, the 
car was his carriage of  choice on the occasion of  his civil wedding 
to David Furnish at the Guildhall in Windsor. Extensive media 
coverage at the time shows the happy couple arriving in style in the 

rear of  the Rolls.

Purchased by our vendor on the 26th June 2014 to add to his 
superb collection of  cars with notable previous owners, the 
Phantom was subject to several thousand pounds worth of  routine 
maintenance and cosmetic detailing at Rolls-Royce Birmingham 
and is supplied to auction with an MOT certificate valid until July 
2017 and an odometer reading of  some 6,600 miles. The history 
file includes a letter from Sir Elton’s private office confirming the 
Phantom was owned and used by him. Our vendor has generously 
included with the car, a stunning bejewelled cigarette lighter 
commissioned for the Phantom with a distinctive “Skull and 
Crossbones” design that Elton had created as a surprise for David 
Furnish at the time of  the Wedding. Although Elton had retained 
the special lighter and replaced it with the standard one when the 
car left his hands, he later gifted it to our vendor as a gesture of  
friendship.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 322

Bid via the Internet on lot 322

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2005-rolls-royce-phantom---sir-elton-john
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2005-Rolls-Royce-Phantom-Formerly-the-Property-of-Sir-Elton-John/32888467/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888467
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Corniche Convertible
Formerly the Property of the Emir of Qatar
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The two-door convertible version of  the Silver Shadow has been 
without doubt the most successful convertible ever produced by 
Rolls-Royce. First introduced in 1966 as the “Silver Shadow Mulliner 
Park Ward two door, drop head coupé”, it eventually became 
apparent by popular demand that this version deserved to have 
its own model name so, after a few cosmetic changes in 1971, the 
Corniche was born. 

When Rolls-Royce launched the two-door cars in 1966, the 
international jet set began to clamour for attention at the 
dealerships. With waiting lists measured in years, these hugely 
desirable vehicles began to change hands at significant premiums 
over list price and one can imagine the hushed negotiations over 
the green baize of  the gaming tables at Crockfords, the Palm Beach 
and Aspinalls. Rolls-Royce envisioned a time when owners would like 
to drive their own cars and the Corniche continued to be developed 
with this in mind and even had a rev counter fitted as standard. Both 
the fixed head coupé and drop head by Mulliner Park Ward wafted 

to 60mph in 9.8 seconds, powered by the whisper quiet 6.75-litre 
V8 engine and it is widely regarded that the success of  the Corniche 
saved Rolls-Royce for future generations. 

A mild restyling was on the cards for the spring of  1977 and 
the differences included rack-and-pinion steering, alloy and 
rubber bumpers, aluminium radiator, oil cooler and a bi-level air 
conditioning system. Later changes included modifications to the 
independent rear suspension in March 1979. In March 1981, after 
the Silver Spirit had gone on sale, the Coupé version of  the Corniche 
and its Bentley sister were quietly discontinued but such was the 
popularity of  the Corniche convertible that production went on until 
1995.

There are very few colours that truly suit the Corniche convertible, 
and by dint of  its affordability when new and the nature of  its new 
customer base, many Corniches were ordered in rather outlandish 
colours. However, the delightful Corniche offered here is not in 
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Day 1
1984 Rolls-Royce 
Corniche Convertible
Formerly the Property of the Emir of Qatar

Lot 323Registration: B973 FGT

Chassis No: SCAZD0003FCH09129

Engine Number: 09129

Estimate: £100,000 - £120,000 Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection

that category being finished in a striking Royal Blue with magnolia 
leather piped blue. This magnificent example was ordered and 
subsequently delivered on the 13th August 1984 to the London 
Embassy of  the State of  Qatar in Chesham Place for the personal 
use of  the Emir of  Qatar, Sheikh Khalifa bin Hamad Al Thani and 
his family when in the United Kingdom and he was often to be seen 
enjoying the sights of  West London with his wives and some of  his 
fifteen children.

In 2005, with a change in the pecking order at home, the car 
was released from the Qatari Royal Family’s private collection of  
London cars in impeccable order with an odometer reading of  just 
11,466 miles. The incredibly detailed history file boasts every MOT 
certificate from 1989 at 9,487 miles to 2012 at 13,756 and the car 
has been on a SORN notice since then. The service handbook shows 
main dealer and specialist stamps, corroborating the mileage and 
dozens of  invoices detail ongoing maintenance.

It is an honour to offer such a stunning Rolls-Royce with warranted 
low mileage, an impeccable service history, recent servicing works 
of  £6,000 and Qatari Royal provenance. A truly unrepeatable 
opportunity.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 323

Bid via the Internet on lot 323

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1984-rolls-royce-corniche-
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1984-Rolls-Royce-Corniche-Convertible-Formerly-the-Property-of-the-Emir-of-Qatar/32888469/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888469
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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2012 Bentley Mulsanne
Formerly the Personal Conveyance of HM The Queen

For the last few decades now it has been traditional that Her Royal 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II would arrive at ceremonial occasions 
in her State Limousine at the head of  a fleet of  official cars. 
These Rolls-Royce Phantom limousines and Daimler DS420s were 
traditionally finished in Garnet over Black, and with the Coat of  
Arms on the door and the Royal Standard fluttering in the breeze, 
sparkled like a crystal chandelier. Polished to perfection and 
regularly maintained, they are a credit to the dedicated staff  at the 
Royal Mews, however, they were not getting any younger and in early 
2001 it was deemed that the time had come for something more 
modern.

As one of  only four car makers who hold a Royal Warrant to supply 
vehicles to the Royal Household (the others are Jaguar Land Rover, 
Vauxhall, and Volkswagen) Bentley Motor Cars were delighted to 
be asked to design and build two Bentley State Limousines for Her 
Majesty’s Golden Jubilee tour of  Great Britain. Bentley’s former 
bedfellow Rolls-Royce had, at that time, become a symbol of  
largesse and ostentation, whilst the Bentley brand continued to be, 

as it always had been, the transport of  choice for those who would 
prefer to be seen as more modest and understated.

For private events and lower profile duties, the Queen would 
normally arrive in a Range Rover, Daimler or Bentley. Whilst the 
Range Rovers were usually pressed into service at Balmoral and 
Sandringham, there arose a need for the need for a more subtle, but 
nonetheless luxurious car for the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee year of  
2012. Whilst the two Bentley State Limousines would be in service 
across the country, they did weigh a considerable amount as a result 
of  the armour plating and armoured glass, and on long journeys at 
an average of  9mph and 5mpg they were just not suitable. Bentley, 
once again, came up with the solution and created a very special 
version of  their top-of-the-range Mulsanne that they delivered to the 
Royal Mews in early 2012.

The car is finished in Barnato Green, a very ‘British’ shade of  green 
named in honour of  Joel Woolf  Barnato, a British financier and 
racing driver. Barnato was one of  the original ‘Bentley Boys’ of  
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Day 1
Lot 324Registration: B973 FGT

Chassis No: SCBBA63Y5CC016596 

Engine Number: 09129

Estimate: £215,000 - £235,000 Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection

2012 Bentley Mulsanne
Formerly the Personal Conveyance of HM The Queen

the 1920s and he achieved three consecutive wins at Le Mans. It’s 
fitted with walnut burr veneered picnic tables, door panels and rear 
quarter vanity lights and the walnut veneered waist-rails featured 
inlaid Royal crests. Subtle security features were installed befitting 
a Head of  State’s car, including front and rear blue flashing lights, 
and strengthened glass where appropriate. The Mulsanne was used 
largely for London-based occasions from 2012 to 2014, and, most 
famously, it was this Bentley that conveyed the Queen to her only 
Cabinet Meeting at 10 Downing Street in 2012, flanked by police 
outriders, and David Cameron opened the door for her in front 
of  the World’s Media. Her Majesty was conveyed in the car to the 
London Clinic to visit Prince Philip on his 92nd birthday in 2013 
during his convalescence from surgery. There is extensive online 
video footage of  this car being used throughout its time as the 
Queen’s car.

As is common with cars that have been in high profile use by 
the Royal Family, registration numbers are changed and interior 
and security features removed when they are returned to the 

manufacturer. During the Queen’s tenure the registration number, as 
seen extensively in the media, was DK61 FHM. Copy service records 
from Jack Barclay Bentley dated 3rd December 2013 show that 
chassis number SCBBA63Y5CC016596 received a service under 
registration number DK61 FHM and, for reasons of  security at the 
time, the client was Bentley Motors Ltd. One aspect of  the car’s 
return to ‘civvy street’ that appears to have been overlooked is the 
sat-nav, as when the ‘Home’ button is pushed, it immediately starts 
taking you to Windsor Castle!

This amazing piece of  British history is presented to auction in 
superb order showing an odometer reading of  a shade under 6,000 
miles with an MOT certificate until April 2017. This Mulsanne is a 
modern and usable luxury car that has the virtually unrepeatable 
distinction of  having once been the Queen’s car during a period 
of  intense media exposure and presents a collector with a rare 
opportunity to purchase a car that has been used to good effect by 
our longest reigning monarch.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 324

Bid via the Internet on lot 324

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2012-bentley-mulsanne---hm-queen
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2012-Bentley-Mulsanne-Formerly-the-Personal-Conveyance-of-HM-The-Queen/32888470/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888470
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1980 Rolls-Royce  
Silver Wraith II
Formerly the Personal Car of HRH Princess Margaret

Her Royal Highness Princess Margaret Rose, the Countess of  
Snowdon was born at Glamis Castle, the ancestral home of  her 
mother Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother on 21st August 1930. 
As the younger daughter of  King George VI and the only sibling 
of  Queen Elizabeth II, Princess Margaret led a colourful, and 
sometimes by the standards of  the day, scandalous life. As a young 
woman with incredible beauty, an impish sense of  humour and a 
love of  performing it was said that of  the two other great beauties of  
the era, Marilyn Monroe and Elizabeth Taylor, only Princess Margaret 
could command attention at an instant.

Upon her marriage to the noted photographer Anthony Armstrong-
Jones, later known as Earl Snowdon, Princess Margaret had two 
roles, as a loyal sister of  the Head of  State and the wife of  an in-
demand bohemian photographer at the epicentre of  the Swinging 
Sixties. After their divorce in 1978 she divided her time between 
her home on Mustique and her apartments in Kensington Palace 
and sharing a vehicle with her ex-husband was not an option, so it 

was decided an appropriate new car was needed for both her public 
and private engagements. Subsequently, on the 16th May 1980, a 
Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith II registered 3 GXM was duly delivered to 
Kensington Palace.
The Silver Wraith II, the longer wheelbase version of  the Silver 
Shadow II, had been specified with particular details as per Princess 
Margaret’s instructions. Finished in Cardinal Red under a black 
Everflex covered roof, inset with Standard Pennant and Royal Crest 
mountings and a blue police light. The interior is truly bespoke 
and for a lady that was sometimes known for ostentation, is rather 
understated. The matte Rosewood dashboard is unique to this car, 
and as the Princess found her reflection in highly polished veneer 
distracting, the door cappings are covered in Black Nuala leather. In 
common with many Royal cars, the seats are green cloth, and the 
rear bench seating is raised so the Princess could be seen, aided by 
two extra lights above the doors.
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Day 1
Lot 325Registration: 3 GXM

Chassis No: LRH0039342

Engine Number: 0039342

Estimate: £90,000 - £110,000 Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection
1980 Rolls-Royce  
Silver Wraith II
Formerly the Personal Car of HRH Princess Margaret

The car was regularly serviced by Rolls-Royce main dealers in 
London, and maintained by specialist mechanic Chris Lee, a friend 
of  The Princess’ chauffeur, for ten years. The beloved Wraith was put 
into final service on the 15th February 2002 when it took members 
of  her family to her private funeral at St. George’s Chapel, Windsor 
Castle. It was inherited by her son, Viscount Linley and being surplus 
to requirements was sold later that year to P&A Wood, from whom 
it was purchased by Mr. Allwright. He was an enthusiastic Royalist 
and proceeded to spend significant sums on returning the car to a 
pristine condition, including the purchase, from the Home Office, of  
the private registration number 3 GXM. The car was bought by our 
vendor, the purveyor of  this wonderful collection, from JD Classics in 
March this year.

During his ownership Mr. Allwright assembled a magnificent history 
file for this car, including Christmas cards from Dave Griffin, 
Princess Margaret’s personal chauffeur up until her death, dozens 
of  colour photographs of  the car in Royal use, press clippings, 

correspondence with Viscount Linley’s office, copy invoices, and the 
original build sheets from Rolls-Royce. Presented to auction in truly 
superb condition, with the only negative point being the torn driver’s 
seat squab that is covered by a matching tailored cloth. In order to 
maintain the originality of  the interior, it has not been repaired.

Most Royal cars are leased to the Royal Mews by the manufacturers, 
few if  any are retained for more than five years and rarer still, 
bespoke cars made to order and personally owned by the Royal 
Family seldom come to market. This Wraith, at just 48,000 miles, is 
a wonderful example with unique provenance and is a memorial to a 
remarkable Princess, the likes of  whom we may never see again.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 325

Bid via the Internet on lot 325

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1980-rolls-royce-silver-wraith---hrh-princess-margaret
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1980-Rolls-Royce-Silver-Wraith-II-Formerly-the-Personal-Car-of-HRH-Princess-Margaret/32888471/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888471
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1988 Mercedes-Benz 
560 SEL
Formerly the Property of King Hussein and  
Queen Noor of Jordan

The Mercedes-Benz S-Class: recognised all over the world as 
the ultimate large saloon for long journeys. Its concept, one of  
outstanding quality in every aspect, is based on the confidence 
that demanding owners have in Mercedes-Benz. Superb, proven 
engineering in a long-distance saloon, consistent through and 
through. Setting the standards and pointing the way to the future” 
Mercedes-Benz S-Class Brochure.

Meaning ‘Sonderklasse’ or ‘Special Class’ the W126 model was 
the second-generation Mercedes-Benz to wear the S-Class badge. 
With the introduction of  the new model came technological 
advancements in safety, including airbags, pre-determined front and 
rear crumple zones, electronically controlled belt tensioners and the 
Mercedes safety steering system with a deformable steering column 
and padded steering wheel and boss. Nine different S-class models 

were available to choose from, with the entry level 260SE 6-cylinder, 
2.6-litre engine through to the most powerful 560SE with a 5.6-litre 
V8 engine capable of  300bhp. 24 body colours were available along 
with 24 interior options including fabric, velour and leather.

This vehicle was ordered new and was formerly the property of  the 
late King Hussein of  Jordan and his wife Her Majesty Queen Noor Al 
Hussein. His Majesty King Hussein bin Talal is regarded as the father 
of  modern Jordan and will always be remembered as a leader who 
guided his country through strife and turmoil to become an oasis of  
peace, stability, and moderation in the Middle East.

This particular, right-hand drive, Mercedes-Benz 560 SEL is finished 
in Pearl Grey with a black leather interior and was retained at their 
private estate in Ascot for their use on royal duties whilst here in 
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Day 1
Lot 326

Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection
1988 Mercedes-Benz 
560 SEL
Formerly the Property of King Hussein and  
Queen Noor of Jordan

Registration: E21 LYW

Chassis Number: WDB1260392A367512

Engine Number: 11796822037732

Estimate: £25,000 - £30,000

the UK. Fitted as standard the car has heated and electronically 
controlled front seats, its original Becker Mexico CD ‘Autoradio’ 
system, a telephone, and the glovebox conceals a microphone 
connected to an exterior speaker hidden in the grille. For protection, 
as one might expect, this car is armoured to ‘B4 level’ which 
includes thicker glass all round, strengthened roof  and floor and 
armour plating elsewhere on the car. As a result, the car is no 
lightweight tipping the scales at around four tons, and back in 1988 
would have cost in excess of  £200,000.

The original service book shows eight stamps, the first of  which is 
a pre-delivery inspection on 18th December 1987 at the Mercedes-
Benz factory in Sindelfingen. The majority of  the upkeep of  the 
car was then carried out at the Whitestone Capital Limited - the 
personal garage of  His Royal Majesty.

The current recorded mileage is 25,990 miles and this fabulous 
piece of  automotive engineering is supplied with a UK V5C, its 
original book pack containing drivers manual and service book, 
original Mercedes-Benz S-Class brochures and sundry invoices and 
MOT certificates. This low mileage 560SEL was constructed to offer 
the maximum protection to its Royal occupants in a discreet and 
rapid package and is still perfectly able to fulfil those duties today. 
There may be a prospective purchaser who feels those qualities 
would be relevant to their particular lifestyle, and this carefully 
constructed Mercedes luxury saloon can transport VIPs and 
executives swiftly and silently with total peace of  mind.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 326

Bid via the Internet on lot 326

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mercedes-560-sel---queen-noor-of-jordan
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1988-Mercedes-Benz-560-SEL-Formerly-the-Property-of-King-Hussein-and-Queen-Noor-of-Jordan/32888472/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888472
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The Fiat 500 was produced by Fiat S.p.A (Fabbrica Italiana Automobili 
Torino) between 1957 and 1975 and was designed by Dante Giacosa. 
Despite its diminutive size, the ‘500’ proved to be an enormously 
practical and popular vehicle throughout Europe and it captured the 
hearts and minds of  the public until production ended in 1975.

Launched as the Nuova (new) 500 in July 1957, it was marketed as a 
cheap and practical town car. Measuring only three metres long, and 
originally powered by a 479cc two-cylinder, air-cooled engine, the 500 
redefined the term “small car” and it is considered to be one of  the 
first ‘city cars’. The ‘L’ or Lusso penultimate model, like the car offered 

here today, was produced between 1968 and 1972. It featured a much-
modernised interior including a renewed dashboard which brought 
the Fiat 500 up to date. Greater comfort and style were provided in 
this new model for a new generation, and the engine benefitted from a 
capacity upgrade to 499cc.

This particular Fiat 500L was registered ‘DUE 662K’ on 20th August 
1971 in Warwickshire and finished in White with a black interior. 
Eventually, it was purchased by former Prime Minister David Cameron 
as a surprise birthday present for his wife Samantha. A Witney-based 
taxi driver by the name of  Tim Ashby, collected the Camerons from 
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Day 1
Registration: DUE 662K

Chassis No: 110F2880194

Engine Number: 3104244

Estimate: £18,000 - £22,0001972 Fiat 500L 
Formerly the Personal Car of Samantha Cameron

Lot 327
Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection

RAF Fairford on an evening in October 2005 and upon dropping them 
at their home, spotted the little Fiat 500 tucked away on the driveway 
looking rather neglected, which prompted him to write a letter to Mr. 
Cameron asking if  the car would be for sale. Sure enough, a letter back 
from the former Conservative leader stated that he would sell the car 
for £1,000 and to contact his secretary.

By the middle of  2010, when the car had covered only 11,500 miles, 
some refurbishment work was required to ‘DUE 662K’. The engine was 
removed, cleaned and new gaskets fitted. The carburettor was rebuilt 
along with new hoses throughout, new engine / gearbox mounts, new 

fuel pump, and an electronic ignition system fitted. The braking system 
had a full overhaul with a new master cylinder, new wheel cylinders, 
brake shoes and all new pipework. A host of  other jobs were taken care 
of  at the same time and are fully documented in the history file. There 
are also numerous invoices from parts suppliers accompanying the car.

This sparkling Fiat 500L is supplied with its original handbook and 
a spare set of  keys. In great condition and having covered less than 
15,000 miles, this sweet little Fiat offers perfect classic car ownership, 
will turn heads wherever it goes, and is a great conversation piece 
having been owned by our Prime Minister and his First Lady.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 327

Bid via the Internet on lot 327

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1972-fiat-500l---david-cameron
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1972-Fiat-500L-Formerly-the-Personal-Car-of-Samantha-Cameron/32888473/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888473
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1970 Wood & Pickett 
Mini Cooper S Mk II
Formerly John Hammell

Synonymous with the Mini badge, Wood & Pickett have been 
converting, tuning and supplying parts for Minis since the 1960s. 
Proprietors and founders, Bill Wood and Les Pickett mastered their 
craft at Hooper & Co in London before joining forces and setting up 
their own company in 1947. Spotting a gap in the market, they were 
determined to offer Mini conversions better than that of  leading rival 
Radford and the ‘Margrave’ Mini was their first offering, featuring a 
distinctive leather and walnut fascia panel, leather or Dralon seating 
and front and rear nudge bars, to which customers were invited 
to add from a long list of  individually-priced options. Bill and Les 
retired in the early 1980s but the business still remains strong 
under the stewardship of  Mike Standring and currently operates 
from its home in Leatherhead, Surrey, from where it is still able to 
supply a full list of  parts for the early W&P Minis.

This particular right-hand drive Morris Mini Cooper ‘S’ Mk II was 
supplied new to Stewart & Ardern Limited of  Acton, West London 
on 9th December 1969, finished in El Paso Beige with a Snowberry 
White roof. At that time, Stewart & Ardern were the largest 

distributors of  Morris vehicles in the UK and were at the fore of  
ensuring the success of  the Morris brand in the intervening years. 
This Cooper S was then sent to Wood & Pickett where it was to be 
converted into the Margrave specification and finished in Pacific 
Blue. Modifications included; Aston Martin DB6-style seats, Aston 
Martin electric window switches, Radiomobile 8-track radio, a 
Benelite front grille, Jaguar dials, Mini-van doors with quarter-lights 
and unique front wings with a crease at the top, creating a very 
special look. It was then registered ‘YYU 292H’ on 11th September 
1970 and sold to its first owner.

Wood & Pickett Minis of  the 60s and 70s were the preferred mode 
of  transport for many musicians, actors and pop stars, and this 
Cooper S has its own Rock ‘n’ Roll story...

The third owner of  the car in 1973 was a Mr. John Hammel, 
personal assistant and guitar technician to Sir Paul McCartney. 
Despite his love for the car, John sold the little Mini to Denny Laine 
of  1960s group, The Moody Blues, and at that time a member of  
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Day 1
Lot 328Registration: YYU 292H

Chassis No: KA2S6-1321285

Engine Number: 9F1SA1Y-54194

Estimate: £45,000 - £55,000 Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection
1970 Wood & Pickett 
Mini Cooper S Mk II
Formerly John Hammell

Wings. Mr. Laine had bought it for his wife, but after only 8 months, 
John Hammel asked Denny Laine if  he could buy it back and a deal 
was struck. He kept the car on this occasion until 1997 when he 
sold it to a Mr. Andrew Stewart, but did stipulate to the new owner 
that if  the car were ever to become available again, to please get in 
touch. A few years after that, Mr. Stewart made that call, and again, 
John bought back ‘YYU 292H’!

In the early 2000s and now onto his third ‘chapter’ with the car, he 
had it fully restored by Woods Restoration Services at Brand Hatch. 
The car was taken back to bare metal and given a coat of  its original 
Wood & Pickett colour Pacific Blue. The wings had to be replaced 
and repairs had to be made on the sills, floors, and rear valance. 
Fortunately, the interior had stood the test of  time and a simple re-
Connolising was enough to bring it up to top spec.

In 2009, this Cooper S won ‘Car of  the Show’ at that year’s London 
to Brighton Mini run with John Hammel proudly at the wheel. The 
car was sold in 2012 to a Mr. Ascione, ending John’s 39-year love 

affair with this special car, before our vendor took the reins in 2014.

Supplied with a superb history file, and now showing a little more 
than 72,000 miles from new, this is thought to be the only Cooper 
S Mk II to have received the Wood & Pickett magic. John Hammel’s 
skill with guitars was legendary and in addition to Sir Paul, he 
helped a large number of  musicians from different bands deal with 
technical issues with their instruments. The music and club scene at 
that time was pretty tight and we would imagine that he would have 
communicated his enthusiasm for his W&P to some of  his other 
clients and even given them a lift in his pride and joy. John Lennon 
became a fan as did Ringo Starr, Mick Jagger, Laurence Harvey and 
George Best and who’s to say if  a ride in YYU 292H didn’t influence 
their decisions? One household name regularly offered a ride was 
Steve Marriot of  the Small Faces and it was he who once described 
it as a “100mph pair of  shades”. Enough said. Seriously cool.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 328

Bid via the Internet on lot 328

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1970-wood--pickett-mini-cooper-1275-s---john-hammell
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1970-Wood-Pickett-Mini-Cooper-S-Mk-II-John-Hammell/32888474/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888474
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1987 Bristol Brigand
Formerly Will Young

In 1961 Bristol Cars launched the 407, beginning the long-
established British company’s partnership with American V8 
engines, which in this case came from Chrysler. Bearing a close 
resemblance to its predecessor, the 406, the new car not only had a 
powerful 5.1-litre V8 installed, but a number of  chassis and styling 
revisions went some way towards re-establishing Bristol as a builder 
of  true high-performance motor cars.

After the 407, the marriage of  the sleek and stylish Gentleman’s 
Express and the less than sophisticated big V8 continued through a 
further five iterations of  the 400 Series until the arrival of  the 603 
in 1976. This was the first major facelift since the late 1950s, with 
the new car boasting a more streamlined design and more room for 
passengers than any Bristol before it. The original 603 was offered 
with a choice of  a 5.2-litre V8 engine in the form of  the 603E, 
and a larger 5.9-litre unit in the 603S. As the effects of  the fuel 
crisis of  the mid-1970s softened, the 603 Series II arrived in their 
Kensington Showroom with the 5.9-litre engine becoming standard 
across all models and a revision of  the headlamp cluster giving the 
car a much more modern look.

Introduced in 1982, the 603 Series III acknowledged Bristol’s 
distinguished aeronautical past by using the names of  famous 

aircraft, the ‘Britannia’ and the ‘Brigand’ for the new model. 
Hand-built in aluminium in traditional coachbuilding fashion, the 
Brigand utilised a Rotomaster Turbocharger unit to increase power 
and give the car a top speed of  150mph. A bulge in the bonnet 
was necessary to squeeze the turbocharger in and the car had 
alloy wheels fitted as standard. At around £50,000, the Brigand 
attempted to justify its rarefied price tag by offering superbly 
finished, understated coachwork, a sumptuous ‘Gentleman’s Club’ 
interior with acres of  Leather and Walnut, and that very British 
quality and exclusivity.

This particular Bristol Brigand was supplied new on 26th April 
1988, registered E693 FLD, to its first owner, a Mr. D. Holland in 
London and was originally finished in White with a black leather 
interior. Mr. Holland evidently enjoyed driving his new Bristol, as his 
1,000-mile service was completed only two weeks later. Invoices in 
the file show annual services during his care, until October 1991 
when Bristol Cars re-purchased the car, by which time it had covered 
29,301 miles. The car remained at Kensington High Street until 
early 1993 when it was sold to its second owner, a Mr. D. Starkey.

The comprehensive service records in the history file from Bristol 
Cars show a string of  further owners and a body colour change 

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
Lot 329

Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection
Registration: E693 FLD

Chassis No: 603S308525086

Engine Number: 84-360-63938

Estimate: Estimate: £50,000 - £60,0001987 Bristol Brigand
Formerly Will Young

to Deep Burgundy before this Brigand was purchased in August 
2009 by none other than ‘Leave Right Now’ singer and Pop Idol 
winner, Will Young. Upon his proprietorship, Mr. Young had Bristol 
cars complete a full respray in Grey and a re-trim of  the interior in 
Oxblood hide, along with a host of  other jobs on the car, in exchange 
for the not inconsiderable sum of  £26,000. A national newspaper 
article from 2010 shows Will Young, looking rather dapper, and 
standing proudly by his freshly completed Bristol Brigand, citing his 
grandfather as his inspiration for his love of  classic cars and Bristols 
in particular.

However, in October 2010, two Bristol mechanics were sent to Mr. 
Young’s Holland Park address to recover the Brigand and investigate 
the lack of  oil pressure upon start up. Back in the Brentford 
workshop and after doing a compression check and removing the 
cylinder heads, it transpired that the pistons had picked up in the 
cylinder bores and caused significant damage to the engine due to 
lack of  oil. The engine and gearbox were both removed and a new 
5.9-litre V8 unit sourced from the factory, whilst the gearbox was 
rebuilt before being mated to the new power unit and installed back 
into the car. The new engine was tested and run-in by the team at 
Bristol before returning the car to Mr. Young, who was now some 
£7,000 lighter!

A mutual friend, of  both Will Young and our vendor, facilitated the 
sale of  the car in January 2012, and this Brigand was then sent to 
Bristol specialists, Brabazon Motors, where it was to have lots of  
remedial work done at a cost of  almost £3,000. Always in search 
of  perfection, our fastidious vendor decided to have the car fully 
resprayed once again, entrusting the respected Aston Martin and 
classic car specialist ‘Spray-Tec Restorations’ to carry out the work. 
All the brightwork, glass, mouldings and interior were removed and 
the car was chemically stripped to bare metal. Corroded aluminium 
was cut out and replaced where necessary, and the body shell was 
prepared to receive paint. When ready, etched primer and high-build 
primers were applied and flatted, before the car was finished in 
Aston Martin Black Pearl. Re-assembled and given a final polish, the 
bill from the celebrated restorers was just shy of  £28,000, indicative 
of  the standard of  finish achieved. Documented photographically 
from Spray-Tec, a CD accompanies the history file.

Supplied with a comprehensive history file including a UK V5C, this 
car is thought to be one of  15 or so surviving Bristol Brigands and, 
in this condition, with celebrity provenance, you will struggle to find 
a better one.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 329

Bid via the Internet on lot 329

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1987-bristol-brigand---will-young
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1987-Bristol-Brigand-Ex-Will-Young/32888475/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888475
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1973 Rolls-Royce 
Corniche Convertible

The Corniche, two-door convertible version of  the Silver Shadow, has 
been, without doubt, the most successful convertible ever produced 
by Rolls-Royce. First introduced in 1966 as the Silver Shadow 
Mulliner Park Ward two door drophead coupé, it became apparent 
by popular demand that this version deserved to have its own model 
name so, in March 1966, the Corniche was born. The car used a 
silky smooth 6.75-litre Rolls-Royce V8 engine, mated to a three-
speed automatic transmission and featured independent suspension 
with coil springs and hydraulic self-levelling. During its production 
run, a total of  only 1,306 would glide smoothly out of  the doors of  
Mulliner Park Ward.

Rarely do we offer a motor car that has such a comprehensive 
history file. Every detail of  this car’s life appears to be in there 

including the Confirmation of  Order letter dated 4th November 
1971 from official Rolls-Royce dealer J.D Barclay in Banbury to 
the first owner Mr. Sylvester, a gentleman farmer from Hampshire. 
Mr. Sylvester kept meticulous records and they include the original 
purchase receipt for the car dated 19th December 1972 for the sum 
of  £14,541.85, which at the time was not insignificant bearing in 
mind a brand new E-type Jaguar was around £3,000. In addition to 
confirming the car’s original order specification, ‘Nugget Gold, with 
black vinyl hood and black Anela leather’, the receipt also details 
a full tank of  petrol (100 litres) for the grand total of  £8.50! The 
history file also includes two unused “Motor Fuel ration books” for 
use during the 1973 Oil crisis.

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
Lot 330Registration: NBW 300L

Chassis No: DRH14275

Engine Number: 14275

Estimate: £90,000 - £110,000 Day 1 The Jewels in the Crown Collection
1973 Rolls-Royce 
Corniche Convertible

First registered on the 1st January 1973, Mr. Sylvester had the car 
regularly serviced regardless of  his low usage, and fastidiously 
kept every service receipt and invoice. The history file reads like 
a Who’s Who of  Rolls-Royce main dealers including J.D. Barclay, 
Rolls-Royce at Crewe, Phantom Motor Cars, Frank Dale & Sons, 
and Hanwells of  London. Virtually every MOT certificate and SORN 
notice has been carefully kept. Mr. Sylvester relinquished his thirty-
year custodianship of  the car on the 17th October 2013 but it 
remained in the family and was passed to his grandson Mr. Gwydir 
of  Kensington. The car received attention at a number of  highly 
regarded Rolls-Royce specialists during his ownership and when the 
time came to part with the Corniche, he entrusted Hanwells with 
the task and they immediately made contact with our distinguished 

vendor in April this year. Despite the car being generally in superb 
condition, our vendor asked Hanwells to commission all the 
woodwork to be repolished and, when it was completed to his 
satisfaction, he took delivery.

Presented to auction with an MOT certificate until March 2017 and 
an odometer reading of  just under 26,000 miles, this distinctive 
Corniche is effectively a ‘one family’ car and has patently lived a 
cossetted life.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 330

Bid via the Internet on lot 330

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1973-rolls-royce-corniche-dhc
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1973-Rolls-Royce-Corniche-Convertible/32888476/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888476
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: TBC

Chassis No: AM122/A1718

Engine Number: 610173

Estimate: £20,000 - £24,000

By the beginning of  the seventies any supercar manufacturer needed 
a mid-engine design, Maserati was no exception so they employed the 
services of  Giorgetto Giugiaro. The result was the Bora and the Merak, 
which virtually shared the same underpinnings and body design. 
By 1975 Maserati had shrugged off  the restraints of  ownership by 
Citroën and were revitalised with De Tomaso as a partner. Fortunately 
for the Merak this would see an increase in power from the 3.0-litre 
Maserati unit and further weight saving - the Merak SS was the 
ultimate evolution. The Merak was now fulfilling its design brief  to 
provide an alternative to the Lamborghini Urraco and the Ferrari 308/
GT4. Like the Bora, the Merak was comfortable and refined and really 
only differed by engine size and the treatment to the engine cover. The 
2+2 design did offer occasional seating in the rear. When production 
ceased nearly a thousand Merak SS had been delivered.

Offered here is a highly original 1978 Maserati Merak SS, the lighter 
and more powerful variant, in Rosso Fuoco Red with a velvet blue and 
black interior. This car is thought to have been delivered new to Japan, 
from where a friend of  our vendor discovered this ‘time-warp’ car on 
a business trip.

In truly remarkable condition for its 37 years, the paint is faded, 
however importantly, the body of  the car and the panels remain in 

rust-free condition throughout, providing a great basis for repainting. 
The shut lines on both sides look superb and are testament to the 
car’s unmolested condition. Whilst in Japan and before the car was 
shipped, the engine was fired up and ran, so perhaps some simple 
service items are all that is needed to get the car on the road again.

Open the door to the velvet interior, and the dashboard and centre 
console are both in great condition, whilst the seats also present 
nicely. Both door cards still retain the original manufacturers 
protective plastic coating - a rare sight on any car of  this age and it 
leads us to believe that the 15,298 km (equivalent of  9,500 miles) 
shown on the odometer, although not warranted, could well be the 
correct mileage, given the overall condition of  the car.

Supplied with a Maserati Certificate and a NOVA reference number, 
this car has had all UK import duties paid, but will need an MOT test 
before applying for a UK V5C. In summary, this highly unmolested 
and completely original Merak SS is a great find and is a perfect 
candidate to get back on the road this winter. Rarely do cars of  this 
age in time-warp condition come to market and we feel this is a 
genuine opportunity to purchase a great car.

Lot 331

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 331

Bid via the Internet on lot 331

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1978-maserati-merak-ss
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1978-Maserati-Merak-SS/32888477/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888477
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1960 Mercedes-Benz 
190SL

Lot 332Registration: KFL 538

Chassis No: 12104220015135

Engine Number: 12192120015037

Estimate: £100,000 - £120,000

This gleaming black, right-hand drive, manual 190SL convertible 
was manufactured in late 1959 and was built for the UK market and 
first registered here on 19/01/1960. It has been enjoyed over the 
years by eight previous owners and joined our vendor’s significant 
collection on 28/11/2012. Whilst the car was basically in sound 
condition, it was looking a little tired with one or two mechanical 
gremlins, and our vendor likes his cars to be ‘right’, so a decision 
was made to initially deal with certain areas of  the body and get 
the car running well. In October 2015, it was entrusted to Porsche 
and Mercedes specialists Woodward Motors in Berkeley, Glos. 
According to their invoice, they road tested the car to check the 
engine, gearbox and rear axle and they were “Found to be in good 
condition”. They then commenced the recommissioning process by 
removing the front suspension in order to powder coat it and rebuilt 
it with new bushes. The rear axle and petrol tank were removed, 
prepared and painted. The whole floor was cut out in order to repair 
the chassis rails and sills and when this was done, new floor pans 
were inserted and sprayed and undersealed.  
 
Naturally, new brake and fuel pipes were run at this point. The 
near side wheel arch and inner panel were cut out and new ones 
fabricated, primed and sprayed. Finally, the carpets were refitted, 

the car was serviced, the carbs reset, and then road tested and MOT 
tested. The invoice for this work came to £11,700.

The second part of  our vendor’s plan to return the KFL 538 to rude 
health commenced in January 2016 when the car was returned 
to Woodward Motors to be stripped, prepared and fully resprayed 
in its original Black. After this process was complete, it was fitted 
with new brightwork where necessary and given a final professional 
polish, all in exchange for £7,100. The spectacular results can be 
seen here and the deep gloss Black coachwork is set off  by the 
lovely Red Leather interior, the cream Bakelite steering wheel, and 
all the other little details that make the 190SL so desirable.

Some older MOT certificates in the history file indicate mileage at 
16,002 in January 2010 through to 17,009 in October 2013. Also in 
the file are some historic maintenance invoices, the accounts for the 
recent work and the V5. The car will have the benefit of  a fresh MOT 
certificate at the time of  sale. 

This is an elegant Mercedes Convertible in sparkling form.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 332

Bid via the Internet on lot 332

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1960-mercedes-190sl-rhd
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1960-Mercedes-190SL-RHD/32888478/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888478
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1975 Porsche 911 
Carrera 2.7 MFI Coupé

Lot 333Registration: NWP224P

Chassis No: 9115600513

Engine Number: 6650704

Estimate: £240,000 - £280,000

The Porsche 911 Carrera 2.7 MFI Coupé was introduced in 1974 on 
the new G-Series chassis that was built to appease ever stricter US 
regulations for crash worthiness. The floor pans were strengthened, 
lighting was improved and larger bumpers incorporated. With an 
impressive 210bhp, 2,687cc Type 911/83 air-cooled, horizontally 
opposed, six-cylinder engine with Bosch mechanical fuel injection, 
0 - 60mph was achieved in just over 5 seconds and gearing was 
good for 150mph through a 5-speed manual transmission. The 
suspension was fully independent with torsion bars, McPherson 
struts and anti-roll bars. The total weight was just over 1,075 
kilograms, which made the Euro-spec 2.7 MFI a very fast car in its 
day. In fact, it was the fastest production 911 until the late 1980s. 
In total, 1,647 Euro-spec MFI Carrera coupes were built during this 
three-year run, along with 631 Targas, with total production figures 
not vastly outnumbering that of  the original 1973 Carrera RS.

There are currently 48 right-hand drive cars listed with the Carrera 
2.7 MFI Registry. However, this sunroof-equipped model is believed 
to be 1 of  just 21 Coupé examples produced for the UK market. A 
matching numbers Carrera MFI Coupé, it was sold new to its first, 
and only previous, owner on 13th November 1975 by Swinford 
Motors of  Stourbridge. It has covered a total mileage of  55,500 
miles from new and is presented in stunning order following a 
ground-up restoration carried out by respected marque specialists 
‘RS 911’ in Wales.

Silverstone Auctions had the pleasure of  selling chassis number 
9115600513 for its first owner in May 2015 and are delighted 
to re-offer this unique Porsche, having undergone quite the 
transformation. When we first inspected the vehicle, the body shell 
had never been welded, the car had never been restored or seen 
paint and the beautifully thin Ice Green special order finish had 
faded almost down to bare metal. The interior was complete and 
untouched from new. Journalists, restorers and enthusiasts all 
agreed that it was one of  the most original examples ever seen on 
the open market.

Work began in earnest in June 2015 following the auction. The car 
was stripped of  all components and the engine and gearbox sent to 
renowned Porsche engine builders ‘Tech 9 Motorsport’ in Liverpool. 
‘RS 911’ set about the bodywork and every effort was made to 
preserve as much of  the original car as possible. Other than two 
new front wings and basic perishable items, the rest of  the car was 
restored using existing components that were repaired or renovated. 
The sills and floor pans have never been touched.

The fully rebuilt engine and gearbox were reunited with the car 
at Tech 9 and it was fully balanced and tuned. The suspension, 
brakes, differential, and electrics were all rebuilt by ‘RS 911’ and 
the original interior simply cleaned up, re-stitched and restored. The 
only non-original item in the cabin today is the headlining, which 
was too damaged to repair. The results of  this restoration must be 
seen to be fully appreciated. The paintwork retains a superb shine 
and the shut lines are straight and true. The engine sounds superb 
and this 911 can now be returned to the road to relive its former 
glory. ‘RS 911’ have done a fantastic job and it is the intention of  
the owner to reunite the car with its first owner prior to the sale and 
take him for a drive.

The history file for this Porsche is a joy to behold. From 1975 until 
2008 the car was maintained exclusively by respected Porsche 
specialist Chris Best from ‘Two-Plus-Two’. There are 6 service 
stamps in the original service book and many invoices for work 
carried out over the years. Complete with original tools, radio, 
windscreen transfers, wallet, service manuals and ownership 
paraphernalia, there are even letters between the current owner 
and the supplying dealer in 1975. A large number of  bills and 
photographs document the complete restoration process.

We welcome pre-sale inspections on this fascinating piece of  UK 
Porsche history. A 911 that ticks all the boxes of  rarity, provenance, 
a superb history file and a world-class restoration by leading 
Porsche specialists.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 333

Bid via the Internet on lot 333

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1975-porsche-911-carrera-27-mfi-coupe
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1975-Porsche-911-Carrera-2-7-MFI-Coupe/32888479/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888479
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: C17LLL

Chassis No: WP0ZZZ91ZJS140985

Engine Number: 63J03463

Estimate: £28,000 - £32,000

The 3.2 Carrera is revered as the ultimate development of  the 
original 911 that first appeared in 1963. These final cars (before 
being replaced by the more complicated 964) were the most flexible 
and usable of  Butzi Porsche’s original design. Launched in 1984 
and reviving the ‘Carrera’ name for the first time since 1977, these 
were the ultimate 1980s sports cars.
 
The all-alloy flat-6 engine, which had been fuel injected since 1971, 
received a final stretch to 3,164cc, giving a torque-rich 231bhp - 
enough to propel the lithe and slippery coupé to over 150mph, with 
0 - 60mph coming up in 5.6 seconds.
 
Cars built from September 1986 onwards were fitted with the 
more user-friendly G50 Getrag gearbox, but all 3.2 Carreras feature 
galvanised bodies, which together with Porsche’s legendary build 
quality, ensure that these classics are long-lasting.
 
Offered here is an original UK, RHD 1988, 3.2 Carrera Sport Targa 
fitted with the desirable 5-speed G50 gearbox. The vendor tells us 
that the car was owned for a long period by an oil rig worker and 
seldom used, and as a result is showing just 41,000 miles. This is 
supported by a part service history, a quantity of  past MOT tests 
and an ‘historic mileage verification’ from an independent expert.

Throughout its life the car has clearly been well looked after, with 
the history file including invoices and paperwork from the previous 
owner, documenting a gearbox rebuild in 2004 along with other 
documentation showing ongoing remedial work to insure the car is 
in fine fettle.
 
We understand the car remains in its original specification, and has 
recently been subject to a brake overhaul with new calipers all round 
in July of  this year at a cost of  over £2,000. It also benefits from a 
recent service in July of  this year, however, the paintwork does show 
some signs of  blistering as a result of  our vendor losing his storage 
space and not having the correct environment in which to keep the 
Porsche, which ultimately has led to his decision to offer it for sale.
 
The 1980s 3.2 Targa is undoubtedly one of  the most all-round, 
usable classic 911s, and this excellent low-mileage example is ready 
to be used and enjoyed by a new owner.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 333A

Bid via the Internet on lot 333A

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-911-targa-sport
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1988-Porsche-911-3-2-Carrera-Sport-Targa/33036577/LotDetail.asp?lid=33036577&scrollLocationOnCatalog=16650
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1970 Mercedes-Benz 
280SE 3.5 Cabriolet

Lot 334Registration: BGP 11H

Chassis No: 111-027-22-000818

Engine Number: 116-980-22-000487

Estimate: £220,000 - £240,000

This, automatic transmission, 280SE 3.5 is finished in a deep 
Navy Blue with a creamy Magnolia interior. One of  1,232 examples 
produced, the car comes with a copy of  its factory data card 
confirming that it was completed in right-hand drive configuration 
for the UK market. Initially ordered with a mid-blue soft-top and 
electric windows, it is one of  only 68 right-hand drive cabriolets 
produced by the factory, being first registered in London in June 
1970 as ‘BGP 11H’. 

‘Sound but tired’ when acquired by marque aficionado Stewart 
Imber circa 2000, the car was treated to a bare-metal repaint at 
M&A Coachworks, Highgate, as part of  a total restoration using new 
and genuine Mercedes-Benz parts. The interior was re-trimmed to 
‘Rolls-Royce’ quality using the correct colour leather, and the engine 
and gearbox despatched to Germany by marque specialists TM 
Motors of  West Molesey, Surrey (Tony Montalbano) for a thorough 
overhaul prior to refitting. Other noteworthy features include power-
assisted steering, Behr air conditioning (sourced in the USA and 
overhauled in the UK) and fitted luggage from Germany. In October 
2001 the Mercedes was purchased at auction by David Andrew 
Barany, who duly passed it on in February 2011 to the car’s previous 
owner and our vendor was lucky enough to purchase it from him 

around three years ago. Only around 9,000 miles have been covered 
since the car’s restoration. Described as in generally excellent 
condition, this rare and supremely elegant modern-era Mercedes-
Benz has resided in our vendor’s significant collection and will come 
to the sale with a current MOT certificate and its V5C registration 
document.

It’s worth bearing in mind that the well-respected German Firm 
‘Mechatronik’ is currently offering completely rebuilt 1969 to 1971 
3.5 Coupés for in excess of  £300,000, which suggests this may well 
be a fantastic future investment that you can also cherish and enjoy 
in the coming years. 

This was the most expensive new ‘Coachbuilt’ Mercedes-Benz 
available in 1971 and could only be afforded by Monarchs, Dictators, 
Captains of  Industry, Millionaires and Film Stars - it was arguably 
the most desirable post-war Mercedes-Benz since the mighty 300SL, 
however, all of  that is completely irrelevant when you stand next to 
one of  the world’s most achingly beautiful motor cars.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 334

Bid via the Internet on lot 334

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1970-mercedes-benz-280se-35-cabriolet
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1970-Mercedes-Benz-280SE-3-5-Cabriolet/32888480/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888480
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: TBC

Chassis No: AK07020AC79160

Engine Number: 60024746

Estimate: £95,000 - £115,000

Chassis number AC79160 was first registered in Germany to BMW’s 
tuning arm Alpina on March 10, 1990. One of  only 204 cars finished in 
Brilliant Red with the desirable Grey Motorsport cloth interior, this rare 
Sport Evolutions (one of  600), is on the open market for the first time 
since 2002. Other options ordered when new included, electric windows 
and sunroof, on-board computer and headlamp wash-wipe system.

This matching numbers example comes with a full service history, 
which shows past work completed by BMW dealerships and BMW 
specialists, accompanied by all the MOTs and manuals including the 
special Sport Evolution handbook and service book along with the 
full BMW toolkit as originally supplied. Also in the service history are 
details showing the speedo head changes when the car was alternately 
used between Europe and the UK throughout the mid-point of  its life. 
All the changes are clearly documented and accounted for and confirm 
that the car’s current genuine mileage is 65,002 miles from new. Brian 
Bradley, who is well known and much respected in BMW Car Club 
circles, owned the car at the time of  these changes.

Having been owned by BMW Car Club members for the majority of  its 
life the car has always been maintained to the highest degree. The M3 
has had no accident damage and is reported to have all original panels. 
The interior has a light patina, which reflects its mileage with only some 

light ‘common’ marking on the side bolsters, which occurred before 
the internal foams were replaced. The motorsport cloth is very bright 
in colour having been garaged away from bright sunlight for most of  
its life.

The current owner has been responsible for this rare M3 since 2002 
and has fastidiously continued to look after it since his purchase. 
The arrival of  his three children slightly curtailed his use of  the car 
but in March 2012, he decided to change the headlamps which were 
chipped: “It was just meant to be that, but I got a bit carried away.” Our 
meticulous vendor visited ‘G&B Autospray’ in Hertfordshire to have a 
few areas refreshed but ultimately opted to have a full respray that the 
car deserved.

In additional to an Inspection II service at that time, many mechanical 
items were refreshed including the clutch, brake system, and coolant 
system. The suspension was also repainted and fitted with brand new 
AC Schnitzer Springs, which are now obsolete.

Being the last, fastest and greatest version of  the iconic E30 M3 
range they are naturally sought after all over the world. This is a rare 
opportunity to acquire one of  the finest examples that rarely come on 
the market for sale.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 335

Bid via the Internet on lot 335

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/bmw-e30-m3-sport-evolution
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1990-BMW-E30-M3-Sport-Evolution-Evo-III/32888481/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888481
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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The car presented here is something very special, with a fascinating 
back-story and ‘known’ history. This 1964 Corvette ‘Sting Ray’ 
C2 Coupé was originally sold via the celebrated dealership ‘Yenko 
Chevrolet’ of  Canonsburg, Pennsylvania. This car was purchased 
new by one Grady Davis (as documented on the original order 
forms). In 1958, Grady Davis was transferred to Pittsburgh as a 
senior vice president of  Gulf  Oil Corporation.  In this role, and 
as part of  the R&D team for Gulf  Oil Racing, Grady Davis (now a 
Corvette Hall of  Fame inductee) worked closely with Don Yenko to 
establish a Corvette racing team. Today, Grady Davis is personally 
closely associated with a number of  very famous Grady Davis/Gulf  
Oil Corvette race cars from this period – notably the Gulf  One ‘62 
Fuelie Corvette (also purchased from Yenko Chevrolet) and ‘63 Z06 
Sting Ray – both of  which have a great racing pedigree and sold for 
well over $1 million at auction some years ago. In the 1960s, racers 
and race teams like Gulf  Oil simply ordered their cars, often with 
special options specified, through their local dealership – in the case 
of  Grady Davis and his Corvettes, this was from Yenko. They would 
kit them out, go testing and/or racing, and then when an upgrade 
was required, they’d often trade-up via the same dealership. This is 
exactly what happened with this particular Corvette in 1964.

Research carried out by  Steve Palmer in 1999, a former UK owner 
of  the car presented here, enlisted the assistance from Eric Gill 
who is a respected US Corvette aficionado (and has verified other 
significant Corvettes) whilst also being the owner of  the ‘63 Grady 
Davis Gulf  Oil Z06 Corvette race car. Being the owner of  such a 
significant Corvette, Mr. Gill was personally invited by Don Yenko 
(the dealership owner) to Pittsburgh and allowed access to (and was 
eventually gifted) paper records relating to cars sold in 1963 and 
1964. At Steve Palmer’s request, Eric Gill was able to ascertain from 
these records that there were three 1964 Corvette coupés purchased 
by Grady Davis, perhaps on behalf  of  Gulf  Racing Research.  
Interestingly, according to Eric Gill, the records show the trade-in 
of  a 1963 Gulf  Oil Sebring Corvette as part of  the deal! This car 
offered here (VIN #40837S107605) was not only one of  the three, 
but the only one to carry any special notation – denoted by the 

handwritten ‘silver (special)’ on the original order form – and relates 
to it being a ‘non-paint code’ car.  The under-dash plate simply says 
‘spec’ (special) in the space for the paint details and it is thought to 
be the first such Corvette produced. Due to this special order paint, 
and an $80 option of  a silver leather interior, it is believed that this 
car was likely to have been used/owned personally by Grady Davis 
for a period of  time. It was during these years that the car was raced 
- or certainly kitted-out with a roll-cage for fast-road use by Grady 
Davis and/or Gulf  Racing Research.  

The car was specified from new with a solid-lifter, 365bhp V8 engine, 
a four-speed manual gearbox and 4.11:1 rear axle. At that time GM 
was offering (as a J65 option code) a special sintered metallic brake 
pack featuring precision ground drums and servo-assisted dual 
circuit system (the ‘performance’ brake package). This car was one 
of  just 29 examples from 1964 to have this option fitted.

Interestingly in the years that followed, the car took on a specialist 
test-bed role for Gulf  Racing Research.  During this time, the original 
small-block engine was supposedly bored-out (or even replaced for 
a new block) in 1966; either way, it was now upped to a bespoke 
Gulf  Racing 400ci unit, with the addition of  ‘Carillo’ steel con-rods 
and Gulf  cams and manifold inlets.  Thus equipped, and with its 
full roll-cage, it was raced for some two years whilst acting as a 
development car.

Intriguingly, after numerous years doing this important role for Gulf  
Racing Research in the US, the car was shipped to the UK (being 
first titled here on the 15th February 1968 with registration HEW 
851F). Quite why it came to the UK is unclear, but it coincided with 
Grady Davis hiring John Wyer to fabricate the Gulf  Oil Mirages M1 
cars with the involvement of  JWA of  Slough, England.

Following this, the Corvette remained in the UK after Gulf  Racing 
returned to the US, and stood idle for some months before being 
sold to a family in Eastbourne.

1964 Chevrolet Corvette 
Sting Ray C2
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In the mid-1980s one of  the best and most renowned UK Corvette 
restoration specialists, Adrian Dromey of  Lincolnshire, unearthed 
the car on the South Coast in a lock-up garage. It was showing 
just 40,000 miles on the clock and was still fitted with a GRR roll 
cage and racing harnesses. Further evidence of  the car’s unique 
status was the stack of  race meeting and scrutineer tickets that 
were wedged under the driver’s seat! What Eastbourne made of  
a ‘breathed-on’ racing specimen muscle car was anyone’s guess! 
Throughout this time, it was kept remarkably original, retaining all 
the original brightwork, trim, ignition shielding and even its AM/FM 
radio. The glove compartment yielded the original owner’s handbook 
and dealer’s literature. The car was wearing a set of  rare ‘American 
Racing Equipment’ five-spoke wheels fitted by Gulf.  

In the summer of  1986 after nine months work, Adrian Dromey 
completed the ground-up restoration of  the car (to the tune of  
£15,000) using all of  his experience and expertise. The body was 
stripped back to the glass and then repainted Ford Cobalt Blue – the 
nearest equivalent to Chevy Daytona. The interior was completely 
refurbished using American replacements, right down to the original 
silver tanned leather. Adrian’s intention was to return the car to ‘as 
supplied’ condition, so installed a period and specification-correct 
L76 code 327ci 365bhp small block V8. He sourced the best 
available unit and ensured it was in superb health for his special 
car. Soon after in November 1986, Adrian sold the car to enthusiast 
Philip Marshall of  Market Harborough. 

In 1988 the car was sold via Claremont Corvette to Steve Palmer 
of  Middlesex, a former CCCUK’s Chairman. Steve assigned the 
registration ‘64 CUP’ and displayed the car in a NCRS restored 
condition all over the country for many years, winning numerous 
competitions and being featured in many magazines. The visible 
signs of  its original roll-cage can be seen beneath the rear carpet, 
and the racing harness points are behind the seats.

In 1992 Steve tracked down a new old stock master cylinder 
(which when installed uses split lines) and a set of  the special 

shoes – at a cost of  $6,000.  He ran the car at 11:1 (standard) 
compression ratio engine breathing through the new for 1964 Holley 
carburettor (as opposed to the previously specified Carter) but with 
Gulf  Racing’s choice of  cam. Steve clocked an impressive 14.71 
second quarter mile time. In 2000 Steve still owned the car but 
subsequently, it passed to two further enthusiasts, who were able 
to preserve its splendid condition through professional storage and 
maintenance. 

The car is accompanied by an extensive history file, including 
original purchase paperwork and correspondence from Eric Gill 
and Steve Palmer helping to verify the car’s provenance.   There are 
also numerous magazines covering the car’s discovery, story and 
restoration – plus many trophies. It was quite a star! Maybe it’s 
time the story was told again. This amazing car has been somewhat 
‘under-the-radar’ for the last 15 years or so, and Silverstone 
Auctions are very privileged to be presenting it. A car with this type 
of  history and an association to Corvette legends Grady Davis and 
Don Yenko deserves to be celebrated. This is rare opportunity to 
purchase an historically significant American muscle car.

1964 Chevrolet Corvette 
Sting Ray C2

Lot 336Registration: 64 CUP

Chassis No: 40837S107605

Engine Number: A16209428

Estimate: £55,000 - £65,000

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 336

Bid via the Internet on lot 336

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1964-chevrolet-corvette-sting-ray-c2
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1964-Chevrolet-Corvette-Sting-Ray-C2/32888482/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888482
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: B888 VCK

Chassis No: SCAZS0007ECH09722

Engine Number: 09722

Estimate: £20,000 - £25,000

This exquisite Silver Spirit was originally supplied by Dutton-Forshaw 
Rolls-Royce in Preston. According to its delivery docket, it was 
handed over to its presumably delighted first owner on the 18th of  
September 1984, finished in a striking Balmoral Green Metallic with 
green piped Champagne leather and Forest Green carpets.

In addition to its Balmoral Green paint (code 9510455) and 
Champagne leather (VM3099), other options from the list included 
an Everflex roof, top roll and underdash in contrasting hide, rear 
parcel shelf  in hide, RR-motifs to the rear quarters and Avon White-
Wall tyres.

This dignified motor car has been gently used in the hands of  its 
three owners from new, but well looked after, and the Rolls-Royce 
service book is stamped with a mixture of  Rolls-Royce and Bentley 
dealer service history. Services have been recorded at 3,077 miles, 
3,521 miles and 3,867 miles, all at Mann Egerton Rolls- Royce 
Leicester, and finally at 6,324 miles at Bentley Leicester. The last 
service in June this year also included a new battery and four 
original specification Avon White-Wall tyres. The current mileage is 
6,690.

As you would expect of  a Rolls-Royce at this mileage, the car looks 
in superb condition throughout, with the original twin gold factory 
fine lines still intact and unmarked brightwork, whilst the still fluffy 
sheepskin rugs, woodwork, carpets and plump Connolly hide are 
all as you would hope for - the only slight evidence of  use is minor 
patination on the driver’s seat.

With the car are the original invoice from Rolls -Royce to Dutton 
Forshaw Preston for £50,529.85, the Rolls-Royce Enthusiasts’ 
Club factory chassis file, the original handbooks, service books, 
an unopened sachet of  the original Hirschmann Aerial Cleaner, the 
UK V5 and an MOT certificate valid until May 2017, issued with no 
advisories.

Rolls-Royce of  this era are all too often a bit ‘down at heel’ having 
covered a lot of  miles and no one would argue that they are cheap 
to maintain, however, this very special low mileage example appears 
very hard to fault. Come and have a look yourself.

Looking fabulous, in this condition, with this history, it’s hard to 
imagine finding better value for money on four wheels. 

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 337

Bid via the Internet on lot 337

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/rolls-royce-silver-spirit
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1984-Rolls-Royce-Silver-Spirit/32888483/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888483
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1963 Ford Galaxie 500XL
Registration: XYJ74A

Chassis No: 3D68Z165523

Engine Number: 165523

Estimate: £18,000 - £20,000

A predecessor to the muscle car era, the Galaxie was Ford’s full-
size competitor. Although it outpowered the similar Chevy Impala 
at first, it never sold as well due to its uninspired styling, poor 
aerodynamics, and excess weight. Ford kept trying though and 
continued to install larger and larger engines, reaching a pinnacle 
with the most powerful engine Detroit ever made, the Cammer 427. 
Producing 657bhp, this engine was installed in only a few copies as 
it was almost impossible to drive on the road and was later banned 
by NASCAR, promoting Ford to stop production. Most street racers 
had to rely on the Ford 427 engines. 

For the 1963 manufacturing year, Ford replaced the top end motor 
in the Galaxie range with a 427 cubic inch power unit to enable 
them to build a homologated full-race car that took advantage of  
the new NHRA and NASCAR 7.0-litre maximum engine size rules. 
The engine was rated at 425 horsepower, with two four barrel Holley 
Carburettors and this combination meant that the Galaxies of  this 
year through to 1965 dominated the NASCAR circuits .

This particular very rare ‘Z’ code factory model was produced with 
the ultra rare 4-speed manual transmission ‘top loader’ close ratio 
gearbox (as used in the race cars of  the time) and a Detroit Locker 

LSD rear end. XYJ 74A was built as a copy of  the race-winning 
Daytona 500 car, campaigned by Fred Lorenzen who was sponsored 
by Lafayette Ford dealership back in 1964 and 5.The car has been 
carefully decalled to replicate the Fred Lorenzen car but curiously 
carries the number 63 when ‘Fast Freddie’ always carried number 
28. Many big names raced these cars including Dan Gurney, Richard 
Petty, A J Foyt, and Jim Clark, Graham Hill and Jack Sears back in 
the UK. 

Sitting on its correct period American Racing Torque Thrust polished 
alloys, this left-hand drive, road legal, NASCAR tribute car looks 
awesome with a huge presence. If  its sheer physical size doesn’t 
frighten children and horses then flicking the cockpit switch that 
bypasses the silencers and allows the big V8 to bark through open 
exhausts will probably do the job.

The car appears to be in very good condition and well put together 
– and it looks like a lot of  fun. This is one huge slice of  American 
history that is sure to get you noticed as you rattle all the windows 
down your local High Street.

Lot 338

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 338

Bid via the Internet on lot 338

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1964-ford-galaxie-500xl
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1963-Ford-Galaxie-500XL/32888452/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888452
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1999 Ferrari F355 
Spider Serie Fiorano

Registration: S92 VWJ

Chassis No: ZFFXR48A5X0116511

Engine Number: 54082

Estimate: £75,000 - £90,000

The car presented here is no ordinary F355; a very rare model 
indeed, it is #94 of  100 ‘Serie Fiorano’ examples delivered to the 
US market. It is believed that 74 cars were supplied with the F1 
transmission and 26 cars with the 6-speed manual.  

This car is a factory original LHD 1999 Ferrari F355 F1 Spider 
‘Serie Fiorano’. These unique cars were run-out special editions 
of  the F355 produced by the factory in March 1999, and all were 
Spiders. These very special cars shared lots of  componentry from 
the 355 Challenge race car. This included the Competizione-derived 
Fiorano suspension pack, stiffer springs, a thicker anti-roll bar, 
drilled / ventilated discs and competition brake pads, Competizione-
sourced steering rack, altered ECU mapping, Challenge rear grilles, 
enamelled Scuderia shields, carbon fibre inserts in the sills, gear 
lever and centre console, an Alcantara-covered steering wheel, and a 
numbered plaque.

This striking example in Giallo Modena paintwork with Nero leather 
interior was first sold through Ferrari North America in Miami 
Beach, Florida. The first owner had the car only a matter of  months 
when it was then purchased by an ‘Apple’ programmer in California. 
He used the car infrequently but maintained it fastidiously. He had 

the car serviced with Ferrari at the prescribed intervals (specifically 
5,233 miles, 17,261 miles and 33,351 miles) and used the same 
dealership for diligent maintenance. This is all documented in the 
car’s extensive history file. He was so enamoured with his Ferrari 
that when he moved back to Nottingham, England in 2014, he 
brought it back with him and joined the Ferrari Owners’ Club of  
Great Britain. The car is now fully UK-registered with the lights 
professionally modified (£1,600) for use on for UK roads.

Our vendor, who wanted the best F355 he could find, managed 
to persuade the Apple programmer to sell it and as soon as 
the purchase was complete, it was taken to Graypaul Ferrari in 
Nottingham on the 5th June 2015 where it was fully serviced 
(including replacement cam belts) with 34,220 miles on the 
odometer. It is supplied with its original keys, handbooks, service 
book, leather wallet and toolkit.

This must be one of  the rarest F355 models available and would fit 
nicely into any collection of  modern classics. It may also represent 
a shrewd investment as last year, the US auction house Gooding & 
Company, offered an F355 ‘Serie Fiorano’ at Amelia Island and it 
sold for $198,000 (£161,752).

Lot 339

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 339

Bid via the Internet on lot 339

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1999-ferrari-f355-f1-spider-serie-fiorano
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1999-Ferrari-F355-Spider-Serie-Fiorano/32888453/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888453
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1956 Bentley S1 Continental Park 
Ward Two-Door Sports Saloon

Lot 340Registration: JRN 777

Chassis No: BC24AF

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £240,000 - £275,000

The ‘Continental’ name evokes high-speed travel over long distances 
in the lap of  luxury and fittingly, that is exactly the experience that 
Bentley’s Continental models provided to the favoured few during 
the 1950s.

The 1955 S1 Continental proved to be the last application of  Bentley’s 
long-lived six-cylinder engine, which, being a Rolls-Royce design was 
smooth and silent but also appropriately powerful. An exceptionally 
rigid welded box section chassis was mounted on redesigned front 
suspension that introduced semi-trailing wishbones and repositioned 
rear springs, improving handling and softening the ride.

A number of  catalogued semi-custom and fully bespoke body styles 
were offered to clothe the S1 Continental, usually in lightweight all-
aluminium, as might be expected in a performance model where 
weight was crucial.

The car offered here is one of  the rarest iterations - being one of  
a believed 66 - built by Park Ward of  London in this striking coupé 
form. This design, which was originally created for the 1957 Paris 
Motor Show, was distinguished by its crisp, airy wraparound rear 
window, large rear quarter windows and narrow C-pillars, and today 
is regarded as one of  the most striking closed bodies fitted to the 
S1 Continental.

This elegant 1956 Bentley S1 Continental is an automatic fitted 
with the factory option of  power steering from new and is finished 
in an unusual Pewter Green Metallic with contrasting dark green 
leather upholstery. This rare car has had a busy but cherished life 
from new and a letter from the Rolls-Royce Motor Company in the 
comprehensive history file confirms that in 1964, at a mileage of  
71,000, both the engine and gearbox were replaced for brand new 
units of  the correct and original type.

The same file confirms that the car was sold to the USA in 1968 and 
was exported to Holyoke, Massachusetts - where it was to remain 
until 1988. At this point, it was returned to the UK and subjected 

to a lavish and very comprehensive renovation by Paddon Brothers 
of  London. This full and complete restoration included the fitting 
of  air-conditioning as well as a modern stereo system. They also re-
profiled the rear wings at the same time, giving the car a very smart 
appearance and a silhouette that is probably unique.

Since that time the car has been a part of  several significant private 
collections, including noted Bentley collector Terry Lister, and 
today is ready to be enjoyed once more. It now has the correct size 
of  whitewall radial tyres recently fitted and the overall car exudes 
quality and a lovely mature patina.

Highly collectable, very rare, deliciously elegant and priced to sell.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 340

Bid via the Internet on lot 340

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1956-bentley-s1-continetal
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1956-Bentley-S1-Continental-Park-Ward-Two-Door-Sports-Saloon/32888484/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888484
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: J539 KFV

Chassis No: WF0FXXGBBFLU59677

Engine Number: LU59677

Estimate: £20,000 - £25,000

In 1988 Ford launched the Sapphire Cosworth, which was a little more 
discreet than previous Sierra Cosworths. As the name suggests, it 
was based on the Sapphire saloon version of  the Sierra and used the 
existing 1993cc Cosworth twin-cam turbo.  

In January 1990, the third-generation Sierra RS Cosworth was 
launched, this time with four wheel drive. As early as 1987, Mike 
Moreton and Ford Motorsport had been talking about a four wheel 
drive Sierra RS Cosworth that could make Ford competitive in the 
World Rally Championship. Ford Motorsport’s desire for a 3-door 
‘Motorsport Special’ equivalent to the original Sierra RS Cosworth was 
not embraced. The more discreet 4-door version was considered to 
have a better marketing potential and it was therefore decided that the 
new car should be a natural development of  the second-generation, 
to be launched in conjunction with the facelift scheduled for the entire 
Sierra line in 1990. Launched to huge acclaim, the 4x4 RS Cosworth 
was superseded by the Mondeo in 1992, which brings us neatly to this 
immaculate example presented here.

This is a 1991 Ford Sierra Sapphire RS Cosworth 4x4 in extraordinarily 
original factory condition. Its first (official) owner was the Ford Redditch 
dealership, but it was soon bought by its first real keeper on the 1st 

November 1991. This gentleman only used the car for approximately 
3 years, before his circumstances changed and he was only able to 
enjoy it infrequently and so it was stored. His diligent ownership over 
the next 24 years did mean that he took the car without fail for regular 
servicing back to the supplying dealer. The original service book is fully 
stamped, with the extensive history file containing numerous invoices 
for maintenance and every MOT certificate (except for 2002).  

In October 2015, our long-term owner sold the car to his friend and 
neighbour, who had known the car since new. Upon taking receipt of  it, 
our vendor had the car fully serviced (including all belts) at Ford on the 
25th September 2015, with the car showing 57,696 verifiable miles. 
Frankly, the car’s condition and state of  preservation is more suggestive 
of  a third of  that mileage – just look at those photos! The car is 
supplied with its original keys and the original book pack containing all 
the owner’s handbooks, service book and Ford literature.

This is a real opportunity to buy a special example of  a Ford motoring 
legend. Very rarely do completely unmolested Sierra Cosworths with so 
few owners and confirmable history come to the market.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 341

Bid via the Internet on lot 341

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1991-ford-sierra-sapphire-rs-cosworth-4x4
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1991-Ford-Sierra-Sapphire-RS-Cosworth-4x4/32888485/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888485
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1953 Jaguar XK120 
Drophead Coupé

Lot 342Registration: 884 YUD

Chassis No: 677643

Engine Number: W9171-8

Estimate: £55,000 - £65,000

This XK120 Drophead Coupé was originally exported to the USA as 
a left-hand drive example, but returned to the UK and was subject to 
a full body-off  chassis restoration. This involved converting the car 
to right-hand drive and it was finished and returned to the road in 
2011.

Supplied in the history file are a plethora of  invoices for parts and 
services from marque specialists. The car presents beautifully in 
its original colour scheme of  Jaguar Pastel Green with contrasting 
Suede Green trim, sitting on a beautifully restored chassis with 
chrome wire wheels and lots of  subtle and useful upgrades to make 
the car drive as well as it looks.

The cabin is absolutely superb with new figured hardwood door 
cappings and dashboard finished to a standard that would make 
a ‘cabinet maker’ proud, complementing the original seats that 
have been refurbished in quality Forest Green hide. Contrasting 
Sage Green carpets and a wood-rim steering wheel finish off  the 
cabin and the overall result is a space that is rich in quality and 
refinement. 

 

The mechanical upgrades are designed for ease of  use and 
reliability. The engine is showing excellent oil pressure and sounds 
superb. Power assistance to the rack and pinion steering provides 
a well-balanced feel at speed whilst making for easy parking and 
moving around at low speed. The gearbox is a 5-speed unit giving 
90mph/3000rpm cruising ability and this unit is a delight to use. 
Disc brakes at the front are mated to 4-pot calipers and this ensures 
the car stops as well as it goes. In addition, a high flow aluminium 
radiator mated to a header tank and Kenlowe fan solve the age-old 
XK problem of  overheating.

The overall package offered by this XK120 ensures that the new 
owner can literally jump in the car and drive it with confidence. 
Simply a lovely example, with much to admire, it’s on the button and 
ready to go.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 342

Bid via the Internet on lot 342

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1953-jaguar-xk120-drophead-coupe-9011
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1953-Jaguar-XK120-Drophead-Coup/32888486/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888486
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1979 Ford Escort 
RS2000
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Registration: SUD 350T

Chassis No: GCATUR03090

Engine Number: UR03090

Estimate: £20,000 - £30,000

The RS (Rallye Sport) identity has been an important part of  Ford’s 
sporting image for a long time. Over the years, the ‘Rallye Sport’ 
name has been applied to 19 spectacular road car models, which 
often proved their point by winning in races, rallies, in rallycross - and 
in the marketplace. The ‘RS’ badge has never been applied lightly, 
for each and every model and derivative has offered outstanding 
performance, road holding, vehicle safety and value for money. RS-
badged Fords have always shared a proud sporting tradition and have 
been built in many different forms. 

Launched in Jan 1976, the RS2000 was based on the two-door Mk 
II Escort and used a 2-litre in-line four cylinder, SOHC, ‘Pinto’ engine 
mounted longitudinally in the bay. The gearbox was bolted to the rear 
of  the engine and power was then fed to the diff  by a prop shaft and 
then in turn to the rear wheels. A single twin venturi 32/36 DGAV 
Weber carb was fitted with the option of  a ‘Group 1’ dual Weber 40 
DCNF or IDF. The front suspension used independent MacPherson 
struts with an anti-roll bar and the rear suspension used leaf  springs 
with telescopic dampers. Front-mounted discs (solid) and rear drums 
were used and four-spoke alloy wheels came as standard. The most 
recognisable feature of  the Mk II RS2000 is the ‘droop snoot’ nose.
The RS2000 on offer today was first registered in February 1979 and, 

although originally Beige, the car is now finished in the much more 
attractive colour of  gloss black with a black interior, following a full 
bodywork restoration in 2007. The shell was completely stripped and 
rebuilt, as was the suspension.

More recently the drive train has benefitted from similar 
refurbishment with the engine being rebuilt and breathed on to 
improve performance and drivability. These modifications include 
a big valve, gas flowed head and a fast road/race camshaft. A five-
speed, ‘Type 9’ gearbox has been fitted with a quick-shift to further 
improve performance. The interior has not been left out having been 
completely re-trimmed by specialists Aldridge Trimming. The carpets 
have also been replaced with new items to complete a really fresh 
look.

The results are very impressive and the car looks as good today as 
it would have done tearing around in the 70s and 80s. Supplied 
with a good history file documenting its restoration and other past 
maintenance, this is one of  the nicest RS2000s we have seen for 
quite some time. Though not in 100% original specification, this quick 
Ford has been rebuilt with driving in mind and the driving experience 
is better for it.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 343

Bid via the Internet on lot 343

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1979-ford-rs200
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1979-Ford-Escort-RS2000/32888487/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888487
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1

1968 Porsche 912

Lot 344Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 12805456

Engine Number: 752894

Estimate: £24,000 - £28,000

The question of  how to tempt new customers into Porsche 
ownership has always been problematic. On the one hand, you’re 
trying to uphold the reputation of  the company as a purveyor of  
high-quality, high-performance sports cars while on the other, you’re 
anxious not to alienate those potential customers whose budget 
won’t stretch to a new 911.

In 1964, Porsche had just such a problem with the sales of  their 
new 911 proving a touch disappointing and continuing demand 
for the 356, which was scheduled to be phased out, necessitating 
that the production lines kept rolling. The solution seemed to be 
financial, and the decision was made to replace the 356 with a four-
cylinder, more appropriately priced 911 and, as a result, the 912 
(initially 902) was conceived. First available to European customers 
by June 1965 (initially with 1,582cc and 90bhp), the 912 soon 
became a market leader, particularly in the USA. In the UK, it was 
some 30% cheaper at £2,466 compared to the £3,488 price tag of  
the 911 and went on to outsell its six-cylinder sibling by no less than 
188% in 1966. 

This well presented Gloss Black, 1968 Porsche 912 is believed to 
have been delivered new from Germany to Sacramento in August 

of  ‘68, and was imported into the UK from the States earlier this 
year. The exterior of  this Porsche presents well as does the interior, 
and the seats, fitted with the optional headrests, appear in good 
shape apart from a small split in a seam on the driver’s side. The 
period AM/FM Blaupunkt radio is present. The engine bay presents 
impressively and looks like it has benefitted from some recent 
attention. Sitting on its steel wheels, this car looks unmolested and 
absolutely straightforward and, although we have no history, the 
whole car feels like it has been well cared for in the past.

This charming Porsche starts up easily with no smoke and idles and 
revs nicely. Reading 89,757 miles this car is presented to auction 
with an MOT certificate valid until October 2017, no history file and 
on a NOVA.

A well set up 912 is a delight to drive and this most attractively 
guided example must be of  consideration.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 344

Bid via the Internet on lot 344

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-912-black
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1968-Porsche-912/32888488/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888488
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1991 Ford Fiesta  
RS Turbo
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Registration: J11 SJL

Chassis No: SFABXXBAFBMS23678

Engine Number: MS23678

Estimate: £15,000 - £20,000

The Fiesta RS Turbo was the high-performance model in the Ford 
Fiesta Mk 3 range and was introduced as a three-door version only 
in April 1990 with production continuing until 1992.

As an example of  the excesses of  the bygone ‘hot hatch’ age, the 
Fiesta RS Turbo from the early 90s is typical. This was an affordable 
little Ford with an extrovert approach and a Porsche-like punch. 
Those who could tame the peaky turbo, the torque-steer and the 
handling under acceleration loved them. And the same is true today.

Theoretically, it was only available from specially appointed Ford RS 
dealers, which was a bit of  a marketing ploy. Powered by a potent 
CVH 1.6-litre four cylinder turbocharged engine with a Garrett T2 
turbocharger, it was blindingly quick, developing 132bhp with a 
top speed of  133mph and a 0 – 60mph time of  7.9 seconds. The 
transmission was lifted from an Escort RS Turbo and the suspension 
was also beefed up. Visually, there was a set of  14-inch RS alloy 
wheels, a body kit, green rather than blue stripe mouldings, colour-
coded rear spoiler and door pillars, opening rear quarter windows, 
green tinted glass and RS bonnet louvres. Anti-lock brakes and a 
‘Quickclear’ heated front windscreen were options at extra cost.

Inside the car, the differences included raven coloured Recaro seats 
trimmed in Benetton/Ascot and a grey leather trimmed gear knob, 
a three-spoke steering wheel (as opposed to the two-spoke used in 
the XR2i), which also had the RS Turbo logo embossed on the centre 
cap. You also got a sunroof, electric windows and central locking.

The handling perhaps lacked the subtlety of  the class favourite at 
the time, Peugeot’s 205 GTI and, in February 1992, the car was 
replaced by the normally-aspirated Fiesta RS1800.  The Fiesta RS 
Turbo is a ‘pocket-rocket’ - no doubt about it. Mid-range acceleration 
is awesome. Thanks to the standard limited slip differential, it grips 
like a leech too. However these were powerful cars and when they fell 
into the hands of  their third and fourth owners who, by definition, 
were often a bit younger and more impressionable, the survival rate 
was not good, so today there are very few Fiesta RS Turbos left.

The car presented here then, is something very special. It is a 
completely standard 1991 Fiesta RS Turbo, having covered only 
12,000 verifiable miles with just three previous keepers. It is 
supplied with a thorough history file, including a fully stamped-up 
original service book showing 9 stamps, with 5 from the supplying 
dealer, Ford Garage Dees of  Croydon. The car has been part of  a 
collection and has been kept in superb original condition. The level 
of  preservation under the bonnet and in the interior is matched by 
the car’s underside. The original spare wheel with its original tyre 
has never been used. 

This is a real opportunity to buy a special example of  a rare ‘Fast 
Ford’. Very rarely do completely unmolested RS cars with so few 
miles and confirmable history come to the market.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 345

Bid via the Internet on lot 345

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1991-ford-fiesta-rs-turbo
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1991-Ford-Fiesta-RS-Turbo/32888489/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888489
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1987 Ferrari Testarossa

Lot 346Registration: D12 FER

Chassis No: ZFFAA17B000068157

Engine Number: F113B00173

Estimate: £75,000 - £85,000

First registered on the 6th March 1987, this left-hand drive, 
European market Testarossa is finished in Rosso Corsa with a Nero 
interior and contrasting Red carpets. It was delivered new to the 
Italian market through Milan dealer ‘CREPALDI’ and its first owner 
is recorded as GEFINA S.p.A. The early service history indicates that 
its first service was at CREPALDI on 28/4/87 and the next entry was 
considerably later on 28/7/98 at GARAGE ZENITH in Switzerland 
with mileage unrecorded. A later owner presumably used the car 
between Monaco and Kent, as there is history of  a cam belt change 
and annual service at Kent High Performance Cars on 18/1/03 
(30,352km) and further services in Kent (27/04/03- 35,807km) and 
CAVALLARI- Monaco (25/06/04 - 37,961km).

The car was imported from the South of  France in early 2013 and 
went straight to Foskers Engineering for a replacement cam belt and 
annual service resulting in a bill for £2,800. A further £1,500 was 
spent at Autoclass MK on 14/08/14 attending to some brake issues 
and repainting the stone-chipped front spoiler.

Our vendor acquired this Testarossa in 2015 to add to his collection, 
however, a change of  circumstances now mean it is being offered 
for sale. In order to present the car in an absolutely sale-ready 

condition, our vendor left it with Keys Motorsport at Silverstone in 
early April, and they have carried out a further cam belt change at 
51,000km (just 200km driven since), with some additional work 
(invoice for £4,700.00 in the file). The wheels have been stripped 
and repainted and the Ferrari was then MOT tested, fully valeted, 
and is now ready for inspection.

This immaculate Testarossa is accompanied by its cherished plate, 
D12 FER, and a box file containing a fairly comprehensive history, 
import documents, service records, invoices, the Ferrari tan leather 
book wallet, an original brochure(in German), injection manual, 
wiring diagrams, a parts list and various related publications. All in 
all, a super package.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 346

Bid via the Internet on lot 346

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1987-ferrari-testarossa-8851
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1987-Ferrari-Testarossa/32888490/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888490
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1979 Porsche 928  
4.5 Auto
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Registration: UHJ 446V

Chassis No: 9289102191

Engine Number: 8196015

Estimate: £15,000 - £20,000

Porsche’s intended replacement for the 911 may not have achieved 
that particular goal, but it wasn’t for a lack of  performance or 
technological wizardry. An alloy V8 was attached to a rear-mounted 
gearbox, and the galvanised body had aluminium doors and bonnet, 
plus body-coloured plastic bumpers - pretty radical for its time. The 
928 was launched to a fanfare and surprised many by being named 
‘European Car of  the Year’, an award that traditionally went to 
worthy, but dull, family hatchbacks.

The 928 was produced from 1978 until 1995, and from ‘78 to ‘80 
the initial displacement of  the water-cooled, single overhead cam, 
V8 engine was 4.5 litres, which produced 240bhp, resulting in a top 
speed of  158mph and a 0 – 60mph time of  6.2 seconds.  

Styling was the same in both 1978 and 1979, with the body lacking 
both front and rear spoilers. The distinctive rounded rear end 
without a spoiler is an unmistakable distinguishing feature of  the 
early 928 – and is now considered the purest example of  the design.

The car presented here is a right-hand drive, 1979 Porsche 928 
4.5 fitted with an automatic gearbox. It has been subject to a full, 
glass-out, photo-documented repaint in its original Petrol Blue 

Metallic. This thorough work included the replacement of  all rubber 
seals. Likewise, the interior has recently just been re-trimmed in the 
period-correct black/blue ‘Pasha’ fabric with half  leather, ordered 
directly from Germany. Mechanically, the car has been fully serviced, 
with the cam belt, fuel pump, ancillary components and all filters 
having been freshly renewed. The gearbox has also been refurbished 
and the A/C system works as it should. The electrical system has 
benefited from an overhaul too, with all new fuse relays, and the 
distinctive note of  that big V8 exits through a new stainless steel 
exhaust.

The car is supplied with its original book pack including service 
book and manuals. In the history file there are numerous invoices 
for maintenance, with servicing records from both Porsche and 
marque specialists. The car drives and performs as you would hope 
and wears its 127,144 miles very well. Front-engined Porsches are 
having the renaissance they richly deserve, and this early and very 
capable model, whilst being competitively guided, opens the door 
into a very exclusive club of  Porsche ownership. Now ready to be 
enjoyed by a new owner, this is one not to be missed and has the 
potential to be a shrewd investment.  

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 347

Bid via the Internet on lot 347

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1979-porsche-928-4-5-auto
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1979-Porsche-928-4-5-Auto/32888491/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888491
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1993 Ford Escort 
Cosworth Lux

Lot 348Registration: TBC

Chassis No: WF0BXXGKABPK90125

Engine Number: PK90125

Estimate: £35,000 - £40,000

The Ford Escort RS Cosworth proved that it was possible to follow 
its legendary 1980s Sierra namesake. Just like the Lancia Integrale 
and Subaru Impreza, this was a Group A rally car for the road - pure 
and simple. It was actually underpinned by a shortened version 
of  the Sierra RS Cosworth’s platform and powered by the same 
2.0-litre turbocharged longitudinally-mounted Cosworth-developed 
engine driving all four wheels. The car was designed and engineered 
in Boreham, was styled by noted designer Stephen Harper, and 
ended up being assembled by Karmann in Germany. The potential 
of  the Escort was seen in its first event, the 1993 Monte Carlo Rally, 
where Delecour and Biasion came second and third respectively. 
The Escort continued to be very competitive throughout the ‘93 and 
‘94 season but it was a ‘one off’ guest drive by Tommi Makinen that 
provided the win on the 1994 1000 Lakes Rally. Importantly, and 
true to Ford’s grass roots philosophy, the Escort Cosworth provided 
a platform for National Rallying and Club enthusiasts throughout the 
world to enjoy ‘off  the shelf’ competitive support.

This Escort Cosworth Lux was manufactured in October ‘93 and is 
a ‘big turbo’ car and therefore one of  the first 2,500 homologation 
cars (‘homologation specials’) which are considered to be the more 
desirable by the fast Ford purists. It’s a UK car that’s covered a mere 

20,600 from new and looks to be totally standard and original with 
the stainless steel exhaust being the only exception. The underside 
has been detailed and looks spotless while the rest of  the car looks 
to be in superb condition. 

The car comes with every MOT Certificate up to 2009 when the 
mileage was at 20,102 and then the ‘Lux’ was stored until its next 
MOT test in 2015 at 20,408 miles! So just 300 miles in six years 
were covered and this cossetted car has only ventured out for a 
further 200 miles since. Also in the history file is the original service 
book, all its manuals and wallets, along with invoices for past work 
carried out. Presented in a rare Mallard Green with the Lux black 
leather interior and an MOT certificate until June next year, this fast 
Ford is fit for any collection or, hopefully, will be returned to the road 
to do what these cars do best.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 348

Bid via the Internet on lot 348

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1993-ford-escort-cosworth-lux-
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1993-Ford-Escort-Cosworth-Lux/32888492/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888492
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1957 Mercedes-Benz  
190SL

Lot 349Registration: KSU 701

Chassis No: 1210427500827

Engine Number: 121947500266

Estimate: £100,000 - £120,000

Declared manufactured in 1957, this Jet Black, right-hand drive, 
manual 190 SL was imported into the UK on the 8th, February, 
1988. After a couple of  owners had enjoyed the car and moved on, 
it became the property of  Alan Lyddon in the mid-90s and he was 
to spend a dozen years with the Mercedes before passing it on to 
a family member, Scott Lyddon on 26/06/12. He in turn used the 
car for a couple of  years before it came into the possession of  our 
vendor, who added it to his collection of  stylish and important cars.

It does appear that all through its UK history, owners have done 
their best to keep this elegant little 190 SL in decent condition and 
none more so than Alan Lyddon who seems to have had two goes at 
it. 

During the 02/03 period, the car appears to have been extensively 
restored. There are around 60 separate invoices covering this period, 
totalling over £17,000 (Jacksons Mercedes-parts-£5,834. James 
Nicoll-£7,361, Sundry Mercedes specialists £4,075). Some years 
later in May 2012 he spent a further £6,537 with Circuit Motors at 
Castle Combe, again with invoices attached. There is such a huge 
quantity of  information with this car that it’s impossible to list here, 
but any interested purchaser is welcome to look at the history file.

Our vendor purchased this car on 13/05/14 and, once again, KSU 
701 has been subject to significant expenditure in late 2015 and 
early this year.

The car presents superbly in Gloss Black with a Black interior and 
exudes the many years of  maintenance and renovation to which 
it has been submitted by proud owners. As can be imagined, the 
history file is quite large and every aspect of  this car’s mechanical 
and physical recent past is in there. It will arrive at auction with a 
fresh MOT certificate.

Anyone remotely interested in buying a 190 SL will have spent some 
time researching the market, and a good look at the car and a bit 
of  time poring over the 100 or so invoices since 2002 may convince 
you that KSU 701 is the right one.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 349

Bid via the Internet on lot 349

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1957-mercedes-190sl-rhd
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1957-Mercedes-190SL-RHD/32888493/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888493
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1998 Porsche 911  
(993) Turbo X50
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Registration: R922 HHJ

Chassis No: WP022299ZVS371090

Engine Number: 61V02523

Estimate: £95,000 - £115,000

A letter from Porsche confirms that this 993 turbo was originally 
manufactured in July 1997 to ‘Thai Specification’ (C25) in right-
hand drive - however, there is also correspondence between 
Autofarm and the German factory that establishes that the car was 
first registered on the 7th May 1998 by the Porsche Tourist Delivery 
Department with a factory specification code of  C25 (Thailand). 
An independent importer immediately purchased the vehicle and 
brought it to the UK where it was registered on the 14th May 1998 – 
this car never actually left the EU. The Porsche factory also confirms 
that the C25 specification is exactly the same as a UK spec, except 
for the stickers under the bonnet, and they even go on to mention 
that the very long list of  Porsche exclusive options factory fitted to 
this particular car are rarely seen on UK cars.

When initially ordered, the car’s first owner decided to specify the 
desirable ‘X50 Power Option’, further enhancing this already quick 
car, with 430 ‘Pferde’ now offering their services. Along with the 
X50 upgrade, the first owner also opted for the Turbo ‘S’ interior 
and the letter from Porsche confirms the exact full specification. 
Along with that letter, a full service history is also present with a 
completely stamped service book up to 2014 when a new book 
was then needed, along with a large number of  past invoices and 

MOT certificates. The service book shows stamps from Porsche 
specialists Autofarm and JZM along with Main Porsche Centres 
throughout its life. 

Finished in Artic Silver with a Chestnut full leather interior, this six-
speed manual also enjoys an automatic slip differential, 18-inch 
techno alloy wheels, sports seats with electric height adjustment, 
carbon fibre trim and instrument surround, and Porsche-fitted rear 
park assist. Again, the correspondence from Porsche confirms the 
car’s exact specification. 

Now showing 64,500 miles and superbly presented, this very well 
equipped, X50 Pack, 993 Turbo is a wonderful example of  the last 
of  the classic air-cooled 911s.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 350

Bid via the Internet on lot 350

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-993-turbo
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1998-Porsche-911-993-Turbo-X50/32888494/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888494
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1995 Ferrari F355 
Manual Berlinetta

Lot 351Registration: K1 KCR

Chassis No: ZFFPA41T0S0101647

Engine Number: 38984

Estimate: £45,000 - £50,000

The Ferrari F355 is a modern classic, so beautiful, so well-engineered 
and so well received that it marked the beginning of  the end of  the old-
guard ‘Ferraristi’ philosophy that the only ‘real’ Ferraris were ones with 
12-cylinder engines. The Ferrari F355 Berlinetta burst onto the world 
stage in the spring of  1994. It had almost exactly the same dimensions 
as its predecessor the 348, yet it was virtually a new car, as its stunning 
coachwork indicated. Many hours of  wind tunnel testing influenced the 
harmonious shape that incorporated an F1-style flat bottom with an air 
flow channel that generated enough down-force to offset any lift.

Dating from March 1995, this lovely left-hand drive 355 Berlinetta has 
the desirable manual gearbox and is finished in the very rare colour 
combination of  Argento Silver with a Bordeaux interior. It was supplied 
new to Oman and subsequently moved to Spain before arriving in the 
UK, while in the custody of  the original owner. From the history file 
this little Ferrari obviously spent some time darting around the lanes 
of  South Herefordshire as there are a number of  invoices relating 
to its last owner in Ross-on-Wye who, judging by the invoice file was 
particularly fastidious, even going as far as fitting brand new seats from 
Ferrari. Our vendor acquired the vehicle in August of  last year to add 
to his collection but has hardly used it, and feels that this superb 355 
should really be enjoyed by a new owner. The mileage at the latest MOT 

test on 24/3/2016 was 55,256kms compared to 54,265 the previous 
year and despite having covered just under 1,000 kms in a year there 
are invoices for almost £1,500 for care and attention. The car is 
accompanied by a Tan Leather Ferrari book pack and an interesting 
history file.

355 aficionados insist that the ‘one to have’ is the six-speed manual 
with the 2.7 Motronic ignition system and the slimmer, pre-airbag, 
steering wheel, which is exactly what we have here - and when 
presented in this colour combination and in this condition, this car is 
irresistible.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 351

Bid via the Internet on lot 351

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1995-ferrari-f355-manual-berlinetta
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1995-Ferrari-F355-Berlinetta/32888495/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888495
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1984 Porsche 911 3.2 
Carrera Cabriolet
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Registration: FOX911V

Chassis No: WP0ZZZ91ZES151494

Engine Number: 63E06034 / M93020

Estimate: £25,000 - £30,000

The 3.2 Carrera is revered as the ultimate development of  the 
original 911 that first appeared in 1963. These final cars (before 
being replaced by the more complicated 964) were the most flexible 
and usable of  Butzi Porsche’s original design. Launched in 1984, 
and reviving the ‘Carrera’ name for the first time since 1977, these 
were the ultimate 1980s sports cars.

The all-alloy flat-6 engine, which had been fuel injected since 1971, 
received a final stretch to 3164cc, giving a torque-rich 231bhp - 
enough to propel the lithe and slippery coupé to over 150mph, 
with 0 - 60mph coming up in 5.6 seconds. All 3.2 Carreras feature 
galvanised bodies, which together with Porsche’s legendary build 
quality, ensure that these classics are long-lasting.

This Cabriolet example is an original, right-hand drive car finished in 
the classic colour combination of  Guards Red with a Black interior 

featuring sports seats. Showing 73,500 miles the car is in good 
all round condition commensurate with its age and mileage and 
has clearly been well used and cared for by its past owners and, 
although there are some signs of  ageing, overall it presents very well 
indeed.

Accompanying the car is a folder containing the original sales 
receipt, a Certificate of  Authenticity, past MOTs, and invoices for 
work carried out on the car. Also present is the all-important book 
pack containing a well-stamped service book.

A true landmark in the 911 timeline, and the first of  the truly usable 
and durable 911s that, as the years and miles go by will just keep 
going and going, and probably just get even better looking.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 352

Bid via the Internet on lot 352

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-911-carrera-cabriolet-3-2
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1984-Porsche-911-3-2-Carrera-Cabriolet/32888496/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888496
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1973 Ford Escort AVO 
Mexico ShellSport

Lot 353Registration: XNO 275L

Chassis No: BFATNJ00457

Engine Number: NJ00457

Estimate: £30,000 - £35,000

The Ford Escort was launched at the 1968 Brussels Motor Show. 
Acutely aware that the Lotus Cortina was at the end of  its competition 
career, Ford’s competition department had been developing a race and 
rally version of  their new model throughout 1967 and had the ‘Twin-
Cam’ ready and waiting as the standard road cars were released. One 
of  the Escort’s most memorable early competition wins was Hannu 
Mikkola’s victory on the 1970 London to Mexico World Cup rally. To 
capitalise on this victory Ford created the limited edition, AVO-built, 
Escort ‘Mexico’ in time for the 1971 season. It featured a specially 
strengthened shell and was fitted with ‘Rallye Sport’ (RS) suspension 
and brakes. Powered by a reliable and quick 1600cc ‘Kent’ engine, the 
model was given its own dedicated racing series known as the ‘Mexico 
Challenge’.
 
The Managing Director of  Brands Hatch, John Webb, organised a 
race in 1971 that saw Grand Prix drivers racing against their team 
managers in a fleet of  Ford Escort Mexicos. The event was judged 
to be a great success and, in February 1973, Ford Motors loaned 
Brands Hatch 20 mechanically identical Mexicos. After sponsorship 
had been obtained from Shell and Avon Tyres, the cars were known 
as the ShellSPORT Mexicos, sported racing liveries and were used for 
pro-celebrity support races at the weekend and racing school duties 
during the week. Each ShellSPORT Mexico had a registration number 
starting with XNO, and it is believed that from the original 20 cars, only 

a handful now exist. Modifications to the cars were carried out at Ford’s 
AVO facility in Aveley and were limited to the fitting of  Britax three-point 
harnesses on both the standard low-back front seats, Bilstein shock 
absorbers, roll cage, battery cut-off  and four-spoke RS alloy wheels.
 
XNO 275L, or car Number 3 as it is known, has a detailed history, and 
according to notes, Number 3 competed in 22 race meetings, finishing 
in 21 of  them and DNF in one due to a cracked exhaust manifold. As 
a pro-celebrity race series, the cars had notable racing drivers and 
personalities of  the era behind the wheel. The racing drivers of  Car 
Number 3 include Tony Trimmer and Tom Belsø and the celebrities 
were, amongst others, Robin Knox-Johnston and Nicholas Parsons. It is 
believed that most of  the cars that hadn’t been destroyed by celebrities 
or over competitive Grand Prix drivers were destroyed by Ford at the 
end of  the ShellSPORT series.
 
The car was bought by our vendor on the 15th December 1999 and as 
a mechanic, he undertook the restoration himself, using professionals 
when needed. We are informed that the car has its original shell and 
period features, such as the locking gearbox in place of  the steering 
lock removed for the race series. The car has covered some 13,000 
miles since restoration and is presented to auction with a number of  
period magazines, receipts and invoices, a photograph album of  the 
restoration and a fresh MOT certificate.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 353

Bid via the Internet on lot 353

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1973-ford-escort-avo-mexico-shellsport
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1973-Ford-Escort-AVO-Mexico-ShellSport/32888497/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888497
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1971 Morris Mini Cooper 
S Mk III
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Registration: WVH777J

Chassis No: XAD1312155A

Engine Number: 12H397F979

Estimate: £22,000 - £25,000

This Morris Cooper ‘S’ Mk III is 1 of  only 792 manufactured 
for the British home market, and according to its British Motor 
Industry Heritage Trust letter, was finished on 25th January 1971. 
It has covered 29,000 miles in the hands of  three owners and has 
benefited from a full and complete nut and bolt restoration by an ex-
BMC mechanic, completed in 2014.

The bodywork was taken back to bare metal and was professionally 
painted to a high standard. The car now looks splendid in its Blaze 
Red coachwork with a Black roof, gold wheels and spot/fog lamps. 
The original blue vinyl interior has been fully restored and looks 
superb. The 1275cc Cooper ‘S’ engine (12H) has been professionally 
rebuilt and fully lightened and balanced with a flowed and ported 
cylinder head, road/race camshaft, new twin 1.5-inch SUs, a Stage 
2 manifold and a free-flow exhaust system, and now produces 
80.5bhp on unleaded fuel.

The extent of  the restoration cannot be understated; the entire 
suspension was replaced and converted to rubber cones, with new 
Bilstein dampers front and rear, ‘Adjustaride’ suspension and new 
brakes all around. The new front and rear sub-frames have been 
powder coated, and the underside rust protected and painted Blaze 

Red. Professionally rewired with a new, period-correct wiring loom 
and fuse box, it’s also fitted with period-correct Cooper S wheel 
rims, new period Dunlop tyres, and ‘Group Two’ wheel arches with 
chrome trim.

A huge history file complete with a photographic record of  the 
work undertaken and all the relevant invoices is supplied with this 
stunning Mini. The car has covered less than 500 miles since the 
rebuild and has a fresh MOT Certificate valid until October 2017. 
There are original registration documents in the file from previous 
owners, along with old tax discs and a Cooper ‘S’ handbook. A 
beautiful and very collectable Mini Cooper ‘S’ that will turn heads 
wherever you go.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 354

Bid via the Internet on lot 354

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mini-cooper-s-mk-iii
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1971-Morris-Mini-Cooper-S-MK-III/32888498/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888498
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1972 Ford Capri 
Broadspeed Bullit Turbo

Lot 355Registration: YNE 125L

Chassis No: BBECMT26725

Engine Number: MT26725

Estimate: £25,000 - £30,000

In 1966, John Fitzpatrick won the British Saloon Car Championship 
in a 997cc Broadspeed Anglia and he and his team mates, Peter 
Proctor and Anita Taylor became household names. However, it was 
the Escort that put Broadspeed on the map. Broad recalls: “We won 
everything at the time with that Escort. We used a Watts linkage on 
the back end and twin trailing radius arms, basically like the old Aston 
Martin suspension.”  But Ford wanted a car that could win BSCC 
races outright and fight with the Camaros at the longer circuits. At 
the time the series still ran a class system, so a car of  any size could 
win the overall title. Broadspeed turned to the Capri, which was about 
as suitable for racing as a Volkswagen Campervan. But it had little 
choice if  it wanted those wins – the other cars at its disposal were the 
Cortina, Zephyr, Zodiac and the Granada. Not the most sporting of  
line-ups.

In addition to its new powerful Essex V6 engine, the Bullit benefited 
from Ralph Broad’s experience in making these cars handle. A 
contemporary press release tells us “The suspension, steering and 
braking modifications are successfully aimed at making the ride more 
pleasant, yet firmly controlled, whilst the crossmember is removed, re-
bushed and re-installed to give 2 1/2 deg. of  castor (the Ford setting is 
almost without castor in the interests of  light steering on a nose-heavy 
car) and a shade of  negative camber. Armstrong ‘Adjustaride 22’ 

telescopic shock absorbers are fitted at the rear. The car sits slightly 
lower on its haunches and a smaller diameter roll bar is fitted at the 
front to cut most of  the car’s normal understeer down to the point of  
astonishingly neutral handling for its 43/57% weight distribution.”

YNE 125L left its Halewood birthplace on the 1st December 1972 
and was transported to Broadspeed, who were by now franchised 
Ford dealers. The car was duly prepared and fully converted into a 
Bullit before being shipped to the Barcelona Motor Show as part 
of  the Broadspeed display in April 1973. YNE was then bought by 
Rafael Barrios, a Spanish racing driver who had previously raced for 
Ralph Broad, and it was at this point that the car was converted to 
left-hand drive. Having had a couple of  owners after that point, the 
Capri finally found its way back home and was treated to a complete 
overhaul and recommission before being returned to UK roads in 
2008. We understand that this is the only left-hand drive Bullit and 
presents extremely well today with an excellent interior suggesting 
the mileage of  31,000kms may well be correct, although we cannot 
warrant this. As far as we are aware, Broadspeed built 15 Turbo Bullits 
but only seven are known to survive - and only one of  these is left-hand 
drive, making this a true collector’s car. Fast Fords, as we all know 
by now, are particularly sought after and one as rare as this with the 
Broadspeed name demands serious consideration.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 355

Bid via the Internet on lot 355

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1972-ford-capri-broadspeed-bullit-turbo
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1972-Ford-Capri-Broadspeed-Bullit-Turbo/32888499/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888499
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1981 Ferrari 308 GTSi
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Registration: OIA 308

Chassis No: ZFFHA02B000035057

Engine Number: F106B00114

Estimate: £55,000 - £65,000

October 1975 saw the debut at the Paris Motor Show of  the most 
successful shape ever to wear the Cavallino Rampante emblem, the 
Ferrari 308. Over 20,000 examples of  all engine types and sizes 
were produced from 1975-1989. This new car was constructed on 
a traditional steel tube chassis, but its beautiful body was firstly 
manufactured in GRP and then after two years, Scaglietti started 
making GTBs in steel. The 3-litre, four-cam V8 was more or less 
unchanged until March 1981 when Bosch fuel injection was added 
in place of  the 4 double-choke Webers, although the final drive was 
altered on these cars to give similar acceleration to a carburettor 
car. Both versions have their supporters, but the 308 is generally 
accepted as one of  Ferrari’s all-time greatest road cars and prices 
are most definitely on the rise.

This right-hand drive 308 GTSi was originally delivered to 
Switzerland and is finished in red with a cream interior. It was first 
registered in the UK in 1999 and there are service records of  all the 
work carried out on the car since then. These records show five cam 
belt changes since 1999 with the latest being carried out during 
a major service in August 2015, which was completed by Slades 
Garage where they also fitted a new clutch. This year the car has 
received further love and attention with a new oil cooler, alternator 

and wheel bearings fitted along with a health check by Graypaul. 
The seats were also repaired and tidied up at the same time and the 
interior now presents very nicely indeed. 

In early 2000, Woodbridge Classic Cars in Suffolk carried out a 
speedometer change when the car was showing 58,407kms. Since 
then the distance covered is shown in miles with 17,300 indicated 
on the odometer today, meaning a total of  approximately 54,000 
miles has been covered by this car since 1981. Supplied with an 
MOT certificate valid until July ‘17, a large history file and presented 
in fabulous condition throughout, you’d be wise not to miss this 
prancing horse.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 356

Bid via the Internet on lot 356

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1981-ferrari-308-gtsi-8668
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1981-Ferrari-308-GTSi/32888500/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888500
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1

1972 De Tomaso Pantera

Lot 357Registration: TBC

Chassis No: THPNMC03544

Engine Number: 38110631

Estimate: £60,000 - £70,000

De Tomaso’s replacement for their successful Mangusta in 1971 
was the avant-garde and stylish Pantera. Retaining the best of  the 
ingredients from the Mangusta, including the mid- mounted 300 
horsepower, Ford 351 cubic inch V8 Cleveland engine, 5-speed 
ZF transaxle, and dramatic styling, the Pantera pioneered the 
company’s introduction of  monocoque construction into the mix.

The cars sold well, with production running from 1971 through to 
the early 90s including various derivatives, although it is the early 
cars with their purity of  line that have remained the most attractive 
and collectable.

This beautiful, early, left-hand drive De Tomaso Pantera is thought 
to have spent the late 70s in Ohio, USA between a Mr. R. Sattler and 
latterly a Mr. K. MacDowell. In 2008 the car was imported to the UK 
by a Mr. H. Brogan who used it on home soil but presumably, also at 
a holiday home in Spain, as a copy of  a Classic Car Club of  Mallorca 
would suggest. Although the original 351ci (5.8-litre) ‘Cobra Jet’ 
V8 engine is not currently fitted, it does accompany the sale of  this 
car. Instead, power delivery now comes from a 6.5-litre Ford V8 that 
makes a thunderous noise upon start-up!

Finished in Dark Blue with a black leather interior and showing an 
unwarranted 32,492 miles on the odometer, this well-cherished car 
reluctantly leaves the collection of  our vendor. Supercar styling, 
serious performance, and an incredible noise - what more could you 
want from an Italian classic?

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 357

Bid via the Internet on lot 357

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1972-de-tomaso-pantera-8671
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1972-De-Tomaso-Pantera/32888501/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888501
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1981 Ferrari 308 GTSi
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Registration: SVU 156W

Chassis No: ZFFAA02A5B0036357

Engine Number: F106AL

Estimate: £40,000 - £45,000

Finished in the classic colour scheme of  Rosso Corsa with a Tan 
leather interior, this 1981 left-hand drive, 3-litre, 308 GTSi has 
the desirable combination of  fuel injection and the ‘Targa’ roof. 
It was purchased to add to a personal collection and sourced 
from a respectable classic car company in California. The car had 
been in storage and was regarded as a very sound and standard 
car, and having spent its days in a ‘Dry State’ it’s in very good 
original condition with decent paintwork. The only thing that 
needed attention was the bottom of  the doors and these have 
now been professionally repaired. Since its arrival here it has 
been recommissioned by Keys Motorsport at Silverstone (Ferrari 
specialist) and the following was done; cam belt service and 
tensioners, water pump gasket, gearbox oil changed, front and rear 
pads changed, new battery, reconditioned steering rack, new ducting 
to exhaust shroud, exchange starter motor, fuel pump and new 
pipes. The total cost was £3,219 and the car now drives very well.

The car comes with a Ferrari service pouch containing the original 
owner’s manual and new service book which has been stamped by 
Keys Motorsport who undertook the mechanical work. There is also 
a file with some recent and some older bills detailing work carried 
out on the car, and its original Californian Certificate of  Title. 

As is often the case with classic cars, 30 years of  hindsight has a 
habit of  clarifying the picture and, as with other Marques, the earlier 
models have become the most desirable. In the case of  the 308, 
the succeeding 328, 348 and 355 became more sophisticated and 
better equipped but also heavier and more complex and, in the end, 
it’s the 308 that retains the essential purity of  Fioravanti’s original 
concept.

This is a very pretty little 308, sound and eminently usable, and a 
great way into Ferrari ownership.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 358

Bid via the Internet on lot 358

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-308-gtsi-8750
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1981-Ferrari-308-GTSi/32888502/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888502
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1
1969 Jaguar E-Type 
Series II 2+2

Lot 359Registration: FWE 208H

Chassis No: 1R42172

Engine Number: 7R37804-9

Estimate: £25,000 - £30,000

We have pleasure in offering this attractive 1970, left-hand drive, 
Series II 4.2 E-Type FHC, purchased by our vendor from a reputable 
California Classic dealer who assured him that the car had spent 
all its life in California but had been put in long-term storage a few 
years ago, and on re-emerging had been fully recommissioned over 
there on 24/09/2015 ($2,000). When the car arrived in the UK, it 
was put through a specialist service and receipts are attached listing 
the parts replaced over and above what was needed for a new MOT. 
The car was then registered with DVLA. All V5 and other documents 
including the MOT certificate are present and correct.

This car is totally standard as per the original specification and 
having resided in the ‘Sunshine State’, the bodywork is in excellent 
condition, however, when it arrived in England it was evident that 
years of  sunshine had faded the paint somewhat. It was entrusted to 
specialists Paintshop Pros who stripped it and finding all the panels 
in sound condition, carefully prepared the car and finished it in 
several coats of  its original Old English White.

As well as looking good, the mechanical aspects have not been 
ignored and the vendor tells us that “Engine: All serviced. Drives 
perfectly and has good oil pressure. The car runs very well and 

operates as it should. Transmission & Clutch: Very good and has no 
problem with selecting gear or judder from the gearbox: Electrical 
Equipment: All in working order.”

The car comes with its Jaguar Heritage Certificate confirming 
matching numbers and no alteration, a copy of  the original State 
of  California Title, and the original service pouch containing the 
operating handbook, service book and manufacturer’s warranty 
booklet. The bulky A4 file also has over 50 service and maintenance 
receipts from 1975 all the way to an engine rebuild in 1998 
(73,410mls). Furthermore, a note from the previous owner is 
included, detailing that the mileage since the engine rebuild was 
10,562 before coming to the UK, with service history to back this 
up. Surprisingly, it retains its original wheel jack, hammer and 
spanner. 

This lovely Jaguar is kept cosy and dry as part of  our vendor’s 
private collection, but he has decided to bring it to market as, in 
his words “I am selling some of  the collection as I do not need six 
E-Types.” which, of  course, we can all understand.  
 
We welcome any inspection of  this very well presented Series II.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 359

Bid via the Internet on lot 359

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jaguar-e-type-xke-2-2
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1969-Jaguar-E-Type-Series-II-2-2/32888503/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888503
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1991 Ferrari  
Mondial 3.4T
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Registration: F3 FFR

Chassis No: ZFFKD32B000086885

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £24,000 - £28,000

Introduced in 1989, the Ferrari Mondial 3.2T was the ‘spearhead 
for a new generation of  V8 Ferraris’ and the final version of  the 
Mondial. The ‘T’ was reference to the new engine and transmission 
layout that now saw the engine mounted longitudinally with the 
gearbox transverse (forming a T), a characteristic of  the Ferrari F1 
312T that had just won the World Championship in 1989. This set-
up would become the standard for all future mid-engined V8 Ferraris 
beginning with the 348 and continuing through to the 360. Servicing 
now became a (comparatively) easy operation and even a clutch 
change was simple. The Mondial T represented major advances in 
performance and handling and incorporated some firsts for Ferrari 
with power steering and ABS. The occasional rear seats now allowed 
it to be enjoyed by four occupants.

This particular left-hand drive Mondial T was supplied new to its 
first owner, Monsieur Mathevet, on 15th January 1991 by Ferrari 
France, Charles Pozzi, in Paris. The car is finished in Rosso with 
a Nero Black leather interior, both of  which present smartly. The 
service book shows the car was serviced in 1993 by the supplying 
dealer, when it had covered 6,478km. The car finally found its way 
to the warmer climes of  the South of  France and was owned by a 
good friend of  our vendor, from whom he purchased the car. Before 

its arrival to the UK in November 2015, the car received a full 
service by Ferrari specialist, Juan Auto in Cannes, at which point, the 
odometer was reading 51,740km.

Having now covered 53,013km, this car is supplied with a UK V5C 
and comes with its original leather bookpack containing relevant 
literature. At today’s attractive guide price, this car represents great 
value and opens the door to Ferrari ownership.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 360

Bid via the Internet on lot 360

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1991-ferrari-mondial-34t
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1991-Ferrari-Mondial-3-4T/32888504/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888504
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1

1988 Ferrari Testarossa

Lot 361Registration: F343 GWT

Chassis No: ZFFAA17B000078923

Engine Number: F113B

Estimate: £75,000 - £85,000

The name Testarossa, literally Redhead, became synonymous 
with Ferrari sports racing cars in the 1950s and 60s and was 
reincarnated at the launch of  their new model at the Paris Show at 
Porte de Versailles in 1984. Housing a 4.9-litre V12 engine pushing 
out 390bhp, the car was capable of  a respectable 0 - 60mph time 
of  4.7 seconds and a top speed of  196mph. The Testarossa was 
more than just a simple evolution, its use of  galvanised steel for the 
doors, roof  and bulkheads promised greater longevity, while a longer 
wheelbase, wider track and revised all-round double-wishbone coil-
over suspension promoted better handling. The switch from a large 
front-mounted radiator to twin units housed in front of  each rear 
wheel resulted in more efficient cooling and less heat soak.

As well as greater interior space, drivers also benefited from an 
adjustable steering column, re-profiled seats and air conditioning. 
Mounting the drivetrain and rear suspension on a separate sub-
frame meant better noise insulation and easier servicing. Produced 
between 1984 and 1991, some 7,177 Testarossas were built in 
total - with the ‘twin mirror’ cars now being recognised as the most 
collectable examples.

Originally supplied new by Ferrari Francorchamps Motors in Brussels 
in 1988, this classic 80s supercar is finished in rarely ordered 
double black with gleaming Nero coachwork and a black leather 
interior, and was registered with the DVLA on the 12th June 2016. 
Recently taken out of  storage and recommissioned, a full service 
and cam belt change was undertaken by Ferrari specialist GVE 
London. The car is supplied with a current MOT test certificate valid 
until 19th April 2017 and UK registration. The Testarossa will be 
supplied with a condition report undertaken by recognised Ferrari 
specialists Terry Keys Motorsport.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 361

Bid via the Internet on lot 361

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-testarossa-8732
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1988-Ferrari-Testarossa/32888505/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888505
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1969 Mercedes-Benz 
280SE

Lo
t 3

62

Registration: TOR421G

Chassis No: 108018222026693

Engine Number: 8022019485

Estimate: £15,000 - £18,000

Beginning in 1968, Mercedes-Benz marketed their model range as 
‘New Generation Models’, giving their ID plates the designation ‘/8’ 
(1968 launch year). Because they were the only truly new cars of  
the so-called ‘New Generation’ and because of  the ‘/8’ or ‘slash 
eight’ designation, W114 and W115 models ultimately received the 
German nickname Strich Acht, loosely translated into English as 
‘stroke eight’.

However, the existing W108 was still in production (until September 
1972) and the remaining 280S and 280SE models were upgraded 
with the 2778cc M130 engine. Naturally, performance was 
improved, and the 280S, fitted with two downdraught carburettors 
producing 140hp, was capable of  185km/h, whilst 0 - 100kph was 
achieved in 12.5 seconds.

TOR 421G is a right-hand drive 280SE presented in classic 70s 
Beige, a hue that has always split opinion, but in the case of  this 
lovely Mercedes looks perfect. It has a complementing, sumptuous 
and inviting deep Red leather interior that is in remarkable 
condition, paying testament to the quality of  the materials used 
by Mercedes. This gem of  a W108 was shipped over to Australia, 
where it remained up until 1999 and was clearly pampered and 

garaged during this period, before returning to the UK in 2013. 
Upon its arrival, the engine was treated to a top-end rebuild and 
some light recommissioning, however, the body was found to be 
structurally sound with the paint still showing a good lustre, so it 
was simply polished. The car was MOT tested in April of  this year 
and is said to drive as well as it looks, showing good oil pressure 
and getting to temperature in the correct time, and with just 45,000 
miles indicated (unwarranted) this delightful Mercedes appears to 
be in ‘the first flush of  youth’. The 50s-style column change takes 
you back to a different era, but it’s smooth to operate and creates 
a generous space between the front seats. The car has recently 
benefited from a new set of  tyres and a full exhaust system and 
having been upgraded at some point to four-wheel disc brakes, and 
with light power steering, this late sixties classic is very comfortable 
in modern traffic. There’s nothing to do except simply enjoy it!

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 362

Bid via the Internet on lot 362

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mercedes-benz-280se-8593
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1969-Mercedes-Benz-280SE/32888506/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888506
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 1

1969 Porsche 912 Targa

Lot 363Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 12P789188

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £20,000 - £24,000

Manufactured from July 1964, the Porsche 911 marked the end 
of  the much loved 356, however, it was July 1965 before the 911 
finally made it to the U.S. and American Porsche buyers immediately 
noticed the differences from its predecessor. In addition to being 
more modern and more powerful, it was also considerably more 
expensive: nearly $2,000 more than the comparable 356 model. 
In Europe too, this was becoming a problem and by April 1965 a 
‘transitional model’ entered production. Essentially a 911 with a 
356-type flat four, the new car, designated ‘912’, was not only less 
expensive, selling at near-356 prices, but enjoyed more even weight 
distribution and better economy. 

Most manufacturers struggle with torsional rigidity when trying 
to convert their coupés into convertibles (the other way around is 
often easier), and Porsche was no exception in the early sixties when 
trying to let the breeze into their new 901 (later 911). The solution 
was to build the car with a roll-hoop as part of  the chassis and when 
this was streamlined and cosmetically enhanced it worked well, 
and the result was an attractive ‘half-convertible’ that was stiff  and 
handled predictably. At a marketing meeting to decide a name for 
this new concept, Cologne dealer Walter Franz threw ‘Targa’ into 
the hat conjuring up images of  their success with an open-top car 

in the hard-fought Targa Florio under a glorious Sicilian Sun. Whilst 
considering this possibility, someone pointed out to Harald Wagner, 
the marketing director that ‘targa’ was actually Italian for ‘shield’ 
and signified strength and safety, which obviously appealed to the 
Teutonic sense of  responsibility, and so the name was adopted and 
is still in use today. 

This is a great example of  the rare 912 Targa that has recently been 
imported into the UK from, we believe, California. It’s left-hand drive, 
finished in Red with a black interior, and sits on period-correct, 
five-blade Fuchs alloys. The odometer is indicating 68,365 miles 
but naturally, that can’t be warranted as there is very little history 
with the car. The vendor informs us that he believes the interior of  
this car is original and in reasonable condition for its age, however, 
like the rest of  the car a little tidying and a few hours of  detailing 
would make all the difference. Presented to auction with a valid MOT 
certificate until September 2017 and a NOVA this little red Targa 
has been very sensibly guided which, we imagine, will attract a lot 
of  interest.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 363

Bid via the Internet on lot 363

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-912-targa-red
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1969-Porsche-912-Targa/32888507/LotDetail.asp?lid=32888507
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot List Day One Cars
Year Title Lot Number

1969 Aston Martin DBS 6 (Vantage spec) 315

2001 Aston Martin Vanquish V12 308

1994 Audi Cabriolet - formerly the Personal Conveyance of  Diana, Princess of  Wales 319

1963 Austin Healey 3000 Mark II BJ7 307

2012 Bentley Mulsanne - formerly the Personal Conveyance of  HM The Queen 324

1956 Bentley S1 Continental Park Ward Two-Door Sports Saloon 340

1976 Bentley T1 - formerly the Property of  Michael Winner 320

1990 BMW E30 M3 Sport Evolution (Evo III) 335

1998 BMW E36 M3 GT (Imola Individual) 313

1987 Bristol Brigand - formerly Will Young 329

1964 Chevrolet Corvette Sting Ray C2 336

2001 Daimler Super V8 - formerly the Personal Conveyance of  HM The Queen 321

1972 De Tomaso Pantera 357

1981 Ferrari 308 GTSi 356

1981 Ferrari 308 GTSi 358

1995 Ferrari F355 Berlinetta 351

1999 Ferrari F355 Spider ‘Serie Fiorano’ 339

1991 Ferrari Mondial 3.4T 360

1987 Ferrari Testarossa 346

1988 Ferrari Testarossa 361

1972 Fiat 500L - formerly the Personal Car of  Samantha Cameron 327

1970 Fiat 500L Saloon 301

1972 Ford Capri Broadspeed Bullit Turbo 355

1970 Ford Cortina Mk.2 3.0 Savage estate 317

1973 Ford Escort AVO Mexico ShellSport 353

1993 Ford Escort Cosworth Lux 348

1990 Ford Escort RS Turbo S2 302

1979 Ford Escort RS2000 343

1991 Ford Fiesta RS Turbo 345

1963 Ford Galaxie 500XL 338

1991 Ford Sierra Sapphire RS Cosworth 4x4 341

1969 Jaguar E-Type Series II 2+2 359

1974 Jaguar E-Type Series III Roadster 306

1977 Jaguar XJ12 Coupé 311

1953 Jaguar XK120 Drophead Coupé 342

2008 Lamborghini Murciélago LP640 316

1993 Lancia Delta Integrale Evo II 304

1948 Land Rover Series I 314

1958 Lotus Elite Series 1- ex-Chris Barber and ‘For the Love of  Cars’ 309

1978 Maserati Merak SS 331

1957 Mercedes 190SL RHD 349

1960 Mercedes 190SL RHD 332

1990 Mercedes-Benz 190 E 2.5-16 Evolution II 310

1964 Mercedes-Benz 230SL Pagoda 318

1969 Mercedes-Benz 280SE 362

1970 Mercedes-Benz 280SE 3.5 Cabriolet 334

1988 Mercedes-Benz 560 SEL - formerly the Property of  King Hussein and Queen Noor of  Jordan 326

1971 Morris Mini Cooper S MK III 354

1969 Morris Mini Super Deluxe 305

2001 Noble M12 GTO 2.5 303

1992 Porsche 911 (964) Turbo 312

1998 Porsche 911 (993) Turbo X50 350

1984 Porsche 911 3.2 Carrera Cabriolet 352

1975 Porsche 911 Carrera 2.7 MFI Coupé 333

1988 1988 Porsche 911 3.2 Carrera Sport Targa 333A

1968 Porsche 912 344

1969 Porsche 912 Targa 363

1979 Porsche 928 4.5 Auto 347

1984 Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit 337

1973 Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible 330

1984 Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible - formerly the Property of  the Emir of  Qatar 323

2005 Rolls-Royce Phantom - formerly the Property of  Sir Elton John CBE 322

1980 Rolls-Royce Silver Wraith II - formerly the Personal Car of  HRH Princess Margaret 325

1970 Wood & Pickett Mini Cooper S Mk II - formerly John Hammell 328

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Start: 11:00

Day 2

Sunday 13th November 2016

Automobilia  
and Watches
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Lot 401

Lot 403

Lot 405

Lot 402

Lot 404

Lot 406

Vintage Metal Riley sign
A lovely period sign with real patina. 
35 x 68.5cm.

Sir Stirling Moss OBE - signed ‘Moss & the 
Blonde’ final edition 
Limited ‘Final’ edition photo captures Sir Stirling Moss in Nick Mason’s 
Maserati 250F at Donington, with a lovely blonde girl. Signed by Sir Stirling 
Moss and limited to just 50, each one signed and numbered (50cm x 
30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Nigel Mansell CBE - signed ‘Taxi for Senna’ photograph 
The British Grand Prix at Silverstone in 1991 gave us one of  the most 
memorable moments in Formula 1. On his victory lap following an epic 
drive from the front, Nigel Mansell, CBE, in the Williams-Renault gives the 
title rival Ayrton Senna a lift back to the pits after his McLaren-Honda ran 
out of  fuel (60cm x 40cm, weight 2kg).

Aston Martin DB5 & DB6 wing badges* 
Presented to auction with some patination, the badges 
have the connecting pins to the rear.

Jaguar vs Ferrari, signed by Jack Sears 
Hand-signed by Jack Sears at his home in Norfolk, this large 12x18-inch 
photograph shows a sideways Roger Penske (15, Ferrari 250GTO LMB), 
avoiding Jack Sears (10 Jaguar Lightweight E-type), at Goodwood, West 
Sussex, 1963 (60cm x 40cm, weight 2kg).

‘Aston Martin DB5’ original by Tony Upson 
‘Aston Martin DB5’, Tony Upson original painting, 
acrylic on canvas framed (124cm x 79cm, weight 5kg).

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £500 - £700

Estimate: £350 - £500

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £200 - £300

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 401   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 401

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 403   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 403

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 405   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 405

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 402   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 402

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 404   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 404

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 406   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 406

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/vintage-metal-riley-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-martin-db5--db6-wing-badges
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/sir-stirling-moss-and-the-blonde-8769
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jaguar-vs-ferrari-signed-jack-sears
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/nigel-mansell-signed-taxi-for-senna-photograph-8778
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-martin-db5-original-by-tony-upson
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Vintage-Metal-Riley-Sign/33027814/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027814
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Aston-Martin-DB5-DB6-Wing-Badges/33027815/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027815
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sir-Stirling-Moss-signed-Moss-the-Blonde-final-edition/33027816/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027816
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Jaguar-vs-Ferrari-signed-Jack-Sears/33027817/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027817
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Nigel-Mansell-signed-Taxi-for-Senna-photograph/33027818/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027818
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Aston-Martin-DB5-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027819/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027819
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2 Autom
obiliaLot 407

Lot 409

Lot 411

Lot 408

Lot 410

Lot 412

Lotus illuminated sign 
A Lotus sign, single-sided and illuminated  

(68cm x 68cm).

Spirit of Ecstasy 
Spirit of  Ecstasy. A most impressive showroom size 
Spirit of  Ecstasy statue, manufactured from bronze and 
nickel plated, mounted on a plinth (32cm tall, weight 
around 3kg).

‘73 RS at Sebring’ - signed by Hurley Haywood 
‘73 RS at Sebring’, signed by Hurley Haywood – Nicolas 
Hunziker poster of  Hurley Haywood’s 1973 Carrera RS that 
won at Sebring, hand-signed by Hurley Haywood and the artist, 
custom mounted on brushed aluminium frame and complete 
with signed COA (76cm x 56cm, weight 4kg).

Graham Hill Reflective Portrait 1929  
to 1975 
A portrait of  Graham Hill showing him in a reflective mood, 
signed by Graham, framed and glazed (41cm x 34cm).

Falcucci art print ‘Monaco 1931’
A large, Robert Falcucci (1900-89) fine art print of  
‘Monaco 1931’, framed and glazed (106cm x 72cm, 
weight 4kg).

Sir Jack Brabham OBE print 
A print of  Sir Jack Brabham OBE driving his Brabham 
racing car at the British Grand Prix at Brands Hatch in 
1970, signed by Sir Jack, framed and glazed 
(67cm x 50cm).

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £100 - £200

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 407   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 407

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 409   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 409

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 411   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 411

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 408   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 408

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 410   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 410

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 412   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 412

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/lotus-illuminated-sign-8768
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/graham-hill-reflective-portrait
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/spirit-of-ecstasy-8932
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/falcucci-art-print-monaco-1931
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/73-rs-at-sebring---signed-hurley-haywood
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jack-brabham-print
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Lotus-illuminated-Sign/33027820/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027820
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Graham-Hill-Reflective-Portrait-1929-to-1975/33027821/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027821
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Spirit-of-Ecstasy/33027822/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027822
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Falcucci-Art-Print-Monaco-1931/33027823/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027823
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/73-RS-at-Sebring-Signed-Hurley-Haywood/33027824/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027824
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sir-Jack-Brabham-Print/33027825/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027825
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 413

Lot 415

Lot 417

Lot 414

Lot 416

Lot 418

Le Mans AC Coupé, signed by Jack Sears 
Hand-signed by the late Jack Sears at his home in Norfolk, this 
large 12x18-inch photograph shows Jack Sears in his Cobra 
Coupé at Le Mans in 1964. This is the car that Jack tested at 
185mph on the M1 (60cm x 40cm, weight 2kg).

Maserati 250F by Anna-Louise Felstead 
Limited-edition print, signed by Stirling Moss and artist, Anna-
Louise Felstead, of  an original ink on paper in a distinctive style 
of  Stirling Moss driving a Maserati 250F in period, limited to 
just 28 prints (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Zagato Milano sign 
Cold caste aluminium Zagato Milano sign  
(70cm x 110cm).

Original Mille Miglia poster for 2004, 
signed by Sir Stirling Moss 
Official Mille Miglia poster for 2004, tribute to the record-breaking win 
by Sir Stirling Moss in the Mercedes-Benz 300SLR, number ‘722’, hand-
signed by Sir Stirling Moss (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg). 

Mr and Mrs Drip on their scooter, hand-
painted 
Hand-painted, cut out board portraying Mr and Mrs Drip 
and their puppy on their scooter (122cm x 120cm).

Sir Stirling Moss OBE - Vanwall print 
A print depicting Sir Stirling Moss OBE driving his 
Vanwall racing car at the 1956 Monaco Grand Prix, 
framed and glazed (63cm x 48cm).

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £250 - £300

Estimate: £200 - £250

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £250 - £300

Estimate: £100 - £200

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 413   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 413

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 415   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 415

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 417   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 417

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 414   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 414

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 416   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 416

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 418   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 418

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/le-mans-ac-coupe-signed-jack-sears
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/original-mille-miglia-poster-for-2004-signed-stirling-moss-8800
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/maserati-250f-by-anna-louise-felstead
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mr-and-mrs-drip-on-their-scooter
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/zagato-milano-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/sir-stirling-moss-vanwall-print
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Le-Mans-AC-Coup-Signed-Jack-Sears/33027826/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027826
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Original-Mille-Miglia-poster-for-2004-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027827/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027827
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Maserati-250F-by-Anna-Louise-Felstead/33027828/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027828
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Mr-and-Mrs-Drip-on-their-scooter/33027829/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027829
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Zagato-Milano-sign/33027830/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027830
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sir-Stirling-Moss-Vanwall-Print/33027831/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027831
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2 Autom
obiliaLot 419

Lot 421

Lot 423

Lot 420

Lot 422

Lot 424

‘73 Targa’ Signed Gijs van Lennep 
High quality poster of  the 1973 Targa won by Gijs van Lennep 
with Herbert Muller piloting the Martini Porsche Carrera RSR 
- this poster is also hand-signed by Gijs van Lennep, complete 
with signed COA from Vic Elford. Custom mounted on brushed 
aluminium frame (56cm x 71.5cm, weight 4kg).

‘Cafe Racer’ original by Tony Upson 
‘Café Racer’, Tony Upson original painting - acrylic on 
canvas framed (124cm x 79cm, weight 5kg).

Copse Corner by Michael Hewett, signed by 
John Surtees CBE 
Atmospheric period photograph taken at Copse Corner by Michael Hewett in 
1967, hanging over the wall and using a standard lens of  John Surtees CBE 
in the Honda RA273, hand-signed at Monza House by John Surtees CBE.

Alfa Romeo dealership sign 
An original Alfa Romeo dealership sign from the 1970s 
in very good condition (approx. 3m long).

Signed Graham Hill print 
A print of  Graham Hill in his Gold Leaf  Team Lotus at 
the BRDC Daily Express international trophy race at 
Silverstone in 1969. Signed by Graham Hill, framed and 
glazed (54cm x 61cm).

Williams FW14B, signed by Nigel Mansell CBE 
These stunning photographic prints are hand-signed by 
‘RED5’ Nigel Mansell CBE and are available as prints 
(for worldwide delivery) or framed (in the UK only), with 
a full COA (90cm/3ft wide).

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £250

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £250 - £400

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 419   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 419

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 421   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 421

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 423   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 423

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 420   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 420

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 422   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 422

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 424   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 424

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/73-targa-signed-gijs-van-lennep
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/alfa-romeo-dealership-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/cafe-racer-original-by-tony-upson-8760
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/signed-graham-hill-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/copse-corner-by-michael-hewett-signed-john-surtees
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/williams-fw14b-signed-nigel-mansell
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/73-Targa-Signed-Gijs-Van-Lennep/33027832/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027832
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Alfa-Romeo-dealership-sign/33027833/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027833
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Cafe-Racer-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027834/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027834
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Signed-Graham-Hill-Print/33027835/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027835
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Copse-Corner-by-Michael-Hewett-signed-John-Surtees/33027836/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027836
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Williams-FW14B-signed-Nigel-Mansell/33027837/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027837
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 425

Lot 427

Lot 429

Lot 426

Lot 428

Lot 430

Power Petrol illuminated double-sided 
clock 
A great period piece, in working order, designed to be 
placed on the stand. 80 x 91 x 37cm.

‘The Italian Job’ poster signed by Sir 
Michael Caine CBE* 
A reprinted photograph of  the 40th anniversary poster signed by the 
film’s star, Sir Michael Caine CBE. The signature is confirmed genuine by 
a certificate of  authenticity, and holographic sticker to the reverse of  the 
picture (45cm x 55cm). 

‘The Spy Who Loved Me’ Lotus Esprit, 
signed by Sir Roger Moore KBE* 
A framed and mounted limited-edition photograph of  original artwork 
entitled ‘Nobody Does it Better’, personally signed by Sir Roger Moore KBE 
with accompanying Certificate of  Authenticity (14-inch x 18-inch).

Signed Daytona Cobra poster for the 2012 
Goodwood Revival* 
2012 Goodwood Revival poster featuring the Daytona Cobra 
Coupe. Hand-signed by Peter Brock, the Daytona Coupe chief  
designer, framed and glazed (84cm x 60cm).

Slotted steering wheel, signed by Sir 
Stirling Moss OBE 
Classic style, full-size, flat slotted steering wheel with wood and riveted rim 
and 3 spokes, with a nine-hole Moto-Lita compatible fitting, hand-signed 
by Sir Stirling Moss OBE who always preferred a three-spoke wheel (35cm 
diameter, weight 1.5kg).

Mr and Mrs Drip in their red car, hand-
painted 
Hand-painted, cut out board portraying Mr and Mrs Drip 
in their little red car (95cm x 155cm).

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £200 - £500

Estimate: £250 - £300

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 425   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 425

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 427   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 427

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 429   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 429

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 426   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 426

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 428   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 428

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 430   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 430

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/power-petrol-illuminated-double-sided-clock-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/signed-daytona-cobra-poster-for-the-2012-goodwood-revival
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-italian-job-poster-signed-by-sir-michael-caine-8731
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/slotted-steering-wheel-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-spy-who-loved-me-lotus-esprit-signed-by-roger-moore
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mr-and-mrs-drip-in-their-red-car
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Power-Petrol-Illuminated-Double-sided-Clock/33027838/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027838
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Signed-Daytona-Cobra-Poster-for-the-2012-Goodwood-Revival/33027839/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027839
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Italian-Job-poster-signed-by-Sir-Michael-Caine/33027840/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027840
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Slotted-steering-wheel-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027841/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027841
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Spy-Who-Loved-Me-Lotus-Esprit-signed-by-Sir-Roger-Moore/33027842/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027842
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Mr-and-Mrs-Drip-in-their-red-car/33027843/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027843
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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obiliaLot 431

Lot 433

Lot 435

Lot 432

Lot 434

Lot 436

Juan Manuel Fangio Print 
A print showing Juan Manuel Fangio at speed driving his 
Mercedes-Benz at the 1955 Belgium Grand Prix at Spa-
Francorchamps, framed and glazed (58cm x 60cm).

Aston Martin DBR1 by Anna-Louise Felstead 
Limited-edition print, signed by Stirling Moss and artist Anna-
Louise Felstead, of  an original ink on paper in a distinctive style 
of  Stirling Moss driving a DBR1 in period, limited to just 28 
prints (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

‘Moss & Girls’ signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE 
Entertaining shot of  Sir Stirling Moss OBE taking a cheeky 
peek at the girls lined up behind him on the grid at Goodwood, 
sitting next to Mark Knopfler of  Dire Straits fame in the Aston 
Martin DBR1 he drove to victory in 1958 in the TT. Signed by Sir 
Stirling Moss OBE (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Ferrari 365GTC 4 operating and service 
handbook 
A Ferrari 365 GTC/4 operating, maintenance and 
service handbook, in unused mint condition.

Final Race, Helmet Off, signed by Mark Webber 
Stunning photographic print signed by Red Bull F1 and WEC World 
Champion, Mark Webber. Taken at Interlagos, Sao Paulo, Brazil on Sunday 
24th November 2013. Mark Webber retires the Red Bull RB9 Renault from 
2nd position, minus his helmet after completing his last race in F1 (60 x 
40cm, weight 2kg). 

Riva Ariston scale model boat
A Riva Ariston model boat in 1/10 scale, hand-built from 
hardwood - the Ariston is perhaps Riva’s best known model. 
When production ceased in 1974, 24 years after the model 
was conceived, over 1,000 boats had been built. Complete with 
stand (90cm length).

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £350 - £500

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £600 - £700

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £250 - £350

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 431   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 431

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 433   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 433

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 435   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 435

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 432   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 432

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 434   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 434

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 436   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 436

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/juan-manuel-fangio-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-365gtc-4-operating-and-service-handbook
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-martin-dbr1-by-anna-louise-felstead
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/final-race-helmet-off-signed-mark-webber
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/moss--girls-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/riva-ariston-scale-model-boat-8902
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Juan-Manuel-Fangio-Print/33027844/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027844
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-365GTC-4-operating-and-service-handbook/33027845/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027845
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Aston-Martin-DBR1-by-Anna-Louise-Felstead/33027846/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027846
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Final-Race-Helmet-Off-signed-Mark-Webber/33027847/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027847
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Moss-Girls-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027848/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027848
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Riva-Ariston-scale-model-boat/33027849/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027849
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 437

Lot 439

Lot 441

Lot 438

Lot 440

Lot 442

Heuer Monaco watch sign 
Cold caste aluminium sign for Heuer Monaco watch, 
popularised by Steve McQueen (83cm x 117cm).

Sir Stirling Moss OBE print 
A framed print depicting Sir Stirling Moss OBE standing 
next to his Cooper racing car at the 1958 Gran Premio 
de la República of  Argentina. Signed by Sir Stirling, 
framed and glazed (46cm x 58cm).

‘Dan Gurney Monaco 67’ - signed by Dan Gurney 
‘Dan Gurney Monaco 67’, signed by Dan Gurney - one of  just 67 hand-
signed prints of  Dan Gurney at the 1967 Monaco Grand Prix, hand-signed 
by Dan Gurney himself, the first to spray Champagne on a podium! 
Complete with COA and double mounted on custom brushed aluminium 
frame (59cm x 45cm, weight 2kg).

‘1970 Le Mans’ - Signed by Hans Herrmann 
‘1970 Le Mans’, signed by Hans Herrmann - Nicolas Hunziker poster of  
the 1970 Le Mans-winning Porsche 917 signed by Hans Herrmann who 
piloted the 917 with Richard Attwood in that winning race. The poster is 
also hand-signed by the artist Nicolas Hunziker and comes complete with 
a signed COA from Vic Elford. Custom mounted with brushed aluminium 
frame (80cm x 56.5cm, weight 4kg).

‘The Italian Job’. A still, signed by Sir 
Michael Caine CBE* 
A hand-signed still from ‘The Italian Job’ signed by the film’s star, Sir 
Michael Caine CBE. The signature is confirmed genuine by a Certificate of  
Authenticity pasted to the reverse of  the frame.

Ferrari rectangular sign 
Large fibreglass Ferrari rectangular badge  
(150cm x 87cm).

Estimate: £250 - £350

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £300 - £400

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 437   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 437

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 439   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 439

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 441   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 441

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 438   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 438

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 440   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 440

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 442   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 442

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/heuer-monaco-watch-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1970-lemans---signed-hans-herrmann
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/sir-stirling-moss-print-8719
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-italian-job-stillssigned-by-michael-caine
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/dan-gurney-monaco-67---signed-dan-gurney
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-rectangular-sign
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Heuer-Monaco-Watch-Sign/33027850/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027850
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1970-LeMans-Signed-Hans-Herrmann/33027851/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027851
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sir-Stirling-Moss-Print/33027852/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027852
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Italian-Job-A-still-signed-by-Sir-Michael-Caine/33027853/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027853
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Dan-Gurney-Monaco-67-Signed-Dan-Gurney/33027854/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027854
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-Rectangular-Sign/33027855/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027855
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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obiliaLot 443

Lot 445

Lot 447

Lot 444

Lot 446

Lot 448

Original Mille Miglia poster for 2005, 
signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE 
The 50th Anniversary of  the record-breaking win by Sir Stirling 
Moss OBE in the Mercedes-Benz 300 SLR, number ‘722’, hand-
signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg). 

Ferrari guide to cars since 1959 
A Ferrari guide to cars since 1959, Maranello 
Concessionaires Ltd. 1980 edition from 250 GT Cab 
Pininfarina to Mondial 8, in very good condition.

MV Agusta motorcycle sign 
Fibreglass MV Agusta motorcycle sign (96cm x 95cm).

722 Box Set, signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE 
Limited-edition ‘Stirling Moss’ 722 signed large scale (1:18) model car 
boxed set. Beautiful 722 livery box containing fabulously detailed model car, 
hand-signed by Stirling Moss, commemorating the Mille Miglia-winning 722 
Mercedes-Benz 300 SLR driven by Sir Stirling Moss OBE and navigator Denis 
Jenkinson in 1955 (35cm x 25cm, weight 1.5kg).

‘IndyCar Champions’ signed by Paul Newman, Nigel 
Mansell, CBE and Carl Haas - by Alan Fearnley  
Extremely rare limited edition lithograph, signed by Paul Newman, Nigel 
Mansell, CBE and Carl Haas. Complete with signed COA and custom 
mounted on a high quality brushed aluminium frame  
(79cm x 61cm, weight 4kg).

Monaco Grand Prix 1955, signed by Sir 
Stirling Moss OBE 
Huge and impressive print of  the start of  the 1955 Monaco Grand Prix, Sir 
Stirling Moss OBE drifts the W196 round the outside of  Juan Manuel Fangio 
in the sister car - signed by Sir Stirling Moss (90cm x 60cm, weight 4kg).

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £75 - £150

Estimate: £250 - £350

Estimate: £150 - £250

Estimate: £1,000 - £1,300

Estimate: £150 - £300

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 443   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 443

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 445   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 445

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 447   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 447

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 444   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 444

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 446   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 446

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 448   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 448

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/original-mille-miglia-poster-for-2005-signed-stirling-moss-8801
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/722-box-set-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-guide-to-cars-since-1959
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/indycar-champions-signed-paul-newman-nigel-mansell-and-carl-haas---by-alan-fearnley
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mv-augusta-motorcycle-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/monaco-grand-prix-1955-signed-stirling-moss
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Original-Mille-Miglia-poster-for-2005-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027856/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027856
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/722-Box-Set-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027857/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027857
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-guide-to-cars-since-1959/33027858/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027858
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Indycar-Champions-Signed-Paul-Newman-Nigel-Mansell-and-Carl-Haas-By-Alan-Fearnley/33027859/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027859
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/MV-Augusta-Motorcycle-Sign/33027860/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027860
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Monaco-Grand-Prix-1955-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027861/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027861
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 449

Lot 451

Lot 453

Lot 450

Lot 452

Lot 454

Tazio Nuvolari, Alfa Romeo print 
A print of  Tazio Nuvolari in his Alfa Romeo after 
completing the 1932 Gran Premio d’Italia, unframed 
(45cm x 56cm).

Superleggera sign 
Cold caste aluminium on framed board Superleggera 
sign (34cm x 170cm).

Ferrari SF15-T, signed by Kimi Räikkönen 
Domed presentation in 1:18 scale of  the Ferrari SF15-T 
hand-signed by Ferrari World Champion, Kimi Räikkönen 
(35cm, weight 1kg).

‘Ferrari Girl’ original by Tony Upson 
‘Ferrari Girl’, Tony Upson original painting, acrylic on 
canvas framed (103cm x 103cm, weight 5kg).

Classic rally plaques 
A set of  four genuine classic rally plaques, including the 
1970-2003 World Cup Sahara challenge, 1988-2008 
Classic Marathon, 2009 Nile Trial and 2010 Flying 
Scotsman London to Edinburgh classic reliability trial.

‘Wall of Champions’, signed by Mansell, 
Piquet and Prost 
Superb iconic image of  four F1 world champions, sat on the pit wall at 
Estoril. Ayrton Senna, Alain Prost, Nigel Mansell and Nelson Piquet, this 
photograph is signed by three of  the World Champions; Prost, Mansell and 
Piquet (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £500 - £800

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 449   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 449

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 451   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 451

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 453   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 453

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 450   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 450

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 452   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 452

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 454   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 454

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/tazio-nuvolari-alfa-romeo-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-girl-original-by-tony-upson
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/superleggara-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/classic-rally-plaques
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-sf15-t-signed-kimi-raikkonen
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/wall-of-champions-signed-mansell-piquet-and-prost-8809
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Tazio-Nuvolari-Alfa-Romeo-Print/33027862/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027862
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-Girl-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027863/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027863
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Superleggara-Sign/33027864/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027864
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Classic-rally-plaques/33027865/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027865
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-SF15-T-signed-Kimi-Raikkonen/33027866/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027866
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Wall-of-Champions-signed-Mansell-Piquet-and-Prost/33027867/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027867
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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obiliaLot 455

Lot 457

Lot 459

Lot 456

Lot 458

Lot 460

‘Ferrari 312PB 1,000kms of Nürburgring 
1971’ signed by Jacky Ickx 
‘Ferrari 312PB 1000kms of  Nürburgring 1971’ signed by Jacky Ickx - Fine 
Art Print of  Jacky Ickx driving the 312 PB Ferrari at the 1971 1,000kms of  
the Nürburgring - hand-signed by Jacky Ickx, complete with COA and custom 
mounted on a brushed aluminium frame (63cm x 53cm, weight 2kg).

Aston Martin in the pits at Goodwood, 
signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE 
This period photograph taken at Goodwood on the 5th 
September 1959 shows Moss taking a drink in the pits next to 
the Aston Martin DBR1 (50cm x 50cm, weight 3.5kg).

Signed John Surtees CBE Ferrari 250 GTO at 
Goodwood 1962* 
A large photograph of  John Surtees CBE racing his Ferrari 250 
GTO in the 1962 RAC Tourist trophy at Goodwood, signed by 
John Surtees CBE framed and glazed (57cm x 58cm).

Martini Porsche sign 
Fibreglass Martini Porsche sign commemorating 
Porsche’s 1977 Le Mans victory (67cm x 147cm).

Melbourne Grid, signed by Damon Hill OBE 
Superb shot of  Damon Hill OBE on the grid at the 
Melbourne Grand Prix, hand-signed by Damon, with a 
COA (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Sir Stirling Moss OBE Vanwall print
A print of  Sir Stirling Moss OBE racing his Vanwall at 
the Grosse Pris Von Nederland in 1958, signed by Sir 
Stirling, unframed (52cm x 43cm).

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £100 - £200

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 455   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 455

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 457   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 457

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 459   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 459

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 456   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 456

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 458   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 458

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 460   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 460

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-312pb-1000kms-of-nurburgring-1971-signed-jacky-ickx
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/martini-porsche-sign
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-in-the-pits-at-goodwood-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/melbourne-grid-signed-by-damon-hill
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/signed-john-surtees-ferrari-250-gto-at-goodwood-1962
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/sir-stirling-moss-vanwall-print-8729
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-312PB-1000kms-of-Nurburgring-1971-Signed-Jacky-Ickx/33027868/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027868
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Martini-Porsche-Sign/33027869/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027869
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Aston-in-the-Pits-at-Goodwood-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027870/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027870
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Melbourne-Grid-signed-by-Damon-Hill-OBE/33027871/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027871
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Signed-John-Surtees-Ferrari-250-GTO-at-Goodwood-1962/33027872/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027872
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Sir-Stirling-Moss-Vanwall-print/33027873/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027873
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 461

Lot 463

Lot 465

Lot 462

Lot 464

Lot 466

Ferrari Dino 246 spare parts catalogue 
A Ferrari Dino 246GT spare parts catalogue for the 
1969 model, in ‘as new unused’ condition.

‘La Ferrari’ original by Tony Upson 
‘La Ferrari’, a Tony Upson original painting, acrylic on 
canvas framed (154cm x 94cm, weight 5kg).

Ferrari SF15-T at speed, signed Kimi 
Räikkönen
This stunning photographic print signed by 2007 Ferrari F1 World 
Champion, Kimi Räikkönen, is one of  a limited edition of  just 10 numbered 
prints, hand-signed by Kimi Räikkönen with full COA (60cm x 40cm,  
weight 2kg).

‘The World’s Greatest Riders’ by Darrell Warner 
A limited edition print, number 221/500 by Darrell Warner, portraying 
profiles of  Giacomo Agostini, Phil Read MBE, Barry Sheene MBE, Kenny 
Roberts and Michael ‘Mick’ Doohan. This print is signed by all five World 
Champion riders and is framed and glazed; these prints do not come 
to market very often and it would be impossible to replicate all of  these 
signatures (75cm x 60cm, weight 4kg).

DBR1 at Goodwood, signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE 
This photograph taken at Goodwood in September 1958 was 
used by the GRRC for one of  the most iconic Revival programme 
covers and posters, showing Sir Stirling Moss OBE carving the 
Aston Martin DBR1 into 1st position for the 1858 Tourist Trophy, 
a famous 1/2 for Aston Martin. (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Aston Martin Lagonda sign
An Aston Martin Lagonda sign, single-sided and 
illuminated (122cm x 60cm).

Estimate: £500 - £600

Estimate: £200 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £500 - £700

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £300 - £400

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 461   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 461

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 463   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 463

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 465   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 465

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 462   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 462

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 464   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 464

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 466   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 466

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-dino-246-spare-parts-catalogue
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/the-worlds-greatest-riders-by-darrell-warner
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/la-ferrari-original-by-tony-upson
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/dbr1-at-goodwood-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-sf15-t-at-speed-signed-kimi-raikkonen
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/aston-martin-lagonda-sign
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-Dino-246-spare-parts-catalogue/33027874/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027874
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/The-Worlds-Greatest-Riders-by-Darrell-Warner/33027875/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027875
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/La-Ferrari-Original-by-Tony-Upson/33027876/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027876
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/DBR1-at-Goodwood-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027877/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027877
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-SF15-T-at-speed-signed-Kimi-Raikkonen/33027878/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027878
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Aston-Martin-Lagonda-Sign/33027879/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027879
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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obiliaLot 467

Lot 469

Lot 471

Lot 468

Lot 470

Lot 472

‘Redman’s 917K’ - signed by Brian Redman
‘Redman’s 917K’ poster, hand-signed by Brian Redman who 
drove the number 20 car with Jo Siffert in the 1970 Le Mans 
race. Complete with signed COA from Vic Elford and custom 
mounted on brushed aluminium frame (58cm x 71cm,  
weight 4kg).

‘50 Years of the 911’, hand-signed by Steve Anderson
Limited edition fine art print of  Steve Anderson’s ‘50 Years 
of  the 911’ picture, printed on a custom-created Giclee 13pt 
gallery spec matte stock paper and complete with signed 
COA. This picture is custom double mounted with a brushed 
aluminium frame. (104cm x 72.5cm, weight 6.5kg).

British Grand Prix W196, signed by Sir 
Stirling Moss OBE
1955 was the year of  the ‘Silver Arrows’ and Sir Stirling Moss OBE was 
determined to win his home Grand Prix against his teammate Fangio. His 
victory at Aintree is celebrated in this superb early colour photograph of  
the W196 at speed (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Mercedes F1 at Silverstone, signed by Sir 
Stirling Moss OBE 
In 2013 at Silverstone, the last British winner in F1 for Mercedes in 1955, 
Sir Stirling Moss OBE, met up with the latest winner, Lewis Hamilton. 
Hand-signed by Sir Stirling Moss OBE (60cm x 40cm, weight 2kg). 

Pescara Grand Prix, signed by Sir Stirling 
Moss OBE 
Photographic print of  the Vanwall VW5 piloted by Sir Stirling Moss OBE, 
flashing through the trees at the 1957 Pescara Grand Prix. Pescara was 
one of  Sir Stirling Moss’s OBE favourite races and this was the last time a 
F1 race was held on public roads (50cm x 30cm, weight 2.5kg).

Ferrari script sign 
Fibreglass Ferrari script logo on framed board  
(54cm x 170cm).

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £400 - £600

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £250 - £350

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 467   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 467

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 469   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 469

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 471   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 471

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 468   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 468

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 470   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 470

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 472   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 472

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/redmans-917k---signed-brian-redman
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mercedes-f1-at-silverstone-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/50-years-of-the-911-hand-signed-by-steve-anderson
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/pescara-grand-prix-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/british-grand-prix-w196-signed-stirling-moss
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-script-sign
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Redman-s-917K-Signed-Brian-Redman/33027880/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027880
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Mercedes-F1-at-Silverstone-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027881/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027881
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/50-Years-of-the-911-Hand-signed-by-Steve-Anderson/33027882/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027882
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Pescara-Grand-Prix-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027883/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027883
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/British-Grand-Prix-W196-signed-Sir-Stirling-Moss/33027884/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027884
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-Script-Sign/33027885/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027885
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 473

Lot 475

Lot 477

Lot 474

Lot 476

Lot 478

Ferrari 365 GT2+2/365 GT4/2+2 
Handbooks 
Two Ferrari handbooks, one being a 365GT2+2 together 
with a 365 GT4/2+2 operating maintenance and service 
handbook. Both in excellent condition.

‘Dick’ Seaman signed production
A framed and glazed production of  the late Richard (Dick) 
Seaman (Mercedes 1937-39) - Monkhouse photographs of  him 
at the German Grand Prix 1938 and with his wife Erica, plus a 
signed Mercedes post-card (43x54cm, weight 2kg).

Mille Miglia sign
Cold caste aluminium Mille Miglia sign (70cm x 100cm).

Glover Trophy signed print
A signed print at the start of  the 1961 Glover Trophy 
race at Goodwood, signed by Sir Stirling Moss, John 
Surtees and Roy Salvadori. Framed and glazed  
(48cm x 57cm).

Ferrari 312 T2 at Monaco, signed by  
Jody Scheckter 
1979 Monaco Grand Prix, Monte Carlo, 24-27 May 1979 - Jody Scheckter 
drives the Ferrari 312 T4 to first position and eventually on to win the 
World Championship. Hand-signed by Jody Scheckter (60cm x 40cm, 
weight 2kg).

‘67 Marathon De La Route’ - signed by Vic Elford 
‘67 Marathon de la Route’, signed by Vic Elford - Nicolas Hunziker 
poster of  the 1967 Marathon de la Route, hand-signed by one of  
the winning drivers,Vic Elford, in the 911R Sportmatic and also 
hand-signed by the artist, custom mounted on a brushed aluminium 
frame, compete with signed COA (77cm x 56cm, weight 4kg).

Estimate: £200 - £400

Estimate: £300 - £500

Estimate: £250 - £350

Estimate: £100 - £200

Estimate: £150 - £300

Estimate: £300 - £400

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 473   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 473

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 475   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 475

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 477   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 477

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 474   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 474

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 476   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 476

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 478   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 478

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-365-gt22-handbook-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/glover-trophey-signed-print
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/dick-seaman-signed-production
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-312-t2-at-monaco-signed-jody-scheckter
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mille-miglia-sign-8974
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/67-marathon-de-la-route---signed-vic-elford
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-365-GT2-2-365-GT4-2-2-Handbooks/33027886/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027886
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Glover-Trophey-Signed-Print/33027887/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027887
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Dick-Seaman-signed-production/33027888/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027888
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Ferrari-312-T2-at-Monaco-signed-Jody-Scheckter/33027889/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027889
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Mille-Miglia-Sign/33027890/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027890
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/67-Marathon-De-La-Route-Signed-Vic-Elford/33027891/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027891
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot 481

Lot 480

Lot 482

Registration Plate P19 EUN
Registration plate P19 EUN offered on retention.

Registration Plate MR10 MRS 
Registration plate MR10 MRS offered on retention.

Registration Plate BNZ 535
Registration plate BNZ 535 offered on retention.

Registration Plate CL11 RES
Registration plate CL11 RES offered on retention.

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £3,000 - £5,000

Estimate: No Reserve

Estimate: £5,000 - £7,000

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 479   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 479

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 481   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 481

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 480   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 480

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 482   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 482

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/p19-eun
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/bnz-535
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/mr10-mrs
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/cl11-res
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Registration-Plate-P19-EUN/33027892/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027892
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Registration-Plate-BNZ-535/33027893/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027893
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Registration-Plate-MR10-MRS/33027894/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027894
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Registration-Plate-CL11-RES/33027895/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027895
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Classic Omega stopwatch from the 1960s. Decimal dial with 30 minute totalizer dial. Start and stop by 
slider on side, reset by the winding crown. Branded Omega dial from legendary retailer, Prestons Ltd of  
Bolton.

c.2002 Chopard Mille-Miglia Chronograph 
c. 2002 Chopard Mille-Miglia Chronograph. Black dial with large Arabic luminous hour markers and 
tachymeter in outer edge. The 1000 Miglia symbol is in the right sub-dial, and it has a date window 
between 4 and 5 o’clock. The large 42mm case is made in stainless steel, and has a display back with 
movement visible. The movement is an ETA 2894 automatic chronograph stop-watch and date function. 
The strap is a rubber type with s/s Chopard buckle.  

Estimate: £90 - £110

Estimate: £1,500 - £1,800

c.1972 Omega Geneve Automatic with a rare shaped case 
c. 1972 Omega Geneve Automatic with a rare shaped case. The case is a large, 43mm case, made from 
stainless steel with screw back and unusual scalloped corners. The dial is silver with a grey/polished 
chapter ring, and date at 3 o’clock. The watch is presented on an original Omega bracelet, all in great 
condition. The watch is in exceptionally good overall condition with original details. Very rare shaped 
Omega Geneve.

c.1985 Rolex 14ct Ladies’ watch 
c. 1985 Rolex 14ct Ladies oval case shape with knurled bezel, Rolex signed manual wind movement 
and Rolex signed case. The dial is champagne with straight hour numerals and gold/black hands. The 
bracelet is in 14ct gold, woven style, and signed by Rolex in fantastic condition. Having a distinctive look, 
this is a very attractive Rolex, and is presented in exceptionally good condition.

c.1972 Heuer ‘Jacky Ickx’ Easy Rider Manual Wind Chronograph 
Jacky Ickx entered Formula 1 in 1967, and finished second in the World Championship in both 1969 and 
1970. By 1971, he was the number one Ferrari driver - this was also the first year that Heuer started to 
sponsor the Ferrari team. The Ickx model has a Chromium-plated case, and featured Jacky’s name at 9 
o’clock and his signature at 3 o’clock, with the “Easy-Rider” name sitting at 6 o’clock. There is no Heuer 
logo or name on the watch. The case is a one-piece design with tapered tachymeter. The movement is 
mechanical manual wind with date function and chronograph stopwatch. The design looks perfectly 
iconic of  the era, and is now a classic collector’s piece.

Panerai Luminor Automatic Chronograph AP6531 complete with box 
and paperwork 
Panerai Luminor Automatic Chronograph AP6531, complete with box and paperwork. The case is 40mm titanium central 
case, with stainless steel smooth fixed bezel, sapphire crystal glass and traditional Panerai lock down crown. The back is 
a display version showing the movement. The Dial is matt black with luminous hour markers and hands. The movement is 
the highly respected Zenith El Primaro chronograph automatic, signed by Panerai. The strap on the watch is a dark brown 
leather item with stainless steel Panerai clasp. The watch is complete with original box and paperwork.

Estimate: £600 - £800

Estimate: £1,100 - £1,300

Estimate: £800 - £1,000

Estimate: £3,250 - £3,750

Lot 505
Lot 506

Lot 503
Lot 504

Lot 502
Lot 501

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 501   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 501

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 504   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 504

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 502   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 502

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 505   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 505

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 503   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 503

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 506   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 506

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1960s-omega-mechanical-stopwatch
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c1972-omega-geneve-automatic-with-a-rare-shaped-case
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c1972-heuer-jacky-ickx-easy-rider-manual-wind-chronograph
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c2002-chopard-mille-miglia-chronograph
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c1985-rolex-14ct-ladies-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/panerai-luminor-automatic-chronograph-ap6531-complete-with-box-and-paperwork
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1960-s-Omega-Mechanical-Stopwatch/33027896/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027896
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-1972-Omega-Geneve-Automatic-with-a-rare-shaped-case/33027897/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027897
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-1972-Heuer-Jacky-Ickx-Easy-Rider-Manual-Wind-Chronograph/33027898/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027898
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-2002-Chopard-Mille-Miglia-Chronograph/33027899/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027899
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-1985-Rolex-14ct-Ladies/33027900/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027900
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Panerai-Luminor-Automatic-Chronograph-AP6531-Complete-with-Box-and-Paperwork/33027901/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027901
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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c.1940 Cartier Tank Manual 18ct Gold - very rare 
Louis Cartier created the Tank watch in 1917. A legend was born. The first prototype was presented as 
a gift to General Pershing some years before the watch was brought to market in 1919. c. 1940 Cartier 
Tank 18ct gold, on Cartier Brown crocodile leather strap and 18ct gold pin buckle. The case is solid 18ct 
gold in square shape with flat sides. The crown is gold, and octagonal in shape. The dial is crème, with 
roman numerals at hour markers. The hands are blued and are a fantastic contrast against the dial. The 
movement is mechanical manual calibre, ref  122. Early Cartier watches and jewellery rarely come up for 
sale; this watch is in clean condition and represents a fantastic opportunity.

Limited Edition Porsche Design Chronograph ‘Our Return 2014’ Watch 
Immaculate example of  Porsche Design’s homage to Porsche Cars’ return to Le Mans in 2014. Limited 
Edition, numbered 1687 / 2014. Silver coloured dial with three sub-dials, and red 2 & 4 in two of  them. 
White rubber strap with steel flip-over strap. Complete with box, instruction booklet, guarantee card dated 
29/5/16 and oval car sticker.

Estimate: £7,500 - £9,000

Estimate: £400 - £500

Late 60s Omega Chronostop 
The Chronostop is a popular collector’s choice. Featuring a grey dial, orange second-hand and single 
start/stop/flyback pusher. Omega branded strap and buckle. Manually wound Omega from the late 60s.

Omega Constellation Ladies’ Stainless Steel 
Functional Omega Constellation, with fine textured grey dial and black numerals to bezel.  
Satin-textured bracelet.

Bueche-Girod 9ct Manual Wind 
Bueche-Girod 9ct Manual Wind. The case is 9ct yellow gold with barley twist bezel and snap-back. The 
dial is a simple design, made from tiger’s eye with dagger-style gold hands. The strap is a genuine tan 
pigskin with a 9ct Gold original pin buckle with the barley twist design.

c.1950 Breitling Chronograph manual wind ref.1192 
c. 1950 Breitling Chronograph Manual wind, ref.1192. The case is large size stainless steel with snap-
back and square chronograph pushers. The dial is original, with bow detail between sub-dials and dagger 
hour batons with black writing. The movement is a manual-wind chronograph. Oversized original Breitling 
chronograph.

Estimate: £550 - £700

Estimate: £500 - £700

Estimate: £250 - £350

Estimate: £950 - £1,150

Lot 511
Lot 512

Lot 509
Lot 510

Lot 508
Lot 507

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 507   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 507

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 510   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 510

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 508   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 508

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 511   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 511

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 509   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 509

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 512   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 512

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c1940-cartier-tank-manual-18ct-gold-vvrare
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/-late-60-s-omega-chronostop-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/bueche-girod-9ct-manual-wind
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/limited-edition-porsche-design-chronograph--our-return-2014--watch-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/omega-constellation-lady-s-stainless-steel-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c1950-breitling-chronograph-manual-wind-ref1192
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-1940-Cartier-Tank-Manual-18ct-Gold-V-V-Rare/33027902/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027902
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Late-60-s-Omega-Chronostop/33027903/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027903
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Bueche-Girod-9ct-Manual-Wind/33027904/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027904
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Limited-Edition-Porsche-Design-Chronograph-Our-Return-2014-Watch/33027906/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027906
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Omega-Constellation-Lady-s-Stainless-Steel/33027907/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027907
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-1950-Breitling-Chronograph-Manual-wind-ref-1192/33027908/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027908
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date 18ct Gold. The case is the Oyster waterproof  type, made in gold and signed 
by Rolex. The movement is a Rolex calibre, and correctly signed by Rolex. The dial is distinctive blue in 
colour, with gold straight batons and Rolex crest at 12. The date window is at 3 o’clock. With an attractive 
blue dial, new gold Rolex Datejust and an RRP of  £19,800, this early example can’t be missed.

Longines ‘La Grande Classique’ diamond mother of pearl 
Longines ‘La Grande Classique’ Diamond and Mother-of-Pearl Dial. The case is tone-shaped, 22mm 
across and 24mm top to bottom excluding lugs. The case is stainless steel, as is the bracelet, with 
double-opening concealed clasp. The dial is mother-of-pearl with diamond-dot hour markers.  

Estimate: £3,000 - £3,500

Estimate: £350 - £550

2001 Heuer Monaco Re-Edition 
The Heuer Monaco was reintroduced in 1998, and has proven to be just as popular now as it ever was. This 
example has a black dial with three sub-dials, chrome hands and hour batons. The case is the traditional size 
and is made in stainless steel. It is finished with a combination of  polished and satin. The strap is original Heuer, 
and has a stainless steel pin buckle. The movement is an ETA 2894, which is an automatic chronograph; these 
movements are reliable and tough, with parts available to most small, independent jewellers. The watch comes 
complete with its original box and paperwork, and was sold originally in 2001. This legendary watch is the 
perfect addition for any car enthusiast, with period Heuer detailing.

Breitling Super Ocean ‘new model’ automatic complete with box and 
paperwork 
Breitling Super Ocean ‘new model’ automatic, complete with box and paperwork. The 45mm stainless steel case has a 
rotating ratchet bezel and screw back, with helium release valve at 10 o’clock. The ETA automatic mechanical movement 
with date at 3 o’clock is running and functioning. The dial is black in colour, with large Arabic and straight batons. The 
Breitling ‘Pro’ bracelet is a 3-block bracelet with satin-finish links, in mint condition. The watch comes with original box 
and all paperwork. Fantastic Divers Breitling, fully complete.  

c.1939 Hanhart Military Single Pusher Chronograph ‘Calibre 40’ 
This example is very original and extremely rare. The case is brass, because steel was limited in 1939 Germany by the 
Minister of  Armaments and War Production. The case-back on this model is steel, though some had plated case-backs. 
The general patina is lovely, and exactly how you wish to see a historic watch. The original 17-stein dial and hands are 
again in lovely original condition. The movement is the original manual wind column wheel chronograph, all operated 
by the single top pusher. The watch is now on a black military-type strap. This piece has been tucked away in a private 
collection for 20 years, and has been moth-balled for the next custodian; it does run and operate, but may require a 
service for regular and accurate use. A very rare chance to look after this watch for the next generation!

2000 TAG Heuer 2000 Chronograph complete with box and papers 
2000 TAG Heuer 2000 chronograph, complete with box and papers. This watch has a stainless steel 
case, which is water-resistant to 200m. It has a black-finish dial, with three sub-dials for the stopwatch. 
The date window is the 4 o’clock position. The bezel is uni-rotational type, and again is in stainless steel. 
The bracelet is very solid stainless steel, double-linked with a flip-lock clasp, with the Tag Heuer symbol 
visible. The watch is complete with box and papers dated year 2000, and Tag Heuer service paperwork 
dated 2003. A great watch that can endure anything it comes up against - perfect for effortless daily use.

Estimate: £1,500 - £1,800

Estimate: £1,400 - £1,600

Estimate: £3,300 - £3,800

Estimate: £500 - £600

Lot 517
Lot 518

Lot 515
Lot 516

Lot 514
Lot 513

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 513   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 513

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 516   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 516

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 514   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 514

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 517   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 517

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 515   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 515

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 518   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 518

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/rolex-oyster-perpetual-date-18ct-gold
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2001-heuer-monaco-re-edition
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c1939-hanhart-military-single-pusher-chronograph-calibre-40
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/longines-la-grande-classique-diamond-mother-of-pearl-
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/breitling-super-ocean-new-model-automatic-complete-with-box-and-paperwork
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2000-tag-heuer-2000-chronograph-complete-with-box-and-papers
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Rolex-Oyster-Perpetual-Date-18ct-Gold/33027909/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027909
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2001-Heuer-Monaco-Re-Edition/33027910/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027910
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-1939-Hanhart-Military-Single-Pusher-Chronograph-Calibre-40/33027911/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027911
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Longines-La-Grande-Classique-Diamond-mother-of-pearl/33027912/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027912
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Breitling-Super-Ocean-new-model-automatic-complete-with-Box-and-paperwork/33027913/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027913
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2000-TAG-Heuer-2000-Chronograph-complete-with-Box-and-papers/33027914/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027914
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2011 Omega Constellation Bi-Metal ‘New Model’ diamond bezel and 
diamond dial with box and paperwork 
2011 Omega Constellation Bi-Metal ‘New Model’ Diamond Bezel and Diamond Dial, complete with box 
and paperwork. The case is in stainless steel and gold, with diamond bezel and mother-of-pearl dial, 
having diamond hour markers and Omega crests. It has a battery-operated ETA quartz movement. The 
bracelet is stainless steel with full gold tubes throughout. It’s in immaculate condition, ready to enjoy.

c.2005 Omega Constellation Double Eagle Perpetual Calendar 
c. 2005 Omega Constellation Double Eagle Perpetual Calendar. The case is 40mm, made in stainless 
steel with fixed bezel. The bracelet is stainless steel finished with satin, and polished bar links with a 
concealed double-opening Omega-signed clasp. The dial is dark grey with polished hour batons, and date 
window at 3 o’clock. Presented in the finest condition, this watch will not disappoint.

Estimate: £1,750 - £2,000

Estimate: £750 - £950

2004 TAG Heuer Kirium Gents with box and paperwork 
2004 Tag Heuer Kirium bracelet, with steel two-piece links completed by a Tag Heuer flip-lock clasp. 
The dial is silver with luminous markers and hands. The movement is made by ETA, and is working and 
running correctly. The condition is very good and is complete with its original box and paperwork. A 
rugged diver’s sports watch, ready to use.

1970s Omega Geneve Automatic Strap Watch 
Fresh-looking Omega auto, with silver dial, Omega crown and receipt from a service in 2016. 
Manufactured in the early 70s, these watches are now seeing a strong following due to their  
excellent value.

Omega Seamaster ‘Bond’ Mid-size Automatic 
Classic Omega sports watch, featuring ‘wavy’ blue dial, orange-tipped second-hand, white batons/dots 
and rotating directional blue bezel. Screw-down crown and helium release valve.  

TAG Heuer Formula 1 white dial and black rotating bezel 
TAG Heuer Formula 1, with white dial and black rotating bezel. The 40mm case is made from stainless 
steel, and has protective rubber sides to protect button and case side. The bracelet is stainless steel, and 
has a flip-lock clasp with the TAG Heuer symbol. The movement is quartz-powered and made by ETA. The 
watch is in clean condition, having only had very light use, and represents outstanding value; certainly 
one to watch!

Estimate: £300 - £400

Estimate: £450 - £550

Estimate: £950 - £1,100

Estimate: £350 - £450

Lot 523
Lot 524

Lot 521
Lot 522

Lot 520
Lot 519

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 519   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 519

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 522   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 522

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 520   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 520

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 523   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 523

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 521   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 521

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 524   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 524

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2011-omega-constellation-bi-metal-new-model-diamond-bezel-and-diamond-dial-complete-with-box-and-paperwork
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2004-tag-heuer-kirium-gents-box-and-paperwork
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/omega-seamster--bond--mid-size-automatic
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c2005-omega-constellation-double-eagle-perpetual-calendar
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/-1970-s-omega-geneve-automatic-strap-watch
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/-tag-heuer-formula-1-white-dial-and-black-rotating-bezel
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2011-Omega-Constellation-Bi-Metal-New-Model-diamond-Bezel-and-Diamond-Dial-complete-with-box-and-p/33027915/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027915
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2004-Tag-Heuer-Kirium-Gents-Box-and-Paperwork/33027916/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027916
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Omega-Seamaster-Bond-Mid-size-Automatic/33027905/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027905
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-2005-Omega-Constellation-Double-Eagle-Perpetual-Calendar/33027917/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027917
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1970-s-Omega-Geneve-Automatic-Strap-Watch/33027918/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027918
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/TAG-Heuer-Formula-1-white-dial-and-black-rotating-bezel/33027919/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027919
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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‘New’ Model 
Omega Seamaster Chronograph Stainless Steel Black/Black Automatic ‘New’ Model. The 42mm case is made from 
Stainless Steel, and has a polished and satin finish. The dial and bezel are black in colour, with three black sub-dials and 
date window at 3 o’clock. The bezel is original and in fine condition. The movement is an ETA 7750, which is a fantastically 
reliable chronograph with automatic winding. The bracelet has the traditional Seamaster link, which again is solid stainless 
steel and is in very nice condition. Overall a fine looking Omega chronograph that anyone would be proud to wear.

Jaeger Le-Coultre Reverso Ladies’ 18ct Yellow Gold 
Jaeger Le-Coultre Reverso Ladies 18ct Yellow Gold. Originally designed for polo players to rotate the watch over, 
protecting the vulnerable glass from being broken. These watches were extremely popular. The case of  this watch 
is 18ct yellow gold, polished in finish and attached to a Jaeger-signed strap, fitted to a folding-clasp signed by 
Jaeger. The dial is a smart and traditional silver colour, with black Arabic numbers as well as blued hands. This 
watch is the popular maintenance-free Quartz battery type, and is functioning correctly. The Reverso is a classic; 
its styling has made it one of  the current ‘hot watches’ to own, and this one is no exception.

Estimate: £1,400 - £1,600

Estimate: £2,200 - £2,400

C.2000 Breitling Aerospace Titanium 
c. 2000 Breitling Aerospace Titanium. A 40mm Titanium case, with rotating titanium bezel and gold-
plate quarter markers. The dial is grey in colour with analogue and digital displays, and several modes 
including, alarm, timer, day / date and time2. The bracelet is titanium, with sprung adjustable  
Breitling clasp.

c.1989 Omega Deville Bi-Metal 
c. 1989 Omega Deville Bi-Metal. The rounded square-shaped case is made from stainless steel, with a 
gold-plated bezel. It’s connected to a 9-block link bracelet with Omega clasp. The movement is a reliable 
quartz battery type, made by ETA. The dial is cream in colour, with Roman numeral hour markers and 
silver hands. Presented in nice condition.   

2008 TAG Heuer Carrera Twin Time Automatic complete with box and 
paperwork 
2008 Tag Heuer Carrera Twin Time Automatic, complete with box and paperwork. The dial is gloss black with chrome 
straight hour markers and hands, including a red-tipped 24-hour hand. The Movement is ETA, and is automatic with a date 
function. The case is 38mm, and is made in stainless steel with a polished finish. The screw case back is a display type, 
with a perfect view of  the movement. The strap is a Tag Heuer black crocodile-leather type, fitted to a stainless steel Tag 
Heuer deployment clasp, all in good condition. The watch has its original box and paperwork, and is ready to enjoy.

Chopard Mille-Miglia Chronograph competitor no.201 
Chopard Mille-Miglia Chronograph Competitor no.201. Black carbon dial with large Arabic luminous 
hour markers, and tachymeter in outer edge. The 1000 Miglia symbol is in the right sub-dial, and it has 
a date window between 4 and 5 o’clock. The 39mm case is made in titanium, and has a display back 
with movement visible. The movement is an ETA 2894 automatic chronograph with stop-watch and date 
function. The strap is original Chopard tyre-tread, with titanium buckle. This is a genuine Miglia-event 
Chopard, presented at the event to the competitor, and is a great edition to any collection.

Estimate: £750 - £950

Estimate: £250 - £350

Estimate: £850 - £1,000

Estimate: £1,600 - £1,800

Lot 529
Lot 530

Lot 527
Lot 528

Lot 526
Lot 525

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 525   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 525

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 528   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 528

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 526   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 526

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 529   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 529

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 527   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 527

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 530   |  Bid via the Internet on lot 530

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/omega-seamaster-chronograph-stainless-steel-blackblack-automatic-new-model
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c2000-breitling-aerospace-titanium
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2008-tag-heuer-carrera-twin-time-automatic-complete-with-box-and-paperwork
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jaeger-le-coultre-reverso-ladies-18ct-yellow-gold
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/c1989-omega-deville-bi-metal
https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/chopard-mille-miglia-chronograph-competitor-no201
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Omega-Seamaster-Chronograph-Stainless-steel-Black-Black-Automatic-New-Model/33027920/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027920
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/C-2000-Breitling-Aerospace-Titanium/33027921/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027921
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2008-Tag-Heuer-Carrera-Twin-Time-Automatic-complete-with-box-and-paperwork/33027922/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027922
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Jaeger-Le-Coultre-Reverso-Ladies-18ct-Yellow-Gold/33027923/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027923
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/c-1989-Omega-Deville-Bi-Metal/33027924/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027924
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/Chopard-Mille-Miglia-Chronograph-competitor-no-201/33027925/LotDetail.asp?lid=33027925
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1973 Land Rover Series 
III 4-cylinder Petrol
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Registration: MAE 69L

Chassis No: 90105800A

Engine Number: 90136413A

Estimate: No Reserve

Land Rover had continued to update the original 1948 model from 
inception, and the Series III was the culmination of  nearly thirty 
years of  development and improvements. For the first time, they 
sought a new buyer demographic amongst leisure users. The Series 
III had the same body and engine options as the preceding IIA, 
and little was changed cosmetically from the IIA to the Series III, 
however the III is the most common with 440,000 of  the type built 
from 1971 to 1985. 

The headlights were moved to the wings on late production IIA 
models from 1968/9 onward (ostensibly to comply with Australian, 
American and Dutch lighting regulations), and they remained in this 
position for the Series III. The traditional metal grille, featured on 
the Series I, II and IIA, was replaced with a plastic one for the Series 
III model. The 2.25-litre engine had its compression raised from 7:1 
to 8:1, increasing the power slightly although the high compression 
engine had been an optional fit on the IIA model for several years. 
During the Series III production run between 1971 and 1985, the 
1,000,000th Land Rover rolled off  the line in 1976. 

First registered on 19th March 1973, this Series III Land Rover has 
had, incredibly, just one owner from new. Having been supplied 

initially by Land Rover dealer, MJ Fews, this Series III has been 
enjoyed by the same gentleman for all 43 years of  its life and is 
in very original condition, even down to the original radio. It has a 
beautiful patina both inside and out, and we are told the engine and 
gearbox all run smoothly. It has retained the original ‘wing-mounted’ 
mirrors, however more modern mirrors and an extra brake light 
have been added to assist with modern driving conditions. All the 
panels seem true, but there is evidence of  occasional brushes with 
the scenery, which is, as I understand it, exactly what Land Rovers 
are for! The removable hard-top is easily switchable with a canvas 
rag-top. Past MOTs and an invoice going back to 1997 show that 
this Series III has done less than 3,000 miles in the last 20 years, 
making this a remarkable vehicle. Cosmetically, there is a bit to go 
at, but that shouldn’t matter. She is a bit like your favourite Granny; 
no longer wearing her ‘Sunday Best’ but totally reliable and always 
pleased to see you. One to keep.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 601

Bid via the Internet on lot 601

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/land-rover--series-iii-4-cylinder-petrol
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1973-Land-Rover-Series-III-4-cylinder-Petrol/32873303/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873303
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1979 Volkswagen Beetle

Lot 602Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 1592042477

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £10,000 - £14,000

Built in very small numbers before and during World War II, the 
Beetle literally rose from the ashes of  Volkswagen’s bombed-out 
Wolfsburg factory to become an instant success in Europe, Britain, 
America and virtually every other country in the world. Like its 
contemporaries, the Mini, Citroën 2CV, Renault 4, and the Fiat 500, 
the Beetle has long outlasted predictions of  its lifespan. It has 
come to be regarded as something of  a ‘cult’ car since its 1960s 
association with the hippie movement and ‘surf  culture’, as well as 
the obvious attributes of  its unique and quirky design along with its 
low price.  

Part of  the Type 1’s popularity is attributed to it being one of  a few 
cars with an accessible, air-cooled, horizontally-opposed engine, and 
the consequent ease of  repair and modification, as opposed to more 
complex water-cooled engines. The original flat-four had fewer than 
200 moving parts, making it very easy to maintain. 

This fine right-hand drive Volkswagen Beetle Cabriolet was 
purchased by our vendor as a gift for his wife two years ago. The 
Baby Blue paintwork is in excellent condition throughout, displaying 
no signs of  rust on any of  the bodywork panels. The interior has 
been re-trimmed with half  Brown / half  Stone Porsche Boxster seats 

to give some extra comfort and the mohair roof  looks as new. The 
cool look is completed by a set of  five-blade Porsche Fuchs alloy 
wheels. We understand that the car has always been stored in a 
warm, dry garage whilst in our vendor’s possession, which might 
go some of  the way to explaining its splendid condition. The quality 
of  this Beetle’s paintwork and general finish suggests that it has 
been the subject of  a lot of  capable attention in the past and we 
would imagine that it’s had some fresh paint in the past 37 years; 
it’s a Beetle with nothing to hide and nowhere to hide it, and looks 
fabulous. 

Supplied with an MOT until 8th July 2017 and a UK V5C, this cheeky 
little car provides excellent classic car ownership at an affordable 
level. This is the perfect car to take to next year’s ‘BugJam’ at Santa 
Pod!

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 602

Bid via the Internet on lot 602

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1979-volkswagen-beetle
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1979-Volkswagen-Beetle/32873304/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873304
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1965 Jaguar E-Type 4.2 
‘Series I’ Roadster
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Registration: DCK 176C

Chassis No: 1E1080

Engine Number: 7E22259

Estimate: £90,000 - £110,000

The Jaguar E-Type has become a total British automobile legend. 
It was manufactured between 1961 and 1975, and over 70,000 
of  them were produced worldwide. The success of  the E-Type was 
due in no small part to its stunning looks, high performance and 
competitive pricing - the equivalent Ferrari of  the day cost three 
times more and delivered less horsepower! 

With Jaguar’s racing pedigree thanks to the ‘C’ and ‘D’ types from 
the 1950s still fresh in people’s memories, it’s no wonder the E-Type 
captured the hearts and minds of  everyone at its launch, and if  all 
E-Types aged as gracefully as the car offered here then it’s easy to 
understand why that affection continues today. Built in 1965, this 
Series 1 car is fitted with the 4.2-litre powerplant, often considered 
the best engine. For the 4.2, Jaguar introduced their own all-
synchromesh box, replacing the slightly demanding Moss gearbox, 
along with the improved seating and brakes. The new box allowed 
faster changes and was well received in the motoring press at the 
time. 

This original, right-hand drive Roadster was delivered new to the UK 
in 1965, and was subject to a total restoration in 1999. Having been 
with the current owner since 2003 and covering 16,000 enjoyable 

miles in his possession, he tells us that “during this time the car 
has been maintained in excellent condition and used regularly in the 
summer months.” 

The Opalescent Silver Grey paintwork still retains a good shine and 
complements the dark red interior beautifully. The shut lines remain 
straight and the chrome work is all in good order. The engine bay 
presents well and will be detailed prior to the auction. Despite being 
an older restoration, it is clear that this work was carried out by 
knowledgeable marque experts, as it has stood the test of  time very 
well indeed. 

Benefitting from subtle modifications, including a stainless steel 
exhaust system and an electronic distributor, the car “performs 
superbly and drives extremely well.” There is a large service history 
documenting significant expenditure over the years, and it will be 
supplied with a current MOT certificate.
This beautiful E-Type is not a ‘show queen’ but an original car that 
has been cared for, driven sparingly and stored correctly by its 
long-term owner. We welcome pre-sale inspections on this stunning 
machine, finished in one of  the most attractive Jaguar colour 
combinations.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 603

Bid via the Internet on lot 603

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jaguar-e-type-s1-ots-4-2
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1965-Jaguar-E-Type-4-2-Series-I-Roadster/32873305/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873305
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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2000 Bentley Azure

Lot 604Registration: V832LDE

Chassis No: SCBZK22E5YCX62033

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £49,000 - £55,000

Introduced in 1995, the Bentley Azure was based on the platform 
of  the Continental ‘R’ Coupé, which had been launched originally 
in 1991. By definition, a fully strengthened luxury convertible to 
seat four adults very comfortably, accommodate their luggage, and 
hide an engine sufficiently powerful to propel the entire ensemble 
towards the horizon in a linear fashion is never going to be a small 
car, and the Azure often surprised with its remarkable presence. 
Power came from the company’s stalwart 6.75-litre V8, fed by 
a single inter-cooled turbocharger, producing in the region of  
380bhp that, when mated to a General Motors-sourced, four-speed 
automatic gearbox, enabled this superbly designed Bentley to 
silently breeze up to 60mph in an impressive 6.1 seconds. 

Owing to the limited space at Bentley’s Crewe factory, the Azure was 
assembled and finished by Pininfarina, significantly adding to the 
vehicle’s production costs. The selling price varied, naturally, with 
the specification; the option list was deliciously indulgent, but the 
base price was around £200,000 when new. 

Dispatched from Crewe in 2000 and destined for warmer climes, 
this lovely, left-hand drive Azure is finished in Silver with a 
complementing Grey leather and Walnut trim, and presents superbly 

today. Bought by our vendor, an international businessman, the car 
was returned to British shores from his home in Los Angeles and 
registered with the DVLA in 2016, at which point all UK taxes were 
settled. The odometer currently indicates some 28,600 miles and 
the MOT is valid until March 2017. 

This very impressive motor car is guided very sensibly and is 
perfectly suited for cruising on the continent, or would look 
completely at home parked outside a villa in Marbella or on the quay 
in Saint-Tropez.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 604

Bid via the Internet on lot 604

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2000-bentley-azure
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2000-Bentley-Azure/32873306/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873306
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1956 Jensen 541
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Registration: 222 BPL

Chassis No: 5411315803

Engine Number: 1D10741MJEN

Estimate: £45,000 - £55,000

At the start of  the 1950s, the Jensen Motor Company had a 
financially sound business producing commercial vehicles and 
building bespoke bodies for other manufacturers. As is often the way 
with successful entrepreneurs, the Jensen brothers enjoyed having 
their name on their products, and having been involved for years 
prior to the war building small cars in conjunction with Standard, 
Austin and Wolseley, their attention turned again in the late forties 
to the possibility of  creating a rather more exclusive Jensen. Richard 
Jensen was joined in 1946 by Eric Neale, and they jointly penned 
the sleek (and expensive) Interceptor, which remained in production 
from 1950-57. The bodywork was mostly aluminium, but as an 
experiment Jensen had started making the large boot lids in a new 
process called glass fibre. 

Eric Neale’s influence was immediately obvious in the, new for 
1953, Jensen 541. He first created the distinctive ‘mouth’ shape, 
anticipating the cold air requirements of  a possible big V8, although 
the Austin 4-litre straight-six turned out to be the engine of  choice, 
and the rest of  the body flowed back from that point. A lattice 
of  wooden body formers provided a reference, over which skilled 
craftsmen beat a skin of  aluminium. The finished car was exhibited 
at the 1953 Motor Show but there was one trick left up Jensen’s 

sleeve; production cars were to be constructed from glass fibre!
Offered here is a restored Jensen 541 carefully hand built in West 
Bromwich in 1956, some sixty years ago, and still looking as 
dramatically different as it did in the day. When they were first 
launched, they had the same effect on a car-starved public as the 
Bugatti Veyron did fifty years later. This delightful example still 
carries its original registration (222 BPL), issued in Guildford. 
The V5 shows just three owners, and perhaps further research by 
the new owner could reveal more about the life and times of  this 
stylish fifties Grand Tourer. The restoration appears to have been 
comprehensive, and the interior is absolutely superb in red leather 
with matching carpets. The original body colour was green and, in 
period, a lot of  541s were finished in sober, even sombre, colours. 
222 BPL now looks resplendent in a Metallic Royal Blue, which really 
lifts the car. The cabin of  this GT is a very functional place to be, 
with its impressive dash layout and its original style three-spoke 
steering wheel. 

The Jensen story is fascinating, and as fifties GTs continue to 
return to favour, this lovely, well-restored 541 makes a very sensible 
proposition.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 605

Bid via the Internet on lot 605

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1956-jensen-541
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1956-Jensen-541/32873307/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873307
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1967 Porsche 912

Lot 606Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 460616

Engine Number: 752894

Estimate: £20,000 - £24,000

Manufactured from July 1964, the Porsche 911 marked the end of  
the much-loved 356, although it was July 1965 before the 911 finally 
made it to the U.S., and American Porsche buyers immediately 
noticed the differences from its predecessor. In addition to being 
more modern and more powerful, it was also considerably more 
expensive; nearly $2,000 more than the comparable 356 model. 
This was becoming a problem in Europe too, and by April 1965 
a ‘transitional model’ entered production. Essentially a 911 with 
a 356-type flat-four, the new car, designated ‘912’, was not only 
less expensive, selling at near-356 prices, but enjoyed a more 
even weight distribution and better economy. The 912 won Car 
and Driver’s 1967 ‘Reader’s Choice’ Poll for its class. Its nimble 
handling combined with good reliability made it a popular choice 
for motorsport teams, and a rally-prepared 912 won its class in the 
1967 European Rally Championship. From the start of  production in 
1965, the 912 was available with an electric sunroof  - a rare option 
that is now making these particular cars sought after.
 
Imported from the States into the UK early this year, this left-hand 
drive, 1967 Porsche 912, chassis number ‘460616’, is showing 
41,330 miles. The car presents well in Irish Green, a colour that 
really suits the pure, unadulterated lines of  these simple Karmann 

coupés, with a traditional black interior. Having seen and heard the 
car, it sounds healthy for its 49 years and engine number ‘752894’ 
makes all the right noises and idles as it should. The whole car 
seems sound and looks well cared-for, but there is no accompanying 
history so potential buyers will have to satisfy themselves as to its 
condition.

This Porsche is offered with an MOT valid until October 2017 and on 
a NOVA. Very sensibly guided, this car is a great entry into the world 
of  Classic Porsches.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 606

Bid via the Internet on lot 606

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-912-green
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1967-Porsche-912/32873308/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873308
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1971 Rolls-Royce  
Phantom VI
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Registration: KUJ 232J

Chassis No: PRH4632

Engine Number: 4632

Estimate: £35,000 - £39,000

Introduced in 1959, Rolls-Royce’s new limousine model, the long-
wheelbase Phantom V, effectively replaced both the Phantom IV 
and the Silver Wraith. Built on a much-modified and strengthened 
Silver Cloud II chassis, the new Phantom measured over 6 metres 
in length, and enabled coachbuilders to combine the desirable 
qualities of  spacious interior accommodation with generous boot 
space and graceful lines. A lower final drive ratio ensured that, while 
top speed was a little down on that of  its stablemates, though still in 
excess of  100mph, the new Phantom could all but match them for 
acceleration. 

With so few produced and with such a serious price tag, the Rolls-
Royce Phantoms of  1959 to 1991 were made for a very special 
type of  customer. Being a Head of  State seemed a prerequisite for 
owning a Phantom. HM Queen Elizabeth II has a Phantom V, and 
her mother owned one as well. A Phantom VI State Limousine was 
presented to The Queen in 1978 for her Silver Jubilee by the Society 
of  Motor Manufacturers and Traders, and it is still in service today. 
The Phantom name was resurrected by the, now BMW owned, Rolls-
Royce Motors, and its worldwide success has secured the Marque’s 
future. 

This imposing 1971 Phantom VI was delivered new to the ‘AVIS’ car 
rental company as a “limousine for hire”, to facilitate appropriate 
travel arrangements for visiting dignitaries and diplomats at smaller 
Embassies and Consulates without their own fleet. Purchased 
from Ghost Motors of  Kent in 2006 by a PLC, to which it is still 
registered, the car has been rigorously maintained by Rolls-Royce 
specialists, Shadow Vehicle Services of  Pudsey, Leeds. The interior 
has standard Phantom VI refinements, with black leather in the front 
driver’s compartment and Magnolia leather piped in Burgundy, with 
complementing carpets to the rear, separated by the privacy glass 
division. Two ‘jump seats’ trimmed in matching magnolia leather are 
neatly stowed in the division. 

Presented to auction with 41,000 miles on the odometer at a 
realistic guide price, taking in to account the potential corrective 
works required to the sills and paintwork, the car has a receipted 
history file with ten years’ worth of  bills, totalling some £20,000, 
and an MOT until 2017.  

Should you have a need to make a real and lasting impression on 
new customers or old friends, then this regal Phantom is probably 
the most sensible way to do it.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 607

Bid via the Internet on lot 607

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1971-rolls-royce-phantom-vi
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1971-Rolls-Royce-Phantom-VI/32873309/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873309
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1985 Porsche 911 (930) 
Turbo SE ‘Flatnose’

Lot 608Registration: C371 TAN

Chassis No: WPOZZZ931FS001063

Engine Number: 69F01071

Estimate: £100,000 - £120,000

This 1985 Porsche 930 SE ‘Flatnose’ was first registered on 
11th November 1985, to Porsche GB Ltd on the famous ‘911 
HUL’ number plate. The first of  just 50 right-hand drive factory 
‘Flatnose’ models, this example was the Porsche GB press car for 
many months, and featured in numerous publications such as Car 
Magazine in January 1986. 

The SE ‘Flatnose’ was a fully bespoke, hand-built option for 
the 1980s Porsche buyer, and was over twice as expensive as a 
standard 930 Turbo when new. Finished in its original colour of  
Silver Metallic, this example was not only the first delivered to the 
UK, but featured a number of  superb factory options, including the 
extremely rare Recaro Ideal ‘C’ seats, special order full Can-Can Red 
leather interior, a full engine conversion with 330bhp and a modified 
front spoiler and oil cooler. All of  these specifications are confirmed 
by Porsche GB. 

The car was purchased by its fourth and current owner over 16 
years ago in April 1999, at 12,200 miles. With the odometer 
now reading just 33,864 miles, this SE ‘Flatnose’ boasts a fully 
documented service history from new, substantiating the mileage 
and demonstrating that this example has been cared for by 

knowledgeable Porsche experts such as Bob Watson Engineering, 
Steve Bull, Porsche GB Reading and Stratstone of  Wilmslow.
Supplied with its original stamped service books, manuals, wallet, 
a comprehensive invoice file since 1999 and a number of  previous 
MOT certificates, potential buyers are welcome to take a close 
look at the service records of  this vehicle, and we welcome any 
inspections. The last service was carried out in April 2015, and 
included an oil change and comprehensive check. Additional recent 
work in the last 5,000 miles includes a new clutch, air conditioning 
service, new front discs and pads, starter motor, alternator, ignition 
box, battery and 4 ‘Continental Sport’ tyres.   

This very special car is a blue-chip icon of  its era, and represents 
an exciting opportunity for any lover of  the Porsche marque. Offered 
with the original tool roll, tyre inflation kit, factory stickers, National 
Panasonic CQ873 stereo, jack, unused spare wheel and factory wax 
finish to the inside of  the front wings, Silverstone Auctions are very 
proud to offer this very important piece of  Porsche UK history.
Picture Credit: GT Porsche Magazine

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 608

Bid via the Internet on lot 608

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1985-porsche-911-930-turbo-se-flatnose
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1985-Porsche-911-930-Turbo-SE-Flatnose/32873310/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873310
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: TBC

Chassis No: ZDMH400AA2B003827

Engine Number: ZDM998W4B-002974

Estimate: £5,000 - £7,000

The Ducati 999 superseded the Massimo Tamburini-designed Ducati 
916, 996 and 998 range of  superbikes in 2003, and was produced 
through 2006. This motorcycle enjoyed great success in World 
Superbikes, and was raced in the series through the 2007 season 
despite no longer being produced, pending rule changes by the 
series’ governing body, FIM, to allow competition of  the new Ducati 
1098.  

The 999 was designed by Pierre Terblanche, amid much controversy 
over its styling. It is known as an extremely high-performance, race-
oriented motorcycle. With its traditional Ducati L-Twin Desmodromic 
Valve actuated engine layout, it has a linear power delivery, with high 
power and torque figures available even at low RPM. Additionally, 
with its high-spec suspension and trellis chassis, it’s one of  the 
finest handling motorcycles of  its time. The first generation was 
unveiled in 2003, and came in standard, S and range-topping 
R variations. The 999 S differs from the stock bike with a more 
powerful engine (130bhp at 9,000 rpm), lightweight wheels and 
Öhlins suspension. 
 
This distinctive and rare motorbike was registered in the UK in 
December 2003, and has been thoroughly enjoyed by its two 

owners. It has covered just over 2,000 miles in its life, and has 
delivered serious thrills and turned lots of  heads in that time. The 
bike is in the sort of  condition you would expect, given the low 
mileage, and is sure to be a future classic with its unique looks and 
savage performance. Some Ducatis are so pretty in Red and Gold 
and Alloy that it’s difficult to decide whether to ride them or hang 
them on the kitchen wall, however that’s not a problem with the 999. 
It may not be a beauty queen but with the benefit of  hindsight, the 
secret is out. The 999, and particularly the ‘S’, has turned out to 
be, in terms of  performance and handling, far superior to any of  its 
predecessors. Where did I leave my crash helmet?

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 609

Bid via the Internet on lot 609

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2003-ducati-999
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2003-Ducati-999-S/32873311/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873311
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
2008 American 
IronHorse

Lot 610Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 5L5BA177891000001

Engine Number: HC01333

Estimate: £20,000 - £25,000

Founded in 1995 by Tim Edmundson and Bill Rucker in Fort Worth Texas, 
American IronHorse became the largest factory producing custom 
motorcycles in the USA at the height of  the company’s success. Almost 
all of  the parts for the motorcycles were built in-house, including the S 
& S engines. 2008 saw the start of  a turbulent time for the company, 
due to differences of  direction in management, and so eventually, 
after 5 further CEOs, American IronHorse ceased production. 

This particular custom-built example is finished in Candy Apple 
Metallic and was built in 2008. With an 1820cc S&S engine, this bike 
really does make its presence known upon start-up! Custom-made, 
polished wheels and bags of  chrome elsewhere, this is a very special 
looking motorcycle. First registered in the UK in 2011 and purchased 
by our vendor in 2013, it has had one former keeper. Your perfect 
companion for summer evenings at the Ace Café, this is a perfect 
chance to own a slice of  the American custom-built bike culture.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 610

Bid via the Internet on lot 610

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2011-american-ironhorse
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2008-American-IronHorse/32873312/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873312
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: VBY 978L

Chassis No: 1S1406

Engine Number: 7S7114SA

Estimate: £85,000 - £105,000

The E-type V12 on offer here is a 1972, original UK right-hand drive, 
matching numbers convertible, and has a Jaguar Heritage certificate 
confirming its birth right. It is fitted with a manual gearbox, and has 
covered just less than 45,000 miles from new, corroborated by MOTs 
from the 80s and 90s, and, from 2000-onwards, by the DVLA. 

It’s very seldom that a hardened consignor first sees a vendor’s 
car and is almost lost for words, but, such is the beauty of  this 
lovely E-Type, that was the case here. The Primrose coachwork is 
immaculate and the, notoriously difficult to perfect, shut lines are 
neat and tight. The sparkling Chrome Wire Wheels are enhanced by 
narrow-stripe White Wall tyres, and the unmolested Black Leather 
interior is just as it should be, with the only nod to modernity 
being a discreetly fitted ‘Retro’ sound system, with integrated MP3 
connection and hands-free phone. The boot interior is superb, and 
the engine bay is detailed almost to show standards. 

Professionally restored in 2007/8 by Jaguar expert, Peter Jarvis, 
in Kent, the car was purchased by our vendor’s predecessor, who 
was looking for the best E-Type he could find in order to proudly 
chauffeur his Daughter to her wedding. Although he planned to sell 
it after the event, he gradually became more and more involved in 

bringing the car as near to perfection as he could, spending a total 
of  £25,500 over the next five years. There are invoices in the history 
file detailing this expenditure, accompanied by a similar pile for the 
Peter Jarvis restoration. 

When it was offered for sale just over three years ago, our vendor fell 
in love with it and has kept it in a heated garage - only bringing it out 
on sunny summer days and for its annual trip to the MOT station.
The lever file also contains further details of  the car’s earlier life, 
including service details and bills from the eighties and, remarkably, 
a carefully researched list of  all 13 bona fide owners (the V5C says 
14). Thirteen owners would normally ring alarm bells, however, 
in this case, it’s totally academic; five minutes with this car will 
confirm that its history for the last few years is all that matters. 
We are fortunate in having half  a dozen E-Types in this sale, in every 
iteration and to suit most budgets, and we urge you to spend some 
time looking closely at this delightful primrose Jaguar.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 611

Bid via the Internet on lot 611

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jaguar-e-type-v12-roadster-8832
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1972-Jaguar-E-Type-V12-Roadster/32873313/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873313
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2

2001 Morgan Plus 8

Lot 612Registration: VX51VPM

Chassis No: SA9P8400004R12679

Engine Number: S87D00433A

Estimate: £36,000 - £40,000

Although Rover’s attempts to acquire the Morgan Car Company in 
1966 had proved fruitless, it nevertheless granted the sports car 
manufacturer access to its newly acquired, ex-Buick lightweight 
aluminium V8 engine, with a view to cementing a supply contract. 
Hired by the Malvern works to assess the powerplant’s merits/
suitability, race engineer Maurice Owen lost little time in 
shoehorning one into a Morgan Plus 4 chassis. With trials of  the 
resultant prototype successfully undertaken in 1967, the Plus 8 
debuted at the following year’s Earls Court Motor Show. Built along 
familiar Morgan lines, its ladder frame chassis was equipped with 
independent ‘sliding pillar’ front suspension, a leaf-sprung rear axle, 
and disc/drum brakes. Supported by an ash frame, its swooping 
bodywork looked as traditional as ever, but gave no clues as to the 
new model’s extraordinary performance potential. Backed by a four-
speed Moss gearbox (Rover’s own engineers had only experimented 
with automatic transmission up to that point), the 3.5-litre V8 unit 
was credited with some 160.5bhp and 190lbft of  torque. In a car 
weighing comfortably less than 900kg, Autocar magazine found 
that these outputs translated into 0-60mph in 6.7 seconds, and a 
124mph top speed. 

 

This particular UK right-hand drive Plus 8 was delivered new in 
2001, by Mike Duncan of  Hartlebury Garage, to its one and only 
owner, our vendor. Finished in Connaught Green with Yarwood Beige 
interior, with green piping and matching carpets. Options included 
Chrome Wire wheels, a Blaupunkt radio CD player, a side-screen 
bag, a walnut dashboard and extra tread rubbers on the front wing - 
a typically Morgan extra! 

Servicing on the car has largely been done by the supplying 
dealer, and latterly by a garage local to our vendor. The history file 
includes the purchase invoice, servicing invoices and previous MOT 
certificates to commensurate the mileage. A busy work life and other 
distractions in the garage mean that our vendor has barely used this 
burbling beauty, and has therefore covered an incredibly low 1,540 
miles in his ownership. 

Supplied with a UK V5C and an MOT until August ‘17, rarely will 
you come across such a low mileage Morgan Plus 8, and with this 
example looking as beautiful as the day it left the Pickersleigh Road 
factory, this car represents the opportunity to own a true British 
Sports Car.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 612

Bid via the Internet on lot 612

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/morgan-plus-8
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2001-Morgan-Plus-8/32873314/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873314
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1973 Ferrari Dino  
246 GTS

Lot 613Registration: HVG 940L

Chassis No: 05338

Engine Number: 05338

Estimate: £280,000 - £320,000

The Ferrari Dino was built to honour Alfredo ‘Dino’ Ferrari, who died 
of  muscular dystrophy in 1956. He was the only legitimate son of  
‘Il Commendatore’, and unlike any previous road-going Ferrari, the 
Dino utilised a V6 engine (Tipo 156), which Alfredo himself  had 
developed and advocated during his lifetime. 

Enzo Ferrari vehemently answered his critics when he said: “For 
reasons of  mechanical efficiency, he finally came to the conclusion 
that the engine should be a V6 and we accept his decision.” The 
acceptance of  this decision resulted in a legacy of  motor sport-
orientated derivatives, from Formula One through to various famous 
sports car racing applications. Following this continued success on 
the track, and in order to homologate Ferrari’s 1966 Formula Two 
campaign, a new line of  mid-engine production V6 coupés with Fiat 
running gear went on sale in 1967 in two-litre form. However, in 
1969, a larger 2.4-litre Dino was introduced, named the 246 GT, or 
GTS in the case of  the Spider. 

Only 3,913 definitive Dinos were built in total, with 1,274 in 
GTS form and only 235 of  them in right-hand drive, before the 
introduction of  the completely restyled V8-engined 308 in 1975. 
The voluptuous bodywork, which many people regard as the prettiest 
ever to grace a road-going Ferrari, was designed by Pininfarina 
and built by Scaglietti. It covered a tubular chassis, which carried 
wishbone independent suspension at each corner. The compact 
four-cam engine, which delivered 190bhp, was mounted transversely 
above the five-speed gearbox and just ahead of  the rear axle, 
allowing for both a comfortable cockpit and some usable boot 
space. 

We are pleased to offer this rare and original UK right-hand drive 
246 GTS, which was built in November 1972 and delivered new 
on 23rd January 1973 to Maranello Concessionaires Ltd, Surrey. 
The first owner of  chassis 05338 was a Mr I. Anthony of  Bury, 
Lancashire, and the car was finished in Rosso Rubino with a black 
leather interior. A copy of  a letter in the file shows an invoice for 
£5,341.35 for the car when it was new. 

The car was then sold again before 1978, when it was acquired by 
a Mr P. M. Whitaker of  Skipton, North Yorkshire. Interestingly, Mr 
Whitaker was one of  the directors of  a company called Chicken 
Cabins Ltd, credited with being Britain’s first franchisee for Kentucky 
Fried Chicken. As a result, the car was registered under the company 
name, which appears on a copy of  an old registration document. 
During his ownership, Mr Whitaker had the car maintained by 
Huddersfield Garages, a Ferrari distributor, and latterly by classic 
car specialist, Lessian Motors in Ilkley, West Yorkshire. In 2005, Mr 
Whitaker registered chassis 05338 under his own name at his home 
address. After 37 years of  ownership, Mr Whitaker sold this beautiful 
246 GTS to another collector, and it was from him that our vendor 
purchased the car. 

This much-cherished 246 GTS oozes originality, and is supplied 
with a UK V5C and an MOT certificate until 2nd June 2017. The 
accompanying history file documents correspondence during Mr 
Whitaker’s long-term ownership, along with invoices and previous 
MOTs. Having covered only 49,303 miles, this rare 246 GTS is one 
of  only 235 right-hand drive Spiders built, and presents an exciting 
opportunity to own a superb example of  this jewel-like little Ferrari.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 613

Bid via the Internet on lot 613

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1973-ferrari-dino-246-gts
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1973-Ferrari-Dino-246-GTS/32873315/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873315
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: BNH168E

Chassis No: 7R02C122798

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £26,000 - £30,000

The Ford Mustang was conceived in the full knowledge that in the 
mid-1960s, the biggest population bubble in history was now 
coming of  age in America; ‘baby boomers’ would rule the ‘60s and 
there was little or no reason to think that they wanted to drive cars 
that were anything like the ones their parents owned. 

The dramatic new Ford Mustang, therefore, created a storm when 
it hit the streets, and it still does to this day. To make the Mustang 
affordable, it needed to share much of  its engineering with an 
existing Ford product, so it made sense to use the Falcon; it was 
their smallest model at the time, and its floor pan and drivetrain had 
only recently been designed, saving considerably on ‘tooling’ costs.
 
The Mustang was initially offered as either a ‘Notchback’ Coupé 
or a Convertible, with the ‘Fastback’ appearing later. It shared its 
front double-wishbone/coil-spring and leaf-spring rear suspension 
with the Falcon, but, compared to the saloon, the cockpit sat 
further back on the chassis, resulting in a longer front and shorter 
rear end design, and both its roof  and bonnet were also lower in 
comparison. Those proportions somehow simply worked, and with a 
full complement of  new styling details, such as the galloping horse 
in the grille, the cut-away side sections, the 3-section rear lights and 
that ‘get outta my way’ front end, everyone wanted one.

This particular 1967 Ford Mustang fastback is finished in Gunmetal 
Grey Metallic with black stripes, and has a black vinyl interior 
with fold down rear seats. Power delivery comes from a throbbing 
5.0-litre V8 engine, mated to an automatic transmission - making 
it the perfect cruiser. Restored in the USA, this car was imported to 
the UK in 2012 and was fully registered with the DVLA. In the hands 
of  our vendor, a new starter motor, battery and tyres have been 
fitted, along with engine hoses, which have been renewed - there are 
invoices in the history file for these items.
 
Other commitments mean that this car is now reluctantly for sale, 
and it is offered with a UK V5C and an MOT until 23rd August 2017. 
The Mustang Fastback surely figures in the top ten most iconic cars 
of  the century, and this Pony is offered at an attractive guide price 
today.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 614

Bid via the Internet on lot 614

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1967-ford-mustang-fastback
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1967-Ford-Mustang-Fastback/32873316/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873316
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2

1944 Willys MB Jeep

Lot 615Registration: YXG 589

Chassis No: 357879

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £16,000 - £20,000

This particular 1944 vehicle spent some time in a Belgian collection 
of  military memorabilia, and had been the subject of  a reasonably 
thorough restoration in the past, but when our vendor purchased it 
a couple of  years ago he felt that there was quite a lot still to do to 
bring it up to his, admittedly very high, standards. 

He started by removing the body from the chassis and dropping 
off  both axles, which were stripped, serviced, reassembled and 
painted. The chassis was relieved of  as many parts as possible, 
stripped, prepared and repainted in the correct colour, as were the 
leaf  springs, diffs, hub carriers and just about everything else (see 
photos). The steering was inspected and rebuilt with new bushes, 
joints etc., and the brakes were serviced, rebuilt and checked as you 
would expect. A new fuel tank was fitted with a new filter, and the 
wiring was generally checked and tidied. 

The engine was stripped and fitted with a new crank, big ends, 
crankshaft seal and sump gasket. When finished, the Jeep was 
reassembled and fully resprayed, as was the matching, period 
correct, trailer, which accompanies the Willys. Including the £2,000 
spent on the trailer, the total cost of  this project was just over 
£11,000 on labour and parts.

Most people who restore these vehicles do a reasonable job, but YXG 
589 is by far the best we have seen for years. 

Considering the manner in which the Jeep was conceived, and its 
role in warfare, it’s remarkable that most of  the finest classic car 
collections will include a Willys or Ford WWII Jeep, making the 
restored example offered here a candidate for serious consideration, 
should one of  these yardstick cars have, so far, eluded you.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 615

Bid via the Internet on lot 615

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/willys-mb-jeep
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1944-Willys-MB-Jeep/32873317/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873317
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: VSU 244

Chassis No: HDC469864

Engine Number: XPEG 3660

Estimate: £18,000 - £22,000

Produced from 1953-1955, only 3,000 TFs rolled out of  Abingdon 
when the MGA was launched, with the great majority going to the 
USA. The MG TF is often considered the most desirable by collectors 
of  the T-Series, and as Road and Track put it in 1954, “Of  all the 
cars we have occasion to drive, there is one above all others which, 
by its every characteristic, clearly defines the term sports car.” 
 
This left-hand drive, 1955 MG TF 1500 was manufactured by the 
MG Car Company Ltd. between the 10th and 14th March 1955 
as a North American export. It was despatched to the States on 
the 15th March 1955, supplied in Chariot Red with red trim, the 
same combination it sports today. There is paperwork and some 
photographs in the car’s history file, showing that it was in the State 
of  Florida from 1974 until 1990, in which year the odometer reading 
showed 73,645 miles. 

It was repatriated back to the UK in 1990 and passed through a 
few owners. From the paperwork, in December 1992, the odometer 
displayed 74,837 miles. In 2002, our vendor’s husband bought 
the car, with an indicated mileage of  78,793 miles. He had been 
looking for the best example he could find, and upon doing so, 
duly joined the MG Car Club. He was fastidious and had the car 

serviced regularly, carrying out maintenance as required, which is 
supported by numerous invoices in the history file. He invested in 
a full wet weather kit for the car, which is unused and in ‘almost 
new’ condition. The car drives and performs well, having always 
been garaged, and comes with a fresh MOT until the 31st July 2017 
(with no advisories). The car is believed to be a matching-numbers 
example, but would warrant inspection to be 100% sure.
 
This endearing little car would seem like a good way into MG 
ownership, being in ready-to-go condition with lots of  enjoyable 
miles (and smiles) still on offer.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 616

Bid via the Internet on lot 616

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1955-mg-tf-1500
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1955-MG-TF-1500/32873318/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873318
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1965 Ford Thunderbird 
Convertible

Lot 617Registration: 145 FWB

Chassis No: 5Y85Z122485

Engine Number: 5Y85Z122485

Estimate: £32,000 - £38,000

By the time Ford dispensed (at least temporarily) with the 
Thunderbird moniker in 2005, the model had progressed through 
no less than 11 generations, the combined production total of  
which was in excess of  4.4 million. It had also been immortalised 
by the Beach Boys’ hit song “Fun, Fun, Fun”. The first-generation 
cars hit the streets in October 1954, and, while it was created in 
direct response to Chevrolet’s Corvette, Ford’s emphasis was more 
on comfort than overt sportiness. Though sleeker than most of  its 
Ford siblings, it shared many of  their components, and the 292ci 
(4.8-litre) V8 engine was borrowed from the company’s Mercury 
division. By the time the fourth generation appeared in 1964, the 
T-Bird was an altogether larger proposition, with four rather than two 
seats, and power from a 6.4-litre V8 of  either 300bhp or 330bhp, 
mated to a three-speed automatic gearbox. The styling reflected the 
trend for twin headlamps and by 1965, disc brakes had become 
standard fare for the front wheels. There was a choice of  Coupé, 
Convertible or Landau body styles, each equally imposing in their 
own way.
 
This impressive fourth-generation T-Bird was manufactured in 1965, 
and is extremely rare in that it was first delivered to the UK and sold 
new by Simpsons American car retailer in 1965. It must have been 

a wondrous sight on English roads, compared to the more common 
Austin 1100, Ford Cortina and Vauxhall Victor. 

The car was purchased new, and rather aptly registered ‘145 FWB’ 
by a Mr. F W Blondi - the CEO of  Angel Motors Ltd, a coach and 
haulage operator. It was to remain in his ownership until after his 
death when the car was passed to his son, and, as a result, has been 
owned by the same family from new.
 
Showing 53,000mls from new, the car is presented in splendid 
condition having clearly become part of  the family over the years. 
Well maintained throughout its life, the car comes with a good 
history file, which includes the original purchase invoice, green log 
book, handbook, past MOTs and some receipts for work undertaken 
on the car in the past.
 
This is possibly an unrepeatable opportunity to purchase an 
American classic that, not only was delivered new to the UK, but 
also hails from single-family ownership. A real collector’s item, and a 
car that is sure to provide another 50+ years of  enjoyment for future 
custodians.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 617

Bid via the Internet on lot 617

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1965-ford-thunderbird-convertible
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1965-Ford-Thunderbird-Convertible/32873319/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873319
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: 111 EPH

Chassis No: S824152 DN

Engine Number: VS22118

Estimate: £48,000 - £54,000

The XK150 ‘S’ was introduced in 1958, and is widely regarded as 
the culmination of  Jaguar’s engineering achievements within the XK 
series. Indeed, the specification of  the XK150 ‘S’ undoubtedly paved 
the way for the E-Type that replaced it in 1961. The ‘S’ boasted 
triple SU carburettors, a revised Harry Weslake-modified cylinder 
head and a manual 4-speed overdrive transmission. Performance 
was seriously impressive for 1958, with an enhanced output of  
250bhp and a top speed of  132mph.    

This home market-delivered, right-hand drive XK150 ‘S’ 3.4 Fixed 
Head Coupé was first registered on 2nd January 1958 to a Mr A. 
Thomas of  Middlesex. Retaining its original registration of  ‘111 
EPH’, this handsome Jaguar has been comprehensively restored by 
marque specialists, Marina Garage of  Bournemouth, approximately 
fourteen years ago, but has stood the test of  time well with no 
blemishes to speak of  in the interior at all, and only one or two 
minor defects in the paintwork to warrant noting. 

Included in the history file are photographic records detailing the 
body-off  rebuild. Since completion of  the restoration, ‘111 EPH’ 
has covered only modest mileage in the hands of  two keepers, and 
remains in fine condition with excellent shut lines. The car has been 

well stored, often run up to temperature, and regularly maintained 
- as are all the cars in the modest collection from which this is 
offered. 

Our XK150 ‘S’ is in fine fettle, as you would expect from a pampered 
car. It is offered with the buff  log book and some history of  its 
restoration.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 618

Bid via the Internet on lot 618

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1958-jaguar-xk150-s-fixedhead-coupe-8882
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1958-Jaguar-XK150-S-3-4-Fixedhead-Coupe/32873320/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873320
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1967 Mercedes 250SL

Lot 619Registration: RRM 104F

Chassis No: 113043120005134

Engine Number: 002680

Estimate: £35,000 - £40,000

Our left-hand drive, automatic 250SL was built right at the end of  
the production run in December 1967, before being exported to the 
USA where it was to find its first owner on 1st June 1968. It appears 
to have spent the last few years of  its Stateside sojourn in the 
ownership of  Howard and Kimberley Chates from Gilbert, Arizona, 
and they certainly owned it in September 2007, when an invoice 
from the German Motor Works indicates that at 76,942 miles, the 
engine was fully rebuilt ($9,500), and new front seat covers ($1,250) 
and Tan carpets ($725) were fitted. It was serviced in late January 
2015 by the German Car Service in Scottsdale at a cost of  $353, 
with the mileage at 78,158 (only 1,216 miles since the engine 
rebuild), and a few days later was fitted with a brand new convertible 
top ($1,750) by Palacios Upholstery, also in Scottsdale. 

Later that year, the Mercedes was imported into the UK, and was 
first registered here on 3rd July 2015 before being bought by our 
vendor on 11th September 2015. Prior to his purchase, the car 
received some serious attention underneath, and was fitted with new 
floor pans, inner sills and rear arches. This work was carried out by 
Classic Car Restorations in Hawkwell, Essex, in exchange for £5,375, 
and genuine Mercedes parts were supplied by SLS at a cost of  
£700. When this structural work was completed, the bonnet, front 

wings, front panel and hard top were painted by First Call Cars in 
Rochford, and this Pagoda now looks fabulous in Light Beige with a 
Tobacco Brown hardtop, Tan leather interior and Tan convertible top.
 
During his ownership, our vendor has entrusted the car to S.A 
Sullivans in Disley for extensive detailing and fettling to ensure 
the car looks its best and runs smoothly. The detailed invoices for 
this are in the history file, which also contains the invoices and 
photographs from the restoration, invoices from Arizona, the Arizona 
Title, the GOV.UK vehicle enquiry results, and the V5C. 

‘Pagodas’ never seem to wane in popularity, and this delightful 
‘coffee and cream’ example, having had much recent attention, will 
surely be a sound investment.  

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 619

Bid via the Internet on lot 619

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1967-mercedes-250sl-
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1967-Mercedes-250SL/32873323/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873323
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
http://gov.uk/
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Registration: LM52 YHY

Chassis No: WBSCN92080LC69227

Engine Number: 60272642

Estimate: £45,000 - £50,000

The Z3 was the first modern mass-market roadster produced by 
BMW, as well as the first new BMW model to be assembled in the 
United States. It was introduced as a 1996 model-year vehicle, 
shortly after being featured in the James Bond movie ‘Goldeneye’. 
While the film was number one at the box office, sales of  the car 
peaked, and over 15,000 orders had been placed by the time the 
car was launched. The Z3 was designed by Joji Nagashima of  the 
BMW design team and developed from the 3-series E36 platform, 
and consequently is often referred to as the E36/7 (roadster) or 
E36/8 (coupé). When launched, only the 1.9-litre, straight-four 
engine was offered, but its 138bhp proved a bit short of  breath. A 
2.2-litre engine producing 168bhp was made available for the more 
enthusiastic driver, while, in 1997, a powerful six-cylinder 2.8-litre 
unit producing 190bhp was an option, and ultimately, in 1998, the 
3.2-litre Z3 M topped the range. In October 2001, the M Coupé 
reappeared with the new 3.2-litre S54B32 engine from the E46 M3, 
producing 321bhp at 7400rpm and 258lb/ft. 

The documentation indicates that the car has been enjoyed by 
three keepers; the first of  these was the original purchaser, who 
then sold it to his brother, who later sold it back to him, so, whilst 
three keepers is technically correct, in real terms it’s a one-family 

ownership. Anyway, between them they only managed to cover 
11,000 miles, and this car is almost certainly one of  the best 
examples in the country. Supplied new by Hexagon BMW and 
finished in sparkling Titanium Silver with contrasting Imola Red and 
Black Nappa Leather trim, this car is in excellent condition. 
 
A well-specified car from new, it’s equipped with heated seats, air 
conditioning, and a moon roof. The car has been particularly well-
kept and appears virtually untouched, as evidenced by the first aid 
kit, which is still in the original cellophane. Having been serviced just 
once, as per its BMW schedule, it’s been on SORN since 2012, used 
sparingly to ensure all fluids and electrics are fresh and working 
as they should. Further details of  the car’s last thirteen years can 
be found within the history file, along with all its handbooks, V5 
registration and a new MOT certificate before the sale.

Only 165 right-hand drive, S54-engined examples of  the Z3 M were 
ever produced by BMW, and that rarity will inevitably result in them 
becoming sought after.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 620

Bid via the Internet on lot 620

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/bmw-z3-m-coupe-s54
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2003-BMW-Z3-M-Coupe-S54/32873324/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873324
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1962 Jaguar Mk.II 3.8 
Manual/Overdrive

Lot 621Registration: JSJ 665

Chassis No: 206926D/N

Engine Number: LB7776/8

Estimate: £20,000 - £25,000

Rarely, when cars are given a facelift, do they look as good as the 
models they were intended to replace, but with the MKII, Jaguar put 
paid to that particular theory. William Lyons, whilst not a trained 
draughtsman, was a bit more hands-on than most men in his 
position when it came to the final design of  his beloved Jaguars. At 
one point, the team in the drawing office developing the later XJS, 
were left ‘twiddling their thumbs’ until Sir William was happy with 
the rear-end, and it wasn’t until Stan Keyworth managed to scrounge 
a Ferrari Dino 246GT and dropped it off  at the Lyons family home 
on Gibbet Hill that the matter was resolved. The car was parked 
outside the bay window of  the breakfast room for Sir William to 
stare at and, hey presto, the back of  the XJS came into being. And 
so it was with the MKII, which was altogether a more modern and 
stylish car with a brighter interior and more balanced looks that 
most of  us still admire. The 3.4 and 3.8 were the super-saloons of  
their day, with the 3.8 being the fastest saloon in the world at the 
time. The Jaguar MKII was voted ‘Car of  the Year’ when launched in 
1959 and would form the mainstay of  Jaguar’s saloon production 
until 1967. 

Registered on 12th April 1962, this Jaguar MKII 3.8 Manual/
Overdrive is an original right-hand drive UK car, still powered by its 

original engine, and has been enjoyed by just three owners. It has 
been subject to an earlier quality restoration with dozens of  receipts 
from various marque specialists. The original colour was changed to 
an unusual but very flattering Jaguar Heather, and the interior has 
been superbly re-trimmed in Grey leather with grey carpets and grey 
floor mats. The veneered dash and door cappings are finished to a 
very high standard, adding to the general ambience of  the cabin and 
making it a really nice place to be. The shut lines look good, the boot 
and engine bay are remarkably tidy and the whole car sits absolutely 
squarely on the correct, painted wire wheels. It comes complete 
with an original, and now rare, tool kit. The car will be presented to 
auction with a full MOT. Whilst the colour combination may not suit 
everyone, we think this well-restored MKII looks just right, and at 
least it will be easy to spot on the North Car Park when you leave the 
NEC after the Classic Car Show.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 621

Bid via the Internet on lot 621

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1962-jaguar-mkii-38-manual-overdrive-8836
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1962-Jaguar-Mk-II-3-8-Manual-Overdrive/32873325/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873325
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: E36 WTA

Chassis No: WPOZZZ92ZJS841159

Engine Number: 81J07243

Estimate: £40,000 - £45,000

The 928 was launched to a fanfare, and surprised many by being 
named European Car of  the Year – an award that traditionally went 
to worthy but dull family hatchbacks. Critics immediately recognised 
the advances the 928 had made over the 911, and the car was 
universally praised as one of  the greatest Grand Touring cars of  
all time; It handled well, it was quick, it looked fantastic and it was 
comfortable.  

With the 928, Porsche created a serious long distance grand 
touring car that could also tackle twisting B-roads with ease, thanks 
to super-direct steering, 50/50 weight distribution and a clever 
Weissach rear axle that kept the car firmly planted on the road. 
Porsche continuously developed the 928 throughout its life, firstly 
with the S2, which received a 4.7-litre engine and front and rear 
spoilers to reduce lift at high speed. The major revision was the 
launch of  the Porsche 928 S4 in 1987, which received smoothed-
off  front and rear bumpers, a bigger rear spoiler, more interior 
equipment and a 5-litre version of  the V8 engine, developing 
330bhp. The ‘S4’ style was largely retained for the rest of  the car’s 
life, but Porsche created several model variants – including the 
Porsche 928 GT and Porsche 928 GTS. 

This Porsche 928 ‘S4’ Automatic was supplied new on 24th March 
1988 by Porsche main dealer, Coopers of  Exeter. With just one 
registered keeper from new, this 928 has clearly been cherished 
all of  its life, and stored in a temperature controlled environment. 
Reading just 18,500 miles, this Porsche 928 is the finest we have 
ever seen and is a joy to behold. 

The paintwork is finished in its original colour of  Slate Grey with 
grey leather interior, and is in superb order. The shut lines and body 
panels are arrow straight, the car retains an unrivalled originality, 
and the engine bay is extremely clean with correct factory finishes 
and stickers. Overall, the car is very hard to fault, and we urge 
prospective bidders to view this car in the metal.
The history file includes a number of  bills and receipts from AFN in 
the early 1990s, and some previous MOT certificates. In addition, 
there is the original service book and two sets of  keys. This 928 is 
ready to be driven and enjoyed by its next owner, and we welcome all 
pre-sale inspections.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 622

Bid via the Internet on lot 622

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1988-porsche-928-s4
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1988-Porsche-928-S4/32873326/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873326
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1996 Mercedes-Benz 
320 SL Mille-Miglia

Lot 623Registration: P511 APG

Chassis No: WDB1290632F124532

Engine Number: 10499122015493

Estimate: £30,000 - £35,000

The Mercedes-Benz R129 models were produced from 1989 
through to 2001, and were sold under the ‘SL-Class’ model 
names. The R129 replaced the R107 SL-Class in 1989, and 
was subsequently replaced by the R230 in 2001. The R129 was 
based on the shortened floor pan of  the Mercedes-Benz W124 
saloon and featured many innovative details seen for the time, for 
example, electronically-controlled shock absorbers (optional) and a 
hidden, automatically extending roll-over bar. The level of  standard 
equipment was high, with electrically operated windows, mirrors, 
seats and convertible hood. The R129 came to public attention in 
1991 when Diana, Princess of  Wales, sold her Jaguar XJS to lease a 
J-registration, metallic-red 500SL, becoming the first member of  the 
Royal Family to use a foreign car. This controversy sparked a media 
storm, as it was questioned whether a member of  British royalty 
should be driving a foreign car, and eventually media pressure forced 
her to return the car to Mercedes-Benz in 1992, where it now resides 
in the Mercedes-Benz Museum. 

Built to commemorate the 40th anniversary of  Stirling Moss’ win in 
the 1955 Mille Miglia road race, the R129 Mille Miglia was available 
as either a 320SL or 500SL. It could only be ordered in Brilliant 
Silver Metallic, equipped with Evo II six-spoke polished alloys and 

a red and black leather interior, complemented by carbon-fibre 
trim. The lower wing grilles were also given a unique ‘chequered 
flag’ treatment that, upon close inspection, is a clever collection of  
chrome squares. 

This 320 SL Mille Miglia was first registered on 1st August 1996, 
and had its pre-delivery inspection completed on 18th July that year 
by Mercedes-Benz main dealer, Sunningdale Carriage Company. The 
original service book details 10 stamps for servicing, with the last 
one being carried out by marque specialist, Cheshire Classic Benz, 
last year. 

The history file boasts bills, receipts and previous MOT certificates 
that substantiate a total mileage of  just 9,806 miles from new. As 
one would expect, the silver bodywork is presented in simply superb 
condition, and the interior is a joy to behold. The engine bay is 
completely original with factory finishes and stickers present.
Supplied with both hard and soft tops, this very special Mercedes-
Benz is ready to be enjoyed by its next owner. The V5C shows only 
two previous owners, and we feel this car represents an unrepeatable 
opportunity for any collector of  the marque.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 623

Bid via the Internet on lot 623

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1996-mercedes-benz-320-sl-mille-mille
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1996-Mercedes-Benz-320-SL-Mille-Miglia/32873327/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873327
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1989 Porsche 911 (930) 
Turbo ‘Flachbau’

Lot 624Registration: TBC

Chassis No: WPOJB0937KS050347

Engine Number: 68K00647

Estimate: £130,000 - £150,000

This example is a genuine, factory-produced, Porsche 930 Turbo 
SE G50, built in 1989 under the ‘Sonderwunchprogramm’ (Special 
Wishes Programme). The car was originally destined for the North 
American market but the order was cancelled and the car left the 
factory as a right-hand drive example, delivered new to the UK on 
28th July 1989. 

Factory options included 506 (Slant Nose), sunroof, short-shift 
gearbox and a CD player with an additional amplifier. Finished in the 
superb combination of  Guards Red with a black interior, the car is 
presented in superb condition, and has clearly lived a very cossetted 
existence.
 
The service history shows stamps in the original service book, 
coming from JCT 600 in 1992 at 1,653 miles, JCT 600 in 1997 
at 4,080 miles, JCT 600 in 2010 at 10,790 miles and Porsche 
specialist, Gareth Jones, in 2015 at 11,977 miles. Our vendor will 
ensure that a service and safety check is carried out at Porsche 
Cardiff  prior to the auction. The current odometer reading is 
showing just 12,600 miles, and the condition of  the car must be 
seen to be believed.
 

The paintwork looks to be original, and the panel fit and shut lines 
are excellent. The interior is also in superb order, and there is very 
little wear to the seats and bolsters. The engine bay is very tidy, and 
the front compartment presents well. On a road test with Silverstone 
Auctions, the car pulled hard through all gears and was a thrill 
to drive. The steering felt light and direct, the gearbox was tight 
and the brakes, clutch and overall driving experience inspired real 
confidence.
 
We welcome pre-sale inspections, and prospective bidders should 
contact the office for further details. In addition, bidders should 
note that the cherished number plate, as shown in the pictures, is 
not included in the sale. A highly collectable Porsche that ticks all 
the boxes in terms of  condition and pure turbo-driving thrills.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 624

Bid via the Internet on lot 624

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1989-porsche-911-930-turbo-flachbau-
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1989-Porsche-911-930-Turbo-Flachbau/32873328/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873328
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1986 Ferrari 412
Registration: TBC

Chassis No: ZFFYD25C000063257

Engine Number: F101E01100137

Estimate: £80,000 - £95,000

This stunning, right-hand drive, 412 was supplied new to Sir Michael 
Fay of  Auckland, New Zealand, by Maranello Concessionaires in 
Egham on 5th May 1986. They carried out its first service and 
delivered the car to Sir Michael for a European continental tour. 
Following his tour, the car was delivered back to Maranello and 
shipped to New Zealand, where it remained in private ownership.
Finished in Argento Silver with a cream leather interior, this 
exemplary Ferrari has covered just 6,650 miles, and boasts the 
desirable manual gearbox. The paintwork retains a superb shine and 
the body panels are straight and true. The interior is simply the best 
we have seen. The seats and switchgear are in excellent order and 
the cabin oozes refinement. 

Paperwork from New Zealand shows the car was inspected in 2001 
at 5,255 miles, and again in 2015 at 6,620. There are bills for 
servicing work in 1997, 2001, 2002 and 2003. In 2015, the car was 
sent to Ferrari main agent, Continental Cars, in Auckland for a full 
re-commissioning. They flushed the fuel system, fully serviced the 
car and there is a bill in the history file for all of  the work carried 
out.
 
 

Supplied with its original handbooks, service book and even the 
original Ferrari toolkit, this V12 Ferrari is ready to be driven across 
Europe, as it did when it was brand new. All import duties have been 
paid, and the vendor is hoping to have the car UK-registered prior 
to the auction. As one of  the lowest mileage 412s in existence, we 
welcome all pre-sale inspections, and urge prospective bidders to 
come and see this car at the NEC for themselves.

Lot 625

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 625

Bid via the Internet on lot 625

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1986-ferrari-412
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1986-Ferrari-412/32873329/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873329
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1981 Lamborghini 
Countach LP400 S

Lot 626Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 1121298

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £350,000 - £400,000

Designing a successor to the delicious Lamborghini Miura was 
something of  a challenge for Marcello Gandini. However, with the 
arrival of  the ‘Countach’ in 1971, he demonstrated to the world that 
his ability to create automotive drama was alive and well. In fact, the 
word ‘Countach’ is Piedmontese slang for something that visually 
shocks, and has no direct translation, but ‘wow’ is probably the 
most polite. 

The first Countach appeared at the Geneva Motor Show in 1971 - the 
same year that hot-pants appeared on our city streets - and with 
a similar ability to distract. Big, bright and brash like the rest of  
the 70s, the Countach was to remain in production through various 
iterations for 15 years. In hindsight, it’s clear that the car’s ‘flying 
wedge’ design, the sloping snout that appeared to descend directly 
from the windscreen and the innovative ‘scissor doors’ became a 
template for virtually every supercar that followed. The original, 
beautifully clean profile was gradually bedecked with ‘wings and 
things’ as fashions changed over the years, and frequent small 
mechanical changes were often the result of  customer input in their 
capacity as ‘unwitting development engineers’. 

 
 

In 1977, the first major update of  the Countach, the LP400 S, was 
prompted by the arrival of  Pirelli’s P7 tyre, which, when mounted on 
cast alloy Campagnolo Bravo rims, dramatically improved the car’s 
dynamics. The surrounding bodywork, arches and spoilers all grew 
in size and drama. With the new wheels came larger (11”) discs 
and shock absorbers, and the suspension geometry was redesigned 
to suit. Power and torque from the 3,929cc V12 was increased 
(370bhp / 9,500rpm and 267lbft / 5,500 rpm). In addition, a rear 
wing could now be ordered, which was a $5,000 optional extra.
 
The LP 400 S was the final development before the later LP 500 S, 
5000 Quattrovalvole and the 25th Anniversary cars. The cockpit was 
a little more spacious and the ride height was raised a tad, however 
the neater (pre-US regs) front and rear bumpers and the classic 
‘telephone dial’ wheels were retained. 

This left-hand drive 1981 Lamborghini LP400 S is a series II 
example that is one of  just 105 cars built by the factory. It was 
purchased by our vendor from Italy in 2014, and has just completed 
a superb restoration to original specification. A three-owner car, it 
is finished in the evocative colour combination of  Bianco with red 
leather interior and black Alcantara dash; the quality of  this recent 
work must be seen to be fully understood. 

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 626

Bid via the Internet on lot 626

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1981-lamborghini-countach-lp400-s
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1981-Lamborghini-Countach-LP400-S/32873330/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873330
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1981 Lamborghini 
Countach LP400 S

Lot 626Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 1121298

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £350,000 - £400,000

The paintwork is finished to a very high standard, and the finish to 
the cabin shows that no expense has been spared in returning this 
wild bull to its former glory. Upon close inspection, the body work 
is straight and true with superb shut-lines, and it is sure to impress 
even the most critical of  eyes. 

Following the completion of  the bodywork and trim, this Countach 
was delivered to marque experts, Keys Motorsport Ltd, at 
Silverstone. They removed the engine and re-commissioned the 
clutch, while checking over the car for any perishable items that 
required replacing. The engine bay has been fully detailed and put 
together with superb attention to detail. A full condition report 
is available to prospective bidders prior to the auction, but they 
conclude that this is a very original example that has covered very 
few miles on the open road. The odometer reading of  just 25,899 
kilometres is believed to be genuine, but cannot be substantiated by 
the history file. 

Supplied with a NOVA reference, confirming no taxes or duties 
are owed on this vehicle, the history file contains its original sales 
brochure, book pack, tools, some Italian paperwork and bills, and 
receipts for recent work completed. This extremely rare Lamborghini 
has been the subject of  significant recent expenditure, and has been 
fully checked over by one of  the leading experts in the country.
We can think of  no Italian supercar that greater epitomises its era 
than the mighty Countach. The LP400 S models have a purity that 
the later cars simply lack. As the wheel arches and panels expanded 
ever wider into the late 1980s, these early cars remained true to the 
original Gandini design. With LP400 ‘Periscopio’ models hitting the 
heights in recent years, logic suggests these slightly later ‘S’ models 
represent superb value in comparison.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 626

Bid via the Internet on lot 626

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1981-lamborghini-countach-lp400-s
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1981-Lamborghini-Countach-LP400-S/32873330/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873330
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Registration: 52 GCG

Chassis No: R11251

Engine Number: 47A02856B

Estimate: £35,000 - £40,000

Although Rover’s attempts to acquire the Morgan Car Company in 
1966 had proved fruitless, it nevertheless granted the sports car 
manufacturer access to its newly acquired, ex-Buick lightweight 
aluminium V8 engine with a view to cementing a supply contract.
Hired by the Malvern works to assess the powerplant’s merits/
suitability, race engineer Maurice Owen lost little time in 
shoehorning one into a Morgan Plus 4 chassis. With trials of  the 
resultant prototype successfully undertaken in 1967, the Plus 8 
debuted at the following year’s Earls Court Motor Show. 

Built along familiar Morgan lines, its ladder frame chassis was 
equipped with independent ‘sliding pillar’ front suspension, a 
leaf-sprung rear axle, and disc/drum brakes. Supported by an ash 
frame, its swooping bodywork looked as traditional as ever, but 
gave no clues as to the new model’s extraordinary performance 
potential. Backed by a four-speed Moss gearbox, the 3.5-litre V8 
unit was credited with some 160.5bhp and 190lbft of  torque. In a 
car weighing comfortably less than 900kg, Autocar magazine found 
that these outputs translated into 0-60mph in 6.7 seconds, and a 
124mph top speed. Later in 1977 the Rover LT77, a 5-speed all-
synchromesh manual gearbox was fitted. In 1990, the larger 3.9 
L version of  the engine was fitted fuelled by a Lucas 14CUX fuel 

injection system, resulting in one of  the best driving Plus 8s ever 
made. 

First registered in December 1994, this particular example is a rare 
factory ‘widebody’ car, which featured the wider track (64”) and 
wings needed for the fitting of  wider wire wheels. Having had just 
four enthusiastic owners from new, the car has covered 41,000 miles 
and has been meticulously maintained, with no less than 14 stamps 
in the car’s original service book. 

Presented in excellent condition all-round, the car is finished in the 
most traditional and fetching of  Morgan colours; Connaught Green 
with a Magnolia Leather interior. The car also benefits from an 
uprated, costly mohair hood and frame, which, from this consignors 
experience, having spent much of  my childhood inside Morgans 
being rained on even with the roof  up, is a much needed addition! 

The Morgan Plus 8 really is the embodiment of  the archetypal 
British sports car, with its hand-built quality, characteristic flowing 
lines, tremendous handling and more power than you know what to 
do with. This example is sure to provide great enjoyment for its next 
guardian.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 627

Bid via the Internet on lot 627

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1994-morgan-8-widebody
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1994-Morgan-8-Widebody/32873331/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873331
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1987 Ford Sierra RS 
Cosworth

Lot 628Registration: D812 PBW

Chassis No: WFOEXXGBBEGR93351

Engine Number: GR93351

Estimate: £26,000 - £30,000

We’re exceptionally proud to offer this rare, low-mileage RS 
Cosworth from 1987, in the most desirable colour of  Moonstone 
Blue, with no visible rust or damage to the bodywork, including 
along the side skirts, bumpers and the all-important 80’s rear 
wing! The excellent condition of  this car is thanks largely to the low 
mileage and careful usage, but also to the dry climate of  Malta, 
where this car resided from 1993 to 2016, when it was repatriated 
back to the UK. This car was cared for by just two owners on the 
island, and has had five owners in total. 

In the cabin, the original Recaro sports seats are in excellent 
condition, as you would expect from a 45,000 mile car such as this. 
There is no damage to the interior whatsoever and all components, 
like the glove compartment, top roll, ashtrays, steering wheel and 
kick plates, are presented in very good order. 

Filling the arches of  the Sierra are the original 15-inch cross-
spoke alloys, fitted with correct 205/50/15 tyres, all being in good 
condition.

Under the bonnet, the engine compartment presents very well, but 
this is, of  course, secondary to the actual performance from what 

is housed within. The 2-litre DOHC Cosworth engine with 16-valve 
cylinder head was a Ford masterpiece, which boasted a Garrett T03 
turbocharger, Weber-Marelli engine management system and forged 
pistons. These revered Cosworth engines produce 100.9bhp per 
litre, which, for the 1980s, was pretty impressive! 

Still very much respected and desired today, the three-door RS 
Cosworth was a thing of  legend in the late 80s, and the dream can 
still be realised with this car today. Why hesitate? 

This car has a fresh MOT, granted on the 19th October 2016.
** Please note: The registration ‘200 COS’ does not accompany this 
Lot, but is available by separate negotiation. **

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 628

Bid via the Internet on lot 628

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1987-ford-sierra-rs-cosworth-8881
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1987-Ford-Sierra-RS-Cosworth/32873332/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873332
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1960 Bentley S2 
Standard Steel Saloon
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Registration: TSJ 138

Chassis No: B290BS

Engine Number: 395BB

Estimate: £16,000 - £19,000

As the sixties approached, Bentley turned to V8 power as a way of  
keeping up with its luxury rivals, especially in America. A radical 
change was on the cards in 1959, as Bentley felt their faithful 
straight-six engine was getting a bit ‘long in the tooth’, and, in the 
search for a more modern power unit, they turned to the General 
Motors-inspired 6,320cc all-aluminium V8. The new engine was an 
entirely new departure for Bentley, and caused some consternation 
amongst traditional Bentley customers, however, in execution, their 
worries were short-lived, as the new power unit delivered more 
performance with unparalleled smoothness, setting the standard for 
the rest of  the century. 

The extra power produced by the V8 enabled Bentley to expand 
the list of  features available on the S2, including fully automatic 
transmission, power-assisted steering, electrically-operated ride 
control, redesigned and more flexible air conditioning, electric rear 
window demisters, and press button window lifts. 

This delightful S2 was dispatched from Crewe on 19th July 1960, 
and has been used as a wedding car for a number of  years. Our 
vendor has reportedly spent some £12,000 in restoration works, 
including a respray in June this year. The car appears to have lived a 

cossetted life; the magnolia leather and red carpeting look in good 
order, with some wear to the driver’s seat and loose stitching to the 
rear of  the passenger seat, which leads us to believe that the car 
has ‘gone round the clock’, as it reads some 3,200 miles. The car 
is presented to auction at a very attractive guide price with an MOT 
until June 2017.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 629

Bid via the Internet on lot 629

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1960-bentley-s2-standard-steel-saloon
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1960-Bentley-S2-Standard-Steel-Saloon/32873333/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873333
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1973 Datsun 240Z 
‘Super Samuri’

Lot 630Registration: HBT 801L

Chassis No: HS30-100376

Engine Number: L24 006313

Estimate: £45,000 - £55,000

This example is a very rare, original Super Samuri, built by Spike 
Anderson, one of  just 75. First registered in May 1973, the car 
shortly afterwards found its way into Spike Anderson’s workshop to 
be subjected to his tuning magic. A recent barn find, its previous 
owner had laid the car up for many years. Once discovered and 
authenticated as an original Super Samuri by Spike Anderson, the 
car was entrusted to the team at the Z Farm. 

Now regarded as one of  the finest examples in the UK, the car 
took over a year to complete the nut and bolt restoration and, as 
one would expect, no stone was left unturned; all mechanical parts 
are either new or reconditioned. A detailed photographic history 
is present, showing each stage of  the comprehensive restoration. 
There are receipts in the file for all the work carried out, along with a 
copy of  the all-important authentication from Spike Anderson. With 
zero miles since completion, it will require running-in before it can 
be driven with great gusto. 

Today, a genuine Super Samuri is highly sought after, and this is 
a wonderful opportunity to own a car so expertly restored and 
reminiscent of  the seventies, when men had long hair, flared 
trousers, and drove rorty, bright, ‘look at me’, Japanese sports cars.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 630

Bid via the Internet on lot 630

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1973-datsun-240z-super-samuri
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1973-Datsun-240Z-Super-Samuri/32873334/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873334
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1968 Triumph TR5
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Registration: NOW 868F

Chassis No: CP2267

Engine Number: CP/1676-E

Estimate: £35,000 - £40,000

When Michelotti’s sharp-suited new TR4 was unveiled at the London 
motor show in 1961, the car looked thoroughly modern, especially 
when compared with the old-fashioned TR3A that it replaced. 
However, the reality was that, under the skin, the car was still very 
much a TR3A; little more than the outer skin was actually new. 
Despite this, the TR4, and the TR4A that succeeded it were among 
the fastest affordable sports cars on offer throughout the 1960s.  

Offered here is a genuine, UK-delivered, Triumph TR5, finished in 
the lovely combination of  Wedgewood Blue and black trim, and was 
supplied new to Triumph dealers, Sparshatts Ltd. of  Southampton, 
in May 1968. At some stage, the engine (or maybe just the block) 
has been replaced, otherwise it remains in good original condition. 
The car has been well restored in the past and benefits from a re-
trimmed interior, which looks fabulous with a wood-rimmed steering 
wheel, and the dashboard veneer panel has been changed for Burr 
Walnut or possibly Coromandel. However, it retains its original 
‘Vynide’ factory hood, which appears in good condition. The fuel 
injection has been overhauled. The spares package contains the 
original dash wooden panel in a lighter coloured wood and the 
induction air box. Sitting on wires, this rare TR5 has a current MOT, 
valid until August 2017.

There’s something about Triumph Roadsters that means they’ll never 
go out of  fashion, and the TR5 is the one to have, judging by the 
recent demand for this quintessentially British sports car.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 631

Bid via the Internet on lot 631

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/triumph-tr5
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1968-Triumph-TR5/32873335/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873335
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1964 Austin Mini Countryman 
‘Cooper S’ Homage

Lot 632Registration: DRR 515B

Chassis No: AAW7507067

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £15,000 - £20,000

Introduced in 1961, the Morris Mini Traveller and Austin Mini 
Countryman added another variant to the ever expanding Mini range. 
Adding nearly four inches to the wheelbase and fitting an ‘estate car’ 
rear end quadrupled the luggage carrying capacity of  the standard 
Mini. This particular Austin Super Deluxe smooth roof  model 
includes the non-structural “Woody” rear end, made popular by the 
Morris Minor Traveller.  

Built in 1964, ‘DRR 515B’ is fresh from a bare shell, full nut-and-
bolt restoration with substantial upgrades and modifications that 
turn it into a quick, nimble and versatile classic that will hold its own 
in modern-day traffic. 

Work carried out includes the following:
1275cc A+ engine, re-bored to 1340cc, blueprinted and tuned, MG 
Metro Stage 2 unleaded big valve head, AC Dodd RS camshaft, 
HIF44 carburettor, Cooper free-flow exhaust manifold, Maniflow 
performance exhaust, lightened flywheel with Metro Turbo clutch, 
fully rebuilt 4-synchro Hybrid gearbox with original “magic wand”  
gear change. Alternator in place of  the dynamo. 
 

‘Stage 1’ handling kit including rear-arm camber/toe adjustable 
KAD brackets, front adjustable ride height, negative camber bottom 
arms and adjustable tie rods. Bilstein dampers all round, Yokohama 
performance tyres on genuine Minilite wheels. 

Cooper ‘S’ disc-brakes, master cylinder and brake servo. 
Performance Mintex brake pads. 

Halogen headlights and brand new uprated wiring loom.
Fully refurbished interior with period instrument binnacle, including 
water temperature and oil pressure gauge. Period Smiths rev. 
counter. Fully hidden and integrated Bluetooth audio system with 
twin speakers and subwoofer. Motolita leather steering wheel and 
added period cigarette lighter for charging mobile etc. Stainless 
fasteners used throughout. 

This appears to be a thorough ‘nut-and-bolt’ restoration, and the 
quality of  the work looks excellent. The car is finished in Tartan Red 
with silver wheels, and externally looks like a nicely restored, sixties, 
standard Mini Countryman, however this is undoubtedly a proper 
‘Q’ car.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 632

Bid via the Internet on lot 632

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1964-mini-countryman-cooper-s
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1964-Austin-Mini-Countryman-Cooper-S-Homage/32873336/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873336
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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2008 Bentley Brooklands 
Coupé
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Day 2
2008 Bentley Brooklands 
Coupé

Registration: TBC

Chassis No: SCBCC42M09CH13994

Engine Number: 201610

Estimate: £95,000 - £110,000

Unveiled at the 2007 Geneva Auto show, and built from 2008 - 2011, 
Bentley launched the second version of  the Bentley Brooklands, 
which they intended to limit to 550 cars. The model was a fixed-
head version of  the popular Azure and featured a two-door four-seat 
pillarless Coupé body. Continuing Bentley’s long-standing tradition, 
the model employed coach-building techniques and craftsmanship 
skills, particularly in the cabin. Power came from a 6.75-litre twin-
turbocharged V8 engine capable of  producing 530bhp, making this 
not only a beautiful car, but one with performance to match. 

This particular UK-supplied Bentley Brooklands was delivered new 
by Bentley Birmingham, and was first registered on 25th September 
2008. Finished in Moonbeam Silver with Cotswold Quilted and 
French Navy leather interior, the car was specified with options such 
as Burr Oak Veneer, Ultrasonic parking with reverse camera, satellite 
navigation, and 20-inch wheels.

Supplied with two sets of  keys, all the original handbooks, three 
umbrellas and an extended Bentley warranty until September 2017, 
this car represents a rare opportunity to own a limited-edition 
model, which is now showing just 22,281 miles on the odometer 
at the time of  cataloguing. This distinctive and luxurious Bentley 

Brooklands Coupé is in fine condition and is ready to give someone 
else that special Bentley ‘sense of  occasion’. 
 
The service history of  the car is as follows:

Lot 633

Date Specialist Mileage
22.9.08 Bentley Birmingham (PDI) 44
3.12.08 Bentley Birmingham 311
28.9.09 Bentley Birmingham 1,251
30.9.10 Bentley Birmingham 1,523
10.10.11 Bentley Jack Barclay 4,274
12.10.12 Bentley Jack Barclay 7,655
16.9.13 Bentley Jack Barclay 10,151
26.9.14 Bentley Jack Barclay 15,079
16.9.15 Bentley Jack Barclay 19,775

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 633

Bid via the Internet on lot 633

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2008-bentley-brooklands-coupe
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2008-Bentley-Brooklands-Coupe/32873337/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873337
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1957 Porsche 356A  
T1 Speedster

Lot 634Registration: ASJ 240

Chassis No: 83099

Engine Number: 64812

Estimate: £280,000 - £320,000

Offered here today is an absolutely stunning and highly correct 
1957, 356A T1 Speedster with coachwork by Reutter. Produced 
originally for the German market, the car spent most of  its life in 
Colorado, before being returned to the UK in 1996 and purchased by 
our vendor, who has worked with Porsches for many years and knows 
these models well. With the car, there was a comprehensive history 
from 1975-85, and one or two bits of  history going back to 1966, 
from which our vendor gleaned that the car’s original colour was not 
the shade of  yellow it was wearing at the time, but black. Having 
lived in the bone-dry state of  Colorado, the car was basically very 
sound, and after about a year the decision was taken to fully restore 
it and return it to its original Gloss Black. 

Our vendor tells us, “the bodywork is exceptionally straight, and all 
of  the exterior brightwork and deco trims are of  show quality. The 
gorgeous exterior is complimented by a beautiful and highly correct 
interior. The seats are trimmed in Leather; an upgrade from the 
standard vinyl, and the floors have been lined with proper German 
square-weave carpet, topped with correctly-patterned rubber floor 
mats. The folding top (High bow) has been fully restored with 
correct finishes, and upholstered in black German canvas along 
with the removable side curtains. Inside and out, this car has been 

extensively restored using correct materials, finishes, and details, 
with spectacular results. As can be expected with a restoration of  
this quality, the mechanicals live up to the cosmetics.”  

The car has had five owners from new and apart from the large 
service and history file, is supplied with fitted luggage, a ‘Concours’ 
tool kit, its original jack and owner’s manual. 

This magnificent, matching-numbers Speedster will suit the needs 
of  an enthusiast seeking a highly collectable classic that can 
be shown with pride or put to full use on the road. Above all, a 
Speedster is a simple and pure expression of  the classic sports car, 
a delight to both drive and to admire.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 634

Bid via the Internet on lot 634

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1957-porsche-speedster-
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1957-Porsche-Speedster/32873338/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873338
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1962 Jaguar E-Type 3.8 
Roadster
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Registration: 983 DNX

Chassis No: 850552

Engine Number: R6133/9

Estimate: £95,000 - £110,000

According to the Jaguar Heritage Certificate, this delightful 3.8 
Roadster was dispatched to its first owner, a Miss L. Williams of  
Shipston-on-Stour, on 24th June 1962, resplendent in Pearl Grey 
paint with a complementing Light Blue leather interior. Chassis 
number 850552 was to be just one of  943 OTS (open two-seater) cars 
produced in right-hand drive, and according to online sources, only ten 
1962 cars are currently licenced, with two on SORN. 

‘983 DNX’ was purchased by our vendor at the tender age of  21, for 
£375 on the 22nd of  April 1973. He must have been a hard worker, 
because this sum was saved entirely from his wages, working as a 
car valet at a Birmingham Vauxhall dealership. The car was in a sorry 
state, and after taking some initial advice from the mechanics at the 
dealership where he worked, our vendor went on, over a period of  
seventeen years, to gently restore the car, using professionals where 
needed. This labour of  love was completed in 1990, and the sparkling 
E-Type was then proudly driven to Donnington Park to take part in 
the E-Type 30th Anniversary Concours d’Elegance. His many years 
of  painstaking effort were rewarded with a “Highly Commended” 
certificate, signed by none other than Jaguar legend, Frank “Lofty” 
England. 

Our vendor was a carpenter, and ‘983 DNX’ was his daily driver, 
however the Moss gearbox and Birmingham traffic were not good 

bedfellows, so the decision was made to change it. The original box 
(EB5345JSO) was carefully removed and replaced with a post-1965 
equivalent with synchromesh on all four gears. The original gearbox, 
clearly stamped with the number, is included in the sale, and we can 
therefore state, with the inclusion of  the original unit, that ‘983 DNX’ 
is a complete matching-numbers car in component state, should the 
buyer wish to re-instate the old Moss box. 

In 2013, the car was loaned to Jaguar to be driven by model and Brand 
Ambassador, David Gandy, in a promotional video for the launch of  
the Jaguar F-Type. A well-framed photo montage of  the video, given as 
a gift by our vendor’s daughter, is included in the sale. There are also 
lots of  photos of  the 17-year restoration. Lightly used, the car has only 
covered 13,000 miles since then, and has an MOT valid until July 2017. 

The interior was re-trimmed in the correct quality Light Blue leather, 
which beautifully complements the glorious milled-aluminium centre 
console and the excellent Pearl Grey paintwork. Offered today in a 
wonderful condition, this consignor can verify that the car started on 
the turn of  the key, and, once warm, settled to a contented burble. It 
is reluctantly offered for sale by our vendor as he finds his advancing 
years and the low-slung nature of  the car incompatible. This is a very 
special, early E-Type with lots of  history, a film career and forty-three 
years of  memories.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 635

Bid via the Internet on lot 635

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1962-jaguar-e-type-38-roadster-
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1962-Jaguar-E-Type-3-8-Roadster/32873339/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873339
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1987 Ferrari Testarossa Koenig 
Competition Evolution II

Lot 636Registration: TBC

Chassis No: ZFFAA17B000076967

Engine Number: F113B12085

Estimate: £95,000 - £115,000

Willy König enjoyed a fruitful motor-racing career with notable success, 
becoming German Hillclimb Champion behind the wheel of  a Ferrari 
250 GT SWB in 1962, also piloting many other legendary racing cars 
at top-class events such as the Le Mans 24-hours for the rest of  his 
career. 

The foundations of  his business, ‘Koenig Specials’ can be traced 
back to 1974, when he took a Ferrari 365 GT4 BB to Germany, and, 
dissatisfied with its performance, proceeded to modify both the 
engine and bodywork. These enhancements didn’t go unnoticed, 
and soon many ‘Ferraristas’ were commissioning Herr König to work 
on their cars. When Ferrari released the Testarossa in 1984, Koenig 
Specials were inevitably going to develop it further, and the result was 
a scintillating performance car named the Ferrari Testarossa Koenig 
Competition Evolution. Based on a standard road car, the engine was 
highly modified to increase power output to an autobahn-munching 
800bhp, along with anti-roll bars, a widened wheel-track, modified 
bodywork to accommodate larger wheels and a sports exhaust system. 
The interior of  the car was also given the ‘Koenig treatment’, with 
customers offered a wide range of  options. 

We are pleased to offer this example from a private collection, which 
originally left the factory in 1987, finished in Rosso Corsa with a red 

leather interior. The car was sold to its first owner in 1988, who took 
the car to Koenig to receive its dramatic new bodywork and engine 
modifications. In 1996, a Dutch enthusiast took ownership of  the car 
and immediately sent it back to Koenig to further enhance its looks, 
taking styling cues from the Ferrari 512M on both the rear and front 
ends of  the car. By 1999, having covered 42,000km, it was sold to 
another Dutch collector, who used it briefly before it was sold to our 
vendor in 2014 at an indicated 45,600km. 

Upon taking delivery of  the car, our vendor sent it to the respected 
Ferrari specialists, DK Engineering, who removed the engine, detailed 
the engine bay, and gave the car a full service and a fine bill of  health. 
In his two years of  ownership, our vendor has been fastidious in his 
maintenance of  the car, storing it in a heated garage and keeping it 
on trickle-charge. He has his own personal Collection Manager, who 
ensures any job that needs doing is attended to immediately. Supplied 
with a host of  paperwork in the history file, this rare car, reportedly 
one of  only 21 made, is now showing only 46,430km (28,850 miles) 
on the odometer. This left-hand drive, spectacular Ferrari may not be 
everybody’s ‘cup of  tea’, but if  turning heads appeals to you, then 
there is probably no better way to do it.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 636

Bid via the Internet on lot 636

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1987-ferrari-testarossa-koenig-competition-evolution-ii
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1987-Ferrari-Testarossa-Koenig-Competition-Evolution-II/32873340/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873340
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1967 Ford Mustang GT
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Registration: TBC

Chassis No: 7T02C132493

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £50,000 - £55,000

The genesis for the line of  tuned Mustangs that subsequently 
followed, was the early production 289ci high-performance (Hi-Po) 
Mustang. Introduced in 1965 as a Fastback, this was the model that 
Carroll Shelby took and rebadged as the GT350. Only 535 of  these 
early K-Code cars were produced, with many destined for Shelby’s 
Los Angeles workshops. These early cars were produced with 
performance in mind, with the Hi-Po 289 engine, no power steering, 
revised suspension, optional front discs and a manual 4-speed 
gearbox. Only one percent of  Mustangs produced in 1965 were 
289 Hi-Po examples, making it a very rare car before the marketing 
department realised the potential of  badging it as a GT. 

Offered here is a right-hand drive, 1967 Ford Mustang GT Automatic, 
fitted with the 4.7-litre Windsor Hi-Po V8. It has recently been 
restored, and was imported into the UK during the summer of  last 
year from Australia. This rare beast is now UK-registered, and has 
resided in our vendor’s significant private collection, which has full-
time employees whose responsibilities include making sure all the 
cars are presented in the best way possible, and this Mustang is 
certainly no exception.
 
 

We hope to have more information about this car shortly, but its 
history is a bit academic when you look at it. Finished in a fabulous 
Dark/Midnight Blue with a superb black interior, this car has been 
detailed to within an inch of  its life. This is a rare ‘67 Fastback 
that has been subject to a ‘show-standard’ restoration, and invites 
further inspection.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 637

Bid via the Internet on lot 637

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1967-ford-mustang-gt
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1967-Ford-Mustang-GT/32873341/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873341
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1990 Land Rover 110 V8 
County Station Wagon

Lot 638Registration: WRR 1Y

Chassis No: SALDHMV7FA446992

Engine Number: 24G08002B

Estimate: £23,000 - £28,000

The car presented here is a 1990 Land Rover 110 V8 County 
Station Wagon. This exceptional vehicle is essentially original and 
unrestored, having covered just 15,020 miles with only two owners. 
This amazing machine was supplied new by Merlin Land Rover of  
Nottingham, to the principal of  Millhouse in Derbyshire; a Land 
Rover main dealer and classic car collector. It was built to his order 
and he planned to use it to deliver customer’s cars and to collect 
his own classic cars, towing a trailer he had built himself. Sadly, 
he passed away, and his widow then made the 110 something of  a 
shrine to his memory, because he had loved it so much. She wasn’t 
keen on the mechanics using it in case they were too hard on it, 
so it stood around inside the workshop unused, but for periodic 
servicing, for most of  its life. After just over 23 years of  inactivity, 
it was bought by our vendor in 2013 after considerable persuasion 
and persistence. It’s a one-of-a-kind example, retaining all its 
factory-fitted mechanical components (except for the fitting of  an 
upgraded horn and Witter tow bar), often with the factory stickers 
still attached!  

In December 2015, this car featured in Land Rover Owner 
International magazine, appearing on its front cover, with a 5-page 
story documenting its life. Journalist and Land Rover expert Mark 

Saville said of  it: “This is the most amazing 25-year-old utility Land 
Rover I’ve been in. The dash is perfect, as opposed to the usual 
dishevelled, cracked affair. The seats are pristine, not plucked and 
stained. It’s fantastic - like being in a cocoon that’s a quarter-century 
behind the world on the other side of  the driver’s door. This Land 
Rover deserves to be preserved, not abused or modified.’’
 
This special Land Rover may well have the lowest mileage, and be 
the most original, of  any 110 V8 in the country, and with the recent 
end of  Land Rover production, finding truly original period examples 
like this will become the holy-grail for collectors and enthusiasts. 
This is a rare opportunity to buy one of  the best available.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 638

Bid via the Internet on lot 638

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1990-land-rover-110-v8-county-station-wagon
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1990-Land-Rover-110-V8-County-Station-Wagon/32873342/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873342
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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2000 Mercedes-Benz 
SL500
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39

Registration: W705 WRV

Chassis No: WDB1290682F177970

Engine Number: 11396130039312

Estimate: £20,000 - £25,000

From a firm lineage of  beautiful Mercedes-Benz SL’s, the R129 
model was introduced in 1989, and continued the company’s 
tradition of  fast and reliable grand touring convertibles. Stemming 
from the earlier 500SL model, the new SL500 featured a 5.0-litre 
V8 engine, capable of  302bhp. The new model also featured an 
expanding roll over bar, a fully electric hood, electric seats, mirrors, 
anti-lock brakes and a multi-link rear axle. A facelift of  the R129 was 
carried out in 1995, which included revisions to the headlights, rear 
lights and automatic climate control. 

This particular right-hand drive Mercedes-Benz SL500 is finished 
in Tourmaline Green Metallic with a Mushroom leather interior and 
Burr Walnut trim. The first stamp in the service book would suggest 
that the car was ordered through the Mercedes-Benz dealer on 
the Champs-Elysee, Paris, but delivered through Mercedes Benz 
Puttocks in Guildford, where it received its first serviced on 11th 
April 2000, after covering 20 miles. This car was ordered with an 
incredible list of  options, which included a glass roof, Adaptive 
Damping System (ADS) with Skyhook, xenon headlights with 
cleaning equipment, fire extinguisher multi-contour, heated electric 
seats with memory and pulse functions and an automatically 
dipping rear view mirror to name but a few items. 

Maintenance duties on this wonderful car have always been carried 
out at Mercedes-Benz main dealers, as seen in the service book, 
which is now showing a total of  7 stamps. Prior to the sale, the 
car is booked in for a service on 1st November at Mercedes-Benz 
Heathrow to receive its annual health check, and a fresh MOT will 
also be carried out at the same time. The history file includes 
invoices for service work. The black electric roof  is in superb 
condition, as is the body-coloured hardtop. 

Supplied with a current MOT, a V5C and its complete book pack 
containing all relevant literature, this very sharp SL500 is now 
showing only 26,954 miles from new, and has had three owners 
before our vendor. This is without doubt one of  the finest SL500s we 
have offered, and we urge you to view the car in person - it doesn’t 
disappoint. Please form an orderly queue here...

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 639

Bid via the Internet on lot 639

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2000-mercedes-benz-sl500
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2000-Mercedes-Benz-SL500/32873343/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873343
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2

1977 Jaguar XJ12-C

Lot 640Registration: PEJ 832S

Chassis No: 2G1475BW

Engine Number: 7P33939SB

Estimate: £19,000 - £22,000

The Jaguar XJ Coupé was built between 1975 and 1978, and mostly 
offered 4.2-litre, six-cylinder options, with over 6,000 built. Much 
rarer, however, was the top-of-the-line 5.3-litre V12-engined car, 
of  which only 1,873 were ever built, and only 329 in 1977. They 
were priced higher than the four-door car, so immediately were 
relatively exclusive. The profile of  these cars with the windows down 
is so attractive that they have become really sought after, and are 
consequently hard to find in good condition. 

That makes this 1977 XJ-C 5.3L V12 a rare old beast, particularly 
in this condition, having had a bare-metal repaint by Nigel Cooper 
Coachworks of  London. Now refinished in its original colour of  
Squadron Blue with blue leather upholstery, the car comes with 
the benefit of  a huge history file with extensive bills, receipts and 
photographs, and just 83,000 recorded miles. Privately owned and 
cherished from 1990, it has electric windows, climate control, burr 
walnut trim, an original Grundig radio and tape deck, and the rear 
disc brakes of  the later built cars. 

The brakes were rebuilt in 2010, new exhaust manifolds were fitted 
in 2011, and new brake master-cylinders, pads and hoses were 
fitted in 2016. The car has a new MOT and is now ready to be used 
and enjoyed once more.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 640

Bid via the Internet on lot 640

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jaguar-xj-c-5-3-litre-v12
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1977-Jaguar-XJ12-C/32873344/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873344
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1984 Ferrari 208 Turbo  
(LHD)
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41

Registration: A10LUT

Chassis No: ZFFKA10B000050379

Engine Number: F106D00434

Estimate: £50,000 - £55,000

In 1975, Ferrari introduced a 2.0-litre version of  the Dino 308GT4 
- the 208GT4 - to take advantage of  its home market’s vehicle 
taxation system. The V8 engine was reduced in bore size to 66.8mm 
(from 81mm) for a capacity of  1,991cc, and produced 170bhp at 
7,700rpm. This downsized unit continued on the successor 208GTB 
model from 1980, although now with a maximum output of  155bhp. 
In April 1982, they introduced a significantly more powerful version 
at the Turin Motor Show - the 208 Turbo - which employed a single 
KKK turbocharger and Bosch K-Jetronic fuel injection. The result of  
these developments was a dramatic increase in maximum power 
to 220bhp. This was not far short of  the 3.0-litre 308GTB’s 255 
horsepower, and the figure was further raised to 254bhp in 1986, 
when the model designation changed to ‘GTB Turbo’. Bodywork 
changes included five additional cooling slats beneath the front 
grille and the adoption of  NACA ducts ahead of  the rear wheel 
arches. Matt black vents were fitted directly behind the retractable 
headlights, with a full-width vent on the leading edge of  the bonnet, 
while at the rear there was a split-bumper with central-grille and 
distinctive quadruple-exhaust pipes set in pairs. A total of  437 208 
Turbo Coupés, and 250 208 Turbo Spyders had been completed by 
the time of  the successor GTB Turbo’s arrival in 1986.   

This lovely, left-hand drive 208 Turbo was purchased new in 1984 
in Genoa, Italy, by a relative of  the previous owner, who managed to 
persuade him to part with it, and brought it back to the UK in 2002. 
Since then, the Ferrari has had minimal use, spending much of  its 
time in a ‘Carcoon’, which may explain its splendid, almost ‘time-
warp’ condition. The Rosso Corsa coachwork is very good, and the 
black part-leather interior looks particularly fresh. The odometer 
indicates that the car has covered just short of  33,000 kilometres 
in the hands of  its two owners, and it has patently been cossetted 
during that period. We understand that it had its last regular 
service on 9th April 2015, but has recently had a cam-belt and 
recommissioning service carried out with four new period Michelin 
TDX tyres fitted. The vendor informs us that the car is “running very 
well, the gearbox and transmission are good and all the electrical 
equipment is working.” 

The Ferrari will be accompanied by its current MOT certificate, its 
original service book and handbook pack, the space saver spare 
wheel and an original Ferrari tool kit. This is a superb low mileage, 
low owner example of  a rare car, and a great-value entry into Ferrari 
ownership.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 641

Bid via the Internet on lot 641

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-208-turbo---lhd-
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1984-Ferrari-208-Turbo-LHD/32873345/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873345
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1989 Mercedes-Benz 
2.5 190E Cosworth

Lot 642Registration: G700 RHG

Chassis No: WDB2010352F666998

Engine Number: 10299020002217

Estimate: £15,000 - £20,000

In 1983, Mercedes introduced the Cosworth 2.3-16 into their range, 
and the new 16-valve cars were substantially different from the other 
190 models. The body kit reduced the drag coefficient to 0.32, the 
steering ratio was quicker and the steering wheel smaller than that 
on other 190s, whilst the fuel tank was enlarged from 55 to 70 litres. 
The Getrag 5-speed manual gearbox was unique to the 16-valve, and 
featured a ‘racing’ gear pattern with ‘dog-leg’ first gear, and this meant 
that the remaining 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th gears were in a simple ‘H’, 
allowing fast and easy selection. 

An enlarged 2.5-litre engine replaced the 2.3 in 1988, and offered 
double-row timing chains to fix the easily snapped single chains on the 
early 2.3s. Power output was up by 17bhp, with a slight increase in 
torque. All 16-valve 190 models are fitted with a limited slip differential 
(LSD) as standard. They were also available with Mercedes’ ASD 
system, which was standard equipment on the 2.5-16v. The ASD is 
an electronically-controlled, hydraulically-locking differential, which 
activates automatically when required. The electronic control allows 
varied amounts of  differential lock, from the standard 15% right up 
to 100%. It is not traction control, however, and can only maximize 
traction rather than prevent wheel spin. 

The suspension on 16-valve models is very different from the standard 
190. As well as being lower and stiffer, it has quicker dampers, larger 
anti-roll bars, harder bushings and hydraulic self-levelling suspension 

on the rear. This allows the rear ride height to remain constant even 
when the car is fully loaded. This original RHD 2.5-16 was highly 
specified from new, and has benefited from being extremely well 
cared for throughout its life, ensuring that this car is one of  the finest 
available. 
 
We understand that some years ago it was subject to a professional 
body renovation, which included a full professional glass-out, doors-
off, repaint in its original metallic Astral Silver. As one would expect, 
the interior is in a similar condition to the rest of  the car, and the full 
black leather cabin is classic Mercedes and looks good. The engine bay 
is very tidy, as is the boot, and the wheel arches show no evidence of  
leaks from the hydraulics. 

Given its superb condition, it’s hard to believe that ‘G700 RHG’ is 
showing 145,200 miles. It has an impeccable service history, showing 
28 service stamps, 22 of  which are Mercedes main dealer. All old MOT 
certificates, along with the handbooks, are present in its history file, as 
well as a number of  receipts and invoices.
This is a rare opportunity to purchase a superb example of  this model 
with great history. Becoming more and more collectable by the day, it 
is excellent value at today’s guide, when considering the condition if  
this car and the prices achieved for its older brothers; the Evolution I’s 
and II’s.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 642

Bid via the Internet on lot 642

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1989-mercedes-benz-25-190e-cosworth
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1989-Mercedes-Benz-2-5-190E-Cosworth/32873346/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873346
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1968 Ford Mustang 
Convertible
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Registration: FND 613F

Chassis No: 8T01C158068

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £23,000 - £27,000

The Ford Mustang was conceived in the full knowledge that in the 
mid-1960s, the biggest population bubble in history was now 
coming of  age in America. ‘Baby boomers’ would rule the ‘60s, and 
there was little or no reason to think that they wanted to drive cars 
that were anything like the ones their parents owned. 

The dramatic new Ford Mustang, therefore, created a storm when 
it hit the streets, and it still does to this day. Ford wanted to make 
the Mustang affordable, therefore it needed to share much of  its 
engineering with an existing Ford product, so it made sense to use 
the Falcon - it was their smallest model at the time, and its floor pan 
and drivetrain had only recently been designed, saving considerably 
on ‘tooling’ costs. 

The Mustang was initially offered as either a ‘Notchback’ Coupé 
or a Convertible, with the ‘Fastback’ appearing later. It shared its 
front double-wishbone/coil-spring and rear leaf-spring suspension 
with the Falcon, but, compared to the saloon, the cockpit sat 
further back on the chassis, resulting in a longer front and shorter 
rear end design, and both its roof  and bonnet were also lower in 
comparison. Those proportions somehow just worked, and with a 
full complement of  new styling details such as the galloping horse 

in the grille, the cut-away side sections, the 3-section rear lights and 
that ‘get outta my way’ front end, everyone wanted one. 

Presented here is a left-hand drive, 1968 Ford Mustang Convertible, 
finished in Silver with Black rally stripes and a black interior. The 
look of  this car very much reflects and is evocative of  the much-
celebrated Shelby GT350 from the same era, with extra lights in 
the grille, air scoops on the sides and decals on the lower front 
wings. The engine in the car is thought to have come from a 90s 
Mustang, and is a 4.95-litre Ford V8 unit mated to an automatic 
transmission. This car has an unusual removable fibreglass hardtop, 
which is easy to attach, offering the best of  both worlds as a Coupé 
or a convertible. A Pioneer audio system, complete with speakers in 
the boot, will ensure you can listen to all your favourite tunes whilst 
cruising in this ‘Pony’.
 
Imported to the UK in 2015 by our vendor, he has really enjoyed 
driving this well-presented, head-turning, sixties Mustang, but other 
projects in the garage now take precedence, and this distinctive 
Mustang is now offered for sale. Supplied with a UK V5C, this car is 
now ready to be enjoyed by its next owner, and looks appealing at 
today’s guide price.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 643

Bid via the Internet on lot 643

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1968-ford-mustang-convertible-8830
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1968-Ford-Mustang-Convertible/32873347/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873347
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2

1953 MG TD

Lot 644Registration: OKA 70

Chassis No: TD23515

Engine Number: 23957

Estimate: £18,000 - £22,000

Introduced in 1949, the TD was the follow-on act from its 
predecessor, the thirties-designed TC, and heralded some much 
needed post-war refinements. Independent front suspension, rack 
and pinion steering, steel wheels, and the availability of  left-hand 
drive made the TD an appealing motorcar for the export market. 
When production of  the TD finished in 1953, it’s reported that all 
but around 1,650 of  the 30,000 cars produced were exported, with 
23,000 or so heading to the USA alone. 

This particular right-hand drive, home-market, MG TD was first 
registered ‘OKA 70’ on 14th January 1953 to MG dealer, W. Watson 
& Co., Liverpool. The founder of  the company, William Watson, was a 
successful racing driver and a pioneer in creating the largest dealer 
distribution network in the North of  England, which included Morris 
and Rolls-Royce. Presumably ‘OKA 70’ was ordered for stock, as the 
original buff  log book shows a change of  ownership to a Mr Winn 
of  Liverpool. After a series of  owners, the car was purchased by the 
current one in 1991. 

Finished in Green, with a tan leather interior and matching weather 
equipment, this example would be the perfect candidate for some 
winter TLC, which might include some attention to the brakes, 

exhaust, engine hoses and possibly even the paintwork. The interior 
and roof  are in good condition, as is the brightwork. 

Supplied with a selection of  previous MOTs, this MG TD would 
appear to be a fairly rare home-market car, and is a great way into 
MG ownership. One of  the advantages of  most cars from this period 
is that nearly everything is fairly simple to fix, and only requires a 
basic knowledge and a reasonable tool kit to carry out most jobs. A 
couple of  evenings a week over the winter, and as soon as we see the 
first sunny Sunday in spring, this delightful little TD will be ready for 
some country lanes.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 644

Bid via the Internet on lot 644

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1953-mg-td
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1953-MG-TD/32873348/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873348
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1961 Alvis TD21 Coupé
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Registration: NBF 771

Chassis No: 26636

Engine Number: 26636

Estimate: £22,000 - £25,000

The TD21 was conceived in 1956, and was quite a departure from 
the lovely, but rather “post-war” TC21, however, on its arrival in 
dealer’s showrooms, it quickly set about changing established 
views of  the Alvis. Following the loss of  coachbuilders Mulliner and 
Tickford (who were now tied to other companies), Alvis turned to 
the Swiss coachbuilder, Graber, whose tradition of  producing sleek, 
modern and very elegant Saloons proved a good fit in terms of  the 
way Alvis saw their future. Graber first presented this new style 
to the Alvis board in late 1957, who were very impressed with the 
Swiss company’s flowing design, and commissioned the body to be 
built on the new TD chassis. To ease logistical problems, Park Ward 
of  London built the Graber-designed bodies in the UK. 

The Alvis 3-Litre TD21 Series I was produced between the end of  
1958 and April 1962, and was powered by the TC’s 2993cc engine, 
uprated by 15bhp to 115 as a result of  an improved cylinder head 
design and an increased compression ratio. A new four-speed 
gearbox, borrowed from the Austin-Healey 100, was incorporated. 
The suspension remained similar to the car’s predecessor; 
independent at the front, using coil-springs, and leaf-springs at the 
rear, but the track was increased slightly, and a front anti-roll bar 
was added. From 1959, the all-drum brake set up was changed to 

discs at the front, retaining drums at the rear. In April 1962, the car 
was upgraded with four-wheel Dunlop disc brakes, aluminium doors, 
a five-speed ZF gearbox and pretty recessed spotlights either side of  
the grille; these improvements coming together to create the TD21 
Series II. This impressive new Alvis boasted a most agreeable top 
speed of  105mph. 

Delivered new on the 19th July 1961, this “Gentleman’s Express” 
slotted in neatly between the sporty Astons and the more genteel 
Bentleys. Purchased by our vendor in 2007, joining an extensive 
collection of  post-war Bentleys and Jaguars, the car was subject to a 
full body-off  restoration in 2012. This included restoring and sealing 
the chassis, a new coat of  paint in a very sophisticated shade of  
Bronze, and a re-trim in the Connolly tan leather, supplied some 
years earlier during the restoration of  the Bentley R-Type in this 
sale. In 2015, the car was treated to a new Tremec T5 manual five-
speed gearbox, propshaft, and sundry items at a cost of  £4,814.40.
 
Presented to auction with a history file that includes photographs of  
the restoration and a raft of  old invoices, the car has an MOT until 
July 2017, and the odometer reads around 62,500 miles.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 645

Bid via the Internet on lot 645

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1961-alvis-td21-coupe
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1961-Alvis-TD21-Coupe/32873349/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873349
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1984 Porsche 911 3.2 
Carrera Targa

Lot 646Registration: A30 UYW

Chassis No: WPOZZZ91ZES140966

Engine Number: 63EO4487

Estimate: £24,000 - £28,000

There are very few cars that can boast a history anything like that 
of  the Porsche 911. This was a gem of  a sports car that simply 
blew everything away back in 1964. Since then, the 911 has evolved 
over the years to become one of  the world’s true motoring legends. 
Without doubt, part of  the appeal of  this iconic model is that its 
soul has always remained true to the original design. Porsche 
started to manufacture the ‘Targa’ top 911 from the mid-sixties, and 
kept it in production in various forms right up to the current Porsche 
997 Targa. Up until 1993, its original design and popularity had 
always revolved around the fact that you simply turn two clips, lift 
the top off, fold it up into about 2/3rds of  the original size and store 
it in the boot. 

This particular 3.2-litre Carrera Targa was delivered new on 2nd May 
1984, via Motortune Limited, London to its first owner, a Mr Sturley. 
Finished in Black, with black leatherette and black cloth inlays, the 
car was ordered with heated door mirrors, forged alloy wheels, rear 
wiper, front and rear spoilers and tinted glass. The accompanying 
history file contains the service book, which shows over 10 stamps 
from Porsche main dealers and marque specialists for maintenance 
work over the years. 

Our vendor is a serial Porsche owner and, after selling his beloved 
356 a few years ago, needed to fill the void left in his garage; this 
was the ideal candidate, and so it was purchased by him in 2013. 
During his ownership, the car has been maintained annually by 
independent Porsche specialist, Marque 21, in Dorset. The original 
rear spoiler was removed as the owner preferred the way the car 
looked without it, but it does accompany the sale of  the car. 

Supplied with a UK V5C, and MOT tested until 16th October 2017, 
this 911 3.2 Carrera Targa offers an affordable entry into Porsche 
ownership. This is a great car, and one that will be a reluctant sale 
for our vendor who has obviously cherished it. 

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 646

Bid via the Internet on lot 646

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1984-porsche-911-32-carrera-targa
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1984-Porsche-911-3-2-Carrera-Targa/32873350/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873350
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1991 Porsche 944  
Turbo Cabriolet
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Registration: J967 NLM

Chassis No: WPOZZZ95ZMN130322

Engine Number: 47M01026

Estimate: £22,000 - £25,000

In February 1991, Porsche released the 944 Turbo Cabriolet, which 
combined the Turbo S’s 250bhp engine, with the Cabriolet body built 
by the ASC-American Sunroof  Company at Weinsberg in Germany. 
Porsche initially announced that 600 would be made, but ultimately 
625 were built, 100 of  which were right-hand drive for the UK, 
Japanese, Australian and South African markets. 

This particular ‘Guards Red’ 944 Turbo Cabriolet was registered on 
1st August 1991, to Porsche Cars GB Limited in Reading as ‘J258 
SMO’, which is a Reading issued registration. It would either have 
been a press or management car, as evidenced by the fact that the 
first two services were carried out by Porsche Cars GB Ltd at their 
headquarters. It was ordered with the optional extras of  M418 side 
protection mouldings, M494 additional amplifier, M690 CD player 
“CD-10” radio + ARI and M946 seat covers, front leather/leather/ 
leatherette (black leather with red piping). 
 

Now registered ‘J967 NLM’, the Porsche has covered just under 
99,400 miles, which is supported by a detailed service history and 
almost every MOT, including its very first one on 10th December 
1993. 

This 944 has been extremely well cared for throughout its life, having 
been serviced by Porsche dealers for the first twelve years, and 
Porsche specialists thereafter, including a 2014 service and cam/
balance belt replacement at renowned specialist, Francis Tuthill 
Ltd, when the mileage was 98,657. It also had four new tyres fitted 
at about the same time. The car comes with the aforementioned 
comprehensive history file and its original book pack in its black 
leatherette wallet. 

This an opportunity to own a very rare Porsche at a realistic price 
in the current market. It’s a right-hand drive, UK-supplied car in 
immaculate condition, well specified, with an impeccable history, and 
in Guards Red with a Black interior. There are no boxes left to tick!

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 647

Bid via the Internet on lot 647

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-944-turbo-cabriolet
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1991-Porsche-944-Turbo-Cabriolet/32873351/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873351
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1985 Ferrari 308 GTS 
Quattrovalve RHD

Lot 648Registration: C243 OTW

Chassis No: ZFFLA13C000058115

Engine Number: 3343

Estimate: £75,000 - £85,000

October 1975 saw the debut at the Paris Motor Show of  the most 
successful shape ever to wear the Cavallino Rampante emblem; 
the Ferrari 308. During its comparatively long production run from 
1975-89, over 20,000 examples of  all engine types and sizes were 
produced. This new car was constructed on a traditional steel-
tube chassis, but its beautiful body was initially manufactured in 
GRP and then, after two years, Scaglietti started making GTBs in 
steel. The 3-litre, four-cam V8 was more or less unchanged until 
March 1981, when Bosch fuel injection was added in place of  the 
four double-choke Webers, reducing the engine’s power output 
significantly, although the final drive was altered on these cars to 
give similar acceleration to a carburettor car. Two years later, the 
4-valve-per-cylinder Quattrovalvole, or ‘QV’, model pushed output 
back up to 240hp, restoring the status quo. European-spec cars 
boasted higher horsepower than cars built for the American market, 
and were lighter. Only 748 308 GTB/S QV models were produced, 
and they are considered by many to be the most desirable of  all the 
308 variations, as they are the fastest and most subtly styled, with a 
deep front valance, racing mirrors, and short, lightweight bumpers. 

This lovely Spider is number 218 of  just 233 right-hand drive QVs 
produced and is one of  the very last for the UK market. Finished in 

Rosso Corsa with Crema hide, it was imported by JCT 600 and first 
registered in August 1985.  

More recently, since 2010, the car has been in the custodianship 
of  an enthusiastic collector, who undertook mechanical 
recommissioning works on the car in 2011 with specialists ‘MDS 
Ferrari’. Since then it has covered just 2,000 miles, and the 
odometer now indicates 73,500 miles. 

Presented with the car is the original wallet, containing the service 
books and manuals documenting the cars excellent service history 
and a folder containing a number of  bills / invoices detailing various 
works carried out amounting to tens of  thousands of  pounds over 
the years. The car also features a very rare, original luggage set.
In superb condition for its age and mileage, this rare RHD QV 
Spider has patently been well looked after by all its owners, and is a 
fantastic example of  the ultimate evolution of  the 308.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 648

Bid via the Internet on lot 648

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/ferrari-308-gts-quattrovalve-rhd
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1985-Ferrari-308-GTS-Quattrovalve/33037269/LotDetail.asp?lid=33037269&scrollLocationOnCatalog=33357
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1967 Morris Mini Moke
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Registration: JOM129E

Chassis No: MAB1996586

Engine Number: 10AMWTAH727599

Estimate: £17,000 - £20,000

‘JOM 129E’ came off  the production line on the 17th of  March 
1967, and was despatched on the 24th of  March 1967 to the official 
BMC Publicity Department, where it was to join a number of  others 
as part of  the BMC Parade Team. It was used for three years in 
a variety of  promotional events, including the Formula 1 driver’s 
parade at the 1967 British Grand Prix, transporting Kenny Ball and 
his Jazzmen in the 1967 Lord Mayor’s Parade, and moving officials 
and contestants around at a later Miss World competition, although 
pictures of  this particular event could not be found. 

Later in its life, in the late 1980s, it was used to tow water browsers 
during the construction of  the M42, along with a number of  other 
Mokes, which is fairly appropriate as the name Moke is rural slang 
for an older Donkey that is past its best. Sadly, this particular Moke 
ended up in a hedge in a garden somewhere in Bromsgrove, and 
one can only imagine that some of  the lads from the motorway site 
fancied giving themselves a lift home and had a few ‘pit-stops’ on 
the way. 

However, ‘all’s well that ends well’, and, after extracting it from the 
undergrowth, our vendor spent the following two years restoring this 
charismatic little car, and the quality of  this restoration has to be 
seen to be believed. 

All the structural panels required were located, and were original 
NOS and not pattern parts. Any components that weren’t 
available did have to be fabricated from scratch, but were copied 
painstakingly from the factory specifications and drawings. 
Thousands of  man hours and, I would guess, a few sleepless nights 
were part of  returning this little Moke back to life. We understand 
that the quality of  finish and detail is undoubtedly superior to 
the day it left the factory. The finishing touches were the graphics 
that were added, and are a direct copy of  the ones applied by the 
Publicity Department, prior to its first outing on Easter weekend 
in 1967. ‘JOM’ has attended many shows since its completion and 
has been admired by thousands of  people, and our vendor has now 
decided to let a new owner have some fun with this iconic piece of  
British motoring history.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 649

Bid via the Internet on lot 649

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1967-morris-moke
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1967-Morris-Moke/32873352/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873352
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
2008 Bentley 
Continental GT Speed

Lot 650Registration: MX58 FEV

Chassis No: SCBCF63W68C058724

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £50,000 - £60,000

Ex-Cristiano Ronaldo

The Bentley Continental GT Speed was the fastest and most expensive 
version of  the car, when new in 2008. This particular car was supplied 
new to Cristiano Ronaldo on the 5th September 2008, and finished in 
his choice of  Sapphire Blue with Magnolia leather upholstery. 

Often ranked as the best football player in the world, Cristiano 
Ronaldo is world-famous, and plays for both Real Madrid and 
Portugal. He is Captain of  the Portuguese national side, won the FIFA 
Ballon D’Or in 2013 and 2014, and is currently ranked by ESPN as 
the world’s most famous athlete. 

Cristiano used this car for several years while playing for Manchester 
United, and the car has been maintained by Bentley main dealers 
ever since. It has been main dealer-serviced every year of  its life, with 
the most recent at Bentley Glasgow in April of  this year, at 35,000 
miles. The book pack and service record are complete and present, as 
are all past MOT certificates, making the current mileage guaranteed. 
It is offered in outstanding condition throughout, with the benefit 
of  a transferable Bentley Dealer Warranty until April of  next year. 
Cristiano’s name is still visible on the V5C as the previous owner. A 
great car with a significant past that will always distinguish it in the 
future.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 650

Bid via the Internet on lot 650

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/bentley-continental-gt-speed
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2008-Bentley-Continental-GT-Speed-Ex-Cristiano-Ronaldo/32873321/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873321
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1966 Land Rover Series 
IIA 109’ Station Wagon
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Registration: JAL 356K

Chassis No: 26102048C

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £15,000 - £20,000

The Series IIA is considered by many to be the hardiest version of  
the Land Rover ever constructed. It’s also the type of  classic Land 
Rover that features strongly in the general public’s perception of  the 
brand, due to its many appearances in popular films and television 
documentaries set in Africa and India throughout the sixties. 

In February 1968, just a few months after its manufacturer had 
been subsumed into the Leyland Motor Corporation, the Land Rover 
celebrated its twentieth birthday, with total production just short of  
600,000 at that point, of  which more than 70% had been exported.
Certainly, it was whilst the Series IIA was in production that sales of  
utility Land Rovers reached their peak, and in 1969/70, sales of  over 
60,000 Land Rovers a year were recorded. (For comparison, the sales 
of  the Defender since the 90s have been around the 25,000 level). 
Record sales do not automatically confer domination of  the market, 
but the Land Rover came to dominate the world simply because it was 
the best. In the 1960s, the Land Rover represented almost 90% of  the 
Australian 4x4 market, and this level of  success was repeated in other 
areas, such as Africa and the Middle East. 

Good examples of  Series IIs and IIAs are now beginning to achieve 
classic status, and are starting to appreciate in value, although many 

are still in daily use. First manufactured in 1966, and registered 
by the Royal Air Force, this example spent its early years as a work 
horse on the air base until it was later sold in 1971. Since 1971, it 
is showing just 3 former keepers on the V5C, and has been a well-
enjoyed and much-loved vehicle by all. Purchased by our vendor in a 
somewhat tired condition, the car was thought to be the ideal basis 
for a detailed restoration project to restore the car to its former glory. 

On purchase, it was completely stripped down, and the restoration 
began from the chassis upwards. The bodywork, chassis and 
running gear were stripped back, repaired where necessary and then 
reassembled in the time-honoured tradition. The engine was also 
rebuilt and reconditioned to match the high standards appropriate to 
this restoration. A similar approach was taken with the interior, which 
is in excellent condition and a real credit, with new upholstery and 
roof  lining throughout. 

The car really must be seen to truly appreciate the quality of  the 
workmanship involved in bringing ‘JAL 356K’ back to life. This is a 
classic Srs. IIA that is immaculate but understated, and would attract 
admiring glances at the local show, the local shoot or the local pub!

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 651

Bid via the Internet on lot 651

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1966-land-rover-series-ii-station-wagon
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1966-Land-Rover-Series-IIa-109-Station-Wagon/32873322/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873322
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
2001 Lamborghini 
Murciélago ‘3 Record’

Lot 652Registration: CF51 JCX

Chassis No: ZA9BC10E02LA12026

Engine Number: LS535033

Estimate: £90,000 - £110,000

Introduced in 2001, and in production until 2010, the Murciélago is 
an all-wheel drive, mid-engine supercar that sits less than four feet tall 
and sports dramatic ‘scissor doors’. The power output of  the early 
cars was 570bhp, delivered through a six-speed manual gearbox with 
an integral differential driving the rear wheels, and a viscous coupling 
centre differential providing power to the front. The very low-drag 
bodywork is constructed from carbon fibre, steel and aluminium, and 
the suspension is conventional independent double-wishbone. 

This specific example, one of  the earliest Murciélagos built by 
Lamborghini, was internally designated ‘Pre-Series 6’, and was 
retained by Lamborghini for testing and early promotion of  the 
model. Most notably, it was taken to the Nardò Ring in February 2002, 
to gauge the car’s overall performance on the 12.5-kilometre banked 
circuit. There, Lamborghini set production-car world-speed-records for 
one hour, 100 kilometres, and 100 miles, all from a standing start! 

For the one-hour record, the Murciélago covered an incredible 
305.041 kilometres, which included one pit-stop to refuel. One 
hundred kilometres was covered in just 18 minutes and 44.9 seconds, 
with an average speed of  320.023 km/h. Finally, the Murciélago 
covered 100 miles in 30 minutes and 9 seconds, with an average 

speed of  320.254 km/h. Adding to the car’s incredible achievement 
is that these records were set in far from ideal conditions, as high 
winds blew across the track throughout the testing period. 

Following its record runs at Nardò, the car returned to Sant’Agata 
Bolognese and continued to be used as a prototype, where it was 
always serviced and maintained by the factory. The car was then 
sold to an Italian-based collector in 2002. During his ownership, it 
was driven frequently, and as such, the odometer now shows over 
118,200 kilometres (73,446 miles) from new. Now UK-registered 
and supplied with a fresh MOT, the car is ready to be enjoyed and 
drives extremely well indeed. Additionally, it retains its original books, 
including the service manual, confirming its early service history by 
the Lamborghini factory. 

The Murciélago’s success at Nardò clearly helped establish the 
car’s reputation in the automotive world, not only as an excellent 
replacement for the Diablo, but also a truly capable car in its own 
right. As this very car set three individual speed records, it holds 
an important place in the model’s history, and demands serious 
consideration by Lamborghini collectors and enthusiasts worldwide.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 652

Bid via the Internet on lot 652

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/lamborghini-mercielago
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2001-Lamborghini-Murci-lago-3-Record/32873353/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873353
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1998 Bentley Arnage 
Green Label
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Registration: 7141 RU

Chassis No: SCBLB51E5XCH01288

Engine Number: 50871679

Estimate: £20,000 - £23,000

The Bentley Arnage was launched in 1998, replacing the legendary 
Bentley Turbo R. Built by Bentley Motors in Crewe from 1998 to 
2009, the Arnage and its Rolls-Royce sibling, the Silver Seraph, 
were introduced in the Spring of  1998, and were the first entirely 
new designs for the two marques since 1980, when the Silver Spirit 
and Mulsanne models were introduced. The new Arnage was to be 
powered by a special twin-turbo version of  the 4.4-litre BMW V8, 
which was developed by Vickers subsidiary, Cosworth Engineering. 

When Aidan Barclay, the son of  billionaire Sir David Barclay and 
chairman of  the Ritz Hotel, wanted a luxurious conveyance to 
glide around his myriad business addresses, he naturally chose 
an Arnage. Bought new from H.R. Owen on the 9th June 1998, the 
accompanying invoice states that the car was delivered in Bentley 
Black, with a complementing black leather interior piped ‘Fireglow’, 
slide and tilt sunroof, and a radio telephone. The service book and a 
number of  letters and invoices within the history file show that Mr. 
Barclay fastidiously maintained the car up until its sale, at 9,560 
miles, to our vendor in November 2009. 

The Arnage joined our vendor’s private collection, which includes 
Bentley, Jaguar and Alvis, amongst others, and during his ownership 
has been lightly used but regularly maintained. He decided to 
convert the car to run on LPG in the interests of  economy, and this 

was completed at a cost of  some £3,000. This neat LPG adaptation 
makes a big difference to running costs, and has recently been 
checked and certified. The detailed history file includes every 
previous MOT, corroborating the indicated mileage, and the car is 
presented to auction with a fresh MOT valid until October 2017, 
the private registration “7141 RU”, and just 25,500 miles. This 
delightful Arnage has been serviced at the following intervals:

14/05/1998 H.R. Owen at 28 miles
22/08/2000 H.R. Owen at 2,510 miles
25/09/2001 H.R. Owen at 3,339 miles
04/09/2002 The Bentley Service Centre (Jack Barclay) at 3,874 miles
15/10/2003 Jack Barclay at 4,473 miles
23/09/2004 Jack Barclay at 4,477 miles
09/09/2005 Jack Barclay at 6,284 miles
06/10/2006 Jack Barclay at 7,060 miles
30/05/2007 Jack Barclay at 7,496 miles
30/09/2009 Jack Barclay at 8,952 miles
September 2010 BB Developments at approx. 15,000 miles
September 2013 BB Developments at approx. 20,000 miles
30/09/2015 Bentley Birmingham at 24,775 miles

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 653

Bid via the Internet on lot 653

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1998-bentley-arnage-green-label
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1998-Bentley-Arnage-Green-Label/32873354/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873354
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1990 Porsche 911  
RSR Evocation

Lot 654Registration: E20 RSR

Chassis No: WPOZZZ96ZLS401258

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £50,000 - £60,000

This RSR replica started life with a great basis - a 1990, 964 Carrera 
2. In 2011, the owner of  the Carrera 2 took his car to ‘Pro-9’ in 
London with the brief  of  getting the car into ‘track day-spec’, so 
he could get more out of  it. Pro-9 stripped back to the bare metal, 
any rust was treated, and a full roll cage was welded into the car. 
During this process, the air conditioning, interior, electric windows, 
bumpers and sun roof  were all ditched to save weight. The car was 
then re-bodied with GRP bumpers and deck lid, and the doors, roof, 
bonnet and front wings were replaced with carbon fibre panels. 
All of  the glass, apart from the windscreen, was replaced with 
Perspex. The interior was modified with lightweight RSR carpets, 
RS door cards and wind-up windows, an Alcantara dashboard, 
period steering wheel and WEVO short shift. Naturally, all of  these 
measures created a significant weight saving, and effectively lowered 
the centre of  gravity.
 
The standard seats were replaced with Recaro ‘Pole Positions’ and 
4-point harnesses were attached. The gearbox and transmission are 
standard, but a KAAZ limited slip differential has been fitted. The 
engine was built by Autofarm in 2012 from a low mileage 993 3.6 
engine, using a lightweight flywheel, Jenvey throttle bodies, bespoke 
stainless steel exhaust and ‘Motec 600’ management system, 

resulting in a Dyno reading of  just over 300bhp. The car has covered 
about 2,000 miles since the rebuild.
 
For the suspension, anti-roll bars were added and new Bilstein 
coil-overs fitted, with everything fully adjustable. Bespoke 17-inch 
Fuchs alloys were imported from Germany (8” front-10” rear) 
to accommodate the larger ‘Turbo’ discs all round, with 4- pot 
callipers. Michelin ‘Sport Cup’ tyres are fitted all round.
 
In 2014, Fernsport at Silverstone fitted a plumbed-in fire 
extinguisher and electrical cut off  switch. The paint work is an 
accurate replication of  the 1973 2.8 RSR factory cars that won the 
Daytona 24-hours in that year, with an accurate ‘Martini’ livery. The 
car was featured in an 8-page article in ‘Total 911’ magazine in June 
2012, and they waxed lyrical about the car’s performance, handling 
and presentation.
This is a very capable track car, with similar performance 
characteristics to the original ‘73 race cars, but, thanks to the Motec 
electronics and the adjustable suspension, is considerably more 
civilised to drive on the road.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 654

Bid via the Internet on lot 654

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/porsche-2-8-rsr-evocation
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1990-Porsche-911-RSR-Evocation/32873355/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873355
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1971 Husqvarna  
400 Cross
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Registration: TBC

Frame No: MI5159

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £15,000 - £20,000

In 1971, there was no greater film-star than Steve McQueen. His 
choice of  off-road motorcycle at the time was a Husqvarna 400 
cross. The beautiful two-stroke Husky Cross, with its signature red-
and-chrome petrol tank patch, alloy guards, Akront rims, mud flap 
and Magura cables, was catapulted to legendary status in August 
1971, when Steve McQueen famously rode one shirtless on the cover 
of  Sports Illustrated. The image was captured on a whimsical beach 
scene outside of  Camp Pendleton for the movie ‘On Any Sunday’. 

The 400 Cross was not only very pretty, but it also had serious 
competition credentials. The lusty 395cc two-stroke single was 
matched to a lightweight chassis and excellent suspension, and 
was ridden to victory in the 1971 Baja 1000 by Malcolm Smith and 
Gunnar Nilsson. Husqvarna garnered a number of  motocross titles, 
including the 500cc World Championship in 1969, and 70 with the 
young Swede, Bengt Aberg, on board, before the Japanese entered 
the market and slowly knocked the various European manufacturers 
out. 

This bike is a 1971 Husqvarna 400 ‘Cross’, with frame number 
MI5159, making it a late-1971 bike. It is presented in stunning 
condition, and underwent a painstaking restoration, which cost our 

enthusiast vendor many thousands of  pounds. Every nut and bolt 
was finished to OE condition by Rod Spry, one of  the UK’s leading 
Motocross-only bike restorers. Rod returned this bike to Concours 
condition, using as much of  the original bike (originally imported 
from the USA a couple of  years ago) as possible. He did this by 
obtaining many extremely hard to find NOS parts from his worldwide 
connections in America and Europe. 

There are not many of  these bikes surviving in the world, as many 
were raced, thrashed and discarded in the late 1970s and early 
1980s. They have recently become very collectable, and this 
example is described by the vendor as in perfect running condition. 
It has been drained of  fluids for internal display, but the new owner 
has the option of  either a static or running bike. Perfect for any 
serious garage collector, office dreamer, classic MX racer or pit-lane 
cruiser, this bike must be seen to be truly appreciated.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 655

Bid via the Internet on lot 655

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/husqvarna-400-cross
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1971-Husqvarna-400-Cross/32873356/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873356
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1969 Jaguar E-Type 
Series II 2+2

Lot 656Registration: SRY479G

Chassis No: J691R41475

Engine Number: 7R36950-9

Estimate: £45,000 - £55,000

When launched to an eager public in 1961, the new E-Type Jaguar 
was available in either two seat open sports or two seat fixed-head 
Coupé formats, the latter having a useful opening rear door, giving 
access to the ample luggage compartment. By the mid-1960s, the 
high demand for the car prompted Jaguar to offer a third option, 
for the driver with a young family, in the form of  a 2+2 Coupé. By 
adding nine inches to the wheelbase and two inches in height, it 
was then possible to fit a rear seat capable of  seating two adults 
in tolerable comfort. Of  course, the rear seat was more suited to 
children or, as ‘The Motor’ put it at the time, the car could ‘extend 
Dad’s youth for another seven years’. The longer wheelbase also 
had the added benefit of  allowing Jaguar to mate a Borg-Warner 
automatic transmission to the 4.2-litre engine, thereby further 
widening the appeal of  the E-type. 

Imported from California in 1993, ‘SRY 479G’ is a striking 2+2, 
Series2 Fixed Head Coupé, and has been with its owner ever since. 
It’s a matching-numbers car, and comes with a Heritage Certificate 
to confirm its authenticity. The car was the subject of  a meticulous 
nut-and-bolt rebuild to the original factory specification over a 15 
year period, using mainly new-old-stock parts tracked down from all 
over the country, to keep the build as pure as possible. The Jaguar 

sits on a set of  pristine chrome wire wheels fitted with period-
correct Dunlop Sport Tyres, and finished in a special order Metallic 
Silver paint. The long-term restoration was obviously fastidious, 
and every nook and cranny on the car has been carefully detailed. 
An 8-Track Cassette player sits where it always has, and the focus 
on period authenticity is enhanced by the correct tool kit, jack, and 
appropriate handbooks and manuals. 

Having been restored to a Concours standard, it must have 
been particularly satisfying that the car was the winner of  the 
international E-Type Concours d’Elegance at Prescott in 2008, 
and was the first to win all three awards: Best E-Type, Endeavour 
Award, and Car of  the Day. Also, in 2008, ‘SRY’ competed in the 
JDC Championship at the NEC, and just missed first place by only 
10 points. 

This lovely car has been cared for and cossetted since its Concours 
heyday, and remains in superb condition. Could this be one of  the 
best available on the market today?

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 656

Bid via the Internet on lot 656

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1969-jaguar-e-type-22
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1969-Jaguar-E-Type-Series-II-2-2/32873357/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873357
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1996 Mercedes-Benz 
G-Wagen 300 GEL
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Registration: TBC

Chassis No: WDB46322827106564

Engine Number: 10398722004124

Estimate: £28,000 - £32,000

The Mercedes-Benz G-Class, or ‘G-Wagen’, as it is more commonly 
known, is a uniquely styled cross-country vehicle, famed for its 
functional looks. Developed initially as a military vehicle, it has 
gone on to become one of  the longest-produced Mercedes-Benz 
in Daimler’s history, with a production span of  32 years. It wasn’t 
until a suggestion by the Shah of  Iran that the car was offered as 
a civilian vehicle in 1979, with refinements coming two years later, 
including air-conditioning, automatic transmission, a cable winch 
and protective headlamp grilles. Further improvements were offered 
in later years, including more comfortable front seats, wider tyres 
and arches, central locking and differential locks. 

From a private collection, this particular G-Wagon was supplied 
new in 1996 to a Mr F. Boglione of  London, and is finished in 
Midnight Blue with a black leather interior. Fitted with the 3.0-litre, 
6-cylinder petrol engine, options ordered from new included; an 
electric tilt and slide sunroof, left and right rear side bench seats, 
and a special radio cassette. Included in the history file are invoices 
for servicing from Mercedes-Benz main dealers, respected marque 
specialists, Colin Ferns and SS Motors. In March 2011, when the 
car had reached 96,062 miles, the instrument cluster, including the 
odometer, was replaced at Mercedes-Benz of  Northampton, along 

with a host of  other work, triggering a total bill of  £2,459. Currently 
reading 15,952 miles on the odometer, the total mileage is therefore 
just over 112,000 miles. 

Under the fastidious ownership of  our vendor, it was felt that the 
interior needed freshening up, so the car was sent to trim specialist, 
B-Trim, in Enfield, and the results look fantastic; quilted black 
leather with red stitching now sets the cabin off, creating a very 
modern look throughout.  

This car is in the process of  having a cherished plate removed, so 
will have an age-related registration granted. With a current MOT, 
this G-Wagen is capable of  carrying up to nine passengers - perfect 
for almost all occasions.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 657

Bid via the Internet on lot 657

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1996-mercedes-benz-g-wagen-300-ge
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1996-Mercedes-Benz-G-Wagen-300-GEL/32873358/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873358
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1923 Clement-Talbot  
10-23 Tourer

Lot 658Registration: XO3815

Chassis No: 16448

Engine Number: 16448

Estimate: £18,000 - £22,000

‘XO 3815’ is a Talbot L10/23 four-seater, all-weather, open-tourer, 
built by Clement-Talbot (London) Ltd., and would have spluttered out 
of  the big doors of  the Barlby Road Works in mid-1923. Fitted with 
the 1074cc-23hp engine, it was first registered on the 29th of  June 
1923. Twenty odd horsepower and a three-speed gearbox resulted 
in a top speed of  around 50 miles per hour, which was probably 
enough, considering brakes were fitted to the rear wheels only, and 
the six-volt electrics didn’t produce a great deal of  candle-power 
when driving at night. The front suspension had reversed quarter-
elliptic springs, which was quite advanced for the day. 

The car’s first registered keeper was a Captain T. L. Keen, who ran 
the vehicle up until 1941, at which point it was put into storage. The 
Captain subsequently passed away, and the title went to his niece, 
a Miss Opitz, who duly sold it on to The Marquess of  Aylesbury 
in 1954. From here, the car was exported to Jersey in 1959, and 
was licensed as ‘J22478’ before, some two years later, in 1961, 
returning to England. In the late sixties, the car was driven all the 
way down through France to Monte Carlo, to take part as an ‘extra’ 
in the 1969 comic caper ‘Monte Carlo or Bust’. I imagine that it 
must have been a real hoot, driving the old Talbot around the sunny 

streets of  Monaco, and working with the likes of  Peter Cook, Dudley 
Moore, Tony Curtis, Eric Sykes and Terry Thomas. 

This amazing car has had seven owners in total, and appears to 
have travelled a mere 58,500 miles in its lifetime. It’s accompanied 
by a plethora of  receipts and associated information, which does 
include the coveted Buff  Log book, along with the new style V5C. 
The car is in generally splendid condition for a vehicle of  this nature. 
It doesn’t appear to have been restored, but has obviously had a bit 
of  paint from time to time and new trim when required. The wheels 
and tyres are fine, the hood covering and running boards look fairly 
new, and there are lots of  well-detailed period features. Within the 
file, there are service manuals, an instruction book and a manual 
for the Zenith Carburettor. This is a very rare opportunity to acquire 
a twenties Talbot, as they simply do not come to market very often 
and, with provenance such as this, would be a great addition to any 
serious collection. The seven owners of  this car have lived through 
two World Wars and the Millennium, and the one thing that all their 
lives had in common was this lovely old 10/23.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 658

Bid via the Internet on lot 658

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1923-talbot-clement-tourer
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1923-Clement-Talbot-10-23-Tourer/32873359/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873359
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1974 Jaguar E-Type 
Series III Roadster
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59

Registration: SMD 19M

Chassis No: 1S2632

Engine Number: 7S15658SA

Estimate: £35,000 - £40,000

The Series III was the final incarnation of  the iconic Jaguar E-Type. 
Launched in 1971, it was fitted with a silky smooth 5.3-litre V12 
engine, and was offered as a 2+2 Coupé or an open-top Roadster. 
Boasting a longer wheelbase, larger and better brakes, and power 
steering, all as standard, it was a great swansong for one of  the 
20th Century’s greatest cars. Success in the American market 
was dependent, to a great extent, on the car being fitted with an 
automatic gearbox, and by far the vast majority were so equipped, 
making Series III V12s fitted with a manual gearbox very rare. 

According to the accompanying Jaguar Heritage Certificate, this 
manual roadster was dispatched to Henlys of  London on the 14th 
February, resplendent in the very seventies colour of  Azure Blue, 
with a complementing dark blue leather interior. The hood was listed 
as black and the car appears to still be fitted with the original PVC 
item, in remarkably good condition, apart from a seven-inch tear at 
the base. 

Bought by our vendor’s late father on the 13th October 1980, the 
car’s third registered keeper at the time, the car was parked in 
a, mercifully dry, garage, where it has remained for the last 36 
years, still displaying a somewhat-faded 1979 Road Fund Licence 

in the windscreen. It’s not known why the car was laid up for all 
this time, but it was, and happily the decision was made to bring 
it out and find someone who might return it to its former glory. Its 
long incarceration has been less unkind than you might expect, 
and the car presents quite well given the history. The interior is in 
remarkably good condition, and the panels seem pretty straight to 
this consignor. 

The odometer is currently indicating some 44,116 miles, and this 
may well be accurate given the minimal wear on the interior, pedal 
rubbers etc. 

Series III E-Types have recently started to become sought after, 
and a rare Manual V12 will always command a premium over its 
Automatic siblings. This ‘Rip Van Winkle’ of  the E-Type world is a 
true survivor and, in common with the fairy tale character, deserves 
to be restored to good health and go on to live a long and happy life.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 659

Bid via the Internet on lot 659

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/jaguar-e-type-series-iii-roadster
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1974-Jaguar-E-Type-Series-III-Roadster/32873360/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873360
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1976 Alfa Romeo  
GT Junior

Lot 660Registration: NAD 801P

Chassis No: 0001892

Engine Number: TBC

Estimate: £14,000 - £18,000

The Alfa Romeo 105/115 series Coupés were built from 1963 until 
1977. They were the successors to the celebrated Giulietta Sprint 
Coupé, and used the shortened floor pan from the Giulia saloon 
car. The basic body shape, shared by all models, was designed by 
Giorgetto Giugiaro for Bertone as one of  his first major projects, and 
is regarded as one of  his finest commercial efforts. The balance of  
glass and metal, the influence of  the front and rear screens on the 
shape of  the cabin, and the flat grille with incorporated headlamps 
were all considered ground-breaking styling features of  the era.
Apart from their good looks, these cars are often considered as 
some of  the best-handling classic Saloons, and with a five-speed 
gearbox, all-round disc brakes, independent suspension and torquey 
engine, they were very advanced for the time, and have the capability 
to embarrass many of  their modern counterparts. 

This superb Alfa Romeo GT Junior is presented in good condition, 
having been subject to an extensive body restoration in 2012. This 
work included all the crucial areas on an Alfa Romeo, including sills, 
floors, cross members, jacking points and the lower wings, all of  
which were replaced. A full respray was then carried out in none 
other than Alfa Romeo Rosso. The interior was not forgotten, and 
has been similarly refurbished with the fitting of  a new carpet set 

and door cards, along with a re-trim of  the front and rear seats in 
the correct Alfa Romeo material. 

The running gear has also received similar attention, with the 
brakes being completely overhauled and the suspension renewed 
with uprated springs. Currently fitted with a 2000cc engine, as the 
original 1600cc engine was removed at some point in the car’s 
past, a common and desirable modification to enhance the driving 
experience. This car was ‘condition inspected’ by Autolign on 16th 
November 2015, and was issued with a Certificate of  Inspection and 
Pass, having previously been recorded as damaged on the ‘condition 
alert register’, relating to a claim for a minor incident in 1999, but 
has obviously been fully restored since.The vendor, in the last 12 
months, has carried out some work on the car, including replacing 
the headlining, door seals, starter motor, two tyres and overhauling 
the brakes.There is a history file present, detailing previous owners, 
servicing and MOTs, along with details and photos of  the restoration 
work undertaken. Supplied with an MOT Certificate valid until 
September 2017, which was issued with no advisories, and a V5C, 
this lovely sporty car is sure to provide endless enjoyment for many 
years to come.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 660

Bid via the Internet on lot 660

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1976-alfa-romeo-gt-junior
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1976-Alfa-Romeo-GT-Junior/32873361/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873361
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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1953 Bentley R-Type
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61

Registration: NYF 580

Chassis No: B358TN

Engine Number: B379T

Estimate: £24,000 - £28,000

The R-Type is the second series of  post-war Bentley automobiles, 
replacing the Mark VI, and is regarded by many as the most elegant 
car Bentley ever produced. As with its predecessor, a standard body 
was available as well as coach-built versions by firms including H. 
J. Mulliner, Park Ward, Harold Radford and Freestone and Webb 
amongst others. All Bentley R-Types were propelled by a 6-cylinder 
engine fed by twin SU Type H6 carburettors. The basic engine 
displaced 4.6 litres and, as with this car, was generally mated to a 
4-speed manual transmission. 

We are delighted to offer a car with such a detailed history file, 
including some receipts going back to 1964, complete with the rare 
‘buff  log book’, which indicates that it was dispatched from Crewe 
on 14th August 1953 with the registration number NYF 580. The 
log book, issued by Wolverhampton Council, lists a George Johnson 
Esq. as the registered keeper in 1961 before ownership then passed 
to Richard Williams Esq. in 1963, and invoices on file show that 
the car was sent back to Bentley Crewe in that year for an engine 
replacement. A Mr. John Jarvis bought the car in 1968, followed 
briefly by Wolverhampton Motor Services Ltd. in 1969 before it was 
purchased by Mr. Horace Lester on the 30th May 1969 for the grand 
total of  £400.00. 

Mr. Lester spent considerable sums on maintaining the car, with 
receipts on file dating back to 1977. When our vendor bought 
the R-Type on the 5th February 1989 he undertook an extensive 
program of  restoration, historical photos of  which are on file. This 
restoration, according to the receipts accompanying the car, cost 
close to £15,000 in 1990. Keen to ensure that his recently restored 
Bentley smelt as good as it looked, Mr. Lester purchased eight tan 
‘Autolux’ hides from Connolly Leather in 1990 for £1,137, joining a 
reupholstery bill for £1,577, which included carpets and headlining. 
The remainder of  the hides went to recover the seating on some of  
the other cars in the collection, including the Alvis TD21 we have in 
the sale. 

Faultlessly maintained since then and used frequently, covering 
10,000 miles last year, the R-Type presents well today, with the 
Tudor Grey over Oyster coachwork retaining a deep shine and the 
lovely interior totally reminiscent of  50s luxury. Presented to auction 
with a wonderful history file that includes petrol ration books from 
the 1950s, extensive receipts and invoices, an odometer reading of  
some 90,000 miles and an MOT certificate until August 2017.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 661

Bid via the Internet on lot 661

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1953-bentley-r-type
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1953-Bentley-R-Type/32873362/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873362
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Day 2
1950 Land Rover Series I 
‘Lights Behind the Grille’

Lot 662Registration: JXX 341

Chassis No: R06105044

Engine Number: 26110012

Estimate: £25,000 - £28,000

When Maurice Wilks, Rover’s chief  designer, came up with a plan to 
produce a light agricultural utility vehicle in 1947 he would have no 
idea that his design would become an icon and launch a whole new 
industry sector. In 1950 the lights moved from a position behind the 
grill to protrude through the grill and in 1952 a larger 2.0-litre petrol 
engine replaced the original 1.6-litre. 

This stunning example was built as a 1950 model year, leaving 
the factory on 5th December 1949 and was originally sold to the 
Ministry of  Supply. Its history prior to being purchased by John 
Craddock Ltd. remains a bit of  a mystery, but when rescued by him 
it had been used as a trials vehicle. Purchased some years later by 
our vendor as a restoration project, work started in 2010, with the 
vehicle being completely stripped to the bare bones. The objective 
was to restore it to perfection, using as much of  the original as 
possible and as many ‘New Old Stock’ components as could be 
found. The original chassis, bulkhead and axles were restored, 
along with the correct long-nose differentials. The original gearbox 
was also restored and the car was gradually and carefully built 
up with new springs, shock absorbers, track-rod ends, NOS bump 
stops and much more besides. The bodywork was dismantled and 
the cappings re-galvanised. All necessary rivets were replaced with 
correct specification items finished by hand. 
 
 

Although originally Bronze Green, the vendor decided to paint the 
vehicle in light green to emphasise its early production status. 
The front wings and rear tailgate were replaced with new Keith 
Wadsworth supplied items. The engine was stripped, checked and 
repainted, a new loom fitted and all of  the correct instruments 
and switches carefully detailed, the vendor even sourcing a NOS 
speedometer and cable. A rare, brand new and unused column-
mounted horn/dipswitch was also acquired along with NOS side 
lights and incredibly, a set of  NOS ‘spade’ seat backs still in their 
original packing cases. Finally completed in 2014, the restoration 
was featured in an expansive three-page article in ‘Classic Land 
Rover’.  

The owner had been asked if  they could use the vehicle at the 
opening of  the new Colliers Land Rover showroom in Birmingham, 
a deadline which was duly met, with the completed vehicle proudly 
sitting next to HUE 166, the prototype Land Rover at the launch. It 
has subsequently won 1st prize in the Concours at the ARC National 
event at Eastnor in 2015, followed by the David Bowyer Cup for 
the best Series One a year later when the annual event was held in 
Sussex, a real credit to the quality of  the restoration, especially as 
the vehicle had been driven to both events. We are delighted to offer 
this Concours-winning Land Rover that has taken part in various 
important events and would undoubtedly be an asset to any serious 
car collection.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 662

Bid via the Internet on lot 662

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/1950-land-rover-series-i
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/1950-Land-Rover-Series-I-Lights-Behind-the-Grille/32873363/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873363
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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2004 Lotus Exige S2
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63

Registration: SN04 BYT

Chassis No: SCCPA11104HN81515

Engine Number: 2ZZ0134901

Estimate: £21,000 - £25,000

It may not have been born directly from a race series in the manner 
of  its K-series-engined predecessor, but the 2004 Lotus Exige S2 
benefited from a larger capacity, more powerful and reliable Toyota-
sourced 1.8 litre VVTL-i engine rather than the ageing Rover K series 
engine fitted to the series 1. Weight increased slightly to a, still 
featherweight, 914kg and power rose from 177bhp to 190bhp. 60 
will arrive in 4.9 seconds and 100mph flashes by in 13.2. The magic 
number with this engine is 6,200 - that being the rpm where the 
cams change profile and all hell breaks loose. Given its head, the S2 
will nudge 150mph. 

With a track developed chassis and large downforce-creating rear 
wing, the little Lotus coupé handled the additional power with 
aplomb and quickly established itself  as a circuit star, eclipsing the 
Elise and measuring up favourably against more exotic regulars.  

This Saffron Yellow Exige S2 has been enjoyed by its current 
custodian since 2008. It was ordered initially with a factory-fitted 
Touring Pack and air conditioning whilst the car’s soundtrack is 
amplified by a seriously throaty Lotus ‘Stage 1’ exhaust.  

Presented with a full service history and a mileage of  just under 
30,000 miles, smart paintwork and snug unmarked interior, you will 
find the Lotus a perfect partner on track or on your local ‘B’ roads.
The Exige was produced in so many versions, with so many 
interchangeable ‘Packs’ and could be anything from a stripped out, 
100% focused Track Day car to a comfortable well-equipped little 
tourer. Anyone thinking about buying an Exige will know what they 
want and if  this superbly presented, yellow and black, S2 ‘Touring 
Pack’ car is what you have in mind, then we doubt you’ll find a 
better one.  

SN04 BYT has been immortalised on canvas by Ian Cook and this 
large piece of  artwork is available to purchase separately by private 
treaty.

Leave a bid or book a phone bid on lot 663

Bid via the Internet on lot 663

https://www.silverstoneauctions.com/2004-lotus-exige
https://silverstoneauctions.proxibid.com/aspr/2004-Lotus-Exige-S2/32873364/LotDetail.asp?lid=32873364
http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Lot List Day Two Cars
Year Title Lot Number

1976 Alfa Romeo GT Junior 660

1961 Alvis TD21 Coupé 645

2008 American IronHorse 610

1964 Austin Mini Countryman ‘Cooper S’ Homage 632

1998 Bentley Arnage Green Label 653

2000 Bentley Azure 604

2008 Bentley Brooklands Coupé 633

2008 Bentley Continental GT Speed - Ex-Cristiano Ronaldo 650

1953 Bentley R-Type 661

1960 Bentley S2 Standard Steel Saloon 629

2003 BMW Z3 M Coupé S54 620

1923 Clement-Talbot 10-23 Tourer 658

1973 Datsun 240Z ‘Super Samuri’ 630

2003 Ducati 999 S 609

1984 Ferrari 208 Turbo (LHD) 641

1985 Ferrari 308 GTS Quattrovalve RHD 648

1986 Ferrari 412 625

1973 Ferrari Dino 246 GTS 613

1987 Ferrari Testarossa Koenig Competition Evolution II 636

1968 Ford Mustang Convertible 643

1967 Ford Mustang Fastback 614

1967 Ford Mustang GT 637

1987 Ford Sierra RS Cosworth 628

1965 Ford Thunderbird Convertible 617

1971 Husqvarna 400 Cross 655

1969 Jaguar E Type Series II 2+2 656

1962 Jaguar E-Type 3.8 Roadster 635

1965 Jaguar E-Type 4.2 ‘Series I’ Roadster 603

1974 Jaguar E-Type Series III Roadster 659

1972 Jaguar E-Type V12 Roadster 611

1962 Jaguar Mk.II 3.8 Manual/Overdrive 621

1977 Jaguar XJ12-C 640

1958 Jaguar XK150 ‘S’ 3.4 Fixedhead Coupé 618

1956 Jensen 541 605

1981 Lamborghini Countach LP400 S 626

2001 Lamborghini Murciélago ‘3 Record’ 652

1990 Land Rover 110 V8 County Station Wagon 638

1950 Land Rover Series I ‘Lights Behind the Grille’ 662

1966 Land Rover Series IIa 109’ Station Wagon 651

1973 Land Rover Series III 4-cylinder Petrol 601

2004 Lotus Exige S2 663

1967 Mercedes 250SL 619

1989 Mercedes-Benz 2.5 190E Cosworth 642

1996 Mercedes-Benz 320 SL Mille-Miglia 623

1996 Mercedes-Benz G-Wagen 300 GEL 657

2000 Mercedes-Benz SL500 639

1953 MG TD 644

1955 MG TF 1500 616

1994 Morgan +8 ‘Widebody’ 627

2001 Morgan Plus 8 612

1967 Morris Moke 649

1989 Porsche 911 (930) Turbo ‘Flachbau’ 624

1985 Porsche 911 (930) Turbo SE ‘Flatnose’ 608

1984 Porsche 911 3.2 Carrera Targa 646

1990 Porsche 911 RSR Evocation 654

1967 Porsche 912 606

1988 Porsche 928 S4 622

1991 Porsche 944 Turbo Cabriolet 647

1957 Porsche Speedster 634

1971 Rolls-Royce Phantom VI 607

1968 Triumph TR5 631

1979 Volkswagen Beetle 602

1944 Willys MB Jeep 615

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
http://mk.ii/
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The golden rule for anyone hoping to buy at auction 
is to thoroughly inspect the lot you are interested 
in before bidding, as no warranty or guarantee is 
given with anything that is sold. For this reason 
the auction centre is open for viewing prior to each 
Auction (please check times). All bids are final and 
irrevocable.
 
Bidder Registration
You can bid at auction either in person by attending 
the sale, by telephone, by leaving a commission 
bid or live online. To meet current legislative 
requirements, you will need to provide proof  of  
identification in the form of  a passport or driving 
licence and a recent utility bill as proof  of  address. 
When submitting forms in absentia, please ensure 
they reach us no later than 48 hours before the 
auction is due to take place.
 
How fast will the auctioneer go?
The auctioneer will aim to sell approximately 90 lots 
of  automobilia, watches and lifestyle per hour and 
20 vehicles per hour.

Bidding at the sale
If  you are planning to attend the sale in person, 
please complete the relevant Bidder Registration 
Form. On production of  this form you will be 
assigned a paddle number. Please note that entry 
to the auction only is on presentation of  this sale 
catalogue, which admits two.
 
Online bidding
Silverstone Auctions has partnered with proxibid.
com to allow you to bid live on sale day from 
anywhere. Registration for internet bidding is done 
directly on their website. We advise that you register 
with them at least 48 hours before a sale to allow 
sufficient time for your registration to be approved. 
Using these providers carries an additional buyer’s 
premium charge of  1% for cars and 3% for 
automobilia/lifestyle and watches.

Telephone bidding**
Should you be unable to attend the auction on sale 
day, telephone bidding will still allow you to bid live. 
On the day of  the sale, a member of  Silverstone 
Auctions will contact you, usually a few lots prior 
to your selected lots and will guide you through 
the process. It is important that you provide us 
with alternative contact numbers to ensure that we 
are able to contact you on the day. You may wish 
to leave a commission bid to be used in the event 
that we are unable to contact you. This, however, is 
entirely optional. 

Commission bidding**
If  you think you might not be contactable on the 
day of  the sale, you may leave with us a commission 
bid. To submit a commission bid, please complete 
our Telephone/Commission Bidder Registration 
form indicating, for each lot you wish to bid on, 
the maximum amount you are willing to bid up to 
(excluding commission and VAT). We will execute 
your bid as low as possible on your behalf.

** There is no charge for the telephone and 
commission bidding service.

Catalogues
Catalogues can be purchased online or by 
contacting our catalogue subscription department 
on +44 (0)1926 691 141. Please ensure that you 
bring your catalogue to the sale as entry is by 
catalogue only. Whilst your Silverstone Auctions 
Catalogue admits two persons to the viewing 
day(s) and the sale day please refer to any specific 
Admission tickets that maybe required to enter 
the Event. Further copies of  the catalogue can be 
purchased at the Auction.

Warranties
All lots are sold on an ‘as seen’ basis. You may wish 
to bring a competent mechanic with you to inspect 
any Motor Vehicles on your behalf. The catalogue 
will describe the lots to the best of  our ability on 
information supplied. You should, however, satisfy 
yourself  as to the condition, age, and integrity of  
any lot prior to bidding as no warranties whatsoever 
are given in relation to any lot. Once the auctioneer 
drops the hammer, a contract is made and you 
are obligated to proceed with the purchase. It 
is therefore vital that you are satisfied with the 
condition of  the lot you intend to bid upon before 
doing so.
 
Charges
Like the vast majority of  auctioneers, Silverstone 
Auctions Limited charge what is known as a buyer’s 
premium. Our standard buyer’s premium charges 
are 12.5% of  the hammer price on motor vehicles 
(cars and motorcycles) and 20% of  the hammer 
price for watches, automobila and lifestyle items. 
Buyer’s premium is subject to VAT at the prevailing 
rate on the day of  the auction.

Buying Guide

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Payment
Full payment for all lots must be made to SAL by 
the next working day after the sale.  Payment can 
only be accepted in GBP. For security reasons, 
payments by Debit or Credit card (VISA/Mastercard) 
will only be accepted where the cardholder is 
present. Credit Card Payments are subject to a 
1.76% surcharge. Business debit and credit cards 
are subject to a 2% surcharge. There is a floor cash 
limit of  £5,000. Items cannot be removed until paid 
for.

Bank: Handelsbank,  
Leamington Spa branch

Account Name: Silverstone Auctions Ltd

Sort Code: 40-51-62   

Account Number: 15541813

IBAN: GB46HAND40516215541813

BIC: HANDGB22

VAT
VAT at the prevailing rate will be added to the 
Buyer’s premium which will be invoiced on a 
VAT inclusive basis. If  you have any questions 
with regard to payment, please contact our 
administration department.

Collection
All purchases are at the buyer’s risk from the fall of  
the hammer. You should therefore arrange insurance 
and removal of  the lot. 

For details of  when lots need to be collected and 
delivery options see ‘Key Sale Information’ on the 
following page.

1981 Lamborghini Countach LP400 S
Estimate: £350,000 - £400,000

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Key Sale Information

Due to venue restrictions we need to be clear by 1pm on Monday 14th 
November.
 
BUYER’S PREMIUM
 
Buyer’s premium on motor vehicles is 12.5% + VAT and on 
automobilia and watches is 20%+VAT.
 
 
PAYMENT
 
All payments are due by 5pm on Monday 14th November.
 
Payment can be made in person via credit or debit card before noon 
on Monday or via bank transfer.
 
Credit and business debit cards attract an additional fee of  1.76%.
 
 
COLLECTION
 
Motor vehicles must be collected before noon on Monday 14th 
November from NEC, Hall 2, Door 2.5.
 
Any motor vehicles not collected will be taken to secure storage by 
E.M. Rogers for £195 + VAT including three days’ storage. Additional 
storage will be charged at £10 + VAT per day.
 
Automobilia must be collected before noon on Monday 14th 
November from NEC.
 
Any automobliia lots not collected will be sent to the buyer at the 
buyer’s expense or can be collected by prior arrangement from our 
office in Gaydon.
 
Watches must be collected before 6pm on Sunday 13th November.
 
Any watches not collected will be sent to the buyer at the buyer’s 
expense or can be collected by prior arrangement from Stratford-
upon-Avon.

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/
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Name/Title: Email Address:

Address: Home Tel No.

Mobile Tel No.

Business Tel No.

County: Postcode: Fax No.

Bank Name: Billing Address:

Account No.: Town/City:

Sort Code: County: Postcode:

Please complete clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS

Auction Date

Paddle No.FT No.
Office Use Only

Identification Type 1:

Identification Type 2:

Please provide a minimum of  two forms of  original identification: Passport, Driving Licence or Bank Card

To improve efficiency please complete and remove prior to arrival.

Signature of  Buyer: Signature (Silverstone Auctions Ltd.):

VAT Number: Date:
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I have read and accept the terms and conditions laid out in this catalogue (Please tick box):

Bidder Registration Form
Tel: +44 (0) 1926 691 141 

Fax: +44 (0) 1926 641 239 

Email: enquiries@silverstoneauctions.com

www.silverstoneauctions.com
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GENERAL

The following Terms (“Terms”) together with such other terms, 
conditions and notices as may be set out in any relevant catalogue 
apply to all sales by Silverstone Auctions Limited (“SAL”) at auction 
or within 14 days after the auction.
No alteration to the Terms will be binding unless accepted by SAL 
in writing. The Terms are subject to amendment by SAL provided 
it is reasonable for it to do so by the posting of  notices or by oral 
announcement made by the Auctioneer prior to or during the sale. 
Nothing in the Terms shall affect the statutory rights of  a consumer.

Additional information applicable to the Auction may be set out in 
the Catalogue for the Sale, in an insert in the Catalogue and/or in a 
notice displayed at the Auctions and you should read them as well.  
Announcements affecting the Auction may also be given out orally 
before and during the Auction without prior written notice.  You 
should be alert to this possibility of  changes especially if  bidding by 
telephone and ask in advance of  bidding if  there have been any.
SAL acts solely for and in the interests of  the Seller. SAL’s job is to 
sell the Lot at the highest price obtainable at the Auction to a Buyer.  
SAL does not act for Buyers in this role and does not give advice 
to Buyers. When SAL or its employees makes statements about a 
Lot it is doing so on behalf  of  the Seller of  the Lot. Buyers who are 
themselves not expert in the Lots are strongly advised to seek and 
obtain independent advice on the Lots and their value before bidding 
for them.  
 
 
DEFINITIONS

1.  In these Terms:
1.1  “Auction” means the auction sale in respect of  which a Lot is 
consigned for sale.
1.2  “Auctioneer” means the representative of  SAL conducting the 
Auction.
1.3  “Automobilia” means any memorabilia including but not 
limited to trophies, badges, programmes, models, prints and other 
collectables. 
1.4  “Buyer” means the only person whose bid is accepted by SAL to 
conclude the contract for the purchase of  a Lot.
1.5  “Buyer’s Premium” means the amount payable by the Buyer to 
SAL equal to 12.5%+VAT of  the Hammer Price on Motor Vehicles 
and 20%+VAT of  the Hammer Price for Watches, Automobilia and 
Lifestyle goods.
1.6  “Catalogue” the catalogue relating to the relevant Auction 
includes any advertisement, brochure, estimate, price list or other 
publication or webpage relating to one or more Lots.
1.7  “Contract” means the agreement to be completed by the Seller 
relating to the proposed sale of  each separate Lot at the Auction. 
1.8 “Entry Fee” means the fee paid by the seller to enter an item 
into auction.
1.9  “Expenses” in relation to the sale of  any Lot means SAL’s 
charges and expenses payable by the Seller in addition to the 
Seller’s Commission including insurance, storage, illustrations, 
auction Entry Fee, cleaning costs, photography costs, catalogue 
costs, special advertising, packing and freight of  that Lot and any 
VAT thereon.
1.10  “Hammer Price” means the price in pounds sterling at which a 
Lot is knocked down by the Auctioneer to the Buyer.
1.11  “Lot” means any item(s) consigned to SAL with the view to its 
or their sale at Auction.
1.12  “Motor Vehicle” means any car or motorbike included or 
proposed to be included in a sale of  motor vehicles.
1.13  “Purchase Price” means the Hammer Price together with the 
Buyer’s Premium and any additional charges due plus VAT.
1.14 “Reserve” means the minimum Hammer Price agreed between 
SAL and the Seller at which a Lot may be sold.
1.15  “Sale Proceeds” means the net amount due to the Seller being 
the Hammer Price less the Seller’s Commission and VAT, Expenses 
and any other amount due to SAL from the Seller.
1.16  “Seller” means the person who offers the Lot for sale, whether 
as agent or principal.
1.17  “Seller’s Commission” shall have the meaning given in clause 
10.
1.18  “VAT” means Value Added Tax applicable at the prevailing rate 
from time to time.
1.19  “Working Day” means any day (other than a Saturday and 

Sunday) at which clearing banks in the city of  London are open for 
the transaction of  normal sterling banking business.
 
2.  Agent
SAL sells as agent for the Seller (except where SAL is selling as 
principal, which SAL will disclose in the Catalogue or otherwise in 
the Auction). The Contract for the sale of  a Lot is between the Seller 
and the Buyer. SAL shall not be liable for any act or default by the 
Seller (except where selling as principal) or the Buyer.  
 
3.  Discretion
3.1  SAL has the right as its sole discretion to refuse any bid, to 
divide any Lot, to combine two or more Lots, to withdraw any Lot 
and, in the case of  dispute, to put any Lot up for Auction again.
3.2  If  SAL is notified about the Seller’s alleged breach of  any of  the 
Terms before it has remitted the Sale Proceeds to the Seller, it may 
at its sole discretion withhold payment until that dispute is resolved.  
SAL may, however, deduct any sums that are due to it from the sum 
held.
 
4.  Loss or injury
SAL shall be under no liability for any injury, damage or loss 
sustained by any person while on SAL’s premises (including any 
premises where a sale may be conducted or where a Lot, or part 
of  a Lot, may be on view from time to time) except for death or 
personal injury, damage or loss caused by the negligence of  or 
other breach of  duty by SAL, its employees or agents in the ordinary 
course of  their duties to SAL.
 
5.  Lots
5.1  The Catalogue contains details about each Lot. The description 
printed in the Catalogue is given on behalf  of  the Seller, and may 
contain SAL’s opinion about the Lot, but in any event is not a 
contractual representation or warranty by SAL.
5.2  Photographs, illustrations and diagrams contained in the 
Catalogue are for identification purposes only. They may not 
show the true condition and colour (which may be inaccurately 
reproduced) of  the Lot.  
5.3   Lots are available for inspection prior to the Sale and it is for 
any potential bidder to satisfy themselves as to each and every 
aspect of  a Lot, including its authorship, condition, provenance, 
history, background, authenticity, style, period, age, suitability, 
quality, roadworthiness (if  relevant), origin, value and estimated 
selling price (including the Hammer Price).  
5.4  Each Lot is sold by its respective Seller to the Buyer. Lots 
are sold to the Buyer on an “as is” basis, with all faults and 
imperfections.
5.5   The actual condition of  a Lot may not be as good as its 
outward appearance suggests. In particular parts may have been 
replaced or renewed and those parts may not be authentic or of  
‘Merchantable Quality’. The inside of  a Lot may not be visible where, 
for example, it is covered by upholstery or material, and may not be 
original or may be damaged, have been damaged or poorly repaired. 
Given the age of  some Lots, no assumption should be made with 
regard to any aspect of  their condition.
5.6  Any person who physically interferes with, scratches or 
damages the Lot in any way (at, before or after the Auction) will be 
held liable for the loss so caused.
5.7  The Seller is responsible for delivering the Lot in a presentable 
and saleable condition. If  additional cleaning is required it will be 
charged for by SAL to the Seller as an Expense. 
5.8  If  a Lot is not sold at Auction, SAL will for the next 14 days be 
entitled exclusively to negotiate a sale of  the Lot on terms agreed 
with the Seller and as Seller’s agent, and if  successful will be 
entitled to charge the Seller’s Commission and Expenses.
5.9.1 The Seller gives SAL the full and absolute right to photograph 
and illustrate any Lot placed in its hand for sale, and to use such 
photographs and illustrations as are provided by the Seller at any 
time at its absolute discretion (whether or not in connection with the 
Auction), with indemnity against copyright infringement.
5.9.2 The copyright in all written matter and illustrations relating to 
Lots shall remain at all times the absolute property of  SAL, and any 
person wishing to use such materials, or any part of  them, may only 
do so with the prior written consent of  SAL.
5.10 Lots marked with an asterisk (*) are owned or partly-owned by 
an employee or directly by Silverstone Auctions.
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6.  Alterations and Estimates
6.1  Estimates and descriptions may be amended at SAL’s discretion 
from time to time by notice given orally or in writing before or during 
an Auction.
6.2  The Lot is available for inspection and any potential bidder must 
form their own opinion in relation to it.  You are strongly advised to 
examine any Lot or have it examined by a specialist or engineer on 
your behalf  before the Auction. 
6.3  SAL gives no warranty or representation as to the anticipated 
or likely selling price of  any Lot.  Any estimate given, whether 
written or oral and whether or not printed in any Catalogue, as to 
the estimated selling price of  any Lot, is a statement of  opinion 
only and may be subject to revision from time to time at SAL’s sole 
discretion and should not be relied upon as an indication of  the 
actual selling price. 
6.4  SAL shall not be liable to the Seller for any error or 
misstatement in or omission from the description of  any lot in any 
Catalogue where SAL has:   
6.4.1   been provided with such description by the Seller or any 
person on his behalf; or
6.4.2  provided the Seller with a copy of  such description prior to 
publication of  the Catalogue and neither the Seller nor any person 
on his behalf  has notified SAL in writing within 7 days of  any error 
or misstatement in or omission from the description. 
6.5  SAL has no duty to the Seller or the Buyer to investigate the 
accuracy of  the description of  any Lot provided by or on behalf  of  
the Seller.
 
 
7.  Warranty by the Seller
7.1  The Seller warrants to the Buyer and to SAL that:
7.1.1  The Seller is the owner of  the Lot or is properly authorised 
to sell the Lot by the owner, and is able to sell the Lot with full title 
guarantee free from all encumbrances and third party claims and 
in particular that there is no outstanding finance affecting the Lot. 
If  the car is subject to finance the amount outstanding must be 
confirmed prior to consignment and sale.
7.1.2  The description of  the Lot in the Catalogue is to the best 
of  the Seller’s knowledge accurate and not misleading.  The Seller 
has notified (or will before the Auction notify) SAL in writing of  
any material alterations to the Lot of  which the Seller is aware 
and of  any concerns expressed by third parties in relation to the 
authenticity, provenance, origin, age, condition or quality of  the 
Lot and has provided SAL with all such information in the Seller’s 
possession or control.
7.1.3  If  the Lot is a road going Motor Vehicle, it may lawfully be 
used on the public road and complies with all statutory provisions 
and that there is in force a test certificate required by law in relation 
to such use;  OR ALTERNATIVELY the Seller has notified SAL in 
writing that the Motor Vehicle may not lawfully be used on the public 
road.
7.1.4  The Seller shall compensate SAL and the Buyer in full for all 
losses, expenses and other costs which are caused by the Seller’s 
breach of  any obligation of  the Seller under the Terms.
7.1.5 Where the vehicle is not registered in the UK, the seller shall 
be responsible for completing the NOVA application within 14 days 
or the car arriving in the UK and before the vehicle arrives at the 
auction for sale.
 
8.  Vehicle Registration Numbers
8.1  If  the Seller wishes to sell the Motor Vehicle but to retain the 
right to the registration number of  the Motor Vehicle it is the Seller’s 
Responsibility to notify SAL in writing.
8.2  It shall be the Seller’s Responsibility to take all necessary steps 
to ensure that the current vehicle registration number is retained 
and that a new number is allocated prior to the Motor Vehicle being 
sold at the Auction. 
 
9.  Bidding and Reserves
9.1  Admission to the Auction requires the purchase of  a Catalogue 
which must be presented at the entrance to the Auction.  SAL do not 
accept bids from any person who has not completed and submitted 
a registration form.  Proof  of  identification will be required in the 
form of  a passport or driver’s licence, together with a recent utility 
bill showing your current address, before the registration process 
can be completed. 
9.2  The Auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding at 
levels and in increments he considers appropriate and is entitled 
to place a bid or series of  bids on behalf  of  the Seller, up to the 
Reserve on the Lot.
9.3  The Seller may place a Reserve on any Lot when he consigns it 
to the Auction, and once placed it may not be changed without the 
written consent of  SAL.  All Lots will be sold without Reserve unless 
a Reserve has been agreed by SAL in writing. 
9.4  Where a Reserve has been agreed, only SAL at its absolute 
discretion may bid on behalf  of  the Seller.  

9.5  If  no Reserve has been placed on a Lot, SAL shall in no way be 
held liable should the Lot be purchased for a price below any lowest 
estimated selling price of  the Lot given in any Catalogue.
9.6 SAL may sell a Lot below the Reserve agreed with the Seller, 
provided that SAL accounts to the Seller for the same Sale Proceeds 
as the Seller would have received had the Lot been sold at that 
Reserve.
 
10.  Commission and Expenses
10.1  SAL shall be entitled to deduct from the Hammer Price and 
retain an amount equal to 5% of  the Hammer Price for vehicles and 
15% for watches, automobilia and lifestyle goods or such other sum 
agreed by SAL in writing (“Seller’s Commission”) plus VAT together 
with Expenses and any other sums due from the Seller to SAL.
10.2  The Seller acknowledges SAL’s right to retain the Buyer’s 
Premium payable by the Buyer.
 
11. Insurance
11.1  Only on payment of  the Purchase Price in cleared funds shall 
title in the Lot pass from the Seller to the Buyer.  However, the risk in 
the Lot passes to the Buyer on the fall of  the hammer. It is therefore, 
the responsibility of  the Seller to insure the Lot before the hammer 
falls and the responsibility of  the Buyer to insure the Lot after the 
hammer falls.
11.2  SAL will not be responsible for any damage to or the loss or 
destruction of  a Lot unless caused by the negligence of  or other 
breach of  duty by SAL, its employees or agents in the ordinary 
course of  their duties to SAL and the Seller shall compensate SAL in 
full in respect of  all other claims and proceedings brought against 
SAL in respect of  any loss or damage to or destruction of  the Lot.
11.3  SAL will not be liable for any injury, loss or damage caused 
by any Lot or by the Seller’s negligence of  SAL, its employees or 
agents in the ordinary course of  their duties to SAL.  The Seller shall 
compensate SAL in full in respect of  all claims and proceedings 
brought against SAL in respect of  injury, loss or damage caused 
by any Lot or by the Seller’s negligence or breach of  any obligation 
under the Terms. 
 
 
12.  Payment of  Sale Proceeds
12.1  Subject to SAL’s right of  retention under Clause 3.2 and other 
provisions of  this Clause 12, SAL shall pay the Sale Proceeds to 
the Seller not later than 14 Working Days after the Auction provided 
that the Purchase Price has been received in full by SAL.  Unless an 
alternative method of  payment has been agreed by SAL in writing, 
payment shall be made by telegraphic transfer.  In the event of  an 
unsettled hire purchase, finance agreement or any other charge or 
lien affecting the Lot SAL reserves the right to settle the amount due 
of  such charges not exceeding the Sale Proceeds and if  the Sale 
Proceeds are less than the charges outstanding the Seller will be 
responsible for the settlement of  the balance forthwith.
12.2  If  the Purchase Price has not been received in full by SAL 
within the time specified in clause 12.1 SAL will pay the Sale 
Proceeds to the Seller within seven Working Days from when the 
Purchase Price is received in cleared funds from the Buyer.
12.3  In respect of  road registered Motor Vehicles, SAL reserves the 
right not to remit the Sale Proceeds to the Seller unless the Seller 
has deposited with SAL the registration document of  the Motor 
Vehicle, and any other documents relating to the Motor Vehicle 
in the Seller’s possession or control which he agreed with SAL to 
supply.  
12.4  If  the Buyer fails to pay the Purchase Price within 28 days of  
the Auction, SAL will notify the Seller who may instruct SAL as to 
the appropriate course of  action.  SAL may endeavour to assist the 
Seller but SAL shall be under no obligation to do so, and shall not 
be under any obligation to institute proceedings in its own name.  
12.5  In the absence of  any written instructions from the Seller to 
SAL within 7 days of  SAL having notified the Seller under clause 
12.4 SAL shall be entitled to take any of  the actions set out in 
clause 19.
12.6  Any monies recovered by and paid to SAL as a consequences 
of  SAL taking one or more of  the steps referred to in clause 19 shall 
be applied to the payment of:
12.6.1  legal or other costs incurred by SAL in connection with such 
steps;
12.6.2  expenses; 
12.6.3  the Buyer’s Premium and the Seller’s Commission on the 
sale of  the Lot; 
12.6.4  any balance remaining shall be paid to SAL to the Seller 
(or, if  appropriate, the Buyer).  If  there shall be a shortfall any such 
shortfall shall be made good by the Seller to SAL on demand.
12.7  If  within 7 days after receipt of  the notice referred to in clause 
12.5 the Seller informs SAL that he wishes for re-delivery of  the 
Lot, he shall be entitled to do so but only upon prior payment of  all 
Expenses and all legal and other costs reasonably incurred by SAL 
so as to keep SAL fully recompensed.
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13.  Withdrawal Fees
13.1  The Seller may not withdraw the Lot from the Auction.  If  
SAL is unable to sell the Lot at the Auction due to action or 
interference by the Seller, the Seller shall be liable to pay SAL 15% 
of  the estimated value of  the Lot plus VAT thereon together with 
Expenses.  The estimated value shall be the mid value estimated in 
the Catalogue. 
 
14.  Removal and Storage
14.1  Unsold Lots must be removed from site by the times detailed 
in “Key Sale Information” on page 110
14.2  Unsold Lots that are not removed from site by the deadline will 
be handled according to “Key Sale Information” on page 110 and 
charges applied accordingly.

15.  The Buyer
15.1  The Buyer shall be the highest bidder at the Hammer Price.  
Any dispute as to any bid shall be settled by the Auctioneer at his 
absolute discretion.
15.2  Every bidder shall be deemed to act as principal, unless prior 
to the commencement of  the Auction there is a written acceptance 
by SAL that a bidder acts on behalf  of  his principal and the true 
identity of  the principal is noted on the registration form.
 
16.  Buyer’s Premium
The Buyer shall pay the Buyer’s Premium to SAL and the Buyer 
acknowledges that SAL may also receive the Seller’s Commission 
due to SAL under Clause 10.
 
17.  Payment
17.1  Once a lot is sold, the Purchase Price shall become 
immediately payable to SAL.
17.2  Full payment for all Lots must be made to SAL by 5:00pm 
the next Working Day.  Payment can only be accepted in GBP. 
For security reasons, payments by Debit or Credit card (VISA/
Mastercard) will only be accepted where the cardholder is present. 
Credit Card and Business Debit Card Payments are subject to a 
1.76% surcharge. Where the Buyer wishes to pay by cheque and SAL 
has agreed that the Buyer may do so, the Lot will not be released 
until the cheque has been cleared. In this instance, the Buyer will be 
responsible for all removal and storage fees incurred.  
17.3  No Lot may be collected until the Purchase Price has been 
received by SAL and payments by a Buyer to SAL may be applied 
by SAL towards any such sums due from that Buyer to SAL on any 
account whatsoever notwithstanding any directions to the contrary 
by the Buyer or his agent whether express or implied.
17.4  Title to the Lot will pass to the Buyer only when the Purchase 
Price in cleared funds has been received by SAL.
17.5  Immediately a Lot is sold the risk shall pass to the Buyer 
notwithstanding that possession will not be given and title will not 
pass to the Buyer before payment of  the Purchase Price and SAL 
will not be responsible for any damage to or the loss or destruction 
of  the Lot or any injury, loss or damage caused by the Lot unless 
caused by the negligence of  or other breach of  duty by SAL, its 
employees or agents in the ordinary course of  their duties to SAL.  
The Buyer will compensate SAL in full in respect of  all claims and 
proceedings brought against SAL in respect of  any loss or damage 
to the Lot or injury, loss or damage caused by it not arising from the 
negligence of  other breach of  duty by SAL, its employees or agents 
in the ordinary course of  their duties to SAL.
17.6  The Buyer shall, at his own expense, remove the Lot purchased 
but not before payment in full to SAL of  the Purchase Price whether 
in respect of  this or any other Lot.
 
18.  Responsibility for Purchased Lots
18.1  The Buyer will be responsible for loss or damage to a Lot 
purchased by him from the fall of  the hammer.  Neither SAL nor its 
employees or agents shall be responsible for any loss or damage 
unless caused by the negligence of  SAL, its employees or agents in 
the ordinary course of  their duties to SAL while the Lot is in SAL’s 
custody or under its control.
18.2  The Buyer shall be responsible for all removals, insurance, 
storage and other charges on any Lot from the fall of  the hammer 
(in accordance with Clause 11).
18.3 DVLA will be notified of  the change of  keeper within 5 working 
days following receipt of  payment, using the details from invoice, 
unless otherwise stated.
18.4 Purchased lots must be removed from site by the times 
detailed in “Key Sale information” on page 110.
18.5 Purchased lots that are not removed from site by the deadline 
will be handled according to “Key Sale Information” on page 110 
and charges applied accordingly.
 
19.  Non-payment or Failure to Collect
19.1  If  the Purchase Price is not paid in full, SAL as the agent of  

the Seller, shall in its absolute discretion and without prejudice to 
any other rights it may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of  
the following remedies:-
19.1.1  to remove, store (either at SAL’s premises or elsewhere) and 
insure the Lot at the expense of  the Buyer;
19.1.2  to charge interest at a daily rate equal to 4% pa over 
Barclays Bank’s Base Rate on so much of  the total amount due as 
remains unpaid after the date of  and time referred to in clause 17.2;
19.1.3  to retain that or any Lot sold to the same Buyer at the same 
or any other auction of  SAL and to release it only after payment of  
the total amount due;
19.1.4  to apply any money due or to become due to the defaulting 
Buyer in or towards settlement of  the total amount due and to 
exercise a charge or lien on any property of  the Buyer which is in 
SAL’s possession for any purpose.
19.1.5  take such steps as SAL shall at its absolute discretion 
consider necessary to collect the monies due from the Buyer, and to 
agree terms for the payment of  the Purchase Price;
19.1.6  to rescind the sale and refund any monies to the Buyer, or 
to rescind the sale to the Buyer and to purchase the Lot itself.  If  
it does so, property in the Lot shall pass to SAL on its election and 
SAL shall remit the Purchase Price to the Seller within 14 Working 
Days of  its election less the Seller’s Commission, Expenses and 
sums due to SAL which would have been payable had the contract 
not been rescinded;
19.1.7  to appoint a solicitor and/or other agent to pursue any of  
the courses of  action referred to in this clause 19, and the Seller 
hereby authorises SAL to take any of  the courses referred to in 
this clause, including the issue and prosecution of  proceedings on 
the Seller’s behalf, and to settle claims and/or proceedings made 
by or against the Buyer on such terms as the Seller shall instruct, 
or in the absence of  instructing on such terms as SAL shall at its 
absolute discretion think fit.
19.2  If  the Buyer fails to make payment within 14 days after the 
date and time referred to in clause 17.2, SAL shall at its absolute 
discretion and without prejudice to any other rights it may have, be 
entitled to re-sell the Lot or cause it to be resold by public auction or 
private sale, and, if  this results in a lower price being obtained, the 
defaulting Buyer shall then pay to SAL any deficiency, together with 
re-sale costs and any costs incurred in connection with the Buyer’s 
failure to make payment and any surplus shall belong to the Seller.

19.3  If  the Lot is not taken away on the date and time referred to 
in clause clauses 18.4 and 18.5, whether or not the Purchase Price 
has been paid, SAL shall remove, store (either at SAL’s premises or 
elsewhere) and insure the Lot at the expense of  the Buyer and only 
release the Lot after payment of  the total amount due.
 
20.  Liability of  SAL and the Seller
20.1  Buyers are solely responsible for ensuring that Motor Vehicles 
are safe for use, roadworthy (if  a road going car) and comply with all 
relevant laws and regulations in force in all relevant jurisdictions and 
for ensuring that any necessary test certificates are in force. It is the 
responsibility of  the Buyer to carry out such inspection as he thinks 
necessary.
20.2  In bidding for any Lot, the Buyer acknowledges that he does 
not rely on any representation made to him by SAL, its employees 
or agents.
 
21.  Governing Law
Any transactions to which the Terms apply shall be governed 
by English Law and the Courts of  England shall have exclusive 
jurisdiction to settle all disputes arising in connection with all 
aspects of  all matters or transactions to which these Terms relate 
or apply.   
 
22.  Notices
22.1  Any shall be deemed to have been received:- 
22.1.1  if  hand-delivered, at the time of  delivery;
22.1.2  if  sent by mail, two days after the date of  posting.
22.2  In proving service by delivery:-
22.2.1  by hand, it shall be necessary only to produce a receipt for 
the notice signed by or on behalf  of  the addressee;
22.2.2  by post, it shall be necessary only to prove that the notice 
was contained in a pre-paid envelope which was duly addressed and 
posted first class.    
 
23.  Data Protection 
23.1  All information provided to SAL will be treated confidentially 
and shall not be passed to third parties, except where necessary to 
complete a sale transaction.
23.2  SAL reserves the right to pass on information when required 
by legislation, government authorities or the courts.
23.3  SAL shall also have the right to use any personal information 
to notify you of  further auctions and future events, unless you notify 
us that you do not consent to receive notifications of  future events.

http://www.silverstoneauctions.com/


1953 Jaguar XK120 Drophead Coupé

Estimate: £55,000 - £65,000



A NEW APPROACH IN AN AGE OLD BUSINESS
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